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The subcommittee reconvened, pursuant to adjournment, at 2 :08
p.m., in room 2325, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon, Ray Thorn
ton, chairman of the subcommittee, presiding.

Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will come to order.
This afternoon the Subcommittee on Science, Research and Tech

nology continues its seriesof hearings on the general subject of recom
binant DNA molecule research with an accent, however, today on the
broader question of the effect of ethics on science policy and how these
two dissimilar philosophical concepts may be related to policymakers
and used in making decisions.

It is well-known that science, by definition, is a search for truth, and
that ethics is a matter of social conscience or transcendent values, or
whatever other philosophical definition might be given. But basically
it's a judgment which society makes and expresses. And yet the two
occasionally bump into each other, and in the search for science truth
it is sometimes possible to offend ethical standards, and so in early
days the study of cadavers led to very grave problems [laughter] of
science research affected with the ethical considerations of the time.

Today, as science pursues ever broadening horizons, the occasion
for bumping into problems of ethics would seem to occur more fre
quently, and certainly in an area which is as vital and fundamental
to the question of Iife.itself as recombinant DNA research, However,
the question is not limited to that particular aspect of science research,
but rather to a way of determining what the impact on science research
should be of ethical standards.

We are very fortunate this afternoon in having a distinguished
group of witnesses who will discuss the ethical issues in scientific
research.

The procedure I would like to follow is to allow each of the witnesses
an opportunity to make a brief opening statement and then, hopefully,
to open the panel for discussion, which we will try to prod along, hop
ing to get a good deal of interplay, not only between Congressman
Hollenbeck and myself and the panel, but between the various panel
members. In pursuing that objective, I propose to ask each of you in
the order in which your names appear as witnesses to give us your
primary discussion.

Our first witness is Dr. Marc Lappe, who is chief of the office of
health, law, and values of the State of California Department of
Health.

Dr. Lappe.
[A biographical sketch of Dr. Lappe follows.]
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STATEMENT OFDR. MARC LAPPE, CHIEF, OFFICE OFHEALTH, LAW,
AND VALUES, STATE OFCALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OFHEALTH

Dr. LAPPE. Thank you.
Let me preface my remarks bv saying that I am, like some recombi

nant DNA molecules, a kind of unique hybrid, having spent 5 or 6
years doing basic scientific research and an additional 5 years doing
bioethical research, primarily at the Institute of Society,-Ethics, and
the Life Sciences prior to joining the Office of Health, Law, and
Values in the California Department of Health.

My purpose in being here today is to offer some very broad observa
tions about ethics and scientific research and to suggest some positive
options about how we might link scientific findings to social policy.

It is that linkup which is difficult, as you've emphasized iu your
introductory remarks. Ethics and science are a bit like oil and water ,
they don't mix very well. There are some fundamental reasons for
that clash of values. Ethics deals with truths which change with the:
vagaries of the human condition. Because ethics deals in part with the
way in which human values should shape decisionmaking, ethics is
shaped as much by cultural mores and political forces as by internal
rules. . .

Science, on the other hand, involves the discovery of absolute, un
changing truths. In marked distinction from ethicists, for instance,
scientists feel a need to isolate themselves from the dailv affairs of
humanity. Einstein once wrote of his pronounced lack of need for
direct contact with human beings and communities, and commented
on how ironic it was for that emotion to be present in someone who
was committed in his heart, as Einstein was, to social justice.

Even today, science, remains essentially a solitary activity, ethics
a social one. The pressures to drive science into a more public arena
have been met with often massive resistance. The National Academy
of Sciences recently has seen fit to oppose further public involvement
inregulating the conditions under which recombinant DNA are con
ducted, as if the continued separation of science and the people, like
the church and. the state, is somehow a desirable state of affairs. In
my view, it is not.
. Opponents to unfettered and uncontrolled research are legitimately
concerned with the protection of societal values in much the same way
as opponents to similarily unfettered human experimentation in years
past were concerned with protecting the rights of persons who were
conscripted as subjects in biomedical research.

Today we have moved from a focus on individuals to a broader focus
on society as a whole. Questions of informed consent, which were more
or less easily resolved at the level of an individual, ona one-to-one
basis with a physician or an experimenter, are now thrown into en
tirely different perspective when we place whole groups of people
against society for consent purposes.

Science is as much a shaper of that society as it is shaped by it. Rene
Dubos spoke of the intimacy of this codependency, in his book, Man
Adapting. He wrote that it is "probable that the very continuance of
science itself depends on the ability of scientists to relate their pro
fessional interests to the main currents and aspirations of society,"
and here is our dilemma.
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Nevertheless, some kind of regulation at the level of basic research
appears to me appropriate. Controlling the inception of an idea or the
choices which scientists make admittedly is a knotty problem, It does
tread on the prerogatives of persons to make free choices, and opens
the door for governmental regulation of basic research, whioh, by its
nature, I am convinced, can only flourish when unregulated. Even
saying that, 1 want to say that I would like that door for public regula
tion to be left open. Where public health or the rights of persons are
potentially compromised by scientific research, or where that research
lends itself to abuse, I want the people who may be affected to have
recourse either through their representatives or some other course of
regulatory activity.

[The arguments for the appropriateness of research unneces
sary involvement in basic research are presented in an appendix.]

I would like to propose an avenue of action in an area where public
relevance of regulation is much less disputable. The results of some
scientific investigations are so provocative that they ~airly cry out for
aPl?lication, as, for instance, the case of the discovery of the induci
bility of this enzyme I mentioned previously. Little or no public guid
ance now exists to say when data should be used, or, if timely, how that
new and often unproven data or associations should be made into
policy. Egregious public policy failures have been made simply be
cause scientists and legislators failed to communicate in the past, or
when they did, legislators accepted without question the technological
imperative to use scientific data to formulate social policy.

I think I have a simple message for Members of Congress,
First, insist on involvement and education of the public, and, second,

where appropriate learn to say ''no'' to data which Implies policy deci
sions which compromise human values.

Let me be specific, by citing two examples:
First, an instance in the area of public education suggests the pit

falls of inadequately preparing the public: In tbe 1970's, you are prob
albly well aware, the first genetic screening programs were instituted
without prior public involvement or education. Sickle cell anemia, a
then incurable and prenatally undiagnosable disease, was selected as
the targeted goal, Instead of the primary health care which they
needed, members of the black community were seemingly sirurled out
for the labeling and resulting stisrma which identifying carriers of a
"deleterious gene"---.sickle cell trait-c-entailed. A significant portion of
that black population-and the medical profession itself-came to
.believe that carrying a gene for a harmful disease was somehow cul
pable behavior or physically harmful.

A second example, more current.. centers around the discovery of
the- possible carcinogenicity of the flame retardant that yon know of
as "Tris," which is added in large amount to children's clothes. In
California we knew about this data long before public policy appli
cation was taken by the Federal Government. Had we prepared care
ful support documents which balanced the grave but indeterminate
risks of cancer to a large population against the severe but less awe
some appearing risks of childhood burn injuries. we might have staved
off a precipitous court order which reversed the ban on Tris and led to

i a potentially dangerous chemical persisting on the open market
.! unregulated.
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justifiable to ignore scientific data which indicate group genetic differ
ances in "educability," if by doing so you encourage social values
which are higher than those sought by the scientists themselves.

A society might well decide that social cohesiveness, mutual trust
and a sense of communality, which might well follow from treating all
children alike in one or more of their formative years, wonld out
weight the advantages of special classification schemes which use a
genetic criteria for educability. The ethical principle of treating like
things alike is an extension, I believe, of a basic conviction in a demo
cratic society that individuals are vested with equal rights, irrespective
of any systematic biological orscientific difference.

Finally, the lesson from all this appears to me to be straight
forward: sometime scientific data alone do not eonstitutaappropr-iate
grounds for policymalring; and,second, legislators are Justified in
saying that human values can be allowed to supercede scientific im
peratives in some instances.

That completes the formal testimony which I have prepared.
[The complete statement and additional material of Dr. Marc Lappe

is .as follows:]
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a shaperof society as it is shaped by it. Rene Dubas spoke of the

intimacy of this co-dependency in his book, Man AdaptinQ. He wrote that

it is "probable that the very continuance of science depends on the

ability of scientists to relate their professional interests to the main

currents and aspirations of society."

But scientists are conditioned to follow research leads, not social

trends. They are trained in problem solving, not social policy. The

most successful scientists tell us that excellent science cannot be done

if it must adhere to some arbitrary external standard of behavior. They

insist that science's internal conduct rules make itself-correcting and

valucRneutral. Nothing could be further from the realities in which

science is conducted today.

All of the steps of the scientific process are heavily shaped by

political and social forces; the choice of an area of interest; the

testing methods chosen to challenge an hypothesis; and the uses to which

early scientific data -are put. ~ scientists choose to study is

conditioned as much by values as by heuristic appeal or scientific merit.

~ scientists select an area of research, their interests may be

piqued as much by political considerations as by the timeliness of

discovery. And. How scientists go about doing science involves political

judgment as well as abstract, rule-following procedures. When scientists

chose to look for genetic variants in the human population, it was becauSe

new tools opened that area of inquiry -- but occasionally, because-genetic

variation fora.key susceptibility to illness explained away a social

failure to cope.with a specific problem. All of theSe realities justify

policy makers getting involved in the conduct of science in society_
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.1 have a simple message: insist on involvement and' education of the

public. and learn how to say "no" to data which implies policy decisions

which compromise human values. let me be specific. Here are two exaffiples:

Education: In the 1970's, the first genetic screening programs were

instituted without public involvement or adequate education. It happened

that sickle cell anemia, a then incurable and prenatally undiagnosable

disease, was selected as the targetted goal. Instead of the primary

health care which they needed, members of the black community were

s~emingly singled out for the labelling and resulting stigma which

identifying carriers of a "deleterious gene" {sickle cell trait} entailed.

A significant portion of the black population -- and the medical

profession -- came to believe that 9mply carrying the gene for a harmful

disease was somehow culpable behavior Or physically harmful.

Communication: Health officials in California and elsewhere were unprepared

to deal with the necessary balancing of needs when they first learned of

the potential carcinogenicity of the flame retardant known as "Tris" which

is added to childrens' clothes. Had we prepared careful support documents

which balanced the grave but indeterminate risks of cancer to a large

population against the severe but less awesome risks of childhood burn

injuries. we might have staved off a precipitous court order which allowed

this potentially dangerous chemical to persist on the open· market. Earlier

and more comprehensive contacts with the scientific community would have

given us that lead time. How do we avoid similar pitfalls?

Before using scientific data in making policy decisions, a legislator

should consider three options: 1) data can be taken to dictate policy;

2) data can be used with other non-technical data to suggest policy~ and

3) data may be irrelevant to policy. The middle course is familiar to
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record, we do not ask if his genetic composition meets s~~e test of

normalcy. The "fact" that a person is diagnosed as having schizophrenia

does not constitute grounds for involuntary commit~ent or drugging. In

each instance we continue to recognize the-autono6y and equal deservedness

of persons in our society until social criteria, like felonious behavior

or dangerousness to others are available to temper our judgment.

Some scientists will continue to insist that we are somehow obliged

to assign intrinsic value to "hard" data. They believe that the only

realities on which we may base social policy are those provided by

science. If science reports systematic differences in educability and

genetic makeup of some groups of individuals, it is considered fool-hardy

not to incorporate those data into policy. Not so. It is entirely

justifiable to ignore scientific data which indicate individual difference

in educability if by doing so you encourage social values which are higher

than education. A society might well decide that the social cohesiveness,

mutual trust and sense of conmuna l i ty which would follow from treating all

children alike in one or more of their formative years would outweigh

the advantages of special classification schemes which use educability

as criteria. The ethical principle or treating like things alike is an

extension of a basic conviction in a democratic society that individuals

are vested with equal rights irrespective of their systematic ,biological

di ff'erences ,

The lesson from all this is straightforward: scientific data alone

do not constitute suff tcfent grounds for pol icy making -- and legislators

are justified in saying that human values supercede scientific imper~t;ves.
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This view of science co~veys a sense of the germinal period-of
scientific innovation as ole in which total abandon is permitted,
and even encouraged. A George Wald put it, "The scientist is
willing to plunge blindly, the better to plunge.... The logic is
left to be repaired later.'r(3) Dangerous stuff that, in a world in
which the domination of anyone hypothesis can hold sway for
decades (or in Copemices's time, centuries) before illogical or
faulty construction becfa0mes a.pparent. More dangerous still,
when expropriation of ypothetical formulations (about pre
sumptive genetic bases of criminality, for example) threaten
traditional notions of h~man autonomy or liberty. However, if
the problem of value-Irden hypotheses were purely one of
misuse, this analysis wfuld stop here-no one questions that
ideas can be misappropnated for nefarious purposes. It is rather
the stronger claim, that Isome hypotheses in and of themselves
can be inappropriately preferred, that I am addressing here. The
source of error to be examined is not one of misuse, but of
factors internal to the hypothesis itself-the source of .its
assumptions, its predicftions, its required tests. In sum, the
cultural and historical f rces which precondition a mind (or an
historic period) toward world view.

At any time, a novel hypothesis poses a risk of dislocating
human attention from ~ne set of problems to another. Whether
the later appropriation p.f its verified predictions leads to social
decay or flourishing is I,rarely, if ever, in the hands or mind of
the scientist who first formulates his idea. But this first
formulation may be la~en with cultural and political baggage.
The heuristic appeal of a hypothesis all too often capitalizes on
a world view which is lready socially conditioned-and is thus
subject to cultural biasjng factors. For instance, the notion that
people as well as plants might be perfectable in an inheritable
fashion through envirorimental manipulations was an idea which
i"",".b1' linked M=itn ideals to Lamarckian s..eticsf4)~arid
thence to Lysenkoism.

II. Disaffection from Spence
I would agree thatl the progress of science requires that

hypothesis formulatioi embody irrational elements to ensure
that it goes beyond ~ e bounds of existing knowledge. The
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ethical cost implicit in the work itself, by projecting concern to
its probable misuse at some later time. But the very selection of
a problem raises questions of resource allocation which conflicts
strongly with the ideology of free inquiry. A scientist trained in
one narrow discipline may not be able to adopt a new priority
system to select hypotheses based on moral values.

m. Instability of the Central Dogmas
Surprisingly, Shapiro's disaffection created a major furor. To

understand why one member's quitting could cause such a
dislocation in the scientific establishment requires an under
standing of science as a collective activity. The four norms of
scientific activity given by Robert Merton (organized skepti
cism, universalism, communality, and disinterestedness) have
become highly unstable. Israel Sheffler recently observed that:

The notion of a fixed observational given, of a constant descriptive
language, of a shared methodology of investigation, or a rational
community advancing its knowledge of the real world-all have been
subjected to severe and mounting crlticism from a variety of
directions.

The overall tendency of such criticism has been to call into question
the very conception of scientific thought as a responsible exercise of
reasonable men....(7)

An instability of internal structure makes it possible for the
"normal" processes of hypothesis formulation to become
destabilized. A possible result, already realized in transplanta
tion immunology,(8) is that heuristic but unsubstantiable
hypotheses will gain greater currency. More important perhaps,
a period of instability affords an opportunity for scientists to
inspect their premises and assumptions about the nature of
hypothesis formulation.

IV. Descriptive Elements
To analyze the basis for instability, it is useful to bifurcate

the scientific enterprise by distinguishing processes unique to
the elaboration of scientific hypotheses and those entailed in
the process of corroboration or refutation of those hypotheses.
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Shimony delineates four criteria intended to keep hypothesis
formulation value-free.(l2) By providing conduct rules for
hypothesis formulation that keep biasing factors in view,
Shimony hopes to keep the process part of the internal norm of
science. His list includes the following provisos:

1. That the hypothesis be clearly stated;
2. That the motivation for proposing it be explained;
3. That the explanation in some way acknowledge (but not

necessarily accept) a recognized body of propositions regarding
the subject; and

4. That it not be an arbitrary choice from a family of
hypotheses which answer the same motivation.

Two of these factors-consciousness of motivating factors
and freedom from arbitrariness-are by definition factors which
cannot be objectively delineated, especially as they apply to
complex phenomena, and are hence value constructs. Shimony's
other tests for hypotheses are similarly limited, perhaps because
Shimony may be more interested in demonstrating the internal
consistency of science than in constructing ethical tests for the
acceptability of its procedures.

Thus, rather than propose an external measure for hypothesis
acceptability (such as social utility or consistency with es
tablished norms), Shimony would have the researcher assign
priorities to hypotheses based on calculations of prior prob
abilities of likelihood of success in describing unexplained
phenomena. His world of "tempered personalism" assigns each
seriously proposed hypothesis a rank order in which no
hypothesis is excluded from consideration. This idealized
construct is one in which the researcher holds varying degrees of
commitment to rival hypotheses, .rather than allegiance to a
central one. Such a system conflicts strongly with the expedient
needs of scientific inquiry, which often mandate adherence to a
single hypothesis until self-testing leads to refutation. But more
important, it simply reinforces whatever modeling system
worked in the past (for on what else will prior probabilities be
derived"), and works within the traditional goal-model: that
elucidation of truth for truth's sake is the rightful function of
science.
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formulators as to the degree of confidence they attach to the
presuppositions of genetic test systems.

In part, because the relationships which genetics seeks to
establish are between "individuals" (expressed as phenotypes)
and their genotypic and environmental substrates, there is a
high probability that genetics will be used as a causal nexus for
explaining a spectrum of human conditions, attributes, or
behaviors which do not necessarily have internal causes; for
example, social deviancy or mental disorders. Second, because
genetics is in its infancy, competing hypotheses will proliferate
and adherents will be marshalled in part according to their
world views. This point was made clear by Richard Lewontin in
his most recent work with regard to genetic variation.

Indeed the whole history of the problem of genetic variation is a
vivid illustration of the role that deeply embedded ideological
assumptions play in determining scientific "truth" andthe direction
of scientific inquiry.... It is not the facts but a world-view that is at
issue, a divergence between those who, on the one hand, see the
dynamical processes in populations as essentially conservative,
purifying and protecting an adapted and rational status quo from the
nonadaptive, corrupting, and irrational forces of random mutation,
and those, on the other, for whom nature 'is process, and every
existing order is unstable in the long run, who see as did Denis
Diderot that Tout change, tout passe, il n y a que Ie tout qui
reste.(13) ,

A third problem is that the categorization of human behaviors
is in itself a value-based activity. The techniques chosen for
measuring behavioral traits themselves delimit the scope of the
attribute being tested, and in the process, rule 'out other traits
which might warrant study. More important, as behavioral
geneticists Fuller and Thompson point out, measuring devices
may determine the nature of the traits which can be found.(l4)
In part, this means that the tests used to measure behaviors may
come to define the phenomena they seek to measure (IQ test
results come to be equated with.intelligence), But the need to
put behaviors into categories for explication violates the basic
biological norm developed by Ernst Mayr which demands that
characteristics which are continuously varying not be
considered typologically. In Fuller and Thompson's words, the
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any reliable means of deriving and measuring heritability for
nonrnetric traits, and the dearth of any means of measuring
white admixture among blacks further preclude a valid test of
the proposition of the genetic basis of white/black IQ score
differentials.

The decision to treat variations of human attributes like
intelligence as primarily a problem in genetics, rather than a
complex biological/culturaljeconomic/political problem, places
the need to discern first causes above that of the persons they
affect. The behavioral geneticist knows in advance that genetic
differences for a given form of behavior cannot be discerned if
the environment is sufficiently suppressive of that trait. In
the face of analyses which question the validity of heritability
estimates,(15) attempting to derive heritability data on IQ
scores among general ghetto populations becomes not merely a
questionable scientific enterprise, but a morally suspect one.

At least part of the problem is wrapped up in the
understandable need of the scientist to lift out and isolate a
portion of a larger problem which is fit for study (that is,
quantitation) from its larger context. But treating a scientific
problem in isolation when its object of study is a complex
phenomenon courts omission of critical evaluative factors, for
three reasons. First, as Whitehead has emphasized: "No science
can be more secure than the unconscious metaphysics which
tacitly it presupposes. The individual thing is necessarily a
modification of its environment, and cannot be understood in
disjunction."(16) Second, the description of phenomena on the
basis of idealized physical systems excludes interactional
components and "bridging" rules which relate those systems to
the behavior in question as it is evinced under real-world
conditions.(17) Third, isolating the phenomenon may inad
vertently exclude or downgrade one or more contributing
factors, such as environmental factors in IQ scoring.

This threefold analysis suggests the kinds of value premises
entailed in the exclusion of alternative hypotheses in favor of
genetic ones. Genetic models may lead to an organization of the
social world according to certain internal qualities unique to
genetic systems, such as fixity, predetermination, and strong
biological determinism. Such a view in its broadest sense may
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TABLE 1
Examples of Scientific Criteriafor Hypotheses

A. Fa1sifiability
B. Simplicity and parsimony
C. Heuristic appeal
D. Predictive power (scope and variety of predictions)
E. Exclusion of competing models
F. Mensurate qualities (availability of suitable instru

ments, equations, etc.)
G. Explanatory power (ability to account for more

than one set.of phenomena)

unexplained phenomena. such that its solution will be
scientifically meaningful. This simplified construction points to
several weaknesses of hypothesis-formulation: first, that the
scientific formulation assumes that it is unnecessary to evaluate
the costs of what is left out by isolating a phenomena in terms
of its physical systems; second, that it excludes the tests for
appropriate mechauisms which lead to choosing a specific area
and form of inquiry. These are part of the moral content of
hypotheses. Examples of the nature of the input necessary to
begin to analyze and weigh "moral content" are shown in Table
2.

Items listed in this second table would be used to gauge the
moral content of the scientific criteria. For example, "heuristic
appeal" would be scrutinized for its cultural loading factors
(item A). The exclusion of competing hypotheses would be

TABLE 2
Identification of Value-Based Tests

for Hypothesis Formulation and Testing

A. Identification and weighting of cultural biasing
factors

B. Assessment of the costs of hypothesis selection
C. Assessment of the costs of performing the tests

necessary for corroboration or refutation
D. Consideration of the moral factors attendant on

verification
E. Projection of possible societal dislocations
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construction of human genornes led to the development of
DNA hybridization techniques which then became part 01 the
technology needed to develop bacterial "plasmids" which could
make multiple copies of mammalian gene sequences. This work
immediately lent itself to the introduction of genes into a
plasmid, which could confer oncogenicity (tumor-producing) or
virulence (killing power) on a host cell. This potentiality,
coupled with "Other unforeseen possibilities, led to the Berg
letter in Science which called for a moratorium of genetic
research on certain plasmid systems.(19) Thus, although test
ing the concept that virulence can be conferred to an intesti
nal bacterium may be "dangerous," the development of
the technique itself could have been justified on the grounds
of its fundamental worthwhileness for advancing molecular
biology. Indeed, this is what was done.

B. Class II: Hypotheses which are mischievous. A
"mischievous" hypothesis is one in which arty logical sequence
of testing generates equally unsatisfactory moral outcomes. A
mischievous hypothesis is also one which is intrinsically
untestable (that is, not subject to falsification). However,
mischievousness might also involve a moral ascertainment, for
example, that there has been an attempt to deceive, or that
some morally weighted predictions of the hypothesis were
formulated prior to the hypothetical construct itself.

Take, for instance, ahypothesis which proposes that heredity
is the principal reason for success in business. If confirmed, the
hypothesis would predict that businessmen achieved their status
on the basis of inherited properties. But the presumed proper
ties which lead to business success .have never been systemati
cally defined, nor the possibility of performing quantitative tests
to determine their distribution in the population determined.
Genetic markers for these nonexistent properties are unknown.
By taking "business success" as a unitary phenomenon, one
accepts this class of behaviors as scientifically defined. By
agreeing to "test" such a hypothesis over time, there is every
possibility that the scientist will have conferred a degree of
respectability to a system he may never have intended to
support.
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conceivably move society toward better standards of long-term
medical prevention and ascertainment, the replacement of a
world view which sees medicine as primarily serving individual
needs in the present with one which sees medicine serving
future needs obviously requires moral analysis.

That these two viewpoints represent assessments of hypothe
ses in the real world can be seen in an editorial in The
Lancet(22) in which the mind-set of different health workers is
described. The editorial writer makes the observation that there
are "global-minded" and "research-minded" workers who com
pete for hypotheses on the grounds that the value of health
services as a whole be given precedence (in the first instance) or
that the value of individual patient-lives takes priority (the
latter). Not only might one expect that different solutions to
similar problems might be proposed by the two groups (the
point of this editorial), but also that the weight given to
recognizing the value of different approaches will differ
depending upon the social conditions and acculturation that
each group experiences. In this instance, as in most hypothesis
formulation in the health sciences, the choice of a hypothesis
may be not merely socially conditioned, but socially driving in
terms of the attention given to solutions.

IX. Conclusion
From even this preliminary analysis, it should be evident that

assigning a determinative or even contributory role to the moral
content of hypotheses in selection of models -for testing
scientific propositions is fraught with difficulty. The balance
point between what is morally threatening (compare categories
in Table 2) and what is scientifically promising (see Table 1) .
may be impossible to determine with assurance. Not only are
incommensurables being juxtaposed, but also the value system
of the observer can shift the emphasis given to one set of priori
ties to the other, both within and between classes of criteria.

Whatever the ultimate value of a more refined system, it
should be abundantly clear that the proliferation of scientific
hypotheses under the rubric of freedom of inquiry can no
longer proceed unexamined.
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STATEMENT OFDR. CLIFFORD GROBSTEm, PROFESSOR OFBIOLOGI·
CAL SCIENCE AND PUBLIC POLICY, UNIVERSITY OFCALIFORNIA

Dr. GROBSTEIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, thank
you very much for the opportunity to appear before you.

r will not fully cover the prepared statement that I submitted to
you.

Mr. THORNTON. Without objection, the statement in full, including
the attachments annexed to the statement, will be made a part of the
record as fully as though it had been read, and we ask that you go
ahead and summarize

Dr. GROBSTEIN. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Clifford Grobstein, together with

attachments, is as follows:]

STATEMENT BY CLIFFORD GROBSTEIN

-Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee : My name is Oli-fford Grobstein.
I am Professor of Biological Science 'and Public Policy at -the University of Oan
fornia, San Diego. I should like to open with a brief statement as to the source
of my interest and COncern with recombinant DNA research. I am nota molecular
geneticist. My quarter-century of activity as a laboratory scientist was in the
neighboring field of embryology and developmental biology and terminated a Itt
tle over ten years ago. I have since been in academic administration, as Dean
of the Medical School at VC San Diego for six years, and then as Vice-Chancellor
for University Relatlons. I left administrative duties for my present activity last
July 1.

'I followed the course of molecular genetics for many years because it was
relevant to my own research interests. More recently I have regarded i,t as a bell
wether issue for biomedical science and public policy, my present concern. My
comments here today will reflect this more recent orientation.

-I will concentrate in my prepared statement on two general points that I be
lieve need emphasis llt this juncture. The first has to do with the pitfalls of
quick legislative "fixes" for complex eclentlflco-technlcal issues. I will illustrate
these wrth two examples: (1) Changing risk assessment of recombinant DNA
research j (2) The difficulty-of forecasting the variety of future settings that
may require surveillance and regulation.

The second point I will address is the need for comprehensive and deliberate
assessment of the full implications of the matter before us. Included in such
assessment must be the limits legitimately placed on either the advance of knowl
edge or the social intervention in that advance.

With respect to the firSt point, it is clear that Congressional interest in re
combinant DNA research began with a presumption of considerable risk. This
presumption was communicated by those involved in the research. They saw
possible harm to health as a by-product of several conceivable lines of investi
gation. They were particularly concerned about creation of bacterial strains
that might infect the investigators, their associates or even the general popu
lation. They envteioned the possibility that these strains, artiflcally endowed
with appropriate recombinant DNA, might induce Wide-spread disease or eco
logic imbalance. The investigators pointed out that the evidence for this possi
bility was Inconclusive but that considerable caution was indicated until the
involved risk could be evaluated:

From this warning followed the Asilomar conference and the NIH guidelines.
The basic principle adopted was logical and appropriate-matching of levels of

. containment to estimated risk. It was to generalize this concept to all sectors of
activity that legislation later was called for by a federal Inter-agenecy com
mittee and Congressional consideration moved into high gear.
It is clearly important to take steps to reduce significant individual and social

risks to acceptable levels, whether the activity be research or anything else. It
is equally important, however, that the steps not overshoot beyond the require
ments of the estimated risk. Overshoot can transform possible risk of the
research itself into an equal or even greater risk of foregoing important new
knowledge. Lively awareness of problems of over-regulation have developed in
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Moreover, academic and industrial R&D settings are very _different from those
of manufacture and use. Every engineer knows the problems of scale-up and
every specialist in communicable disease knows the difference between a euocess
fullaboratory vaccine and a public Innoculatton program. Is it reasonable to sup
pose that the same regulatory mechanism is going to deal simultaneously and et
fectively with academic laboratories, commercial development laboratories, fac
tories and posslbly agrlcultural operations? Granted that many and varied prac
tical uses are still far down the road, is it not premature to try to visualize a
regulatory authority capable of coping with such di-sparate situations under a
common pattern?

This leads to my second point. One year has produced a changing risk assess
ment, possibly sufficient to alter 'both the pressure for and the scope of required
legislation. We are dealing with the early etagea of a major advance in knowl
edge; Is it too early to formulate a definitive public policy? Have all the perspec
tivesnecessary for sound policy been brought to bear? Is the logical next step a
more comprehensive assessment rather than a hastily designed and simplistic
regulatory mechanism?

After all, _not only concerns about danger but opportunities to extend knowl
edge and its uses have recently been generated. These arise from the rapid ad
vances of molecular genetics and also from the culturing of cell clones, by cell
fusion and transformation, by tissue transplantation and other genetic and epi
genetic procedures. Do we not need a comprehensive look at all of these matters-c.
with an eye to potential risks and benefits but also to their interaction with our
broader purposes and values? /

SUch an approach has been 'beneficial to the emotion-laden issues raised by
experiments Involving human subjects. The activities of the Commission on the
Use of Human SUbjects in Medical and Behavortal Research have cooled much
of the heat and still added much light on these matters. Would a similar approach
to the broader aspects of recombinant DNA research not be helpful ? Such a com":
prehenstve analysis might not only give a better perspective on risk and benefit
of further advances, but on the risk of regulative procedures that might throw
out the baby with the bath-water.

The latter-is no less significant a risk than the former. We are in a very critical
period in the relations 'between knowledge-generation and the body politic. The
core of the recombinant DNA debate has been the threat of biohazard. Beneath
the core,however, there lurks a greater Isaue-c-concern over the mixed promise
and threat of advancing knowledge. Critics of recombinant DNA research sec a
sorcerer's apprentice, impelling us compulsively and almost mechanically toward
unknown precipices. They ask whether knowledge is always "good" for us,
whether we are "ready" for a given increment at a given time. Is the knowledge
process blind to our total human needs, should not human purpose and value
direct knowledge-generation instead of the other way around?

'ruese very. old misgivings are recurring at the smashing culmlnatlon of a
millennium that began in the Dark Ages but is terminating with a knowledge
platform for exploration and intervention both within ourselves and beyond the
earth. A new mfllennlum is almost upon us. Its advent will be marked by a COn
cept of a natural order that" is subject to deliberate and successful human inter
vention-from subatomic particles to the vastness of space. The potential power
of human intervention will be the launch-point of the next millennium. This is
reason enough to ponder where knowledge is taking us, Whether we are called as
masters or pawns of the cosmos now spread out -before us.

There is _evidence both ways-foot-steps on the -moon mid "smart," nuclear
tipped mlsslies in their silos. We ere spread-eagted with one foot in a seeming
earthly morass and the other on the way to Jupiter, Saturn and outer space. We
are also deep into -the intricacies of DNA, we are tinkering with its record of
three billion years of evolution, we are intervening in our origins and perhaps on
the verge of engineering Our genetic future. Is there any wonder that uncertainty
and fear- of new unknowns are rising?

It1s worth 'recalling, however; how we came to this state and how often fear of
the unknown rose in the past. Fire, exploration beyond the horizon, dissection of
human cadavers, flying---countless feairs have waxed and waned in the history
of human biocultural progression. Experience and its derivative knowledge have
continued to grow and to provide the bridge between each new situation and ap
propriate reaction. Knowledge is our organized and cumlative experfence. Like
DNA in biological heredity, it is the continuing thread in cultural heredity. It has
become so important in complex technological society that it has become a sub
system comparable to defense, transportation, communication or health-cace. The
1,...............1.oAO'"o...co..,.cot"",." nT" ·'knnwlpilQ'P_inilnst.rv" has institutions. aeencies, personnel,
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that the suggested elements for legislation were more reasonable than some of the
provisions contained in legislative bills previously introduced into the Senate
and House. I am, however, extremely concerned that, based on fear, ignorance
and misinformation, we are about to embark on over-regulation of an area of
science and scientific activities. This letter is written to indicate my assessment
of the risks associated with recombinant DNA activities and to suggest what I
cousder to be reasonable provisions in legislation which may be necessary to
regulate research on and use of recombinant DNA. Although 1 have not included
literature citations for the information contained in this letter, I will provide
this on any point if that would be helpful. .

Three years ago in August, 1974 after reading the Berget al. letter in Science
and Nature, I drafted an open letter to the authors which was also sent to over
one thousand scientists here and abroad. In that letter I enumerated various
factors that I thought had not been given sufficient attention by the Berg et al.
committee and suggested a voluntary cessation of essentially all recombinant
DNA research until "potential biohazards can be assessed and means to cope
with them established". My beliefs then, later at the Asilomar Conference and
as a member of the NIH Recombinant DNA Molecule Program Advisory Com
mittee, have been conservative, which I believe to have been a responsible posi
tion until such time as more information was available about the likelihood for
manifestation of potential biohazards. Since August, 1974 I have taken four
actions, some of which have caused me to become far less apprehensive about
recombinant DNA molecule research. First, since I had just initiated attempts to
construct recombinant DNA, I decided to cease and have not yet resumed such
research. Second, I conceived of possible means, for manipulating Escherichia
coli K...12 to make it safer for recombinant DNA research, an idea that was put
fonth in the report written and submitted by Novick, Clowes, Cohen, Falkow and
myself at Asilomar, and then following Asilomar undertook, with the help of all
of my laboratory colleagues, the design, construction and testing of safer, more
useful strains of E., coli K-12 for recombinant DNA research. Third, I initiated
an intense but intermittent education of myself with regard to all aspects of
recombinant DNA research and all areas of knowledge necessary to assess the
potential biohazards of such research. I did .this by reading and by talking to
colleagues expert in the areas of sanitary engineering,public health, infectious
diseases, gastroenterology, oncology, virology, genetics, etc. Fourth, upon finding
that certain information was not available, my colleagues and I have initiated
experiments to obtain data that would allow a better assessment of the likelihood
for manifestation of potential biohazards. , .

Much of the criticism and fear of recombinant DNA research has centered
around the use of E. coli as a host for recombinant DNA. This species is com
prised of thousands of different types, each with unique sets of attributes. Most
strains of E. coli are relatively harmless commensals occupying the large totes
tines of warm-blooded animals. Some strains, however, have the capacity to
occupy the small intestine and cause diarrheal disease, whereas others are often
associated with infections of the urinary tract. A still smaller number of strains
have the capacity, usually in individuals compromised by 'surgery, organ trans
plantation or diseases such as cancer, to invade healthy tissues and to multiply
in the circulatory system. A etlll different group of 'E. coli strains.includes those
obtafned from animal feces or sewage that have been maintained in the Iabora
tory for many years. Many of these latter strains have become rather well
adapted to the laboratory environment and have gradually lost the genetic
attributes necessary to occupy the intestinal habitat and/or to cause disease. One
such E.coli strain, designated K"'12, was obtained from a human patient at
Stanford University in 1922 and the NIH GUidelines stipulate that it is the only
strain of E. coli into which foreign genetic information may be introduced. In
considering the likelihood for the manifestation of a biohazardous condition
during a recombinant DNA experiment, one must therefore consider the inherent
potential of E. coli K-12 to exhibit pathogenicity (herein defined as causing
disease or interfering with normal physiological activity) or to trausmbt recombi
nant DNA to some other microorganism encountered in nature that could eXhibit
pathogenicity. Pathogenicity requires that a mtcroorgautsm colonize a given
ecological niche within an "infected" individual and then manifest some viru
lence trait so as to overcome normal host defenses or interfere with normal
physiological function. Sustained exhibition of pathogenicity of an epidemic
nature. also requires that a microorganism be communicable and survive long
enough to be passed from one individual to another.
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decreased potential to successfully compete with wild-type prototrophic E. coU
strains and thus SOOn disappeared from: the intestinal flora. These are all impor
tant points since most of the feeding experiments 'with E. coli K-12 strains that
are often cited have been done with strains that have few, if any; nutritional
requirements. With EK2 hosts like ",1776 that are now required for those expert
menta deemed most likely to be potentially hazardous, the ability to colonize
has been completely lost. ",1776 has, six mutations each of which make coloniza
tion either unlikely or impossible and which COllectively preclude survival during
passage through the intestinal tract.

. A second aspect of pathogenicity would be a mechanism to somehow overcome
host defense mechanisms or. interfere with normal physiological function. In
this regard, people very often forget about the numerous efficient host defense
mechanisms that include the presence of various bacteriocidal activities in tears,
saliva, serum, etc. Indeed, in a study we have recently Inltiated whtch confirms
earlier studies, most E.coZi strains isolated from patients 'with bacteriemias,
septtcemtas; wound infections, etc. are resistant to serum bacteriocidal activity.
E. coli K-12 and specially. EK2 hosts. such as ,,1776 are inordinately sensitive to
serum bacteriocidal effects and do not seem to be able to mutate to \i"esistance.
Other studies have suggested that even compromised patients such as those
receiving kidney transplants or those suffering from leukemia or lymphoma still
exhibit serum bacteriocidal activity against various microorganisms. We are
currently embarking on a study to verify whether this is so, particularly with
regard to EKl and EK2 B. coU hosts. Various species of Shigella and Salmonella
possess the ability to invade tissues as part of the dtsease-causlng process. It is
known that mutations in LPS 'genes that result in a smooth to rough conversion
cause these organisms to become avirulent. This change Usually blocks cell pene
tration but when it does not,the rough cells fail to grow and multiply in the
invaded cells. It is also known that the transfer of LPS genes from JJl. coli K-12
donor strains to Shigella jiewneri 2a leads to partial or complete virulence of
the latter strain. Formal, Gemski and LeBrec have introduced genes from vtru
lent Shigellaff,eq;neri 2a into E. coli K-:12 so that theliJ. coli K-12 hybrids ex
press both the group-speclflc and type-specific surface-antigens of Sa. flexnerl
2a. These hybrids, which are. antigenteally identical to the Sh. jleameri 2a
parental strain, were not able to Cause disease in either animals or humans. It
isalso relevant to' note that the transfer ofSh. jlewnert 2a virulence genes into
smooth E. coli cells expressing the 08 antigen also 'does net-result in formation
of virulent E. coli hybrids. This observation is important in that the genes for
the 08 LPS antigen can be transferred to and expressed by E; coU K-12., In
further experiments by these workers, a Shigella gene' essential for Shigella's
ability to penetrate mucosal cells was introduced into a K-'l~ strain without
endowing the E. coli K-12 hybrid withinvasiveness. The Shigella virulence gene
was present in the K-12 cells as shown by the K-12 hybrid's ability to transfer
the non-functional. virulence gene into an appropriate avirulent Shigella mutant
and re-endow it with the ability to invade mucosal cells. Furthermore, it is
known from studies conducted by H. W. Smith, S. Falkow and colleagues that
the introduction of plasmids specifying enterotoxins into strains of E. coli K-:12
does not lead to the manifestation of disease even when the K':"'12 strains also
possess another plasmid specifying synthesis of the K88 or KW surface antigens
that permit colonization of the small intestine by enteropathogenic B. coli strains.
In view of the requirement for a normal smooth LPS to exhibit virulence, the
failures to endow E; coli K-12 strains with virulence and the known and well
established mechanisms of host defense, it is difficult for me to believe that one
could cause B. wli K-12 to display virulence or cause physiological harm by the
introduction 'of foreign DNA sequences during a recombinant DNA experiment.
This belief is augmented by the well-founded expectation that a display of viru
lence and/or physiological harm would most likely require that the E. coli K-12
cell be able to colonize some niche in or.on humans. Since the ability to colonize is
highly unlikely to be acqutred ina recombinant DNA experiment in conjunction
with introduction of a "virulence" trait, it is evident that even if a gene specifying
a potent toxin were introduced into E. coli K-12 that the only individual pos
sibly at risk would be a careless experimentalist that "inadvertently" ingested

"rather large quantities' of the culture.
In terms of communicability of E. coli K-12, we know that enteric diseases

caused by enteropathogenic E. coli and vartous strains of Shigella, Salmonella
and Vibrio are transmitted by contaminated food and water and that mantfesta
tion of disease symptoms requires consumption of approximately one million
bacteria. Such enteric. diseases are seldom spread by aerosols. Indeed, it is well
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cessful detection of such transfer In these experiments requires use of numerous
animals and/or repetitions and very often- depends on the use of mutant plaa
mids that are transferred at frequencies 100- to l000-times higher than those con
jugative plasmids found in wild-type populations of enteric bacteria. Based on
these data, it can be estimated that the frequency of conjugative plasmid trans
fer in the intestine is about 1()-8 per donoreell per day. Since transfer ce e non
conjugative plasmid requires two such conjugational events and since non-conju
gative plasmid requires two such 'Conjugational events and since non-conjugative

'plasmlds are mobilized at frequencies of lO-S to 10-4 compared to the frequency
of transfer of the 'conjugative plasmid, the estimated overall probability for trans
mission of pSC101 or pMB9 from an EKl host would be between 10-1

& and 10-20

per surviving bacterium per day [10-8 x 10-8
X (10-8 or 10-4)]. These values, of

course, take into account the contributions of the various environmental factors
enumerated above. I should hasten to add, however, that the intestinal environ
ment becomes much more conducive for conjugational plasmid transfer follow
ing antibiotic therapy since the pH. E" and volatile fatty acid concentration
change to more favorable values, there is a decrease in drug-sensitive normal
flora that permits greater proliferation and titers of a newly introduced strain
and a possible increase in drug-resistant flora that possess conjugative plasmlds.
These facts are, of course, one of the important reasons for stipulating in the NIH
Guidelines that individuals not conduct recombinant DNA research during and
for seven days after ceasing antibiotic therapy. In terms of the effects of Insert
ing foreign DNA into non-conjugative plasmid vectors on the frequency of plas
mid transfer, cnsone and Olark have found that Insertion of certain sequences
from- conjugative plasmids can increase the frequency of pSC101 mobilization
whereas Hamer has found either no effect or a decrease in pS010l mobilization
frequency by the insertion of different Drosophila DNA sequences.

In terms of transductlonal transmission of non-conjugattve plasmid vectors
containing recombinant DNA, we have only recently initiated our studies. We
have found, however, that the frequency 'Of plasmid transduction mediated by
phage PI decreases as the size of the plasmid vector decreases and is essentially
undetectable for the plasmid cloning vectors PSC101 and pMB9. The transdue
tlonal efficiency for these vectors -Is thus several orders of magnitude lower
than for chromosomal markers, even though these plasmids are present in 5 and
40 copies per chromosomal DNA equivalent, respectively. In numerous experi
ments in which E. con K-12 strains have been fed to rodents, we have seldom
found phage that would infect the fed strain. In those animals with such phage,
the titers were generally between 10:' and lOS per gram of feces. Although these
observations suggest that titers of potential transducing phages may be very
low, we d-o not have sufficient quantitative data on their titers in various en
vironments (i.e., intestinal contents, sewage, etc.) to make a very accurate
estimate of the probability for transductlonal transmission of plasmid cloning
vectors containing recombinant DNA. Based on our preliminary results, the
typical concentrations of E. coli cells in the intestine and in sewage and -the
known properties of E. coli K-12 transducing phages, I believe it is probably
as low or lower than the probability for conjugational transmission. It should
also be noted that ElG strains like xl176 are totally or partially resistant to all:
known transducing phages of E. coli K-12 and that many EKl and all EK2
hosts require thymine or thymidine which is needed for productive temperate
phage infection.

In terms of transformation, this is not known to naturally occur in enteric
bacteria. One can induce to occur by treating E. coli with calcium chloride at
00 and then rapidly shifting to 420 for a one-minute heat shock; such con
ditions are unlikely to be encountered in nature. Nevertheless, the potential
that recombinant DNA released from E. coli K-12 cells lysing in the intestine
might be taken up by cells in .the. intestinal mucosa or even transform other
enteric bacteria has led us to investigate the survival of DNA in rat intestine
contents. We have found that a 1:6 dllutton of the contents of the small intestine
results in the total destruction (Le., breakdown to acid-soluble material) of
90 percent of the DNA within the time it takes to add the DNA, mix it and re
move a sample. Most likely, the nuclease(s) is introduced into the intestinal
tract through the pancreatic duct, although it is also known that cells lining
the intestine contain various deoxyrlbonucleases which might he sE'f'retrointo
the intestine. These results lead me to believe that experiments such as those
to. be conducted by Rowe and Martin to test whether mice fed E. coli contain
ing polyoma DNA will become infected with polyoma will not glva positive
results.
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'In view of '3.11 the accumulatfng information discussed above, I have gradual
ly eoma to the realization thatthe introduction orroretgn DNA sequences into
EKI and EK2 host-vectors offers no danger whatsoever to any human being with
'the exception already mentioned that an extremely careless worker might under
unique situations cause harm to him- or herself. The arrival at this conclusion
has been somewhat painful arnd with reluctance since it is contrary to my past
"feelings" about the biohazards of recombinant DNA research. As a means to
challenge the above-stated conclusion, I have taken some worst-case scenarios
thought up by myself, !by my colleagues and by others and subjected them to
critical analysis by obtaining information from those scientists most knowledge
able about the genetic control, biosynthesis, mode of action, production, etc. of
the foreign gene product(s) in question. In no instance have I found evidence
that the necessary genetic information could be cloned in one step, would permit
E. coli K-12 to colonize the intestinal tract and lead to the production of the prod
uct(s) in the intestinal environment that would be harmful to the mammalian
host. This is not to say, however, that an individual with considerable skill,
knowledge (most of which is currently lacking) and luck could not construct in
multiple steps a microorganism that would satisfy all these requirements.

In terms of the likelihood that 'an escaped E. coli K-12 containing recombinant
DNA could cause harm to some non-human organism in the biosphere, there are,
of course, less data upon which to base any definitive conclusion. However, the
following points are relevant': (i) E. coli strains recovered from sewage, polluted
rivers, farmlands, etc. are smooth rather than rough and are prototrophic rather
than auxotrophic j (il) it seems highly improbable that addition of foreign DNA
could endow E. coli with the potential to colonize a new ecological niche such
as soil or water and also confer ability to cause harm to some other organism;
(iii) the probahility for transmission of recombinant DNA to some other bac
terial species that inhabits soil or water is known to be lower than the values
given above for transmission to other strains of E. coli (indeed, plasmid cloning
vectors are not likely to be stably maintained in many of these species) ; and
(iv) there is a low probability that the foreign DNA will be either neutral or
provide a selective advantage in any microbial host. Based On these considera
tions, I do not belie-ve that cloning foreign DNA into E. coli K·12 host-vectors
poses any threat to non-human organisms in the biosphere. Additional data to
substantiate this assessment would, of course, be valuable.

During several recent meetings on recombinant DNA research, I have stated
that adherence to the physical and biological containment requirements and
practices for any given experiment as described in the NIH Guidelines would
preclude manifestation of any potentially biohazardous conditions. I have noted,
however, that human error .mtght circumvent the safety afforded by physical
and biological containment without really analyzing the degree to which this
"feeling" might be true; If the foreign DNA is present in the appropriate EK1
or EK2 hostvector system, then an accident in which a large culture might be
spilled would not seem Itkelr to cause any harm if there were a second error
in not Implementing an accident to disinfect the spill. If there were either gross
aerosolization or ingestion of large quantities of such organisms,' harm could
possibly occur to exposed individuals provided that the recombinant DNA con
tained in the bacterial host was either itself harmful or specified a harmful
product that could be either released or produced in vivo and exhibit its harm
ful effects in that environment. Even though such an accident might occasion
ally occur, the likelihood of the other necessary conditions, being met seems
remote. If, in addition to the above accident, the worker had been receiving
antibiotic therapy prior to the day in which the accident occurred the conse
quences for that worker might be more severe but still would not cause harm
to anyone outside the work area. The error of working with recombinant DNA
while taking antibiotics would also increase the likelihood of conjugational
transmission of the recombinant DNA to some other intestinal microorganism.
S. Falkow has found that antibiotic treatment increases the frequency of con
jugative plasmid transfer loo-fold. Thus the probability for conjugational
transmission of a non-conjugative cloning vector containing recombtnant DNA
would increase to a maximum value of 10-12 per surviving cell per day that
reaches the colon, still avery improbable event.

Contamination of cultures during transformation with recombinant DNA
has often been mentioned as a likely problem associated with poor, technique.
Most contaminants encountered in our own lab are Staphylococci shed from the
skin (which cannot be transformed withE. coli vectors) and other airborne
microorganisms that grow optimally at 20 to 300 and thus grow poorly or
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these committees are hard-working and conscientious. I doubt that they could
continue to act in this manner if most of their functions were taken over by
federal inspectors and examiners, who would only visit the institution inter
mittently and could not ever hope to provide the daY-by-day advice that is needed
by individuals embarking on recombinant DNA activities. It is thus my honest
opinion that the establishment of a federal bureaucracy to license aud inspect
will be less effective than reliance on and trust in institutional biohazards com
mittees. Certainly, a laboratory approved today can be malfunctioning tomorrow;
therefore, peer pressure, availability of immediate expert advice and providing
for the rights of employees who might object to a given procedure are more
likely to lead to safe practices in the conduct of recombinant DNA activities than
will dependence on federal1icensing and inspections.

I am also opposed to provisions that might require that all P3 and P4 level
experiments be conducted at regional national facilities. Such a decision would
preclude certain types of experiments until such facilities were operational.
This would very much impede basic biomedical research and any resultant im
provements in health care delivery, etc., and could also result in some scientists
leaving the country. The long-range effect would be for scientists to locate at
these facilities and not at .unlversttles, thereby raaldng them unavailable for
training of graduate, medical and dental students. The worst possible provision
would ben stipulation of specific liability. This would act as a de facto prohibi
tion of recombinant DNA activities in this country, the consequences of which
would be staggering.

There are in my opinion some subtle but not inconsequential ramifications of
enacting and/or implementing excessive regulations for an area of research in
which there are no known hazards and an accumulating body of evidence to
indicate that there are none. First, it was the scientists most knowledgeable
about recombinant DNA research who initially raised the possibility of poten
tial biohazards. They have, of course, spent much time in debating the issues,
in adopting stringent guidelines to preclude manifestation -of potential bio
hazards and in gathering data to evaluate the likelihood of such potential bio
hazards. It therefore follows that if this area of scientific inquiry becomes
encumbered with -excessive constraints and Is subsequently shown to be asso
ciated with no hazards, there may develop a degree of contempt for such
regulations. Second, -if our country embarks on excessive regulation of recombi
nant DNA activities, it may lead to regulation of other areas of biomedical
research in which the biohazards are well known. In view of the commendable
safety performance of individuals engaged in research with blohazardous ma
terials and agents, such regulation of their activities is not likely to improve
safety. After all, one cannot legislative against human error and I am sure
that these individuals, who are well aware of the risks associated with their
occupation, do not want to make errors that could result in harm to themselves.
Third, it is evident that excessive and/or additional regulation of biomedical
research will increase the cost and decrease the productivity of acquiring knowl
edge necessary to cure diseases and provide for the health care of our citizenry.
Certainly, funds spent on enforcing and adhering to such regulations will di
minish the funds available for such productive endeavors. ]j}xpenditure of funds
for such regulation would only be justified if it were necessary to protect the
public and therefore. ensure the economic well-being of our country. Since re
combinant DNA activities, at .Ieast with E. coli K-12 host-vectors, pose no
known or expected threat, it is my opinion that legislative- enactment of regula
tions especially if excessive, are not easily justifiable. It would seem more
reas~nable to utilize available financial resources to train future scientists in
the safe use of recombinant DNA technologies, to continue to evaluate potential
biohazards under existing guidelines and to begin to reap the substantial benefits
afforded by recombinant DNkresearch.

Sincerely yours,
Ro"t CuRTISS III.

Dr. GROBSTEIN. In my prepared statement I made clear that the con
cerns that I shall address here today are twofold: First, that recombin
ant DNA and the research and use thereof is of profound, intrinsic
importance 'as a field of scientific knowledge. Second, that the implica
tions of this specific case for the general problem of interactions of new
knowledge and public policy are equally unusual, in terms of their
~m""""",....rant>A_ t.o t.hp, T'p,,-'Olearch itself.
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tential for human intervention. There is, therefore, good reason to
ponder-where knowledge is taking us, whether we are called to be
masters or pawns in the cosmos now spread before us.

There is evidence both ways-s-footsteps on the Moon and "smart,"
nuclear-tipped missiles in their silos. We also are tinkering with the
intricacies of DNA and its record of 3 billion years of evolution, There
is ample justification for either exhiliration or anxiety.

It is worth recalling, however, how often fear of the unknown arose
in the past. Fire, exploration beyond horizons, or outside of natural
environments, dissection of human cadavers-c-countless fears have
waxed and waned in our biocultural progression. What has sustained
us, among other things, is organized, collective experience, knowledge,
as a bridge between each new situation and its appropriate reaction.
Knowledge is our organized, cumulative experience. Like DNA in
biologicaly heredity, It is the continuing thread of cultural heredity.
It. has become so important in our complex technological society that
we have developed a knowledge system comparable to transportation,
communications, production, or defense. The knowledge system, or as
it is sometimes called, the knowledge industry, has components:
institutions, agencies, sectors, personnel, They operate and need to be
viewed as a whole because inappropriate intervention at one point
can lead to malfunction at another. .

The fundamental question raised in the recombinant DNA debate
is whether the knowledge-generating component of the system should
operate in laissez-faire fashion or be controlled by anticipated social
consequences as to its output. There is no general answer. There are,
however, several kinds of cases. When the consequence is clear and
present danger (individual or collective biohazard, for example) the
answer has been affirmative in the recombinant DNA situation. There
is need for consideration of consequence. The search for knowledge
requires informed consent of those whom it may threaten. The search
may not claim a higher value than the integrity of the. human person
or the welfare of society. However, when the consequence is longer
term and less certain, careful evaluation of individual cases is required.
Should recombinant DNA research be stopped because it may lead to
undesirable intervention in human heredity i For the moment there is
no clear answer. What kind of intervention is or may be possible i
What purposes will be served i And, very importantly, what other
benefits of the new knowledge can be expected, other than hereditary
intervention i What do we lose if we discontinue research because of
feared, but as yet unassessed, consequences i

In the third case, when the consequences are entirely speculative, I
submit that the burden of proof is on the speculator.

Robert Sinsheimer's concern about recombination of DNA between
bacteria and higher organizations deserves consideration, but limits
on the expansion of knowledge require more than speculative hazard,
of whatever kind. There is risk in every experience. There is at least
equal risk in denying it. The propensity to explore, to learn and to
understand is so deep in human behavior, and has been so productive
in cultural advance, that it must be placed in the set at the apex of
human values. It is not absolute or inviolate. It must be weighed care
fully, for example, against the protection of human dignity and in-
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STATEMENT OF PATRICIA KING, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW,
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY LAW CENTER

Ms. KING. Tha,nk yOU.
I should start by sa,ying I, too, bring a, unique background to this

hearing. I am neither scientist nor ethicist, but, I hope, an informed
layperson, .

I will try not to repeat some of the points that have been made by
other colleagues, and will take excerpts from my testimony.

Mr. THORNTON. Without objection, your testimony as prepared
will be made a part of the record in full.

Ms. KING. No objection.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Patricia, IGng is as follows:]
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11
way from any other r'ese e rch that is currently being conducted.-

Some would argue that the potential intentional or un-

intentional misuse of the results of such research by a few

is enough in and cf itself to justify its prohibition. I

disagree. It is, of course; conceivable that there will be

some abuse, but that _possibility exists with any new and power-

ful development. It certainly never stopped us in nuclear re-

search. Prohibi~ing research that has potential for good be-

cause of possible misuse is like throwing out the baby with

the bath water. Such over reaction is unwarranted. ~f we

fear abuse. the nv.r-e logical approach would be to proceed

cautiously and to devote time and energy to newer and mOre

effective methodR of control.

Others assert that eo intentionally modify "natural"

human processes is in effect to play God. To that assertion,

one might ask equa Ll.y simplistically whether the Nright brothers

played God by giving man wings. Clearly we have already in-

terfered with "natural i, processes. Certainly, ar t i.f i.ce I or-

ga:r:s, organ t r an-p t ant s , artifical insemination and prolonga-

tion of life (or dying) challenge traditional notions of what.

we mean by life, death and humanness. I have been unable to

discern a relevant difference be tweer, these accepted treat-

ments and procedures on the orie hand and designed genetic

change on t.hc other. '1'-:> be sure there axe differences, nut

l)--r am indebtecJ.'" h8re--aD.d in subsequent; areas of my discussion
to many writers. belt p a r-c i.cuLa r-Ly Cohen, Carl, "teneri May Research
BE~ Stopped," Tf"ii':' Ne'I'.England Journal of Medicine, Vol. 296, No. 21,
pp. 1203-1210--(~1,~r,,~·g-;~'1977) • •
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of such research that we wish to prohibit for compelling rea

sons. There may be others that we would severely constrain.

My position, succinctly stated; is that we proceed, but

we proceed cautiously in the fac2 of the unknown. Certainly

strongly held fears and convictions about tampering with man's

physical nature are not to be dismissed lightly, but at

bottom such convictions are really tenets of faith that hold

that results will not be beneficial. Such convictions have

been advanced in the past against Galilee and Darwin for ex

ample, because they thr~atened prevailing views of man and his

environment. I believe that they are deserving of no greater

weight -now than they were then.

What then should be done if there is agreement that such

.a ban is not in the best overall interest of mankind? There

will obviously be important questions that we will have to

.answer , For example, (1) What are "good" and "bad" genes?

(2) What are "good" and "bad" uses of the knowledge gained?

(3) Is there a right to reproduce? What are the limits 6f

the right? These and many other questions I suggest should

be approached by using a cost/benefit analysis. When dealing

with specific kinds of genetic research the question in every

case must be asked: do the potential benefits from the know

ledge to be gained outweight the risks of harm that might

come about if we proceed?

A cost/benefit approach certainly has its difficulties,

but I believe ~t is a plausible approach. ~ihere there is

doubt I would further suggest that as a matter of policy the
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Sadly, of late there has been much .mutual distrust

between scientists and public bodies and decision-makers.

Unfortunately, initial public reaction to what is perceived

as threatening scientific research has been to restrict or

prohibit. This was certainly the case with a congressionally

mandated moratorium on research on the li~ing human fetus.

Such actions have made scientists resentful, defensive and

mistrustful of the pUblic's ability to respond rationally.

On the other hand, the public, rightly in many cases, has

felt that scientists have arrogantly ~ade decisions they

were ill-suited to make, often in isolation and without due

regard to public concerns. Significantly, where issues have

been studied and debated with more dispassion, and, where

all views have been considered and discussed, there has been

reason~le accommodation. This was true in the case of re

'combinant DNA research. in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and with

fetal research at the federal level. Certainly if'moratoriums

or prohibitions are imposed, they should only ,be imposed as

the result of careful study and deliberation perferably not

exclusively within the confines of legislative processes.

If there are to be future success stories. it is essential

that scientists and the public develop an appreciation of each

other. It is aamso c impossible for the public to monitor

effectively scientific research without the help of scientists.

Likewise, it is almost impossible for science to continue ad

vancements at recent ~ates without public support. It is there

for~ impqrtant that we encourage and maintain a healthy partner

Ship.
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I-am personally familiar with at least two experimental

structures. I am a member of the National Commission for the

Protection of Human Subjects and the Joint Commission on

Prescription Drug Use. The latter commission, which is a

private commission whose members were selected by public

officials, I will not comment upon because it has been operat

ing for only a few months.

The National Commission for the Pr9tection of Human Sub

jects came into existence in December,_ 1974 and is scheduled

to complete its work in March, 1978. It has a broad mandate

which includes among other tasks the identification of 'ethical

principles which should underlie research on human subjects.

In carrying out our basic mandate we are to .consider, (I) the

boundaries between research and accepted and routine practice

of medicine, (2) the role of risk-benefit criteria in deter

mining appropriateness of research involving human subjects,

(3) appropriate guidelines for subject selection, (4) the

nature and definition of informed consent for research pur

poses, and (5) mechanisms for evaluating and monitoring per

formance of Institutional Review Boards. It has eleven members,

no more than five of whom could be individuals who had engaged

in research involving human subjects. All of the commission's

proceedings must be conducted publicly. I believe it fair to

say that the Commission has performed ably well beyond anyone's

dreams. While we have not satisfied everyone, the evaluation

of our work by most commentators has been favorable. We cer

tainly have disabused the scientific community o~ the notion

that we are anti-scientific without at the same time losing

the confidence of the public.
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methods of resolving significant scientific issues. While

the experiments are proceeding, the rest of society can't

sit idly by. Academicians particularly should simultaneously

be attempting principled formulations of alternative policy

options. The two activities aren't mutually exclusive. On

the contrary, they should be viewed as rei~forcing. Those

who think, debate. argue, and publish are not necessarily

the best policy-makers. Alternatively, the best policy-makers

may have difficulty articulating and exposing their r~tionale.

Assuming there is a decision to proceed with some type of

research, policy issues will continue to arise. Considering

the significance of such issues, all sectors of society should

be informed and encouraged to participate in their resolution;
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we wish to prohibit for compelling reasons. There may be others that
we would seriously constrain.

What then should'we do if there is agreement that such a ban is not
in the best overall interest of mankind! There are obviously important
questions that will have to be answered. These and other questions, I
suggest, should be approached by using a cost/benefit analysis. When
dealing with specific kinds of genetic research the question in every
case must he asked, as it has been asked, I might add, in the area
of human experimentation: Do the potential benefits from the knowl
edge to be gained outweigh the risks of harm that might come about
if we proceed!

A cost/benefit approach certainly has its difficulties, but I believe
it is a plausible approach, and where there is doubt I would further
suggest that as a matter of policv the burden of proof should be on
those who oppose the research, 1£ the opponents meet the burden,
then the research should be prohibited. Costjbenefit analyses more
over-I would stress this-are not peculiarly appropriate for a scien
tist qua scientist to undertake. Such analyses would involve value
judgments that the entire society is competent to address.

Should we proceed using a cost/benefit approach, we face two im
mediate procedural problems: How does society know when there is
an issue to address, and, how, by whom, and with what standards
are these determinations about potential benefits and risks of harm
to be made!

Clearly, the only way the public becomes aware of scientificef
forts is through disclosure by the scientist. It must, therefore, be a
part of the scientists ethics that he or she accept the responsibility
of bringing to public attention issues raised by basic and applied
research. Science is neutral in the sense that scientific facts maybe
objective, but the decision to ferret out facts and decisions on 'how
information is used involve value judgments to which scientists do
not have exclusive claim.

I further believe that there is not one way, or one single way, to
proceed once an issue reaches the public. Obviously what we are in
need of is some process that will result in the formulation of public
policy. That public policy will have to rest on justifications that
reviewers can observe, criticize, approve, at cetera. There is no one
answer because it's too early to tell what will be the most effective
process for a given issue. I 'am opposed, therefore, at present to the
creation of a permanent public bureaucratic structure or any broad
scale legislation aimed at resolution of issues in detail. I am opposed
because these approaches are too permanent, and I fear will result in
loss of flexibility. They also don't effectively utilize nonexpert lay
opinion. Greater flexibility and greater openness and broader partici
pation are particularly desirable in the absence of standards by which
judgments can be made. We need a prolonged period in which to exper
iment with a variety of approaches and processes. Legislation might
appropriately be directed towards the creation and support of the
experimental approach or process.

I am personally familiar with at least two experimental structures.
I am currently a member of the National Commission for the Protec
tion of Human Subjects and the Joint Commission on Prescription
Drug Use. Th~ ;!attllr commission, which is a private commission whose
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Our concluding witness, before we embark upon our panel dis
cussion, is Henry R. Luce Professor at the University of Chicago,
Dr. Leon Kass, .

Dr. Kass has prepared a very excellent presentation which, with'
out objection, I would like to introduce and make a part of the record
of this proceeding. Dr. Kass is also the author of an article published
in the November 1971 issue of Science magazine, called The New
Biology: What Price Relieving Man's Estate I, and I think that this
should also be considered by members as we move forward in this
discussion. I think it should be at least circulated to the members of
the subcommittee and considered for possible inclusion in the record.

[The material referred to is as follows r]

{Reprinted fromSclence, November 19. 1971, Volume 174. pp. 779-7881

THE NEW BIOLOGY: WBAT PRICE RELIEVING MAN'S ESTATE?

EFFORTS TO ERADICATE HUMAN BUFFERING BAISE DIFFICULT AND PROFOUND QUESTIONS
OF THEORY ANDPBAIBE

(Leon R. Kasa)

(Copyright 1971 by the American Association for the Advancement of Science)

·The author is executive secretary, Committee on the Life Bctencea
and Social Policy, National Research Council, National Academy of
Sciences, Washington, D.C. 20418. This article is adapted from a
working paper prepared by the author for the committee, as well as
from lectures given at St. John's College in Annapolis, Maryland; at
Oak Ridge National. Laboratory, biology division, Oak Ridge, Ten
nessee j and at a meeting, in Washington, of the Council for the
Advancement of Science Writing. The vtewa expressed are those of
the author.

Recent advances in biology and medicine suggest that we may be rapidly acquir
ing the power to modify and control the capacities and activities of men by direct
intervention. and manipulation of their bodies and minds. Certain means are
already in use or at hand, others await the solution of relatively minor technical
problems, while yet others, those offering perhaps the most precise kind of control,
depend upon further basic research. Biologists who have considered these matters
disagree on the question of how much how soon, but all agree that the power for
"human engineering," to borrow from the jargon, is coming and that it will prob-
ably have profound social consequences.

These developments have been viewed both with enthusiasm and with alarm;
they are only just beginning to receive serious attention. Several blologlsts have.
undertaken to inform the public about the technical possibilities, present and
future. Practitioners of social science "futurology" are attempting to predict and
describe the likely social consequences of and pubUc responses to the new tech
nologies. Lawyers and legislators are exploring institutional innovations for
assessing new technologies. All of these activities are based upon the hope that we
can harness the DeW technology of man for the betterment of mankind.

Yet this commendable aspiration points to another set of questions, which are,
in my view, sorely neglected-questions that inquire into the meaning of phrases
such as the "betterment of mankind." A fun understanding of the new technology
(:If man requires an exploration of ends, values, standards. What ends will or
should the new techniques serve? What values should guide society's adjustments?
By what standards should the assessment agencies assess? Behind these questions
lie others: what is a good man, what is a good life for man, what is a good com
munity? This article is an attempt to provoke discussion of these neglected and
important questions.

While these questions about ends and ultimate ends are never unimportant or
irrelevant, they have rarely been more important or more relevant. That this is
so can be seen once we recognize that we are dealing here with a group of tech

.. nologies that are in a decisive respect unique: the object upon which they operate
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advances show that death is not a concrete event at all, but rather a gradual
process.-Hke twilight, incapable of precise temporal localization.

The real challenge to death will come from research into aging and senescence,
a field just entering puberty. Recent studies suggest that aging is a genetically
controlled process, distinct from disease, but one, that can be manipulated and
altered by diet or drugs. Extrapolating from animal studies, some scientists have
suggested that a decrease in the rate of aging might also be achieved simply
by effecting a very small decrease in human body temperature. According to
some estimates, by the year 2,000 it may be technically possible to add from
20 to 40 useful years to the period of middle life.

Medicine's success in extending life is already a major cause of excessive
population growth: death control points to birth control. Although we are' already
technica'lly competent, new techniques for lowering fertility and chemical
agents for inducing abortion will greatly enhance our powers over conception
and gestation. Problems o-f definition 'have been raised here, as well. The, need
to determine when individuals acquire enforceable legal rights gives society an
interest in the definition of human life and, of the time when it begins. These
matters are too familiar to need.elaboration.

Technologies to conquer infertility 'proceed alongside those to promote it.
The first suceeserul Iaborutory fertilization of human egg by ,human sperm was
reported in 1969 (1). In 1970, British scientists learned' how to grow human
embryos in the laboratory up to at least the blastocyststage [that is, to the age
of 1 week '(2)]. We may soon hear about the .next stage, the successful relm
plantation of such an embryo into a woman previously infertile because of oviduct
disease. The development of an artiflci-al placenta, now under investigation, will
make ,possible full laboratory control of fertilization and gestation. In addition,
sophisticated biochemical and cytological techniques of monitoring the "quality"
of the fetus have been' and are being developed and used. These developments
not only, give us more power over the generation of human life, but make it
possible to manipulate and to modify the quality of the human lIlaterial.

(2) Oontrol of humanpotentiaUties. Genetic engineering, when fully developed,
will wield two powers not shared by ordlnary medical practice. Medicine treats
existing individuals, and seeks to correct deviations from a norm of health.
Genetic engtneerlng; in contrast, will be able to make changes that can be trans
mitted to succeeding generations and will be able to create new capacities, and
hence to establish new norms of health and fitness;

Nevertheless, one of the major interests in genetic manipulation is strictly
medical: to develop treatments for individuals with inherited diseases. Genetic
disease is prevalent and increasing, thanks partly to medical advances that enable
those' affected to survive and perpetuate their mutant genes. The' hope is that
normal coptes of the appropriate gene, obtained biologically or synthesized chem
ically, can be introduced into defecttveIndlviduals to correct their denctenctes.
This therapef{-tio use of genetic technology appears to be far in the future. More
over, there is, some doubt that it will ever be practical, since the same end could
be more easily achieved 'by transplanting cells or organs that could compensate for
the missing or defective gene product.

Far less remote are technologies that COUld. serve eugenic ends. Their develop
ment has been endorsed by .those concerned .. about a.general deterloratlon of the
humangene pool and by others who believe that even an undetertorated human
gene pool. needs upgrading-. Artificial insemination with. selected donors, the
eugenic proposal of Herman MUller (3), has been possible. for several years be
cause of the perfection of.methods for long-termstorage ornuman spermatozoa.
Th~ successful maturation of human ooeytes in the laboratory and their subse

quent fertillzation now make it possible to select donors of ova as well. But a far
more. suitable technique for. eugenic purposes. will soon be upon .us-cnametr,
nuclear transplantation, or cloning. Bypassing. the lottery of sexual recombfna
ttou, nuclear. transplantation pernlits the asexual reproduction or copying, of nn
already' developedIndtvldual.. The nucleus of a mature but unfertilized egg is
replaced by a nucleus obtained from a specialized cell or.an adult organism or
embry,o (:for example, a cell from the intestines or the skin). The egg with its
transplanted nucleus dev,el()P8 'as if, it had been fertilized and. barring eompltea
tlons.' wil~giv:e.rtee to a normal !;ldllit otganif,lm~ Since almost all the hereditary
material; (DNA) of a cell is .contained within Its nucleus, .the .renucleated egg and
the}~di"Y1dualint()Wl)Ichit develops .are gelletically identical to the adult crga
nisI:n that was tq,~~~9.p,rc,~,:RfJhe.,c;lQ.no,r:,:puc,~e~,,Cb,lDing eould.be used to produce
seta 9f,~~imit~},:~~!~<.~,~.~g~~~~~,f!-~L!~~nti;«;~!..~~di~!id].ll:~si;.each set derived
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It bears repeatmg that the sciences of neurophysiology and .psychopharmacol
ogy are in their infancy. The techniques that are now available are crude, im
precise. weak, and unpredictable, compared to those that may flow from a more
mature neurobiology.

BASIO ETHIOAL AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS IN THE USE OF BIOMEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

After this cursory review of the powers now and soon to be at our disposal,
I turn to the questions concerning the use of these powers. First, we must recog
nize that questions of use of science and technology are always moral and political
questions, never simply technical ones. AU private or public decisions to develop
or to use biomedical technology-and decisions not to do so-inevitably contain
judgments about value. This is true even if the values guiding those decisions
are not articulated or more clear, as indeed they often -are not. Secondly, the
value judgments cannot be derived from biomedical science. This is true even if
scientists themselves make the decisions.

These Important points are often overlooked for at least three reasons.
(l) 'I'hey.are obscured by those who like to speak of "the control of nature by_

science." It is men who control, not that abstraction "science." Scienceniay
provide the means, but men choose the ends; the choice of ends comes from beyond
science.

(2) Introduction of new -technologies often appears -to be the result of no
decisions whatsoever, or of the culmination of decisions too small or unconscious
to be recognized as SUCh. What can -be done is done. However, someone is decid
ing on the basis of some notions of desirability, -no matter how self-serving or
altruistic.

(3) Desires to gain or keep money and power no doubt influence much of what
happens, but these desires can also be formulated as reasons and then dis~

cussed and debated.
Insofar as out' society has trted tc deliberate about questions of use, how has

it done so? Pragmatists that we are, we prefer a utilitarian calculus: we weigh
"benefits" against "risks," and we weigh them for both the _individual and
"soelety," _We often ignore the fact that the very definitions of "a benefit" and
"a risk" are themselves based upon judgments about value. In the biomedical
areas just reviewed, the benefits are considered to be self-evident: prolongation
of life, control of fertility and of population size, treatment and prevention of
genetic disease, the reduction of anxiety and aggressiveness, and the enhance
ment of memory, intelligence, and pleasure. The assessment of risk is, in gen
eral, simply pragmatic-will the technique work effectively and reliably, _how
much will it cost, will it do detectable bodily harm, and who will complabn if
we proceed with development? Asthese questions are familiar and congenial,
there is no need to belabor them.

The very pragmatism that makes us sensitive to considerations of economic
cost often blinds us to the larger social costs exacted by biomedical advances.
For one thlng.we seem to be unaware that, we may not be- able to maximize
all the benefits, that several of the goals we are promoting conflict with each
other. On the one hand, we seek to control population growth by lowering
fertility; on the other hand, we develop techniques to' enable every infertile
woman to bear a child. On the one' hand, we try to extend the lives of in
dividualswith genetic disease; on the other, we wish. to eliminate deleterious
genes from. the human population. I am not' urging that. we reaolve. these
conflicts in favor of one side or the other, but simply that we recognize that
such conflicts exist. Once we do, we are more likely to appreciate that most
"progress" is heavily paid for in terms not generally included in the simple
utilitarian calculus.

To become sensitive to the larger costs of biomedical progress, we must
attend to several serious ethical and social questions. I will briefly discuss
three of them: (i) questions of distributive justice, (ii) questions of the use and
abuse of power, and (iii) questions of self-degradation and dehumanization.

DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE

The .introduction of any biomedical technology presents a new instance of
an 'old problem-how to distribute scarce resources justly. We should assume
that demand will usually exceed supply. Which people should receive a kidney
transplant or an-,artiflcial,'hea-rt?Who'should-'get-the benefits of genetic therapy
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master generation (itself an infinitesimal minority of the species) the power will
be exercised by a minority smaller still. Man's conquest 'Of Nature, if the dreams
of some scientific planners are realized, means the rule of a few hundreds of men
over billions upon billions of men. There neither is nor can be any stmple increase
of power.on.Man's side. Each new power won by manis a power over man as well.
Each advance leaves him weaker as well as stronger. In every victory, besides
being the general who triumphs, he is also the prisoner who follows the triumphal
car."

Please note that I am not yet speaking about the problem or the misuse or
abuse of power. The point is rather that the power which grows is unavoidably
the power of only some men, and that the number of powerful men decreases as
power increases.

Specific problems of abuse and misuse of specific powers must not, however,
be overlooked. Some have voiced the fear that the technologies of genetic engi
neering and behavior control, through developed for good purposes, will be put
to evil uses. These fears are perhaps somewhat exaggerated, if only because
biomedical technologies would add very little to our highly developed arsenal
for mischief, destruction, and stultification. Nevertheless, any proposal for large
scale human engineering should make us wary. Consider a program of positive
eugenics based upon the widespread practice of a sexual reproduction. Who shall
decide what constitutes a superior individual worthy of replication? Who shall
decide which individuals mayor must reproduce, and by which method? These
are questions easily answered only for a tyrannical regime.

Concern about the use of power is equally necessary in the selection of means
for desirable or agreed-upon ends. Consider the desired end of limiting population
growth. An effective program of fertility control is likely to be coercive. Who
should decide the choice of means? Win the program penalize "conscientious
objectors" ?

Serious problems arise simply from obtaining and disseminating information,
as in the mass screening programs now being proposed for detection of genetic
disease. For what kinds of disorders is compulsory screening justified? Who
shall have access to the data obtained, and for what purposes? To whom does
information about a person's genotype belong? In ordinary medical practice, the
patient's privacy is protected by the doctor's adherence to the principle of
confidentiality. What will protect his privacy under conditions of mass screening?

More than privacy is at stake if screening is undertaken to detect psychological
or behavioral abnormalities. A recent proposal, tendered and supported high in
government, called for the psychological testing of all s-rear-otds to detect future
criminals and misfits. The proposal was l'f'jected; current tests lack the requisite
predictive powers. But will such a proposal be rejected if reliable tests become
available? What if certain genetic disorders, diagnosable in childhood, can be
shown to correlate with subsequent antisocial behavior? FOr what degree of cor
relation and for what kinds of behavior can mandatory screening be justified 'f
What use should be made of the data'1 Might not the dissemination of the in
formation itself undermine the individual's chance for a worthy life and con
tribute to his so-called antisocial tendencies?

Consider the seemingly harmless effort to redefine clinical death. If the need
for organs for transplantation is the stimulus for redefining death, might not this
concern influence the definition at the expense of the dying? One physician, in
fact, refers in writing to the revised criteria for declaring a patient dead as a
"new definition of heart donor eligibility" (7, p. 526).

Problems of abuse of power arise even in the acquisition of basic knowledge.
The securing of a voluntary and Informed. consent is an abiding problem in the
use of human subjects in experimentation. Gross coercion and deception are
now rarely a problem; the pressures are generally subtle, often related to an
intrinsic power imbalance in favor of the experimentalist.

A special. problem arises in experiments on or manipulations of the unborn.
Here it is impossible to obtain the consent of the human subject. If the purpose
of the intervention is therapeutic-e-tc correct a known genetic abnormality, for
example-consent can -reasonably be implied. But can anyone ethically· consent
to nontherapeutlc interventions in which parents or scientists work their wills
or their eugenic visions on the child-to-be? Would not such manipulation represent
in itself an abuse of power, independent of consequences

-There are many clinical situations which already permit, if not invite, the
manipulative or arbitrary use of powers provided by biomedical technologv r ob
taining organs for transplantation, refusing to let a person die with dignity, giving

.~';; ,">'. >e:D '({J ';:~~-:':j;rn l'
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"[W]hile the gift of time must surely' be marked as a great blessing, the per
ception of time, as-stretching out end~esslY before us, is somew~at threaten~ng.
Many of us function best under deaddnes, and tend to procrastinate when time
limits are not set.... Thus, this unquestioned bOOD, the extension of life, and
the removal of the threat .or premature death, carries wtth it an unexpected anx
iety' the anxiety of an unlimited future.

"in the young, the sense of limitless time has apparently imparted not a feel
ing of limitless .opportunity,' but increased stress and anxiety, in addition to the
anxiety which results from other modern .freedoms : personal mobility, a wide
range of occupational choice, and independence from the limitations orciasa and
familial patterns of work.... A certain aimlessness (often ringed around with
great social consciousness) characterizes discussions about their own" aaptra
tions. The future is endless, and their inner demands seem minimal. Although
it may appear uncharitable to say so, they seem to be acting in a way best de
scribed as."childish"-particularly in their lack of a time sense. They behave as
though there were no tomorrow, or as though the time limits imposed by. the
biological facts of life had 'became so vague for them as to be nonexistent."

Consider next the coming power over reproduction and genotype. We endorse
the project that will enable us to control numbers and to treat individuals with
genetic disease. But our desires outrun these defensible goals. Many would wel
come the chance to become parents without the inconvenience of pregnancy;
others would wish to know in advance the characteristics of their offspring
(sex, height, eye color, intelligence) ; still others would wish to design these
characteristics to suit their tastes. Some scientists have called for the use of the
new technologies to assure the "qualtty" of all new babies (9). As one obstetrl
cian put it: "I'he business of obstetrics is to produce optimum babies." But the
price to be paid fur the "optimum baby" is the transfer of procreation from the
home to the laboratory and its coincident transformation into manufacture. In
creasing control over the product is purchased by the increasing depersonaliza
tion of the process.

The complete depersonalization of procreation (possible with the development
of an artificial placenta) shall be, in itself, seriously dehumanizing,-no matter
how optimum the product. It should not be forgotten that human procreation not
only issues new human beings, but is itself a human activity.

Procreation is not simply an activity of the rational will. It is a more com
plete human activity precisely because it engages us bodily and splrttuallyc as
well as rationally. Is there perhaps SOme wisdom in that mystery of nature
which joins the pleasure of sex, the communication of love, and the desire for
children in the very activity by Which we continue the chain of human exist
ence? Is not biological parenthood a built-in "mechanism," selected because it
fosters and supports in parents an adequate concern for and commitment to
their children? Would not the laboratory pruduction of human beings no longer
be human procreation ? Could it keep human parenthood human?

The dehumanizing consequences of programmed reproduction extend beyond
the mere acts and processes of life-giving. Transfer of procreation- to the labor
atory will no doubt weaken what is presently for many people the' best re
maining justification and support for the existence of marriage and the family.
Sex is now comfortably at home outside of marriage: child-rearing is pro
gressively being given over to the state, the schools. the mass media, and the
child-care centers. Some have argued that the family, long the nursey of hu
manity, has outlived its usefulness. To be sure, laboratory and governmental
alternatives might be designed for procreation and child-rearing, but at what
cost?

This is not the place to conduct a full evaluation of the bloloelea'l family.
Nevertheless, some of its important virtues are, nowadays, too often overlooked.
The·fami.ly is rapidly becomtnems only institution in an Increasfngly Impersonal
world where eaen person is loved not for what he does or makes, hut. simply
because he is. The flamily is also the Instttutlon where most of UR. both as children
and as parents, acquire a sense of contimiUy with tile past 'and a sense of eom
mitment to the future. Wi'thout the family, we would have Ii'ttle incentive to-take
an interest in anvthing after our own deaths. These 'Observations suggest that
the ellmlnatton of the ~amily would weaken ties to past and future. and W011ld
throw us, even more than we are now, to the mercy of an impersonal, lonely
present.

Neurobiology and psychobiology probe most dh-ectlv into the dtstlnctlvely
human. The technological fruit of these sciences is likely to 'beboth more tempting
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of evolution, endowed by chance with the power to change htmselfbut only along
determined lines.

Psychoanalysts have arso debunked the "distinctly human." The essence of
man is seen to be located in -those drives he shares with other anlmals-c-pursutt
of pleasure and avoidance of pain. The so-called' "higher functions" are under
stood to be servants of the- more elementary, the more base. Any dlstlnctive
ness or "dignity" that mail has consists of his superior capacity for' gratifying
his animal needs.

The idea of "human good" fares no better. In the social sciences. historicists
and existentialists have helped drive this question underground. The former
hold all notions of human good to be culturally and historicaHy bound, and hence
mutable. The latter hold that values are subjective: each man makes his own,
lind ethics becomes simply the, cataloging of personal tastes.

Such appear to be the prevailing opinions. Yet there is nothing novel about
reductionism, hedonism, and relativism ; these are doctrines with which Socrates
contended; What is new is that these doctrines seem to be vindicated by scientific
advance. Not only do the scientific notions of nature and of man flower into
verifiable predictions, but they yield marvelous fruit. The technological triumphs
are held to validate their scientific foundations. Here, perhaps, is the most
pemtoloua result of technological progress-more dehumanizing than any actual
manipulation or technique,' present or future. We are witnessing the erosion,
perhaps the final eroslon; of the idea of man as something splendid or divine,
and its replacement with a view that sees man, no less than nature, as simply
more raw material for manipulation and homogenization. Hence, our peculiar
moral crisis. We are in turbulent seas without a landmark precisely because
we adhere more and more to a view of nature and of man which both gives us
enormous power and, at the same time, denies all possibility -of standards to
guide its use.. Though well-equipped, we know not 'who we are nor where' we
are going. We are left to the accidents of our hasty, biased, and ephemeral
judgments.

Let us not fail to note a painful irony : our conquest of nature has made
us the slaves of blind chance. We triumph over nature's unpredictabilities only
to subject ourselves to the st111 greater unpredictability of our .capricious wills
and our fickle opinions. That -we have a method is no proof against our madness.
Thus" engineering the engineer as well as the engine, we race our train we know
not where (12).

While the disastrous consequences of ethical nihilism are insufficient to refute
it, they invite and make urgent a reinvestigation of the ancient, and enduring
questions of what is a proper life for a human being, what is a good community,
and how are they achieved (13). We must not be deterred from these questions
simplybecause the best minds in human history have failed to settle them. Should
we not rather be encouraged by the fact that they considered them to be the
most important questions?

As I have hinted before, our ethical dilemma is caused by the victory of
modern natural science with its non-teleological view of man. We ought there-
fore to reexamine with great care the modern notions of nature and of man,
Which undermine those earlier notions that provide a basis for ethics. If we con
suIt our common experience, we are likely to discover some grounds for believing
that the questions about man and human good are far, from closed. Our common
experience suggests many difficulties for: the modern "scientific view of man."
For example" this view fails to account for the concern for justice and freedom
that appears to be characteristic of aU human societies (14). It also fails to
account for or to explain the fact that men have speech and not merely voice,
that men can choose and act and not merely move or react. It failS to explain Why
men engage in moral discourse, or, for that matter, why they speak at all. Finally,
the "scientific view of man" cannot account for scientific inquiry itself, for why
men seek to know. Might there not be something the matter with a knowledge
of man that does not explain or take account of his most distinctive activities,
aspirations, and concerns (15)?

Having gone this far, let me offer one suggestion as to where the difficulty
might lie: in the modern understanding of knowledge. Since Bacon,as I have
mentioned earlier, technology has increasingly come to be the basic justification
for scientific inquiry. The end Is power, not knowledee for its own sake. But
power is not only the end. It is also an important vaUilation of knowledg-e. One
definitely knows that one knows only if one can make. Synthesis is held to be
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If attempts are not made early to detect and-diminish the social costs of· blo
medical advances by intelligent institutional regulation, the society is likely to
react later with more sweeping, immoderate. and throttling controls..

The proponents of lafaaez-fatre also ignore the fact that much of technology
is already regulated. The federal government is already deep in research and
development (for example, space, electronics, and weapons) and is the princi
pal sponsor of biomedical research. One may well question the wisdom of the
direction, given, but one would be wrong in arguing that technology cannot sur
vive social control. Clearly, the question is not control versus no control, but
rather what kind of control, when, by whom, and for what purpose.

Means for achieving international regulation and control need. to be. devised.
Bi-omedical technology can be no nation's monopoly. The need for international
agreements and supervision can readily be understood. if we consider the likely
American response to the successful asexual reproduction-of 10,000 Mao Tse-tungs.

To repeat, the basic short-term need is caution. Practically, this means that
we should shift the burden of proof to the proponents of a new biomedical
technology. Concepts of "risk" and "cost" need to be broadened to include some
of the social and ethical consequences discussed earlier. The probable or possible
harmful effects of the widespread use of a new technique should be anticipated
and introduced as "costs" to be weighed in deciding about the first use. The
regulatory institutions should be encouraged to exercise restraint and to
formulate the grounds for saying "no." We must all get used to the idea that
~iomedicaltechnology makes possible many things we should never do.

But caution is not enough. No-rare clever institutional arrangements. Inati
tutions can-be little better than the people who make them work. However
worthy our intentions, weare deficient in understanding. In the long run, our
hope can only lie in education: in a public educated about the meanings and
limits of science and enlightened in its use of technology; in scientists better
educated to understand the relationships between science and technology on
the one hand, and ethics and politics on the other ; in human beings who are as
wise in the latter as they are clever in the former.
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10. It is, of course, a long-debated question as to whether the fall of Adam and

Eve ought to be considered "catastrophic," or more precisely, whether the Hebrew
tradition considered it so. I do not mean here to be taking sides in this quarrel
by my use of the term "catastrophic," and, in fact, tend to line up on the negative
side of the questions, as put above. Curiously, as Aldous Huxley's Brave New
World [(Harper & Row, New York, 1969)] suggests, the implicit goal of the
biomedical technology could well be said to be the reversal-of the Fall and a
return of man to the hedonic and immortal existence of the Garden of Eden.
Yet I can point to at least two problems. First. the new Garden of Eden will
probably have no gardens j the received, splendid world of nature will be buried
beneath asphalt, concrete, and other human fabrications, a transformation that
is already far along. (Recall that in Brave New World elaborate consumption
oriented, mechanical amusement parks featuring, for example. centrifugal
bumble-puppy had supplanted wilderness and even ordinary gurdens.) Second,
the new inhabitant of the new "Garden" will have to be a creature for whom
we have no precedent, a creature as difficult to imagine as t.o bring into existence.
He will have to be slmultaneousfy an innocent like Adam and-a technologleal
wizard who keeps the "Garden" running. (I am indebted to Dean Robert Goldwin,
St. John"'s College, for this last Inslght.)

11. Some scientists naively believe that an engineered increase in human
intelligence will steer us in the right direction. Surely we have learned by now
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questioner's response, I offer a .brief reply. First, on the matter of reputation,
we should recall that the pursuit of truth may be In. tension with keeping- a
good Dame (witness Oedi-pus; Socrates, Galileo, Spfnoza, Bolzhenltayn}. For
most human history, the pursuit of truth (including "science") was not a
.reputable activity among the many, and was, in fact, highly suspect.

Even today, it is doubtful whether more than a few appreciate knowledge as
an end in itself. Science has acquired a "good name"in recent times largely
because of its technological fruit: it is therefore to be expected that a disenchant
ment with technology will reflect badly upon science. Second, my own attack
has not been directed against science, but against the use of some technologies
and. even more, against the unexamined belief-indeed, I would say, supersti
tion-that all biomedical technology is an unmixed blessing. I share the ques
tioner's belief that the pursuit of truth is a highly moral activity. In fact, I am
inviting him and others to join in a pursuit of the truth about whether all these
new technologies are really good for us. This is a question that merits and is
susceptible of serious intellectual inquiry. Finally, we must ask whether what
we call "science" has a monopoly on the pursuit of truth. What is "truth"?
What is knowable, and what does it mean to know? Surely, these are also ques
tions that can be examined. Unless we do so, we shall remain ignorant about
what "science" is and about what it discovers. Yet "sclencev-c-that is, modern
natural scienee-cannot begin to answer them; they are philosophical questions.
the very ones I am trying to raise at this point in the text.

Dr. Kass.
[A biographical sketch and prepared statement of Dr. Leon Kass
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ETHICAL ISSUES AND BIOMEDICAL SOIENCE AND TEOHNOLOGY

(Leon R. Kass)
(Testimony prepared for delivery on September 7, 1977, before the Bubeom

mittee on Science, Reaeareh.. and Technology, Committee on Science and Tech
nology, U.S. House of Representatives, for one of a series of hearings on the
science policy implications of the DNA recombinant molecule research issue.)

I have found it very difficult to prepare this testimony. My task would have
been simple if I had a clear and extreme position to defend, if, for example, I
believed that science and technology were the handmaidens of an exploitative
and oppressive society and must therefore be curtailed. or if, on the other band,
I believed that science and technology were always self-justifying activities.
yielding benefits only. and that any attempt rationality to question the social
worth of a given line of research or application is to commit the sin of Pope
Urban against Galileo. I hold neither of these views. I very much .respect the
activUy of scientific investigation and welcome many of the gifts of technological
innovation. But I esteem other good things at least as highly-excellence of
character. stable and fulfilling family and community life, public-spiritedness
and other civic virtues, the beauties of nature. the wisdom of great thtnkers-e-,
recognize the heavy costs we have already paid for technological progress, and
am concerned that the costs of some projected biomedical advances may far
exceed the benefits.
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gree of goodness of the benefit and badness of the harm-these are not technical
matters. How s-afe is, safe 'en'Ough is not a technical matter, especially as this
judgment always depends on-bow much one desires the object. Those who have
criticized the procedure of allowing the scientists to decide, without public par
ticipation, how safe is safe enough have apoint. But it is not clear to me that
alternative procedures would be better, at least in cases such as this where the
risks seem to be similar to those of research on microorganisms generally, and
where scientists, despite their self-interest in pursuing their research. are no
less-and perhaps rather more-c-eoncemed about public health' hazards than
the rest of us. I repeat, no scientist is interested in causing or promoting epi
demics.

2. Human genetic engineering.-Although the scientists who called the mora
torium expressed concern only about biohazards, and ruled the-issue of human
genetic manipulation out of bounds at the Asilomar conference, I have little doubt
that public fears about possible, eventual intervention into human heredity has
fueled the controversy regarding this research. This explains, in part, why no
comparable animus has been directed against those cancer scientists who work
with probably. more dangerous tumor virues. I even suspect that the aeknowl
edged concern for ethical issues in the use of genetic knowledge on the part of
some of the DNA recombinant researchers may have pricked their conscience
to give the safety question of their research such unusual and prominent
pnblicity.

Here, however, I believe there is little need for concern, at least at present. It
is true that the technique of DNA recombination may be useful as one step on
the long-road to human genetic manipulation. It is entirely appropriate to con
si,der this research as contributing, eventually, to the acquisition of that power,
and to begin thinking about the ethical and social issues that such power would
raise. But human genetic engineering still seems to me to be a long wav otr. Many
scientific and technical problems would need to 'be solved before gene therapy
of inherited disease could be possible, Including the identification and purification
of specific human DNA, the discovery of the proper means for delivery of such
therapeutic DNA to the proper organ for actton, and so on.

Moreover, I suspect that both the promise and the dangers of human genetic
manipulation by selective transfer of pieces of DNA are greatly exaggerated.
On the one hand, other remedies for some genetic disease may more readily be
found; e.g., via organ or tissue transplantation. On the other hand, even if ef
fective and practical, gene therapy of existing individuals with genetic disease
would raise no issues not already raised by sophisticated medical treatments 1;
subject to the usual concernsabout sarety and efficacy, and to the usual internal
and external controls operating on the medical profession through whose hands
any feasible- gene- therapy will pass. We may wish to consider, in allocating scarce
funds for research and development, how vigorously we want to pursue a capa
city for gene therapy, and other high technology routes to better health. We may
want eventually to establish policy and guidelines for the use of gene therapy.
or for the posslhle, even-more-futuristic eugenic use of DNA transfer. But. we
have years, even decades, to think about these matters, and there is absolutely
no reason to block the current research, with its obvious scientific interest and
likely productive application, because of these concerns.

a. Altering the course or evolution.-This is the most difficult concern to
evaluate. DNA recombinant research will presumably permit the construction
of new types of organisms. Public health hazards aside, I think it fair to sny that
we probably do not know what we are doing. This research thus highlights in
a dramatic way the awesome powers we already hold for the manipulation and
alteration of nature, powers we use with little knowledge about what we are
really doing. '''hether we like it or not, we have by our new powers acquired
new responsibilities, not only for ourselves, but for our planet and for all things
on it. 'Ve should proceed with humility and caution, aware of our great ignorance
in the face of this awesome charge. This is not to argue that nature knows best
and that we ought to keep hands off. Yet it should be clear from at least some of
our manipulations of nature that we may, not know any be-tter, to say the very
least. The requisite humility and search for wisdom are not easy to cultivate.
and in any case, cannot be produced by regulatory commissions and statutes.
Our hopes here must lie in education.

1 I submit as an appendix to this testimony a letter I wrote in October, 1970, to Professor
Paul Berg, in which I try to organize questions concerning the human application of DNA
transfer research.
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is practical. Yet the distinction is in fact not 'so sharpcB'Irst of all, there is a
difference between inquiry and research. Formulating a question is not the
same as doing the experiments that seek to answer it, even if, in some fields of
science, it is only the expertmentalfr testable questions that are deemed worthy
of being asked. .

The point is that, unlike mathematics and astronomy, unlike th~oretical
physics and taxonomic biology, nearly all of modern biomedical science is
ewperimental science. Biomedical inquiry -is more than asking questions and
thinking about them; inquiry becomes research, and research involves experi
mentation, and experimentation is action" As such, it necessarily comes under
ethical and legal scrutiny, as does all action, even when such scrutiny decides
that such action should-be immune from interferencete:g;,'public speech or the
publication of newspapers). Regulations governing the use of radioactive iso
topes in research, guidelines for experimentation in human subtects, liability
of companies for the hazards of, industrial research or of hospitals for those of
clinical research, safeguards governing research with pathogenic bacteria and
viruses-all these testify to the recognition of the distinction between inquiry
ana researeh und to the acceptability of some controls over experimentation
not, to be sure, over the questions to 'be ask-ed, but over the procedures used
to gain the answers. The guidelines proposed for the safety of DNA recombinant
research have ample precedent.

What does not have ample precedent, at -least not in liberal democratic re
gimes, is the acceptability of any control over questions to be investigated. The
freedom to inquire is a hard-won yet ever-precarious freedom, a good in itself,
and a means to the discovery of many important matters. Even those, such as my
self, who favor the social regulation of many technologies, are extremely wary
of any attempts to limit research, except as already indicated. But there might
be reasons for reconsidering this matter if the distinction between theory and
practice, between science and technology-breaks down in yet other ways. And I
fear that it does.

Much of biomedical research has more than a -theoretical intent; Indeed.Ht
has a dual.intent and justification, a practical one as well. It aims to provide the
power to intervene in the biological processes that it attempts to understand. in
fact, by that very understanding. This conjunction of theory and practice. the
identity of knowledge and power-and I mean this literally and not pejore
tively.,...-is the hallmark of modern experimental science, first trumpeted by its
founders in the early 17th century. Indeed, the test of the validity of our knowl
edge of phenomena is often held to be the power to modify and control them. That
insulin was the long-sought agent reanonstble -for nreventlng the disorders of
diabetes could finally be proved only by injecting diabetics with the hormone
and altering the diabetic picture. That DNA, and not protein, was the genetic
material was:proved by experiments which transformed one strain of bacteria into
another by means of the transfer of DNA.

Now many scientists are not especially interested in the applications of their
research. They are rather more devoted to unraveling nature's secrets for the
satisfaction of knowing how things WOrk. This purely intellectual aspiration
remains for many' scientists, including perhaps the best ones, their guiding
passion, no matter how much thpy would welcome practical benefits to society
flowing from their research and no matter how much they advertise such prae
tical beneflta. when seeking government funds for research, which research is in
fact supported by society precisely for these benefits.

This relative indifference to practical application leads many scientists to dls
count the intimate connection between knowing how and know-how, between
knowledge of and power to. They mayor may not be right in thinking that what
other people do with their findings. is not their responsibility, but they are mts
taken, at least in some kinds of research, in Ignoring that the power and the
knowledge came together, that application flows directly and sometimes imme
diately from discovery,or rather, from its pnblication.Thus, for example, the
published report of the hallucinogenic properties ofL8D announced the power
to alter consciousness, a power that was soon exploited and escaped fromresponsi
ble professional control.

It Is-true that in many cases the line connecting basic research and practical
appltcatlon is indirect. In my own example. the hallnclnozente proper-ties of J,Sn
were quite unexpected. Basic research leads to unexpected findings, and so-caUed
targeted research often turns up empty handed-a compelling argument for
supporting seemingly impractical but fundamental research. Yet there certainly
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National Institute of Aging in 1974, the responsible House Oommittee's statement
on the "Purpose of Legislation" stated that the new Institute would "provide a
natural focus for the research necessary to achieve the great goal of keen;ling
our people as young as possible as long as possible."

Is this really a desirable goal? would it be a good idea to add 20 years to the
human life srmll? Fifty. years'} More'} These are long questions, and I am not sure
that I could persuade you, in the absence of long conversation, that such.attempts
to roll back mortauts are the height of folly. But the power to do so IS clearly
one goal of basic research on aging, and a "possible consequence. And Congress
has endorsed that goal and launched the publtc support of the enabling research
without, I believe, adequately thinking through the consequences of s~cce.ss. U1;1
like the case of a pill for gender choice, the scale of use of an anti-aging pill
might be hard to measure quickly, the range of consequences would be more mas
sive, and incentives to cease and desist much harder to suoolY.

3. The plea8Ure",drug.-What is the neurophysiology or the chemistry that
mediates the subjective experience of pleasure? This is an interesting scientific
question, now under investigation. The development of a drug that produced
powerful and intense feellmgs of euphoria might be one fruit of current psycho
pharmacological studies of the brain. Such a drug would be useful in the treat
ment of severe depression and as a "positive reinforcer" par excellence in all
kinds of behavior modification programs. But should we have such a drug? Pre
cisely its desired euphoriant effects and its exquisite usefulness in behavior
modification make it something much to be feared, especially as, like other drugs,
it would likely prove difficult if mot Impossible to keep under strict control for
only therapeutic uses.

I have here cited three examples of current research that could directly yield
powers to make basic changes in human affairs, powers that would probablY have
wide popular-appeal but-whose consequences might very well, on balance. be
highly undesirable. If this initial appraisal is even moderately correct-and the
subject clearly needs much more thought and exploration-then a case might
need to be made for the establishment of some limits for basic research Into
these areas.

I make this suggestion with much misgivbig. There are so many uncertainties.
Yet in these limited matters of -such immense -consequences as the length of
human life and the divorce of the experience of pleasure from all activity pro
ducing pleasure, I do not think that we can adopt the attitude of letting the
genie out of the bottle and only later finding out whether he has brought more
harm than good. Human beings can no doubt g-et used to anything-this is, at
the same time. our virtue and our vice. But as people so awesomely responsible
for the shape of the future, we carunot justify our bringing forth the Brave New
World (toward which I fear we are already far along) on the grounds that our
descendants would not mind living' In.It;

How sensible guidance is to be given to research is a complicated matter:
Restriction of any lines of investigation is repugnant to most scientists and fiies
in the face of tradition. It might also mean foregoing or forestalltne the possl
bility of certain benefits. Yet here again we face on a massive moral and social
scale the usual problem of what. to do. with nrospectlve benefits and harms of
unlcnown proportions and weighted differently by different assessors. To go
forward or not to go forward. to fuel these areas of research with nublte montes
or not, these decisions are now being made and they ought not to be made
li~htlyor thouzhtlesslv. .

I should emphasize that I would open the question of Iimttatlona on eeseareh
for a very few areas indeed. In many other cases of worrisome technologies, r
believe that we can trust our capacities to regulate their use and t-omanage their
undesirable consequences. I am aware that other people may have other areas

\ of research that worry them even more. I am aware that what I am saying will
~e perceived as n threat to all. of scientific inquiry. and it may well be. yet the
penaltfes for libel have hardlv weakened our freedom of speech and I am far
fr~m convinced that the freedom of scientific inquiry as a whoie would suffer
if certain highly senattlve areas are careruftv controlled or even curtailed. The
good to be done bv orgnnlzed science can only be completed by the harm it humbly
and responsibly refuses to do.
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In the previous paragraph, I considered the problem: of so-ealled: "good"
V8 "bad" ends. We have also to consider "bad" consequences of a technique used
only for "good" purposes. This is a far more difficult problem, and unfortunately,
I think, a more pervasive one in the whole biomedical- area. Tbe inevitable
social costs of desired progress are probably higher than the costs of progress
willfully perverted by bad men. We must consider and weigh the following kinds
of questions in deciding about the first use of a new technique:

(a) What are the biological consequences in future generations of wide
spread use of gene therapy on afflicted individuals'? Anything but -treatment -of
gonads, gametes, and zygotes will work to increase the frequency of the given
gene in the population.
. 1. Are we wise enough to be tampering with the balance of' the gene

pool? That we do so inadvertently already is no argument for our wisdom
to do so deliberately.

2. What are our obligations to future generations? Do we want to com
mit them to the necessity of more and more genetic' screening and genetic
therapy to detect and correct the increasing numbers of defects which our
efforts will have bequeathed to them?

·(b) Do we ourselves wish to embark upon a massive program of screening
and intervention? With federal support? Under compulsion of law?

(c) Are we not moving- toward more and more laboratory control over pro
creation" What are the human costs of this development, especially for marriage
and the famUy?

5. How can these developments be monitored and keptunder control?
The more I think about this question, and the more I contemplate the possi

ble widespread consequences of genetic manipulation, ,the more I believe that
all decisions to employ new technologies and' even to develop them for employ
ment in human beings should be public decisions. How to do this is not Obvious,
although the question is now being actively explored by various groups. Re
gardless of who should- decide and who should control, the problem of whether
control is possible remains. Here, much depends upon the demand for the new
technology, its expense, the scale in which it will be used, and the know-how
needed to use it. The smaller the demand -and scale or the greater the cost or
know-how, the better the possibility for control. '

6. What are the obligations of the basic scientist whose research brings closer
a new biomedical technology? What would be the ingredients- of an ethical
warrant for him to go ahead? Let me suggest the following.

(a) Consideration of the kinds of questions outlined above (they are meant
to be suggestive and exemplary, not deflnltlve) by btmself, with his co-workers,
and with appropriate colleagues, scientific and non-scientific.

(b) To be responsible for helping to set forth in advance standards and pro
cedures for testing safety and efficacy.

(c) Calling the attention 'of responsible publics to the technological possibili
ties his research (and that of the field generally) makes more imminent. This
would best be done, it seems to me, merely by writing articles in a responsible
journal (e.g, Science, outlining the technological possibilities and some .posslble
social and ethical problems they present, and then inviting sober and responsi
ble public deliberation concerning implementation and control of the technology.

(d) To be willing and prepared to abide by a public judgment which may
undermine his own research (especially true in applied research or in those
areas of basic research where there may belittle or no gap between knowledge
and use-as in psychopharmacology).

You will, I think, be interested to read Paul Ramsey's book, Fabricated Man:
The Ethics of Genetic Oontrol (Yale University Press, "Fastback" series, 1970,
$1.95). It is the only book I know of devoted solely to the ethical problems of
genetic engineering. Also, I am enclosing a copy of a paper of mine on cloning.

Lastly, I would be interested, both scientifically and otherwise, in the prog
ress of your work. Please keep me posted. I would be delighted to continue our
dialogue by mail or when next we meet.

With very best regards,
Sincerely,

LEON R. KAss,
Bcoecutive Secretary.
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Part 1, on DNA recombinant research: DNA recombinant re
search has raised three distinct kinds of concerns: (1) concerns about
public health hazards, (2) concerns about human genetic manipula
tion, and (3) concerns about induced alterations in the variety and
evolution of human organisms.

HEALTH AND sAFETY

The scientists doing the research asked if it was proper to proceed
with research that might be hazardous to public health without prior
assessment of risks and development of suitable safeguards. Their
concern was appropriate and sensible and has, to my mind, issued a
good first-round assessment and adequate guidelines to permit the
research to proceed, guidelines which include, by the way, self
imposed prohibitions of certain kinds of recombmations as being
too dangerous. Still, the following observations may be in order:

(a) The ethical issue raised by the scientists is, in one respect, not
very difficult. The identification of benefits as benefits and harms as
harms was easy. For all the difficulty in quantify~ the likelihood and
severity of possible harm, everyone agrees that epidemics are bad. No
one is in favor of causing plague or increasing the risks of caneer;
safety of life and limb is a good to which everyone subscribes.

(0) The hazards of this research seem to me much exaggerated, at
least in relation to other hazards to health from research and tech
nology that we readily tolerate or even encourage without much con
cern, for example, research with tumor viruses, bacterial pathogens,
mutagens, radioactive isotopes, and organic solvents. Though It is
clear why the DNA researchers would be concerned about the hazards
of this new technique in their own field, I find it odd that hazards of
this research should be singled out in public discussions. This is not
to say that the precedent of deliberate or inadvertant toleration of
higher risks justifies a casual attitude toward any newer, more in
tentionallycreated potential hazards. Existing folly does not excuse
its extension. Rather, it would be sensible to treat these new potential
hazards in conjunction with existing dangers, perhaps not making
it the subject of specific legislation. .

(0) I am quite satisfied with the care and conscientiousness of those
responsible for the guidelines, and am not unhappy about the proce
dures that have been followed to date that have given the scientists
the lead role in the making of policy. Nevertheless, it should be clear
that the issue of safety is not merely a technical issue. The naming of a
result as a harm or a good, the weighing of risks versus promises, the
balancing of harms against goods, the evaluation of the degree of good
ness of the benefit and badness of the harm, these are not technical
matters. How safe is safe enough is not a technical matter, especially
as this judgment always depends upon how much one desires the object
whose pursuit is hazardous. Those who have criticized the procedure
of allowing the scientists to decide, without public participation, how
safe is safe enough have a point. But it is not clear to me that alterna
tive procedures would be better, at least in cases such as this where the
risks seem to be similar to those of research on microorganisms gen
erally, and where scientists, despite their self-interest in pursuing their
research, are no less, and perhaps rather more, concerned about public
health hazards than the rest of us.
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Whether we like it or not, we have, by our new powers,acquired
new responsibilities, not only for ourselves, but for our planet and for
all things on it. We should proceed with humility and caution, aware
of our great ignorance in the face of this awesome charge. The requi
site humility and search for wisdom are not easy to cultivate and, in
any case, cannot be produced by regulatory commissions and statutes.
Our hopes here must lie in education.

The second part of the testimony deals with ethical issues in bio
medical research more generally.

Why has the DNA recombinant research question generated such
controversy and continued to hold public attention, far beyond the
merits of the case, in my opinion! I offer two related suggestions:
First, a growing public concern over the acquisition of specific new
powers to modify the bodies and minds of human beings, and about the
moral and Social questions raised by these prospects. Second, more
generally, a growing public concern 'about the relation of science and
the political community, 'and a desire on the part of at least some of
our fellow citizens to renegotiate explicitly the tacit contract between
science and society. Indeed, it is an instance of what I believe will be
an increasing number of occasions demanding a consideration of the
place of science in our society that the current debate over. DNA
recombinant research holds the greatest interest and importance. The
remainder of my testimony is devoted to these matters. .

Nearly 7 years a~o, in the article in Science to which you referred I
attempted to identify some of the ethical issues raised by advances in
biomedical science andtechnology. Were I writing that article today, I
would make some changes, but by and large, I still see the problem
in the same way. I am equally impressed ?y the scientifi,? discoveries,
but lam much more doubtful about the WIsdom of pursumg Improve
ments in health by continued expansion of highly sophisticated medi
cal technolorries.

I am equally concerned about questions of distributive justice. about
abuses and misuses of our existing and promised powers, and especial
ly about the possibilities for willing self-degradation and dehuman
ization, and here it's not so much the things that are unknown that
frighten me, but the things that are perhaps altogether too well-known,
too likely, and again, not the powers of the misuse and abuse of
some technology but, indeed, about the likely social consequences of
the very thing we want, and I'll try to give some instances here again.
I am much less sangnine than I once was about the prospects of wise
public regulation and am fearful that, however well-intentioned. pub
lic control of science and technology can cause as much mischief as
the equally well-intentioned enterprise it seeks to manage. I persist
in thinking that the greatest dangers come not from the evil-doers .
or the mischievous but rather from the well-wishers and humanitarians
amongst us, often in the very form of gifts that we would all too
readily accept. I will illustrate this, as I say, shortly. I want to
consider particularly the question posed by your committee: "From
an ethical perspective, is there some limit or boundary bevond which
science should not proceed !" First, I need to address briefly certain
terminological and conceptual matters that, unless clarified, will con
found my discussion.
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to limit research, except as already indicated. But there might be
reasons for reconsidering this matter if the distinction between theory
and practice, between science and taught technology, breaks down
in yet other ways. And I fear that it does.

Much of biomedical research has more than a theoretical intent; it
has a practical one as well. It aims to provide the power to intervene
in the very biological processes that it attempts to understand, in
fad, by that very understanding. This conjunction of theory and
practice, the identity of knowledge and power-and I mean this
literally and not pejoratively-is the hallmark of modern experi
mental science. Indeed, the test of the the validity of our knowledge
of phenomena is often held to be the power to modify and control
them.

Now many scientists are not especially interested in the applications
of their research. They are rather more devoted to unravelling nature's
secrets for the satisfaction of knowing how things work. This in
tellectual aspiration remains for many scientists their guidingpassion,
no IJ).atter how much they would welcome practical benefits to society
and no matter how much they advertise such practical benefits when
seeking government funds for research, which research is in fact
supported by society precisely because it wants these benefits. This
relative indifference to practical application leads many scientists
to discount the intimate connection between knowing how and know
how, between knowledge and power to. They mayor may not be
right in thinking that what other people do With their findings is not
their responsibility, but they are mistaken, at least in some kinds
of research, in ignoring that the power and the knowledge come
together, that application flows directly and sometimes immediately
'from discovery, or rather, from its publication. To cite one example,
the published report of the hallucinogenic .properties of LSD an
nounced simultaneously the power to alter consciousness, a power
that, as you know, was soon exploited and escaped from responsible
professional control.

It is true that in many oases the line connecting basic research and
practical application is indirect. Basic research leads to unexpected

, findings, and so-called targeted research often turns up emptyhanded.
Yet there are other areas in which certain technological powers can
reliably be predicted as flowing from prerequisite basic studies-even
in the case 'at hand. How else could scientists predict the !beneficial
uses of DNA recombinant research unless there were some connection
between basic research and application.

My point is simply this: Because of the closetie between knowledge
and power, we may in the future have to consider placing restraints
on the kinds of knowledge to 'besought, if the powers such knowledge
would inevitably bring will be too dangerous for us to handle.

Where the application of knowledge requires complicated or ex
pensive apparatus or highly traiued personnel, it may be possible in
practice to continue the usually salutary procedures of permitting re
search and attempting to regulate development and use of technology.
This practice may need, however, to be modified where dangerous
powers are immediatelv, indiscriminately, and cheaply available di
rectly in the scientific discovery. Biologically active chemicals, that is,
drugs, present the best class of examples, especially as their manu-
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that I could persuade you, in the absence of long conversation, or
even then, that such attempts to roll back mortality are the height of
folly. But the power to do so is clearly one goal of basic research on
aging, and a possible consequence. And Congress has endorsed that
goal and launched the public support of the enabling research with
out, I believe, adequately thinking through the consequences of suc
cess.

3. THE TECHNOLOGY OF PLEASURE

What is the neurophysiology or the chemistry that mediates the
subjective experience of pleasure! This is an mteresting scientific
question, now under investigaiton. The development of a drug that
produced powerful and intense feelings of euphoria might be one
fruit of current psychopharmacological studies of the brain. Such a
drug would be useful in the treatment of severe depression and as a
"positive reinforcer" par excellence in all kinds of behavior modifica
tion programs. Should we have such a drug! Precisely its desired
euphoriant effects and its exquisite usefulness in behavior modifica
tion make it something much to be feared-and these are not unknown
fears-especially as, like other drugs, it would likely prove difficult
if not impossible to keep uuder strict control for only therapeutic
uses.

I have here cited three examples of current research that could di
rectly yield powers to make basic changes in human affairs, powers
that would probably have wide popular appeal, but whose conse
'l.uences in the aggregate might very well, on balance, be highly unde
sirable, If this initial appraisal is even moderately correct-and the
subject clearly needs much more thought and exploration-then a case
might need to be made for the establishment of some limits for basic
research into these areas.

I make this suggestion with much misgiving. There are so many un
certainties. Yet in these limited matters-and I stress these limited
matters-of such immense consequence I do not think that we can
adopt the attitude of letting the genie out of the bottle and only later
finding out whether he has brought more harm than good. Human
beings can no doubt get used to anything. This is, at the same time, our
virture and our vice. But as people so awesomely responsible for the
shape of the future, we cannot justify our bringing forth the brave
New World on t'he grounds that Our descendants would not mind
living in it.

How sensible guidance is to be given to research is a complicated
matter. Restriction of any lines of investigation is repugnant to most
scientists and flies in the face of tradition. It might mean foregoing
'or forestalling the possibility of certain benefits. To go forward or not
to go forward, to fuel these areas of research with public monies or
not, these decisions are now being made and they ought not be made
li/rhtly or thoughtlessly.

I should emphasize again thatI would open the question of limi
tations on research for avery few areas indeed. In many other cases
of worrisome technologies, r' believe that we can trust our capacities
to regulate their use and to manage their undesirable consequences. I
am aware that what I am sayiIlJ!: will be perceived as a threat to all
scientific inquiry, and it may well be, and here, it seems to me, and it's
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The question is, though, the cost that we pay in civic life, in com
munitylife, and devotion to a few of these things that I did mention,
as some kind of direct consequence of our concern.for greater material
ness and prosperity. Asking this kiJl.d of question, I think we have be
come more aware of where we are headed now that science and tech
nology are not perceived as simply something that's good, as they
had been before.

Mr. THORNTON. Ms. King, you say that the test should be whether
the potential benefits from the knowledge to be gained outweigh the
risks of harm that might come about if we proceed, and I think prop
erly defined that certainly is a very good equation and a very brief
synopsis of the kind of decisionmaking that we have to do.

But don't you then immediately get drawn into a question as to
weighing the values j If the potential benefits are quite large in general,
prosperity, say, for the popnlation as a whole, and the harm is dsstruc
tion or material disruption of the lives of a few people, how do we
weigh and balance that kind of a decision I .

Ms. KING. I should like to stress that one of the points that ap
parently didn't come through very well in my testimony is that in mak
ing value judgments, that first we conld look at a formal system of
ethics, and we could do what our commission has been attempting to
do, which is to identify formal ethical principles.

It seems to me the more important question is how does one apply
those formal ethical principles to specific circumstances and instances,
and it seems until we get to the second stage, and here we're talking
about values and people offering justifications, individuals offering dif
ferent justifications for doing or not doing something we are faced with
the proverbial problem, and that is, how do we resolve the conflicts, and
I'm trying to suggest that the only way, it seems to me, to resolve
the conflicts is to work out processes by which those who are affected-I
hate this term, "informed consent of the public"-those who will be
affected in society, not all of whom can participate, but will be able to
participate in some representative fashion.

My second point is, that representative fashion is not necessarily the
legislature, I might add, that I was talking about processes, or perhaps
working on processes that we have not experimented with before be
cause we have been somewhat satisfied with the legslative process.

I think that these issues require, with all due respect, a lot more time
and attention than legislators can really adequately give to them, and
by using just legislators, we are using afairly small and select number
of people in the process. Unlike Professor Grobstein's attempt to talk
about the evolutionary process in stages, or in tiers, I am focusing on
ope 'nroress at a time. ~

Mr. THORNTON. As a matter of fact, I wanted to reemphasize in this
discussion: I personally have been /ITadually coming toward the view
that something parallel to the Commission on Experimentation on Hu
mans and Protection of Human Subjects might be the kind of institu
tion that would be appropriate in this area of DNA research. I'm
very happy that Y01\ are a witness here because I have wondered if
this structure might be appropriate for the area in which the Congress
is now involved.
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dren and incompetent does not mean they shouldn't be consulted. That
is. not the way the commission has talked about informed consent,
which has taken on a very definite and narrow meaning, most of it
coming from the law, I might add.

Mr. THORNTON. Consider please the inoculation program, or some
thing like that, where you may have resistances WhICh are not, to
society's views, reasonable. What do you do about situations like that 1

Ms. K,NG. It would appear to me that we as a society have never,
at least up until this point, hesitated when it was necessary to impose
restrictions or limitations on us all, if we had a clear enough view
of wlntt was the common good, and it seems to me that there also are
analogies-I wouldn't take them too far-to public health, some public
health concerns about recombinant DNA research. However, I think
those analogies could be cut both ways. You could ar~e that the
danger to the public health might justify a societal prohibition, Also,
it seems to me, you could argue that one of the potential public goods
would justify permitting the research to go forward or help permit the
research to go forward,' even at the cost of something happening to
some individual. Certainly we know that some people will react, for
example, to inoculation, and may react unfavorably, but we don't stop
giving inoculations.

I'm not answering your questions. I'm probably raising more.
Mr. THORNTON. No. And I think that's excellent.
I think it would be very important to emphasize though for every

one in attendance that the nature of the Commission on Human Ex
perimentation on which you serve is ,a commission to study our prob
lems and to advise and make recommendations, but that commission
has no power to regnlate or to impose standards, or to issue rules and
regulations which are binding npon thegeneral public.

Wh!ln I said that I had been coming to the view that such an advisory
group might be useful, I wanted to make it clear that I was speaking
of this kind of commission on which you serve.

Ms. KING. I agree with that.
Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Grobstein, do you have any comment with re

gard to the conversation, or shall I fire a question at you concerning
your presentation! Would you like to comment!

Dr. GROBSTEIN. There are something of the order of six items that
came up in the exchange that just took place that I would dearly love
to comment on. Each one of them will take 5 to 10 minutes, but I won't
try to do that.

Mr. THORNTON. Pick two or three.
Dr. GROBSTEIN. Let me first comment on the remarks that you made,

Mr. Chairman, and also Ms. King's discussion of the activities of the
commission on which she serves.

I personally am very strongly of the view that the area that we're
talkmg.about, whether we limit it to recombinant DNA or talk
more generally of molecular genetics or genetics as a whole enough
has been going on and enough is hanging m the air so that establish
ment of a commission to clarify some of the issues would be one of
the most important things that the Congress could do at this present
time.

I was especially interested in Ms. King's comments on some of the
disadvantages or possible improvements that she sees in the way
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I want to recognize our distinguished senior minority member of the
subcommittee, Mr. Hollenbeck, now for such questions as he may have.

I do want to also acknowledge that I have been advised-and this
shows an instance where the rudder control is not exactly precise
that one of our witnesses may have to catch an airplane at 4 :30, and
that being so, I would understand it if ~hat 'Yitn~ss were to stand up,
wave goodbye, and leave at an appropriate time In order to make tlie
flight. That IS you, is it not, Dr. Lapp0~

'Mr'. HOLLENBECK. If he's taking the Metro, he shouldn't wait, or he'll
be late. The Metro is waiting right now. I understand it's a 45-minute
ride. [Laughter.]

I have a couple of questions. I'll start with one, with the time re
, maining. Wsa two-part question.

The argument has been advanced that this is not the time for com
prehensive control legislation concerning DNA research, and I want
to know, first of all, which of you agree with that and which disagree.
The second part is : Assuming that it is too early, that an experimental
period is in order, what role do you perceive this Congress, the national
legislative body, playing with regard to DNA research during that
period~ ,

Ms.King, do you want to lead of!' on that? I think you advanced that
theory.

Ms. KING. I also stated, I don't guess publicly, that I don't honestly
consider myself knowledgeable, about recombinant DNA, especially
the bills on certain recombinant technology.

I would say this: that from what I have seen, it might now be the
time to extend such controls as exist to industry 'ItS well as to Govern
ment funded regulation.

It seems to me however, that there's a danger in doing that unless
we at the same time provided some flexible mechanism, The guide
lines in research are Just that; they are guidelines, and my fear of
legislation is it's always easy to pass it the first time 'and always gets
to be a terrible chore to go back and amend it or change it.

That's my only comment about the current legislation, about which
I don't know 'agreat deal.

I stated in my testimony what I think the role of Congress should
beat this point, and that is, that I hope that it legislates into creation
those gr01iPS that will give it advice. '

I might also state, something that I also didn't mention, our com"
mission has been a very expensive proposition, and you don't do this
and it seems to me another important role of Congress is to really
appreciate that-

,It seems to me that we also have to recoguize that what we are
proposing to do costs money, lots of it in many instances, and, too, it
seems to me that your role, at least for the time being, should not be
regulator, and I wouldn't set up a regulatory agency. I would set up
I think it's now time to generate a great deal of discussion.

Dr. LAPPE. Before I leave-and I have great faith in the fact that
the plane will be late as well as the Metro. [Laughter.]

I have been a very strong proponent in this area of research of the
need for special considerations. regulations, and controls because I do
think the recombinant DNA issue is unique, and I'll say one thing
about that, and then specify the areas that I think deserve regulation.
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somal abnormality, is sufficiently hazardous in itself that some con
straints on the promulgation of that idea might be considered. .

Finally, I think that society does have to corisider-e-and this IS w~ere
I definitely tread in the same steps as Pope Urban and .Cardinal
Bellarmine--when you have to consider whether or not an Idea or a
new innovation is holistically threatening to those fundamental goods
that society itself has held up as good.

Let me give you a for instance that involved genetic engineering,
which is the closest metaphor, or closest analogy, I can have to re
combinant DNA, to ground this in reality:

Nobody thought that anything but the most-bountiful consequences
would come from genetic engineering plants, particularly the creation
of new hybrids, that would have higher yields for protein or produc
tivity per hectare in the area of rice and wheat. Nevertheless, be
cause the genes programed an incredible dependency on those plants,
on high energy use, on fertilizers, and on irrigation, that is, they were
energy-intensive crops, rather than labor-intensive crops, there were
extraordinarily societal dislocations that were produced in the Philip
pines, Mexico, and elsewhere by the introduction, that disrupted politi
cal progress toward land reform, and that generated dislocations
that could have been anticipated, mind you, but were done because
the genetics, if you will, of the crops themselves dictated, and in a
very. imperialistickind of way, the conditious of life for people with
out their participation in choosing those conditions.

So I would say that wisdom, more wisdom than we certainly have
now, is needed before massively introducing these new genetic tech
nologies, and then, therefore, a commission that would be set up to
study and make recommendations of this plethora and whole range of
implications of new research would, indeed, be justified.

Mr. HOLLENBEOK. Thank you.
Dr. Grobstein ~ .
Dr. GROBSTEIN. I would comment on several of the things that

Dr. Lappe said. I expect him to walk out on me while I'm doing it.
[Laughter.] .

First of all, I would point out, with respect to DNA and its replica
tion, that DNA does not replicate by itself, DNA is not self-replicative
in that sense. DNA only replicates in the presence of a number of
other materials. It only replicates as part of a living or synthetically
controlled environment. Therefore, to assume that if a wicked DNA
combination were to appear that it would necessarily automatically
proliferate and take over the Earth is a distortion of the way in which

. DNA operates.
We doubt, as a matter of fact, at the moment; although we don't

know, that the earliest self-replicating organisms did so by means of
DNA. DNA was very likely a later stage in the process of biological
replication. So DNA isn't that independent. As a matter of fact, one
of the things that we are learning about DNA with respect to its possi
ble transfer of infective qualities to micro-organisms is that in most
instances the characteristics of the organism are a verv complex prod
uct of the particular- DNA and "ore not easily achieved by inserting
a short segment of a particular DNA.

I say this not to suggest that Dr. Lappe's statement that there IS
a quality in this which is somewhat different, say, from an ordinary
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of the distinction, and in those cases where for practical reasons it
would be hard to hold the gap, that one might want to worry "bout
the particular line of research. .

Again, I have some misgivings ..bout raising this, and I don't fol
low Dr. Lappe anywhere down that road the he has taken, much as
I would want to affirm the,great power of ideas.

Mr. HOLLENBECK. I have nothing further right now, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Hollenbeck.
Mr. HOLLENBECK. Mr. Chairman, I have some constituents I'm

scheduled to meet in my office. If you don't mind, I'd like to be excused.
I do have a question that I would like permission to submit in writ- •

ing. It involves Dr. Lappe.
Mr. THORNTON. Unfortunately, we did not obtain his consent.
Mr. HOLLENBECK. I believe his office has given consent.
Mr. THORNToN. Very fine.
I'd like to ask each of our other witnesses if they would be willing

to respond to such questions in writing as might be indicated after
we've had a chance to review the testimony.

[Chorus of "Yes" from the panelists.]
Mr. THORNTON. Excellent.
I think I probably would have a couple of questions I would like

to submit.
Thank you very much, Mr. Hollenbeck.
Mr. HOLLENBECK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. I think each of the witnesses today has emphasized

the need for education. Trying to help people to become more in
formed is certainly a desirable goal.

How do you propose to go about this education! Are you talking
about educating the public generally in formalized educational meth
ods, or are you talking about educating just those people who are
decisionmakers, or whom! Can you be more specific! How would you
go about educating people so that they can make a better choice! I
believe you said "coupling between the knowledge-system and social
purpose," Professor Grobstein; and Dr. Kass said "vocalizing- educa
tion"; and I note that the thrust of your testimony, Ms. King, ac
centuated education.

Do you have any clarification as to how we could proceed!
Dr. GROBSTEIN. Well, in the comment that I made, I was not refer

ring to general education of the public. I was talking about discourse
between policymakers, decisionmakers, expertise, and such other ele
ments as may be necessary. For the policymaker I wouldn't want to use
the term, "educated." I would rather use the term, "well informed,"
since all policymakers are presumed to be very well educated before
they become policyrnakers.

We. should be assured that the policymakers have access to all avail
able information with respect to any particular question that they
have before them and need to make a decision about.

With respect to the matter of education in general, as an educator
for many years I am, of course, entirely in favor of education of the
public, whether it be through formal education, or through other means
of public education. Certainly, it is important at this time for more
people to be familiar with the kinds of issues that we have been dis-
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With respect to the education of policymakers, I haven't had a
cJ:tance yet to join with my colleagues in endorsing the use of some
kind of research gathering and discussion-promoting apparatus
through the Congress.

I'm not sure that the national commission would be the thing I
would first think of, although I'm very impressed with its work. It's
far exceeded my expectations for it. But I think, more because of the
things that I'm more worried about, that something like the Office of
Technology Assessment, and, again, not when there are perceived clear
present dangers-that happens to be one of the problems of legisla
tion-but something that would couple more closely with the funding
of basic research for which Congress already has the responsibility.

One might, for example, have an office which requested from the
National Institute of Health or the sponsors of biomedical research
periodic statements of those scientific developments likely to lead to
certain scientific powers that the society ought to be thinking of. We
need more advanced warning. We need some time to be thinking about
the implications. Otherwise, Congress is going to be caught with
public outcry, having to pass legislation to appease certain kinds of
interests. That's not the way to address policy. So that anything that
would give us some lead time would be very helpful.

Mr. THORNTON. I think it's a veryexcellent suggestion.
Ms. King, without preempting your right to add such comments as

you might want to make with regard to education, I do want to aim at
you the question of whether you think it might be appropriate, consid
ering that lawyers are licensed to practice law and subject to disbar
ment procedures if they do not adhere to certain standards of profes
sional conduct; and doctors are required to take the Hippocratic oath
and are also subjeetto peer discipline; and engineers have professional
associations; whether some useful purpose might be served by estab
lishing a professional association of research scientists-I suppose this
would have to originate from within the research scientists them
selves-to recognize them as a group which not only engages in the
search for scientific truths, but also for adherence to certain standards.
What do you think about such an idea! Of course, I'm ending it, as
alawyer.

As a lawyer some of our code of ethics has been recently struck-down
by the courts. We had a provision that made it Seem wrong to solicit
or advertise for business, and now we're told we can do that.

But ft0 ahead.
Ms. K,NG. I think lurking in this is a very difficult question, and if

you will take the answer in the same spirit, I'm giving my firstim
pressions, and hope not binding myself permanently to what I'm about
to say!

Mr. THORNTON. Yes.
Ms. K,NG. I'm not so sure I like that as an idea. My short exposure

to scientists, to researchers. has been-and maybe I've been too en
amored. I don't know. but I like their peer review system a lot better

- than I like our own. It seems to me without the formal mechanism of
a code of ethics and disciplinary procedures that all too often have not
worked dramatically in recent years, that what is loosely referred to as
peer review in the scientific community may have been far more effec-
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Mr. THORNTON. Perhaps it is because of the nature of the profession,
that of all the groups, the lawyers have adopted the most legalistic
approach, namely, there's a codified code of ethics, adherence to which
presumably makes you ethical, and nonadherence to which makes you
unethical. > >

I wonder if we could agree upon a broad outline of code of ethics
with regard to scientific research 1What kind of Challenge might that
bringl > >

Ms. KING. Could I add one thing 1 I thought you were talking about
recombinaut DNA, and I didn't want to talk about the legal profession.

But may I perhaps, being a lawyer, offer some perspective1
Two things about codes of ethics and licensure, and that is that

they have often, most often, served not to increase ethics or increase
competence in a profession, but to keep people out of a profession, and
to make it impossible, even within those canons of ethics, for certain
types of legal activities not to go on, not because they Were so bad or
because society didn't approve of them, but they served to, in my
opinion, make it more profitable for other types of lawyers in carrying
out their legal business. I have in mind, for example, there are several
ways of looking at ambulance chasing, which has always been pro
hibited, and one way is to say that's bad conduct for a lawyer because
you catch people when they're most vulnerable. On the other hand, if
you don't have a good legal system that gets to the most vulnerable
people easily it becomes a public debate.

So I find it very difficult, even among the canons of ethics I've seen,
to make sure that the canons accomplish what they're designed to do
and don't inadvertently accomplish something else.

One last point about the scientific community, which>I compli
mented, and I'd like to say that that same peer review system which I
complimented, I also feel has worked, in some instances, to keep people
out because of the way the system operates with its informal mecha
nisms, although there are certainly some good points about the system.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Kass, do you have any comment1
Dr. !CAss. Yes.
I don't see much role for a system of licensure or a code of ethics for

scientists.
I agree with Dr. Grobstein about what the nature of the problem is.

H scientists have any deficiencies as a class it would be more sort of
exaggerating perhaps the importance of science to the public good.
H that's right, with any kind of defects of moral virtue, bad behavior,
and so on, it's up to the political process to, hopefully, make an in
formed judgment about the relation between science and society, be
tween science and the public.

I think the reason the peer review system works so well in science is
because it addresses matters about which there is a fairly clear and
accurate judgment as to what is good science, and I would much prefer
to discuss that than the things that we've been talking about.

I would be curious to know as to what it is in your suggestion you
would think of licensing scientists for.

Mr. THORNTON. Please don't regard my question as being a sugges
tion as to something that I would advocate.

I do admit that, having now established for all of us in Congress a
code of ethics of our own, this does give us some advantage in suggest-
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revolution many unanticipated and less fortunate consequences oc
curred than hat! been anticipated,

I would worry some-although I think that the point that you're
making is certainly worth consideration-c-about individuals leaning
over backward making judgments,afraid that if they moved on
something that their peers would feel that that was not evidence of
sufficient social responsibility, that they might do something when, in
fact, it might be perfectly bK down the road. .

So we're in the area of how well we can predict. You mentioned,
for example, that the Office of Technology Assessment might be a
more appropriate approach to some of these problems than the com
mission. There are some people who are concerned about whether
or not we may not be overestimating our own 'ability to assess,

Dr. KASS. Fair enough.
Mr. THORNTON. I wondered as you were both talking if what you

were describing might not be a suggestion that scientists should
engage, though, in some kind of minitechnology assessment or research
assessment as they go into a field, making some effort to foresee, as well
as they could, the consequences of their work. The problem is again
here a lack of information on which to base that kind of assessment,
because the individual who's called upon to do that may be the most
able person in the world in his research field and not have the knowl
edge -to foresee the consequences of that research in a broad societal
sense.

Dr. KAss. I think that's right, and I don't think they get perfect
assessments, and there are these dangers Dr. Grobstein mentioned.

On the other hand, that we begin thinking, that we try to improve
Our ability to see what's ahead, I think, is certainly very desirable. In
some areas it does seem to be more easy to see What might be coming.
In other areas it's pretty happenstance.

Mr. THoRNroN. I'm going to invite 'any of you who feel that a
comment at this stage would summarize or clear up anv particular
point that you feel needs to be cleared up to do so. I'll accept volun
tary final statements if any are offered. .

Otherwise, I want to thank you for you excellent presentations,
for your exchange of views, and I declare that the hearings are now
adjourned.

Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 4 :30p.m., the subcommittee adjourned.]
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMl'ITEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITrEE ON SCIENCE, RESEARCH AND TEcHNOLOGY,
Washington, D.O.

The subcommittee convened at 8 :07 a.m., in room 2325, Rayburn
House Office Building, Hon. Ray Thornton (chairman of the sub
committee) presiding.

Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will come to order.
This morning we are continuing our hearings on Science Policy

Implications of the DNA Recombinant Molecule Research Issue, dis
.cussing in somewhat broader sense the relationship between ethical
standards and science research and we are pleased to have four dis
tinguished witnesses scheduled for appearance this morning.

I appreciate your adjusting your schedules to meet at this 8 o'clock
schedule which has been necessitated because of the House going into
session at 10 with a bill which emerges from this subcommittee being
one of the first bills on the floor of the House, which will require that
I be there to handle that legislation when the House goes into session.

I don't think that it is starting too early. In fact, I imagine you
gentlemen start this early or earlier frequently. But I did want to
express my appreciaion to you for rescheduling to an earlier hour.

This mornmg I would like to follow the same procedures that we
have in past hearings of asking each of the witnesses to make a state
ment, and following the statement by each of the witnesses, to go
forward with a panel discussion in which we have some interreaction
between the views which are presented.

Dr. Sorenson, it is a real privilege to have you with us today.
Dr. James Sorenson is an associate professor of sociomedical science

and community medicine, the Boston University Medical School.
We are pleased to have you with us and would like to ask you to

proceed at this time.
[A biographical sketch of Dr. Sorensonfollows:]

( 1125)
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sions highlight the fact, I believe, that science and society are begin
ning to alter their existing contract, a contract in the past based on
numerous assumptions about the .value of science, the rights of the
citizenry, and the social responsibilities of both the individual scien
tist and science as a social institution. In examining these assumptions,
we are entering into a dialogue that is at once technical and political,
a dialogue requiring us to make clear our values and priorities;

The two topics I would like to raise for discussion are first of all,
consideration of the adequacy of existing mechanisms of self-regula
tion by the scientific community to, first of all, assure society of the
preservation of those things society values, and (2) to assure society
of protection from harm or injury in the case of dangerous research.

Second, I want to briefly outline a rationale as to why some addi
tional regulation or monitoring of some kinds of basic researchactiv
ity may be both pragmatically useful and ethically justified. Of
course, I can only raise these issues here but their direct relevance to
much of the discussion on the recombinant DNA issue mandates that
we begin to analyze them more carefully. . •

Certainly one of the most basic issues surfaced by the recombinant
DNA discussion is whether the basic science community can adequate
ly regulate itself so as to assure preser.vation of those things society
deems of value, as well as in pursuing research, assure society that
such research can be done safely. The major concerns that have been
voiced by both sides to this issue seem to have been two types.

First, for those who argue scientists can regulate themselves, a
position is taken that any externally imposed formal regulation over
the conduct of research is an abridgement of a right of freedom of
inquiry, a right, it is argued that is a necessary condition for. the
health of the scientific enterprise. .

For those who take the position that external control is needed, the
argument is often made that it is unsound practically to ask any group
to monitor and regulate itself, including scientists. Were a clash to
occur between a societal value and a scientific one, it is likely that the
latter would predominate, because of the natural self-interest of the
scientific community.
. Additional arguments can be added to each side of this issue, such

as claims that nonscientists lack technical sophistication to regulate
scientific inquiry and claims that the public has a right to have a
say in thislargely publicly-supported undertaking.

It is important to note that the idea that science has and now operates
with total freedom of inquiry is simply (of course) not true. There
are powerful forms of control internal to sciencesuch as the peer review
system and external, such as the largely political shaped funding pri
orities of the various Federal and State research funding agencies, that
dramatically shape the direction and the contour of scientific inquiry.

In approaching the issue of the freedom of science. I would like to
emphasize that we are really talking about two different freedoms.
First, there is the freedom of science to pursue any line of inonirvon
any issue, within certain constraints, such as respect for the individual
and his rights. Such open inquiry may at times nromise or sugrrest
developments that pose a threat to societally valued activities.•nch as
the development of a capacity to genetically engineer humans, as op-
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priorities. As such, the decision to take a risk is not really a scientific
decision Or question and as such cannot be left solely to the scientific
establishment. If society, a community or a small group of people are
to be exposed to real risk because of scientific research, then they
should be so informed and have a say in the continuance or discontinu
ance of that basic research.

Such a principle, of course, puts an enormous weight and responsi
bility on our ability to be aware of and to assess the immediate risk
surrounding any specific basic research. I do not believe this is an easy
task, but it is certainly an ethically responsible One. As such it would
seem that considerablly more effort needs to be given to assessing the
highly probable and not so probable risk, health and otherwise, of
basic research. Research scientists with their highly refined technical
expertise are essential ingredients in identifying such risks, but they
cannot be the sole participants. This is so both because of their vested
interest in the continuance of research and also because of a tendency
by scientists to attempt to define risk largely in terms of technical
criteria, ignoring the fundamental questions of alternative values and
priorities that also exist.

Adherence to the principle outlined above will, of course, have some
costs. For one, it may slow down some research. But this is in itself
not necessarily bad and l?ublic awareness of adherence to such a prin
ciple could be beneficial m helping to sustain public confidence in the
scientific enterprise. .

Adherence to the principle outlined above necessitates of course
specification of some mechanism by which it may operate. It is the case
that external controls have been imposed ou research in the past, par
ticularly clinical or research employing human subjects. In this regard
I think it is worth mentioningthat in the case of' recombinant DNA
research, it was a group of the basic researchers themselves who raised
for discussion the possible safetvissnes. Bycontrast, if one examines
the history of other areas of research where regulation exists, such as
clinical research, it is rare to find a case of a researcher speaking out
before some accident or injury. More often, as has been noted, regula
tions have been imposed after a catastrophe or an accident, sometimes
several. In the light of this, it is commendable that basic researchers in
recombinant DNA did step forward. But as a matter of social policy
I did not think it wise to count on such courage and conviction as the
sole means of bringing risky research to public attention.

Mechanisms already exist in science,of course, to provide assessment
of risk. This assessment is reflected in regulations covering research
involvinl5infectious agents for example: However, as a principle such
self-regulation mustbe viewed as somewhat suspect, again because of
the self-interest of the research community,

It is important to point out that the measures and the reward struc
ture of science are such that it is costly for an individual, scientist to
voice concern about the sllfety of research. In filet, some of the individ
ual scientists .who initially voiced coucern about the safety of recom
binant DNA work have suffered public rebuke from members of the
scientific community.

What those considerations suggest is that it may be necessary to
establish a mechanism independent of science to identify risk in re
search and to provide more explicit means for public discussion and
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Mr. THORNTON. Our next witness is Dr. H. Bentley Glass, dis
tinguished professor of biology, emeritus, State University of New
York, Stony Brook; and chairman American Association for the
Advancement of Science Committee on Scientific Freedom and
Responsibility.

Dr. Glass, I am very pleased that you are here today. I noted
a coincidence in your name which I called to my staff's attention.
In the hearings which this subcommittee held a couple of years ago
for the preparation of a new bill for agricultural research in edu
cation, which has now been passed by both the House and the Senate
as a part of the farm bill, we not only had testimony by Dr. Orville
Bentley as an agricultural witness, but also by Dr. Glass, who is an
entomologist from Cornell.

So today we have a combination, we have Dr. Bentley Glass and we
are verYpleased to have you with us, sir.
. [A biographical sketch of Dr. Glass follows:]

DB..BENTLEY GUBS

Born in Laichowfu, Shantung, China, of American missionary parents, on
January 17, 1906. He graduated from Baylor University, A.B., 1926 and taught
for two years in the high school of Timpson, Texas. His graduate study was
continued at Baylor University, M.A. 1929, and at the University of Texas,
Ph. D. 1932, where he worked in genetics under H. J. Muller. Be received a
National Research Counci'l postdoctoral fellowship, and spent one year in
Norway and Germany (Berlin) and a second at the University of Missouri.
He subsequently taught at Stephens College (4 years), Goucher College (9
years), and the Johns Hopkins University (18 years) . before going to the
State University of New York at Stoney Brook as its Academic Vice President
and Distinguished Professor of Biology in 1965. He retired from administration
in -1971, and from professional duties in 1976. He has reeelved 8 honorary
Doctor of Science degrees and 2 LJ.J.D.'s. He was elected to the National Academy
of Sciences in 1959, to the American Philosophical .society in 1963, and is a
foreign member of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences.

He has edited the Quarterly Review of Biology since 1945, as chief editol
since -1958. He edited the 9-volume McCollum·Pratt Symposia on the biochem
istry of minor elements, the bio1.ogical basis of heredity and of development,
and Of light and life. For 25 years he served as an advisory editor for biology
for the Houghton Mifllin Company. He-was the- first chairman of the Conference
of Biological Editors, 1957-59. He was the original chairman of the Biological
Sciences Curriculum Study, 1959--65, which prepared,under grants from the
National Science Foundation, the high school textbooks, auxiliary books and
materials, and films that revolutionized the teaching of biology in American
schools Inthe 1960's.

He was a member of the National Academy of Sciences Committee on the
Genetic Effects of Atomic Radiation, 1955-64, and became widely known as a
speaker on the consequences of radioactive fallout. He served on the Advisory
Committee of Biology and Medicine of the Atomic Energy Commission from
1955-63, and was -its chairman in 1962-63. He also served on the Governor's
Advisory Committee on Nuclear Energy in the State of Maryland,-1959-65. He
was a member of the U.S.-Japan Committee on Scientific Cooperation, Panel on
SCience Education, 1963-66. He was chairman of the Committee to Assess the
Biological Programs of NASA, under the Space Science Board of the National
Academy of Sciences, 1969-70.

He has had many offices In scientific organizations and protesetonat.organtsa
tions -tn education. He was president of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, 196&-69, and chairman of the Board of Directors in
1970. He is curre-ntly chairman of the standing committee on Scientific Freedom,
and Responsibiilty of that organization. He was president of the- American
Association of University Professors in 1958-60; of •the American Institute of
Biological Sciences, 1954-56; of the American Society of Naturalists, 1965; of
Biological Abstracts, 1958-60; of the American Society of Human Genetics,
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We must, therefore, look at the ethical values of mankind as being
both biological in origin and cultural in evolution, If naturalscience
has become the chief human instrument of discovery and power over
the forces and the resources of the environment, including all other
living thing on the Earth, then we must look at the value of human
science not alone in terms of the power it confers upou man, but also
in the light of the cousequeuces it evokes in the environment in which
humans live.

Psychologists and students of animal behavior have shown beyond
cavil that a young developing animal or a human baby cannot mature
properly in an environment that is devoid of the normal stimuli of
the senses, as well as the company ofa parent aud fellow companions
of its own age. Those things are just as necessary to its normal growth
and development as the food, water and air it consumes. In other
words, we do not end with our skins. The environment about us is
actually a vital part of us, this earth, this air, these waters, these green
and growing things and all that moves and has life about us. It fol
lows that with growiug power to modify our environment, we in
evitably change ourselves, too. The greatest "manipulation" of human
nature is not that to be envisaged by replacing In a person's body,
one or two genes that are defective with genes that may work better.
It is the pervasive, wholesale alteration of the environment to which
we were once biologically well adapted.

Until about 10,000 years ago, all of mankind lived by hunting and
gathering. Communities of peorle were sparsely distributed over the
Earth which seemed to them illimitably vast and inexhaustible hdts
resources. The human being was but one of many forms of life that
were clearly interknit in dependence upon one another. The ethnic
that prevailed in those far-off times was perhaps best exemplified by
the religion of the American Indians before the white man came, for
the Indians lived still in the ways of Stone Age man. The Earth was
the great mother; the birds and beasts, even though one had to kill to
eat, were one's brothers; and man felt himself au intimate, integral
part of his environmeut. ,

With the advent of agriculture and later of metal tools and weap
ons, humans in the Old World devised a new ethic. It is perhaps best
exemplified by the Judeo-Christian attitude toward nature. The
world and all within it were given to man by God-c-or the gods-to
use and to exploit to the best of his ability. That was done. Especially
in the past 300 years, and most remarkably in this present century,
man has developed the methods of natural science for exploring the
nature of things, aud from that knowledge he has welded a power,
throngh technology, to build our present civilizations. But Earth
itself still seemed an inexhaustible mine of resources, and little heed
was paidto the side effects and the, aftereffects of exploitaJtion. Im
mediate gain was all that counted in the cost-benefit analysis with
which we grew up.

Not until the middle of this century did it become fearfully ap
parent that the ethnic of exploitation would not serve us any longer.
It was not simply that there were now billions of people everywhere
in the world, that many were starving and others poor beyond the
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instead of remaining a peaceful human symbiont. Other risks,· of
human gene manipulation, for example, I regard as technically so
remote that we need not be concerned much about them just now. We
have time to look ahead and prepare for such eventualities. In terms
of real, immediate risk to the human environment and to human
nature, the problems of atomic wastes and of industrial pollutants
are infinitely closer and more deadly, but all of these risks, these
unanticipated side effects and long-term effects of our science and our
technology must be given enormously greater attention in the future
by scientists and governments alike. Our people, too, must be edu
cated to realize that the era of terrestrial exploitation is over. Hence
forth we are managers of it finite environment that we are pushing
to the limit. And not simply managers for our own interests or those
of other people in the world. We have entered the era of acknowledged
trusteeship for Earth's environment in the interest of all of the gen
erations yet to come, who must live in what might else be the stinking
remains of a once fair planet. We acknowledge our interdependence
with the green plants that provide us with oxygen as well as food
and with the beasts of the Earth, the fowl of the air and the fish of
the seaswhose welfare, we now see, is our own. Thus, the watchery of
the first half of the 20th century, "enlightened self-interest," is trans
formed into the ethic of trusteeship, in which all men of every tribe
and nation must share with each other. To preserve ourselves we must
protect themall. .

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much for an excellent statement.
Without objection the article which you have written for Bioscience

and published in the April 1977 issue will be considered by the staff
for inclusion as au appendix to the record of these hearings. It is an
excellent article and complements the presentation which you have
made.

Dr. GLAss. Thank you.
[The material referred to follows:]

THE SCmNTIST: TRUSTEE FOB ·HUMANITY

(By Bentley Glass)

. As both C. H. Waddington (Waddington 1960) and I (Glass 1965) have at
tempted to show, the roots of human ethics are traceable to our evolutionary
past, to the forces of- natural selection molding mankind to the environments
of those past ages in which intelligence and 'culture developed. For Darwin,
writing in "The Descent of Man" (Darwin 1871), morality and mutual aid
spring from selection exerted upon those hereditary factors that contribute to
"reason" and "sympathy" (see Glass 1972). Muller, a century later,identifled
the same primary elements in the evolution of humanity, although he termed
them:"intelligence" and "cooperativeness" (Muller 1967).

The sympathy that Darwin recognized as important 'he conceived to be pri
marily within the close group' of the family or tribe' (Darwin 1871,pp. 129-30,
143) .. Muller's cooperativeness, based upon human empathy by one person for
fellow human beings in the same circumstances, or at least in conceivably simi
larcircumstances, was likewise limited to relations between members of the
species.

Today,. as' the papers contributed to -thfs special issue bear witness, sympathy
and cooperativeness require a broader definition if man is to survive at all in
the world that he rules by dominating force, that he modifies at will by his
activities. Every exhaustion of natural resources, every irremediable pollution
of the terrestrial environment, leads us closer to the evil day when a man may
find the earth no longer a pleasant abode but a stinkhole of diminishing fitness
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ttnued exponenttat growth must prevafl-e-these especially must "be.tnorougblz
debated and expounded.

The educational effort alone will be insufficient. I believe that only a religions
ethic will serve to protect us, an ethic tbatregards man as the trustee of
nature for the welfare of all people, now and into the remote future. This -is
because, again, the Prometean tragedy is neither defiance nor pride; it is in
essence the blindness and greed that make men grasp for immediate rewards.

The trusteeship of man must not be limited to a concern only for human
beings or for those organisms now living. If our children and our children's
children to' unnumbered generations are .to live in pleasantness upon this earth,
so tiny a planet, so limited in resources, we who now live must develop a deep
and abiding concern for the human environment of the future. Human life now
depends, and will continue to depend, upon the coexistence of:all other species
of animals, and especially of the green plants which photosynthesize and the
microbes that decompose and recycle the dead. Even the inanimate environ
ment must be preserved, much as it is, if human life is to persist on earth.
Changes that may not be fatal to existence may nevertheless provoke a profound,
perhaps catastrophic, alternation in our psychological adjustment to life.

With knowledge comes power. With power comes responsibility. Our scientific
knowledge in this century has increased by approximately six doublings and
is now some 64 times as great as in 1900. By the end of the century, It may well
be 250 times as great. With the accrued based on this knowledge, we are trans
forming the face of nature. All other species must adjust to our decisions or
die. Many of them, indeed, have already perished because they could not adjust
to. our depredations, which destroyed the habitats to which their own evolution
had adapted them. Has our sense of responsibility, during this century, multiplied
to keep pace with our power? Has it even doubled once?

As human beings. concerned with values, we must quickly recognize that the
scales and mutations of values far transcend our own immediate subjective de
sires. These are limited by our position at one level in the hierarchical scale
of biological organization; this we wilfully subordinate all values at levels below
our personal individuality to the 'values of the individual, gladly sacrificing our
cells Or organs to the welfare of the body as a whole. We, furthermore, close our
eyes to the values that apply to higher levels of organization, such as the com
munity and the biosphere. (For a more detailed consideration of the hierarchy
of human values, see Glass 1965, pp. 13-84.) 'I'here is indeed grave peril that ere
long-maybe in the 21st century the human species will have destroyed its entire
delicate biosphere, if not by nuclear war, then by callous treatment of the envi
ronment, treatment destroying the balance of nature. We must learn very soon
to endure the thought that human survival itself, not merely our pleasure or
comfort, depends on the preservation of our relations with the rest of life on
earth and on the maintenance of the great cycles of nature that restore the Hfe
giving properties of our environment.

As I have written elsewhere (Glass 1965, p. 34) :
"We cannot turn the clock back. We cannot regain the Garden of Eden or re

capture' our lost innocence. From now on we are responsible for the welfare of
aU liVing things, and what we do will mold or shatter our own heart's desire."

Evolutionary processes adapt. a species to its own existing, current environ
ment. What the future human environment is to be, however, we can hardly
imagine at this date. Do we, then, wish to adapt the human populations of the
earth more fittingly to the present environment, with all its ackowledged Im
perfections1 Surely not. Then do we wish to adapt our species more fittingly to
the nature of the future environment, Which we cannot foresee or define? The
choice before us would seem to lie rather in the direction of modifying our pres
ent environment in desirable directions, with due deliberation, assessment of all
impact upon it of technological innovations, and refusal to take any step that is
irreversible. That may be difficult, but at aeeet it is the more hopeful way. We
do at least have some knowledge about certain undesirable aspects of our en
vironment, for the most part those introduced in the past by ourselves. And at
least we have a certain vision of a suitable environment in which each child can
develop to its fullest physical and mental capacities and live in harmony with
man and nature.

If all tbfs is so, then we can dismiss as visionary and quite unnecessary those
genetic procedures aimed to alter man's nature, but which cannot in actuality
achieve -such adaptation. In other words, genetic engineering in the sense of im
proving the basic aspects of human genotypes affecting intelligence, cooperative-
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decade, may pick up an observation he had made and recorded, and .
make use of it for an illuminating discovery. he could never. have
thought of alone. . . .. . .. . ..... .

This is the way that work goes, and it has been going like this for
about three centuries. On balance, if one looks back over the whole
record, it has gone extremely well. We have built a civilization onit,
and at the same time we have come a certain distance-not far, per
haps, but nonetheless a certain distance toward understanding how
nature works. . .... .

We should go very carefully before making fundamentalchanges in
the way basic science is carried out, or we will run the risk of causing
fundamental damage to an enterprise on which the whole world-not
just the Western, industrialized World~hascome to depend on for its
long-term future. It is, forall its great scale and complexity, a delicate
and vulnerable system, as certain totalitarian societies have already
learnedto their regret from their experiments in the control of scien
tific thought. T can think of no human endeavor, not even poetry, in
which freedom of the mind plays.a.more crucial role than itdoes in
science. - .

Once we begin the attempt to regulate the sorts of qnestionsthat
science is to be permitted to ask about nature, on grounds that this
or that field ofbasic inquiry might lead to this or that dangerous sort
of technology, there will be no end to the regulation.

Human imagination being what itis, risks can be discovered in every
field of science that I can think of, and there will .be constituencies
mobilized in opposition to each of them. If today's imaginative rhetoric
about the dangers?frecombinant DNA research had been in fashion
50 years ago; voices would have been raised a/!ainst the use of staphy
lococci or poliomyelitis virus in laboratories, and we might have lost
the information which .led, ultimately. and quite unpredictably, to
penicillin and the polio vaccine. . .• .. . .. ....

I can easily imagine some committee, charged with the legal re
sponsibility to make an apprehensive scrutiny of medicalscience,
deciding that organisms like rabies virus, or meningococci, or typhoid
bacilli, or typhus rickettsia, were simply toodangerousto be worked
on. Today, one of the most useful techniques in cell biology is called
cell fusion; you can take a human cell in tissue culture and fuse it
with a cell from any other species-s-a mosquito cell, say, or even a
plant cell-and you end up with a single cell with a single nucleus
containing all of the pooled chromosomes. Somewhere, surely, there
is a committee that would conclude that that technique is a violation
of nature and ought to be forbidden. We would end up with a list
of acceptable, conventional, predictable and fashionable fields of
science, all of them obviously safe from everyone's point of view, and
science itself would come to a grinding stop.

What we really need at this stage of the debate 'is a very sharp and
rigid definition of our terms. The regulation of new technologies is
a feasible undertaking for the law, but it is very important that what
ever regulations are written be closely focused on preciselv the matter
at hand, ad hoc to the particulartechnolorry in «uestion-s-like the NIH
guidelines for the recombinant DNA technology. If the law becomes
even slir-htly loose and rreflerali:zed in its Ianouarre, we will quickly'
find ourselves with restraints on scientific thinking and imagining,
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An,d now weare -baek to, the first word; again,from hybrid, to hubris, and the
hidden meaning of two beings joined unnaturally together by man is, somehow
retained. Today's joining is straight out.ofGreek mythology: it is the combi:ning
of man's capacity with the special 'prerogative of the gods, and it is really in this
sense of outrage that the word hubris is being used today. This is what the word
has grown into, a warning, a code-word, a short hand signal from the language
itself: if man starts doing things reserved for the gods, deifying himself, the' out
come will be something worse for him, symbolically, than the litters of wild boars
and domestic sows were for the ancient Romans. " '

To be charged with hubris is therefore an extremely serious matter, andnot to
be dealt with by murmuring. things about .antiseience .and anti-intellectualism,
which is what many of us engaged in science tend to do these days. The doubts
about our enterprise have their origin in the most profound kind. of human
anxiety. If we are right, and the critics are wrong, then it has to be that the
word .hubris is being mistakenly employed, that this is not what we are up to,
that there is, for the time being anyway, a fundamental misunderstanding .of
science.

I suppose there is onecelltral question to be dentt wttns-and I am netat all
sure how to deal with it although I am certain about my own answer to It. It
is. this: are there some kinds of information leading to some sorts, of knowledge,
that human.beinga.are really better ,off not having? Is there a limit to scientific
inquiry not set by what is knowable but by what we oughtto,bekn0wing?
Should we stop short of Iearntngabout aome things,for fear of what we,or
someone, will do with the knowledge? My own answer is a 'flat no, but I must
confess that this is an intuitive response and I am neither inclined nor trained to
reason my way through it.

. There has been some effort, in and out of scientific .quarters, to. make recom
binant DNA'into the issue on which to settle this argument.. Proponents of this
line of research -are .accused of pure hubris,' of. assuming the rights of gods, of
arrogance and outrage; what is more, they confess themselves to be in the
business of making live: hybrids, with their own hands. The marororOambrtdge,
Massachusetts, and the Attorney General of. New, York have both been advised
to put a stop to it, forthwith.

It is not quite the same sort of argument, however, as' the one about limiting
knowledge, although this is surely part of it. The knowledge is already here,and
the rage of the' argument is about its application in technology. Should, DNA
for making certain useful or interesting proteins be.incorporated into Escherichia
coli· plasmids, or not.t Is there a risk of inserting the wrong sort of. toxins, .. or
hazardous viruses, and then having the new hybrid organisms spread beyond
the. laboratory? Is this. a technology ror ereatlngnew varieties of pathogens, and
should it be stopped because of this? .' .

If the argument is held to this level,I can see no rea-son why it cannot be set
tled.vby reasonable people. We have learned a great deal about the- handling of
dangerous microbes in the last century. although I must say- that the opponents'
of recombinant-DNA research-tend to downgrade thlsbuge body of information.
At one. time or. another, 'agents as nasamous as tnose or rabies, psittacosis,
plague and-typhus have been dealt with by investigators in secure laboratories,
with only rare cases of. self-infection of the investigators themselves, and none
at all of epidemics. It takes some high imagining to postulate the. creation of
brand-new pathogens so wild and voracious as to spread from eqnally secure lab-

. oratories to endanger human life at, large, as .some of the arguers are now
maintaining.

But. this is precisely the trouble with the recombinant-DNA problem :1t has
become an emotional issue, with too many irretrievably .lost tempers on both
sides. It .has lost the sound ofa discussion of technologic safety, and begins now
to sound Ifke-somethlng else, almost like a religious. controversy, and here It is
moving toward-the central issue : are there some thlnga.In aclenee we should not
be learningabout? . :,.,,' ;

There is an inevitably long list of hard questions to ·follow this one, beginning
with the one that asks whether. the' mayor of Cambridge should be the one. to
decide, first off.

Ma'ybe we'd be wiser, all of us.vto back off-before the recombinant-DNA issue
. -beecmes too Iargeto cope wlth.cIf we're going to have a fight about it, let it

be confined to the immediate issue of safety and security of the reeombtnanta
now under conslderatlon.rand let us by all means have regulations and guidelines
to assure the public safety wherever these are indicated, or even suggested. But
if it is possible let us stay off that question about limiting human knowledge; It
is too loaded, and we'll simply not be able to cope with it.
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knowledge; -mind you, but-for guarding aoeletyagainat sclentlflc hubris, against
the kinds of knowledge we're better off without.

It would be absolutely irresistible as a way of ,spending time, and people would
form long queues for membership. Almost anything would be fair game, certainly
anything.to do with genetics, anything relating to population control, or, on the
other side, research on aging. Very few fields would get by.

The research areas in the greatest trouble would be those already' containing a
sense of bewilderment and surprise, with discernible prospects of upheaving pres
ent dogmas; I can think of several of these, two currentones in which I've been
especially interested, and one from the remote past of 40 years ago.

First, the older one. Suppose this were the mid-1930's, and there were a oom
mission on Scientific Hubris sitting in Washington, going over a staff report on the
progress of 'WOrk in the laboratory of O.T. Avery in New York. Suppose, as well,
that there were people on the Commission who understood what Avery was up to
and believed his work. This takes an excess of imagining, since there were vanish
ingly few such people around in the 1930's, and also Avery didn't publish a single
WOrduntil he had the entire thing settled and wrapped up 10 years later. But any
way. -suppoae it. Surely, someone would have pointed out that Avery's discovery
of a bacterial extract that could change pneumococci from one gentle type to
another, with the transformed organisms now doomed to breed true as the changed
type, was nothing less than the .dtscoverv of a gene ;': moreover, Avery's earlycon
viction that. the stuU was DNA might turn out to be correct, and what then?
To this day, the members of such-a committee might well have been felicitating
each 'other on having nipped something' so dangerous In-the very, bud

But it wouldn't have worked in any case, unless they had been equally prescient
about bacterfophage researeh and had managed to flag.down phage genetics before
it got going a few years later. Science can be blocked, I have no doubt of that, or
at least slowed down, but it takes very fast footwork.

Here is an example fromtoday's research on the brain, which woulddo very
well on the agenda of a Hubris Commission. Itis the work now going on in several
laboratories. here and abroad dealing with the endorphins, .a class of small poly~

peptldes also referred to as the .endogenous opiates. It is' rather a-surprise that
SOmeone hasn't-alreedr objected to this research.. since the implications of what
has already been found are considerably'more~explosive,andfar more unsettling,
than anything in the recombinant-DNA line of work. There are, cells in the brain,
chiefly in the Hmbfc-eystem, which possess at their surfaces specific receptors.for
morphine and heroin, but this is just a biologic accident; the real drugs, with the
same properties as morphine, are the pentapeptlde hormones produced. by the
brain itself. Perhaps they are switched-on.as enalgestcs at ttmes of .trauma. or ill
ness; perhaps they even serve for-the organization and modulation of the physio
logic process of dying 'when 'the time for dying comes. :These things are not, yet
known, buf.sueh questfona can now be asked. .rt ts not even .known whether an
injection of such pentapeptides into a human being wtlt prodpee a hercln-Ifke
reaction, but that kind of question will also be up for asking; and probably quite
soon since the same peptides can be synthesized with relative ease. What should
be done about this line of research-c-or rather, what should have been done-about
it two or three years ago when it was just being launched?Is this the eore.or
thing we are better off not knOWing? I know some people who might think so.
But if something prudent and sagacious had been done; turning off such Investl
gatlons at .an .early stage, we would not have glimpsed .the possible clue to-the
mechanism of catatonic schizophrenia, which was published just this month from
two of the laboratories 'WOrking on endorphins.

It is hard to predict how science is going to turnout, and if'it is realty good
science it is impossible to predict. This tsm the nature of the enterprise..1f the
things to be found are actually new, they are by definition unknown in advance,
and there is no way of foretelling in advance where a really new line of inquiry
will lead. You cannot make choices in this matter, selecting things you think
you're going to like and shutting-off the lines that make for discomfort.·You either
have science, or you don't, and if you have it you are obliged to accept thesurpris
Ing and disturbing pieces of information, even the overwhelming and upheaving
ones, along with. the neat and promptly' useful bits. It is like that.

And even if, it were possible to call most 'of the shots in advance, so that we
could make broad selections IQf the general categories of new knowledge that .we
like, leaving out the ones we don't have a taste for, there would always be slips,
leaks, small items of shattering information somehow making their way through.-
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I am putting it this way, with all the presumption and confidence that I can
summon, to raise another, last question. Is this hubris? Is there something fun
damentaily unnatural, or intrinsically wrong.or hazardous for the species, in
the ambition that drives us all to reach a comprehensive: understanding of nature,
including, ourselves-? I cannot believe it. It would seem to me a more unnatural
thing, and more of an offense against nature. fcr us to come-on the same scene
endowed-as we are with curiosity. filled to overbrimming as we are with ques
tions, and naturally talented as we are for the asking or clear questions, and
then for us to do nothing about it, or worse, to try, to _suppress the questions.
This is the greater danger for our species, to try to pretend that we are another
kind of animal, that we do not need to satisfy our curiosity, that we can get
along somehow without inquiry and exploration, and experimentation, and that
the human mind can rise above its ignorance by simply asserting that there are
thlnga. it has no need to know. This, to my way of thinking, is the real- hubris,
and it carries danger for us all.
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I am grateful to the Committee for this ,opportunity to present

my views on a subject which Is of the utmost importance for the future

of science in this country.

I wish to acknowledge. at the outset. that there is every

justification in the world for the passage. of laws and the setting of

regulations .concerning the introduction of new technologies based on

science. The assessment of public hazard from particular types of

technology. and the protection of the public welfare by laws wherever

needed. are matters of obvious vpub Hc responsibility.

This is a totally 'different matter -from the regulation of science

itself. Although it' is true that Virtually' all of the riewfechnolcgtee

introduced in this centur-y wer-e rmade possible because of new f.nror-matton .

provided in the first place by beetc research, His' 'not tr-ue that any' of

these advances could have been forecast with any accuracy at the time

when the basic research was' being done. Indeed, it is a characteristic

feature of bas ic research -- one which in tact identifies the acfivtty -

that there can be no certainty at al.L'about where the work wiUlead, or

what its ultimate' applicability. if any, may be. The sort or ouestton

which governs the setting' up of experiments in this kind of science, is

the "what if?!l inquiry. The work is aimed at getting 'explanations for

things, 'at discovering how mechanisms work. in' short at gaining an

understanding' of nature.
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or never. He also knows that someone else in another laboratory.

maybe in another country and another decade. may pick up an

observation he has made and recorded. and make use of it for an

illuminating discovery he could never have thought of alone.

'This is the way the work goes, arid it has been going like this

for about 3 centuries. On balance, if one-Iooke back Over the whole

record. it has gone extremely well. We have built a civilization on

it. and at the same time we have come' a certain-dtstancev-> riot far,

perhaps. but nonetheless a certain distance .towar-d understanding how

nature works.

We should go very carefully before making fundamental" changes

in the way basic' science is carried out, or we will run the risk of

causing furidamental damage to an enterprise on which the whole world

not just the western, industrialized world -- has come to depend on for

its long-term future. It is, for all its great scale and complexity. a

delicate and vulnerable system. as certain totalitarian societies have

already learned to their regret from their experiments in the control of

scientific thought. I can think of no human endeavor. not even poetry.

in which freedom of the mind plays a more crucial role than it does in.

science.

Once we begin the attempt to r-egulate the sorts of questions that

science is to be permitted to ask about nature. on grounds that this or
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What we r-ea'lly vneedvat this' stage of thedehateis a very

sharp and rigid definition of our terms. The regulation of new

technologies is afeasible undertaking for the law, butH is very

important that whatever regulations are written be closely focussed

on precisely the matter at hand, adho'c' to the particular technology

in question -- like the NllI guidelines for the recombinant DNA

technology. If the law becomes even slightly loose and generalized

in its language, we will quickly find ourselves with restraints on

scientific thinking and imagining, and -we could lose the exploratory

aspect· of research, which would of course mean the loss of science

itself.
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STATEMENT OF KENNETH 1. RYAN, M.D., CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
COMMISSION FOR THE PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBlECTS OF
BIOMEDICAL AND BEHAVIORAL RESEARCH, PROFESSOR OF
OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY, HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL,
BOSTON HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN

Dr. RYAN. Thank yon very much.
I apologize for being late. And I am sorry I did not hear my col

leagues speak. I will try to be brief, and hope I don't go over previously
plowed ground.

I would like to start by saying that the National Commission for
the Protection of Human subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral
Research was formed under Public Law 93-348 and part of its man
date is to determine "the ethical principles underlying the conduct
of research on human subjects". The Commission's complete report
has not as yet been prepared and any testimony presented today on
ethical issues is the responsibility solely of the speaker and not of
the Commission.

I am not speaking for the Commission. I want to acknowledge,
however, that I have had available resource material prepared by the
staff and by outside contractors for the Commission.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Ryan, if I may, let me suggest that we make
this paper part of the record at this point in its entirety and then you
may summarize it or highlight it as you choose.

Dr. RYAN. Thank you. I will do that.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Ryan follows:J
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Ethical Issues in Scientific Research

INTRODUCTION:

The National Commission for the Protection of Human

sUbjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research was formed

under Public Law 93-348 and part of its mandate is to de

termine "the ethical principles underlying the conduct of

research on human subjects". The Commission's complete

report has not as yet been prepared and any testimony pre~

seuted today on ethical issues is the responsibility solely

of the speaker and not of theC6mmission. I do wish to

acknowledge the availability of resource material prepared

by staff and outside contractors for the commission, all

of which are pUblic documents.

Ethical Bases for Political Decision-Making:

Ethics is a system of moral principles or values usually

distinctive for a given group or culture. In our own plural-

istic society composed of diverse groups and subcultures,

there is in fact no single system of ethics. This was

highlighted for the National Commission when nine ethicists

each wrot~ papers on Fetal Research that presented a wide

spectrum of what in their minds was "ethically" permissable.

Fortunately, the Commissi~n ultimately found a middle ground.

, This limitation of ethics in solving problems was

stated clearly by Alsadair MacIntyre in an essay for the

Commission: "disagreements among moral philosophers parallel

and reflect the disagreements among moral agents themselves

(common man); moral philosophers turn out to be merely the
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Public Issues in Recombinant DNA Research:

Recombinant DNA technology is a major step toward

furthering knowledge in cellular regulation and function,

allowing as it does the insertion of foreign genetic material

into test organisms.

The new genetic combinations might be fashioned to do

predictable (and perhaps unpredictable) feats such as the

manufacture of scarce hormones, enzymes, immune substances,

and other proteins of use to man. It provides a basis for

understanding the genetic derangement of caricer, for possible

creation of novel nitrogen-fixing or photosynthetic processes

or scavanger organisms to clear up oil spills. At the very

least, the technology offers hope for a better understanding

of the basic life processes, a point on which most observers

agree.

The benefit to be derived from the research aside from

its intrinsic value in furthering knowledge is, however,

one major factor in the debate when questions of potential

hazards arise. The judgements range from euphoria about the

possibilities for application to human needs to a general

cynicism about the value of such scientific endeavors when

there are more immediate social, environmental, and health

problems.

On balance, one would have to conclude that the research

is new, powerful and could result in beneficial applications.
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containment. They quote accidents· in 'industry, and in

nuclear and infectious disease facilites as a basis for mistrust

of the systems proposed; There are renowned scientists on

both sides of the argument.

On balance, there is a potential risk admitted by both

advocates and opponents of DNA research. The argument is in

the probability and extent of harm and whether the anticipated

benefits can justify any risk-taking.

A final major issue with metaphysical dimensions is the

question of whether the knowledge gained by DNA research or

the application to which it could be put is so disruptive

of evolution and of man's perception of himself and the world

that the seeking of such knowledge should cease or proceed

with extreme caution. Sinsheimer has been the most prominent

proponent of this philosophy. This is echoed by the state

ment of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, "that

we are not obliged to accomplish everything through science

whatever risk or at the price of assaulting time-honored

values. Ethical constraints might slow down or even pre

clude some scientific advances".

Central to all three iSSues is the question of who shall

decide how to proceed and in wha:t forum: Congressional hearings

and local jurisdictions have now placed the problem in the

main stream of our political process.
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3. )
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policy in this area should be a rational review of facts

and issues at hand, attention to the over-riding applicable

principles that are basic to our society and the selection

of reasonable options for a just policy decision.

This would be preferable to the rancor of the public

debates that have typified the DNA problem thus far. The

issues fOr recombinant DNA research are:

potential for benefit

hazards in conduct of the research

deleterious consequences of interfering with

natural processes and opportunities for misuse

and social repression.

A central ethical principle which we as a people have institution

alized is repect for the individual. This includes freedom

of thought and freedom of inquiry. Its limits should

properly be only infringements upon the rights and freedoms

of others, including risks eo.otihers . Respect for individuals

would tend to support academic enterprise. and we have

customarily placed the burden of proof on any attempt at

restriction of individual freedom~ Knowledge can also be

sought to do good and is consonant with a utilitarian or

beneficen~e principle as well.

We should make no mistake that restriction of personal

freedom and free inquiry typically occurs in societies

such as Russia or China where personal values are subservient

to some collective "good". The deleterious effects on' science,
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The problem is compounded by the fact that the seeking of new

knowledge via recombinant ~echniques already involves an

application which some fear will let the genie out of the bottle,

analagous to the splitting- of the "atom. On balance, these

concerrtscannot be simply dismissed, but there probably is an

ethical prescription for their solution. Study of the history

of human endeavor thus far might or might not encourage

people to go on probing the unknown. There have always been

trnsewho would turn back to a more innocent, trouble-free

world, but if there is any eviderice for an 'ethical or natural

imperative for man, it must be to open closed doors, to ask

questions. To do otherwise would be to change the nature of

man.

I personally believe the NIH guidelines provide a sound

basis for proceeding with DNA research. Legislation to

cover non-NIH funded activities seems appropriate. An

ethical cOmmission could provide a -forum for further rational

discourse and-guidance.
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was information of this that prompted the scientists themselves to
start the moratoriums and the conferences and the public outcry about
safety. And you WIll note that an "Andromeda Strain" now has be
come a metaphorical reality.

The response to this has been physical containment procedures, and
also, biological containment. The weight of years of experience of
communicable disease and germ warfare laboratories has been mo
bilized for reassurance. There are still people who are dubious and not
satisfied. And distinguished scientists on both sides of the argument
quote the same source material, for instance, to suggest that it is either
safe or dangerous. They quote accidents in industry, nuclear, and
infectious disease facilities, and so on. .

On balance, there is potential risk admitted by both advocates and
opponents of DNA research. The argument is in the probability and
extent of harm and whether the anticipated benefits can justify any
risktaking.

And the final major issue, which I think is sort of a metaphysical
one--in fact Dr. Thomas referred to it-is the question of whether
the knowledge gained by DNA research or the application to which
it could be put is so disruptive of evolution and of man's perception
of himself and the world that the seeking of such knowledge should
cease or proceed with extreme caution. Sinsheimer has been the most
prominent proponent of this philosophy. This is echoed by the state
ment of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, "that we are not
obliged to accomplish everything through science whatever risk or at
the price of assaulting time-honored values. Ethical constraints might
slow down or even preclude some scientific advances." I am quoting
that out of context, they have a lot of very well balanced statements
to make about the subject but even there this question is raised.

Central to all three issues is the question of who shall decide how to
proceed and in what forum. Congressional hearings and local jurisdic
tions have now placed the problem in the mainstream of our political
process.

You all know the current status of recombinant DNA research
but I just think it ought to be highlighted that there are guidelines in
place created by the Director of NIH and a draft statement on envi
ronmental impact has been prepared.

The University of Michigan, after much debate, and the city of
Cambridge, after issuing a moratorium, have allowed DNA research
to proceed. Several State legislatures are preparing bills to regulate
research and several bills are pending before the Congress, Industry
has been divided on the question of voluntary compliance with NIH
guidelines, and the need for some ordering of the reg-ulatory processes
seems apparent. Much debate has centered around the late and insuffi
cient inclnsion of the general public-and this situation, I think, will
certainly be rectified now.

Yon have asked some questions about the ethical considerations in
recombinant DNA research. And I will try and outline them briefly.

Recombinant DNA research has received much publicity but is only
one symptom of a gene.ral public cynicism and mistrust in the "good"
of scientific technology and the priority-setting of the Government and
large institutions that control our daily lives. Similar arguill,entshave
been advanced against nuclear technology, space exploration, and the
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tion which some fear will let the genie out of the bottle, analogous
to the splitting of the atom. On balance, these concerns cannot be
simply dismissed, but there probably is an ethical prescription for
their solution. Study of the history of human endeavor thus far might
or might not encourage people to go on probing the unlmown. There
have always been those who would turn back to a more innocent,
trouble-free world, but if there is any evidence for an ethical or
natural imperative forman, it must be to open closed doors, to ask
questions. To do otherwise would be to change the nature of man.

I personally believe the NIH guidelines provide a sound basis for
proceeding with DNA research. Legislation to cover non-NIH funded
activities seems appropriate. An ethical commission could provide a
form for further rational discourse and guidance. Thank you.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Ryan.
Your last statement parallels the concluding statement in the article

to which I previously referred about the greater danger being not to
ask questions or change the basic nature 'of man in that way.

Of course, what we are really concerned with here is maybe a bal
ancing of scientific exploration with a sense of practicality and
ethical judgments. It has been echoed frequently yesterday and to
day that when you approached the unlmown that you should do so
with caution. That. It seems to me. is almost axiomatic. With the
nature of man being what it is, we should not ask that we turn aside
and refuse to at least examine the boundaries of the area that we are
concerned about. Nor should we plunge into it, as though to dive into
a pool of water without first ascertaming how deep it is.

We are facing in this area of research many unknowns-s-and pru
dence, it would seem to me, dictates that we exercise great caution.
This is not only true with regard to the scientific community explor
ing what it shall do with this new dimension of science which explores
the very essence of life. rut it misrht a'so be applicable to those of us
in Congress who are dealing with the question of when Congress
should regulate, and to what degree it should regulate, the activities
of scientists in exploring the world. Perhaps the same cautionary
guidelines that should be applied to scientific inquiry should also be
applied to congressional regulation. .

I wonder if I could get any comment on that observation.
Dr. RYAN. I think the things that we have been talking about with

respect to ethics applies to all of human conduct, and sometimes more
importantly in areas other than science.

Dr. GLAss. Mr. Chairman, I have a comment, whichis raised in
particular by Dr. Ryan's remark in the next to the last paragraph of
what he presented to us. That some persons fear that the recombinant
DNA techniques will let the genie out of the bottle is analogous to
splitting the atom-x-I would like to draw an analogy and say that in
my own view the genie is already out of the bottle. We lmow enough
in this area in basic science for the technological applications to
proceed.

In other words, I think we are the precise stage of development in
the exploration of these aspects of the nature of life as the nuclear
scientists were when all of the original experiments on the splitting of
the atom had been done and tne United States and other great nations
were at war with Hitler Germany-s-and when they wrote that famous
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have a clear cut example of certain types of research being unaccepta
ble, presumably, to society. I think It is useful to see exactly how we
have explored this question.

Dr. Sorenson suggests that an organization similar to the OTA
would not be a,ypropriate for resolving this kind of issue, in part
because we don t really know how to make a technology assessment
of research. It is difficult enough to make a: technology assessment
of some applied product of research, much less the unknown results
of basic research.

Still to balance the ethical standards of society with the code of
behavior of scientists is a problem that deserves attention. I wonder
what the thought of the panel is as to whether a commission similar
to the Commission on Research On Human Subjects might be an
appropriate way to pull together information on something as vital
as DNA recombinant research.

Dr. Thomas, I believe you have stated that you didn't much like
that idea. But go ahead.

Dr. THOMAS. I really don't, because I don't regard it as a very
practical undertaking; I don't know where a commission or committee
charged with this large matter would end. It seems to me that it
would be confronted by allegations of risk for almost every experiment
that I have ever engaged in myself or that I know about going on in
scipncf': todav. - .

One of my apprehensions about the public debate over the recom
binant DNA matter is that I am fearful that the public has gotten
the impression that all of our medical science is somehow dangerous,
that we have becomeenormously powerful, that we know almost every
thing and we are now in a kind of end game. We just need to put some
things together. And not enough has boon said about the profundity
of our ignorance about the nature of humanity, about human con
sciousness-a great number of totally imponderable, absolutely mysti
fying problems lie ahead for solution.

And I think most of the work that has been ",oing on in this countrv
and the laboratories that we know about in Western Europe is good,
sound science, and it is not going to do anybody any harm at all.

I am afraid, though, that with the atmosphere that has been created
ill the last several years, false apprehensions about danger and minor
degrees of danger, are now being greatly exaggerated.

I would like to add, Mr. Thornton, that I think that system is
highly monitored in this country at the present time. There is nothing
like the closeness of scrutiny that all applications in research funded
by Federal, State, and State-local bodies receive by peer review bodies.
I am afraid I do not agree with Dr. Sorenson that scientists are
incapable of checking ongoing research for risk.

It has been my experience that scientists are, if anything, more
sensitive to genume risk, and more likely to try to criticize proposed
research on the grounds of danger, than anyone else in society. I don't
think that their self interest, as Dr. Sorenson seemed to be suggesting,
would prevent them from behaving ethically in this regard.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Sorenson.
Dr. SORENSON. Yes, if I could respond to two or three points there.
First 'if all, I don't believe I stated that they were meapable of

assessing the risk-in fact, I think I pointed out that it was quite
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public safety and health, this person can recommend what we do.
Again, I think as a matter of policy it is not adequate to rely upon
the scientists themselves to do this.

As I think r indicated in the paper, it is very costly for an individ
ual scientist to speak up when he perceives a problem of safety. It is
costly in terms of diverting time from doing research, and it is also
costly because it is likely that if he is not a well established scientist,
he will suffer some censure from so doing. . .

This is not to say that scientists are not concerned with doing re
search safely. I am saying that the nature of the reward structure of
science is that if it is not profitable for an individual scientist to con
cern himself with these issues. And I perceive the role of the certified
public scientist as one idea in this area, or it had been suggested as one
possible mechanism in this area, of disassociating a person from the
nature of the scientific enterprise such that he perhaps can more care
fully analyze the possible risk and take more time to do it. It should
certainly not be his decision to say research should go ahead or not
I think we have public forums, such as hearings like this, and hearings
that AAAS has, and so forth,in which these issues are brought to
the public attention adequately. But it would be the function of such
a person to give sustained thought to and dig in carefully to possible
risks, and where there seems to be a reasonable risk or a significant risk,
to bring this to public attention. But it would not involve, and I
don't think it has been suggested that it would involve, licensing of
practitioners,

. Mr. THORNTON. You are talking about the structure of a review-. Are
you suggesting one individual to do this, like a science advisor!

Dr. SORENSON. At this point it is a concept, to actually work it out
would take considerably more thought. But it would probably require
several people, I would suspect.

Mr. THORNTON. You mentioned the AAAS. I would like to inquire
whether there is a role there for the Committee on Scientific Freedom
and Responsibility, which is known to interact with Congress, legis
lators, and other people 'by advising them on scientific issues. Is there
a role for that committee to help the scientific community understand
and deal with ethical issues!

Dr. GLASS. I can speak to that. .
Certainly the committee is not composed at the present time en

tirely of scientists. We have some distinguished representatives of the
law, and persons who are interested in the interaction of science and
society On the community. We hope very much that as time passes the
interaction with Congress will be closer and greater. I think the par
ticipation of Congress in holding this hearing is a very significant
step in that direction.

I fear, however, that such a committee as that of the AAAS can
never play the broader role that you are speaking of, simply because
it does represent the scientific community as such, and is speaking
largely to scientists in their professional role.. The American Associa
tion for the Advancement of Science has as one of its main obiectives
greater public understanding- of science. But it has been very difficult
over the years to know how to pursue that goal effectively on the part
of a scientific organization.
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Mr. THORNTON. Ifyou think the scientific community is affected by
public cynicism and distrust you should look at some of the other
institutions. '

Dr. RYAN. SO that every time you talk about an ethics committee
within a scientific organization, the public looks'at it and says, it is
sel£-serving.There is an opportunity for conflict of interest. It is true
for medicine and it is true for basic science.

Let me just tell you about the commission for Iminutc--it is com
posed mainly of nonscientists. Even so, people have complained about
the composition, that there aren't enough poor people on it, for in
stance. But it could be composed of whomever you wished it to be
composed of. One would hope that they would be people who would
work and be morally responsible. By holding public hearings and by
discussing the issue Over a long enough time-without having to look
at the clock so often-one has an opportunity to discuss the details
and invite people for public testimony. This has been done with the
Civil Rights Commission 'and others. The mechanism includes holding
hearing-s under the Freedom of Information Act, in which everything
is public, in which anyone who wants to come to testify can come to
testify. All of the material can be put together plus the opportunity
exists to let out contracts, to ask the questions about what the hazards
really are or determine the best evidence, rather than having someone
giving a speech about it, and then someone else disagreeing, and the
two never talking together. It might be beJbter <to get the two of them
in one room, not posturing forthe public, not posturing for the press,
but really trying to address the issues.

When you talk about ethics, there is more than just principle in
volved. It is a responsibility to look at information and facts, and 'not
the strawmen thataI'e raised.

Now, Dr. Thomas said that there isreally no harm in basic science,
that people are going to get overly concerned about recombinant DNA.
For the most part I agree with him. 'But what people are concerned
about, is not necessarily the immediate hazards. People are concerned
that you are finding things that are going to change their world.

With every new technology you. have a n~w e~hi",:l problem tor
people. You don't have techniques Iike renal dialysis WIthout creating
problems. And people are worried about these ethical problems. They
want to be able to plan for them, especially when they get into the
'luestion of health and health technology.

Now, we have the the Cat scan-it is 'a tremendous diagnostic device.
The question people ",re asking is: How many do you need j Do you
really need them j How many lives do they save j Are they economically
feasible, and so forth.

This goes back to the question of the rig-ht of the public to know,
and what is the best forum for that. I don't know whether you want
commissions or something else, but there has to be some way that the
public can have its input, and then interface with the Government.
Our Commission's interface is largely with the Secretary of HEW,
but we do send reports to the Congress as well. And the Secretary
is responsible for responding within 180 days, he has to do something
or explain why he is not I(oing- to do it.

Now, that is the kind of interaction between public and Govern
ment which can, in fact, get something done.
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this without stating it as a conclusion but as an observation of what
has been said. That is that there is this tripartite division of biohaz
ards which should be regulated, where there is an obligation or duty
to regulate biohazards; and second, the right of the public to partici
pate in decisions relating to regulating science research ; and then
finally, at the other extreme, a debate on the limits of scientific research
itself.

It seems to me that we have come to a conclusion that biohazards
should be regulated, but basic science research should not be, and
that the tension that exists between science and society is on the deter
mination of just exactly what this middle area is. Should the public be
participating in decisions relating to the application of science re
search-altering the contract, which until recently has said that any
thing that has the label of science on it is good, and it is going to lead
to good results; but now reviewiug that contract, and trying to find
ways to determine what falls into the biohazard field, and what is pure
science research ~

I think the answer is, the public must be a participant. We are trying
to find ways of.approachinz that. .. .

Dr. RYAN. I am reminded of the Cambride:esituation which illus
trates a way for the public to participate. "Recombinant DNA is just
too complex for common ulan to understand," is often quoted.

In point of fact they got a group of mostly lay people in Cambridge
who sat down and heard all the scientists, heard all the public advocacy
groups and decided where the middle road should be and proceeded, I
think, in a rather responsible way for the city of Cambrige, That was a
public commission composed largely of lay people who could clearly
cut through the extreme posturings that take place in the arenas in
which they are held, either in a congressional hearing or in the cham
bers of the city of Cambridge.

But the public can understand, and I think it is an obligation of the
scientists to present things in a way that they can cope WIth.

Mr. THORNTON. The problem that we are really trying to review,
then, is what kind of structure might be useful in resolving these ten
sions, whether, as has been suggested, we might take the good work
that has been done thus far as federally funded research, the NIH
guidelines, and expand them and make them statutorily obligatory
upon the whole arena of scientific research; or whether this kind of
determination should be resolved into statutory form at this time.

Is this something where, as the circumstances change, we may want
to have the ability to adjust the rules in accordance with changing
knowledge!

Dr. Thomas!
Dr. THOMAS. I would suggest that if this were tobe done, it would

really have to be done ad hoc to clearly identifiable risk, acknowledged
to be risky technologies, one by one. And I think that if an officialbody
were set ul? with its portfolio being the whole area of possible hazard
in basic SCIence, I don't see how it could get its work done with any
effectiveness.

Iamafraid that it would continually bog down with problems that
are probably non problems.

. I may be overstating the case, but I really don't believe that there
are any questions confronting science that humanity would be better
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or crystalizing those rules and regulations into a form that would re
quire legislative action to undo, or provide restraints. I think there is
a great deal to be said for having the flexibility to adjust the determi
nation of biohazards as the circumstances change. Do you agree with
that!

Dr. RYAN. Doesn't the FDA and the Secretary of HEW have the
responsibility for ongoing rulemaking, which could have the force of
law in a regulatory sense. I think if one has the ability to change and
to regulate as problems arise, that you would meet the kind of concern
that you have.

Mr. THORNTON. And hot to attempt to develop sanctions which are
peculiar to one particular line of scientific research as a generic classi
fication.

Dr. RYAN. Correct. I think that the NIH and the Public Health
Service are going to have this as a continuing problem, every time a
new research area opens up.

Mr. THORNTON. This interchange has been very useful.
I would like to ask Mr. Hollenbeck if he has any questions!
Mr. HOLLENBECK. No, I do not, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. Mr. Brown, do you have any questions!
Mr. BROWN. No, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much for your attendance. .'
I would like to ask if you would be willing to respond in writing

to such questions as might be submitted to you at a later time!
Dr. RYAN. Yes. , ,
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, each' of you, for your excellent testi-

m'W':. will recess until 2 o'clock this afternoon, at which time we will
continue this series of hearings.

You are excused.
We are now adjourned.
[Whereupon, the hearing was recessed for lunch at 9 :50 a.m., to

reconvene at 2 p.m.]
AFTERNOON 'SESSION

Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will cometo order. ,
This hearing this afternoon marks the end of a series of hearings

on the science policy implications of DNA recombinant molecule
research.

In the first of these hearings, which was conducted on March 29
of this year, I tried to emphasize that this series of hearings was not
intended to focus lIPon any specific legislative proposal which might
then be before the Congress, but rather on the broad questions Of sci
ence policy that this issue raises. And I expressed our subcommittee's
wish-and I would like to quote from my statement at that time
"To provide a forum in which we all may learn and discuss and even
disagree, and be able to do this in an atmosphere which we hope is
relatively free of prejudice and devoid of hostility."

I think we have accomplished that objective in this series of hear
ings with the help 0'£ our many distinguished witnesses. We have
heard from some 50 outstanding individuals. And we have presented
thoughts during 12 hearings on such subjects as diverse as the basic
biology of DNA recombinant molecule research, the attendant risk
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STATEMENT 0:V CHIEF lUDGE HOWARD T. MARKEY, U.S. COURT
OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT APPEALS

Judge MARKEy. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the subcommittee's
generous invitation to participate in these informal proceedings. And
I am now most pleasantly surprised to find the Hon, Henry J. Hyde,
my esteemed classmate, on the bench before me.

I think my presence illustrates the wisdom of your having estab
lished these proceedings as informal workships, for I could not have
attended if specific legislation were under consideration. As a Federal
judge charged with the duty of interpreting and applying statutes, I
would consider unseemly and inappropriate any participation in their
creation. The sole exception would involve testimony on statutes affect
ing the Federal judiciary, with respect to which I join the concerns of
my fellow judges over absence of testimony from the judiciary. But
that is another subject eutirely, andin no way diminishes the value of
these workshop sessions,which are open to the views ofthose having no
particular position on any specificlegislation.

My appearance, Mr. Chairman, is therefore not as a Federal judge
but as a citizen, uninformed but concerned. In no manner do I here
represent my court, the Federal judiciary, or the science liaison task
force of the Federal Judicial Center, which I have the honor to chair.

A workshop opens the door to those of us whose microbiological
knowledge would fit within a tiny DNA helix, and whose technical
understandin~of recombinant DNA research would beinvisible under
an electron mircroscope and too small to be cut by a restriction enzyme.
In sum, Mr. Chairman, I am here out of the generosity of the subcom
mittee and because we who are not angels are willing to enter where
angels fear to tread.

I have submitted a statement for the record and should here like to
merely highlight some of its points.

Mr. THORNTON. Without objection your statement will be made a
part of the record.

[The statement follows:]
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A"WORK~HOP" OPENS THE DOOR TO THOSE OF US WHOSE MICRO-, .. '.
BIOLOGICAL KNOWLED(;EWOULD FIT WITHIN A TINY DNA HELIX, AND WHOSE

TECHNiCAL UNDERSTANDING OF RECOMBINANT mlA RESEARCH WOULD BE INViSiBLE

UNDER AN ELECTRON MICROSCOPE AND TDa SMALL TO BE CUT BY A

RESTRiCTION ENZYME, IN SUM.. MR. CHAIRMAN.. I AM HERE QUT OF THE

GENEROSITY OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE AND BECAUSE WE WHO ARE NOT ANGELS

ARE WILLING TO ENTER WHERE ANGELS FEAR TO TREAD,

tHE EREEDoMIO LEARN

WRITTEN WELL BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL ReVOLUTION} AND

ABOUT 170 VEARS BEFORE THE PRESENT SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION, THE

CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES GRANTS NO SPECIFIC POWERS TO THE

CONGRESS RESPECTING SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH. EXCEPT FOR ART. [~ SECTION

8.. CLAUSE 8.. CONCERNING EXCLUSIVE ,RIGHTS.T~ INVENTORS.. THE CON
STITUTION NOWHERE VISUALIZES rODAY'S SCIENCE EXPLOSION DR THE

TECHNOLOGICAL JUGGERNAUT OF RECENT YEARS, IF OUR FOREFATHERS

WERE WRITING TODAY.. HOWEVER~ I THINK THEY WOULD INCLUDE~' PROBABLY

AS A PART OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT" "CONGRESS SHALL MAKE NO LAW

ABRIDGING THE FREEDOM TO LEARN."

"SCIENCE I " IN MY VIEW I IS BUT ANOTHER WORD FOR THE FREEDOM

TO LEARN. "TECHNOLOGY" IS BUT ANOTHER WORD FOR THE USE OF LEARNING.

AN ANALOGY MAY BE·DRAWN TO THE FIRST AMENDMENT PROHIBITION AGAINST

ABRIDGEMENTS OF FREEDOM OF SPEECH. As THE COURTS> IN FREEDOM OF

SPEECH CASES I HAVE DISTINGUISHED BETWEEN FREEDOM OF IDEAS AND FREEDOM

OF ACTIO~ SO TOOl A DISTINCTION MAY BE DRAWN BETWEEN SCIENCE I

CONSIDERED AS IDEAS I AND TECHNOLOGY I CONSIDERED AS ACTION. MAN
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WHO SPOKE OF JUSTICE)', "YOlI SHALL' NOT RATION LEARNING," FURTHER~

THE NINTH AND TENTH AMENDMENTS, RETAINING ALL POWERS NOT GRANTED TO

THE CONGRESS AND NOW ,OFTEN DESCRIBED AS "THE FORGOTTEN AMENDMENTSj:

MAY BE VIEWED AS AN INDICATION THAT NO CONSTITUTIONAL POWER RESIDES

IN THE CONGRESS TO FORBID ANY RESEARCH OR LEARNING,

IN rODAY'S WORLD J WHEN WE DESPERATELY NEED SCIENTIFIC AND

TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTliONS TO OUR PROBLEMS OF ENERGY)' THE ENVIRONMENT)'

OVERPOPULATION-wWHEN WE DESPERATELY NEED TO INCREASE THE BIRTH RATE

OF DISCOVERY} INVENTION J AND INNOYATION--THIS IS NOT THE TIME TO

ENCOURAGE MENTAL CONTRACEPTION AND TECHNOLOGICAL ABORTION,

IN DEALING WITH BIG BUSINESS;, THEN WITH BIG GOVERNMENT} AND

NOW WITH BIG SCIENCE} THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES HAVE A

HISTORY OF SOLVING PROBLEMS ACCOMPANYING ADVANCES IN SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY. THROUGH THEIR REPRESENTATIVES IN THE CONGRESS/AND

THROUGH BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY COMPETITION IN THE MARKETPLACE/ OUR

PEOPLE HAVE REFLECTED A BALANCED AND CONSIDERATE APPROACH NOT ALWAYS

SHOWN BY THOSE CLOSEST TO THE PROBLEM, I HAVE EVERY CONFIDENCE

THAT THEY WILL FIND SUCCESSFUL ANSWERS TO THE PROBLEMS ACCOMPANYING

RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH: THOUGH I AM AN OPTIMIST,AND AWARE OF

THE DEFINITION OF AN OPTIMIST AS ONE WHO FALLS OFF A 20 STORY

BUILDING AND/ AS HE PASSES EACH FLOOR ON THE WAY DOWN/ SAYS/

"WELL~ EVERYTHING'S ALRIGHT SO FAR!", THAT STORY PRODUCES A LAUGH

BECAUSE WE ALL KNOW THE RESULT AWAITING THE FALLING OPTIMIST/AND

RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH/' OR IICELL MAT'ING'IAS I CALL IT IN MY

IGNORANT NEED FOR SIMPLIFICATION/ IS RADICALLY AND INTRINSICALLY
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LIFE ITSELF IS 'UNPREDICTABLE',I AND IT CERTAINLY 18'... THEN WHY SEARCH

WE ALL FOR CERTAINTY? FOR ABSOLUTE PROTECTION? FOR A COMFORTING

PREDICTABILITY? LIFE FOR EACH OF US IS A TERMINAL AFFLICTIONi FULL

OF JOYS AND SORROWS ... FEAR AND COURAGE, HOPE AND DESPAIR, THE ONLY

TWO CERTAINTIES ARE THAT LIFE IS UNPREDICTABLE AND THAT IT SHALL

TERMINATE, WITH THE TERMINATION DATE ITSELF UNPREDICTABLE, PERHAPS

THAT IS WHY SECTION 202 OF THE ATOMIC ENERGY ACT, AN ACT RELATING

TO A FRIGHTENING SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT IF THERE EVER WAS ONE ...

EMPLOYS A "MINIMIZE THE DANGERS" CRITERION,

MANY OF OUR FEARS ARE FRUITLESS, THERE IS NO PLACE TO

HIDE FROM THE MAD OR UNSCRUPULOUS SCIENTIST, ANYMORE THAN THERE IS

FROM THE MAD OR UNSCRUPULOUS DOCTOR, LAWYERi BAKER OR CANDLESTICK

MAKER, WE LEARN OF THEIR MADDNESSAND UNSCRUPULOUS CONDUCT ONLY

AFTER THE EVENT, THERE ARE NO GUARANTEES AND NO FREE LUNCH.

WE CANNOT BE FREE AND IRRESPONSIBLE} ,FOR THE OTHER SIDE

OF THE COIN OF FREEDOM IS RESPONSIBILITY, I SOMETIMES WISH SOMEONE

WOULD FORM THE AMERICAN CIVIL RESPONSIBILITIES UNION',', FOR LIBERTY

CANNOT LIVE AMONG IRRESPONSIBLE MEN, THE ONLY FREEDOM FROM RISK

OF OUR BROTHER'S IRRESPONSIBILITY LIES IN A FATAL PARALYSIS} OR IN

THE GRAVE, A FEAR OF EACH OTHER IS FATAL TO FREEDOM, PERHAPS

THAT IS WHY OUR FOUNDERS PLEDGED THEIR LIVES} THEIR FORTUNES AND

THEIR SACRED HONOR} NOT TO A HIGHER STANDARD OF LIVING OR TO SOME

PRESSURE GROUP} BUT "TO EACH OTHER','" AN EFFORT TO ASSURE TOTAL

SECURITY AGAINST IRRESPONSIBILITY WOULD BE DOOMED TO FAILURE AND

WOULD} ALONG THE WAY} DESTROY ALL FREEDOM} INCLUDING THE FREEDOM
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PER PAGE, To INSERT THE DEAD AND DEADENING HAND OF, GOVERNMENT

REGULATION INTO EVERY LABORATORY IN THE LAND WOULD BE TO TAKE COUNSEL

ONLY OF OUR FEARS,

REGlllAr'rQN:.

LIKE ALL MAN'S ACTIVITIES) SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY~ HAVE

SOCiETAL RESPONSIBILITIES, cLIKE WARS ARE TOO IMPORTANT TO BE LEFT

ENTIRELY TO GENERALS) LIKE JUSTICE IS TOO IMPORTANT TO BE LEFT

ENTIRELY TO JUDGES) SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ARE Tao IMPORTANT TO BE

LEFT ENTIRELY TO SCIENTISTS AND TECHNICIANS.

THERE IS NO RISK-BENEFITDICHOTOMY.APPLICABLE TO-SCIENCES

I,E.) TO THE RIGHT TO LEARN, KNOWLEDGE LEARNED IS ALL BENEFIT AND

NO RISK. NOT SO-WITH TECHNOLOGY, THE POWER OF CONGRESS TO ADVANCE

THE GENERAL WELFARE CLEARLY AUTHORIZES REGULATION OF THE USE OF

KNOWLEDGE,

KNOWLEDGE IS USED IN A'THOUSAND WAYS.. ONE BEING ,lTSUSE

IN TRYING TO LEARN MORE.. I.E.~' THE METHODOLOGY OF OUR RESEARCH,

THE TECHNOLOGY of CELL MATING KNOWLEDGE INCLUDES ITS POSSIBLE USE TO

GROW CORN WITH SELF-PRODUCED NITROGEN-AND THE MORE UNLIKELY USE..

AT LEAST AT THE MOMENT.. IN MAKING ALL MEN kOOK LIKE CLARK GABLE','

THE TECHNOLOGY OF HOW WE ACQUIRE CELL MATING KNOWLEDGE RELATES TO

WHETHER WE USE E, COLI ORA MORE CONTAINING BACTERIA AND WHETHER

WE DO OUR RESEARCH IN A PI OR PIV LABORATORY, SO LONG AS ITS

REGULATIONS DO NOT SUFFOCATE THE FREEDOM TO LEARN.. I SEE NO CON

STITUTIONAL LIMITATION ON THE POWER OF CONGRESS TO REGULATE THE USE

OF CELL MATING KNOWLEDGE OR THE MANNER IN WHICH THAT KNOWLEDGE IS

ACQUIRED,
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AN INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE TO EXPLORE THE "PROBLEM" OF IMPLEMENTING

THE GUIDELINES IN ALL AGENCIES. SHOULD THE INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE

BE UNSUCCESSFUL~ THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY COULD FACE A SMORGASBOARD

OF GUIDELINES FROM WHICH TO CHOOSE,

THE DuTy OF CONGRESS MAY BE J AT THIS STAGE, SIMPLY TO REMAIN

INFORMED, Irs' CONCERN FOR THE PUBLIC WELFARE, I,E,',' THE PROTECTION

OF PUBLIC SAFETY WHILE MAINTAINING THE FREEDOM TO LEARN, MAY

INCLUDE THE MAINTENANCE OF A PUBLIC PERSPECTIVE IN WHICH LEGITIMATE

FEARS ARE MET WITH APPROPRIATELY LIMITED REGULATION AND UNFOUNDED

FEARS ARE MET WITH CLEAR EXPLANATIONS, THE ROLE OF CONGRESS, IN MY

VIEW, IS NOT MERELY A NEGATIVE ROLE. IT CAN AND SHOULD BE A POSITIVE

AND CREATIVE ROLE, WHICH) WHILE KEEPING ONE EYE ON SAFETY) INCLUDES

THE PROMOTION OF PROGRESS IN OUR ECONOMY) OUR AGRICULTURE) OUR HEALT~)

AND SIMILAR CONCERNS,

THERE MAY BE A ROLE MODEL IN THE JOINT CONGRESSIONAL

COMMITTEE ON ATOMIC ENERGY': THERE ARE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RECOMBINANT

DNA RESEARCH AND ATOMIC ENERGY RESEARCH, PRIMARILY IN THE U,S, OWNER

SHIP OF ATOMIC FUELS',' NONETHELESS) THE JOINT CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEE

IS AN OUTSTANDING EXAMPLE OF DEMOCRATIC CONTROL) EFFECTIVE AND YET

NOT SUFFOCATING) OVER A MAJOR SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT,

COMMIIN I CAT 'J ON
CONGRESS CAN BE AN EFFECTIVE PARTNER IN SHAPING PUBLIC

POLICY IN PACE WITH SCIENTIFIC ,DEVELOPMENT) AND IN CHANNELING THE

MODERN MIRACLES OF SCIENCE TOWARD THE BENEFIT OF, MAN. As, IN ANY

PARTNERSHIP) HOWEVER) COMMUNICATION BETWEEN PARTNERS IS PARAMOUNT,
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WHAT IS SAID'; AND FAR LESS ON WHO SAYS IT, THE CHANCES OF A SAFE

AND SANE DECISIONA'RE ,'NCREASEO','

THOUGH COMMUNICATION MAY THUS BE DISTORTED BY ATTENTION

GETTING) LEADING TO OVERBLOWN ASSURANCE OR SCARE REPORTS IN NEWS

PAPERS} COMMUNICATION MAY"'BE BOTH DiSTORTED AND DESTROYED WHEN THE

PARTNERS USE DIFFERENT' LANGUAGES. SCIENTIFIC JARGON WILL NOT SIMPLY

GO AWAY, IT HAS BEEN AROUND Tao LONG AND SERVES TOO USEFUL A pURPOSE

AS A QUICK SHORTHAND FOR SCIENTISTS, MOR CAN DECISION-MAKERS IN

THE CONGRESS} IN THE FEDERAL AGENCIES) AND ON THE BENCH} BE EXPECTED}

AT THIS LATE STAGE} TO ACQUIRE A FACILITY IN "SCIENCOGRAPHy,'1I

EVERY DISCIPLINE HAS ITS JARGON, IN THE LEGAL PROFESSION)

WE HAVE ONLY COMPARATIVELY RECENTLY WAKED UP TO THE STUPIDITY OF

. THINGS LIKE "RES IpSA LOQUITUR',·" WE ARE NOW TRYING TO SAY r "THE

THING SPEAKS FOR ITSELF-:" WE HAVE- AN ORGANIZATION CALLED IISCRIBES/'

HOLDING SEMINARS AND DOING ITS BEST TO GET LAWYERS AND JUDGES TO

SPEAK ENGLISH, PERHAPS WHAT IS NEEDED IS A SCRIBES ORGANIZATION

FOR SCIENTISTS,

THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IS MARVELOUSLY FLEXIBLE. I THINK

IT CAN SAFELY BE SAID TO SCIENTISTS THATJ "IF YOU CANNOT DESCRIBE'

IN ENGLISH WHAT YOU WANT TO DO) DON'T DO IT!" IN so SAYING J I AM

UTTERLY CONFIDENT THAT THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE IS PERFECTLY CAPABLE)

THOUGH IT MAY REQUIRE A FEW MORE WORDSJ OF DESCRIBING ANY SCIENTIFIC

EXPERIMENT AND THE RESULTS INTENDED OR ACHIEVED, I AM SURE IT COULD

BE IMPROVED) BUT I WOULD DESCRIBE DEOXYRIBONUCLEIC ACID AS "THE

MOLECULE THAT CONTROLS HEREDITY,"
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Too OFTEN WE DECISIONoMAKERS, AFRAIO TO ADMIT WE DON'T

UNDERSTAND 1 ACCEPT AND EVEN REPEAT THE SCIENTIFIC JARGON PRESENTED. .
TO US J TRYING TO AT LEAST SOUND LIKE WE KNOW WHAT WE ARE TALKING

ABOUT, THE PROCESS IS LIKE THE COLLEGE LECTURE} WHICH HAS BEEN

DESCRIBED AS A PROCESS BY WHICH THE NOTES OF THE PROFESSOR BECOME

THE NOTES OF THE STUDENT WITHOUT GOING THROUGH THE MINDS OF EITHER.

THE CURE ISAN INTELLECTUALLY HONEST.. "1 DON'T KNOW -. EXPLAIN IT

TO ME IN ENGLISH,'"

ABSENT FULL UNDERSTANDING} THERE CAN BEND COMMUNICATION,

REPORTS AND A~VICE COUCHED IN SCIENTIFIC JARGON CAN NEVER FULLY

ENTER THE MIND OF A COMMUNICATEE UNVERSED IN THAT JARGON. IT IS A

MIRACLE THATDEC!SIONS MADE IN SUCH AN ENVIRONMENT HAVE NOT THUS

FAR PRODUCED VIOLENT TRAGEDY.. THOUGH I AM SURE IT HAS PRODUCED

NUMEROUS MINOR} UNRECOGNIZED TRAGEDIES,

s.i!MMABY
MR, CHAIRMAN; I SUPPOSE THE FOREGOING MIGHT BE SUMMARIZED

IN THE FORM OF FOUR COMMANDMENTS:

(1) THou SHALT NOT ABRIDGE THE FREEDOM

TO LEARN.

(2) IF THOU REGULATE THE USE OF LEARNING J

TAKE CARE THAT THOU SHALT NOT SMOTHER

THE FREEDOM TO LEARN,

(3) THOU SHALT NOT TAKE COUNSEL ONLY OF

THY FEARS,

(4) THOU SHALT COMMUNICATE OPENLY, WIDELY,

CANDIDLY J COMPLETELY--AND IN THE SAME

LANGUAGE,
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Mr. THORNToN. I would like to take this opportunity to point out
that, while the tiny DNA helix is small as it appears today in itself,
still I am told that the chromosomes for a human heing, if it were
stretched out lengthwise, would he 6 feet in length. So it might com
prehend quite a large fund of knowledge.

Judge MARKEY. In my case it does not, Mr. Chairman.
The full statement refers to the fact that what I know couldn't even

be cut by a restricted enzyme. And I think that is pretty small.
The Constitution of the United States, Mr. Chairman; in my view

Il;rantsno specific powers to the Congress respecting scientific research.
If our forefathers were writing today, however, I think they would
include, probably as a part of the first amendment, "Congress shall
make no law abridging the freedom to learn."

Science, in my VIew, is but another word for the freedom to learn.
Technology is but another word for the use of learning. An analogy
mav be drawn to the first amendment prohibition against abridgments
of freedom of speech. As the courts, in freedom of speech cases, have
distinguished between freedom of ideas and freedom of action, so too, a
distinction may be drawn between science, considered as ideas, and
technology, considered as action. Man must remain free, for example,
to research crowd reaction to stimuli. He cannot be free to falsely cry
fire in a crowded theater.

The suggestion, indeed the insistence by some. that research into re
combinant DNA should be permanently stopped, is disturbing, though
not surprising. That phenomenon rests on a false notion, that is, that
things can remain as they are. But life is a movie, nut a series of still
slides. Even if it were desirable, it is impossible to say, "We shall stop
here and go no further." It is impossible to sav that for our own coun
try, let alone for the entire world. To paraphrase Judge Learned
Hand, who spoke of justice, "You shall not ration learning."

In today'sworld, when we desperately need scientific and techno
logical solutions to our problems of energy, the environment, over
population-when we desperately need to increase the birth rate of
discovery, invention, and innovation-this is not the time to encourage
mental contraception and technological abortion.

DNA is also new for having entered the public arena in its early
research stages. Until recently, not excluding atomic splitting, the
public has been more often confronted with scientific discoveries
secretly achieved and their technological progeny full grown. I do
not decry the existence or actions of those who have been called, fairly
or unfairly, "disaster mongers." They serve an important early warn
ing function, Their concerns cannot be safely ignored, but must be
calmly evaluated, and if those concerns be unfounded they should be
cahnly and adequately refuted.

But, to again paraphrase, in this case Benjamin Franklin, "Those
who would seek total security and absolute predictability, at the price
of a little learning, shall enjoy neither." We must not take counsel of
our fears alone. That way lies sterility, stagnation, and paralysis.
Whatever is done to control the use of learning must not stifle science.
It must not stifle the search. It must not abridge our freedom to learn.

Man has always lived with a fear of the unknown, but the conse
quences of research are inherently unknown. If life itself is un
predictable, and it certainly is, then why search we all for certainty?
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This subcommittee, through its present "workshops", is moving out
to inform itself and to encourage the partnership communication of
which I speak.

Open and widespread communication, honest and candid, can,and
probably will serve as the major weapon against tragedy in recombi
nant DNA research, as it will in connection with other scientific
research and development.

Like the Six Million Dollar Man, the unbiased man, and hence un
biased advice, does not exist. That advice may be biased, however, is
neither fatal nor cause for despair. The key is evaluation of the thing
advised, comparing and weighing it against contrary advice. It may
be useful to evaluate also the source, so long as source evaluation does
not control acceptance or rejection of the thing advised. Even so, if
our evaluation focuses primarily on what is said, and far less on who
says it, the chances of a safe and sane decision are increased.

Communication may be distorted by attention-getting, leading to
overblown assurance or scare reports in newspapers; communication
may be both distorted and destroyed when the partners use different
languages. Scientific jargon will not simply go away. It has been
around too long and serves too useful a purpose as a quick shorthand
for scientists.

Every discipline has its jargon. In the legal profession, we have
only comparatively recently waked up to the stupidity of things like
"res ipsa loquitur." We are now trying to say, "The thing speaks for
itself." We have an organization called "Scribes", holding seminars
and doing its best to get lawyers and judges to speak English. Perhaps
what is needed is a Scribes organization for scientists.'

The English language is marvelously flexible. I think it can safely
be said to scientists that, "If you cannot describe in English what you
want to do, don't do it."

It may also be well if every laboratory had on its staff an English
major, whose function would be to translate every scientific report
coming out of the laboratory, and intended for any nonscientists, into
clearly understandable English. That the suggestion may not be too
far afield is illustrated by the success of newspaper science writers,
who are everyday converting science lingo into newspaper English for
their readers. One encouraging development in this direction is the
growing practice of inviting the press to' scientific meetings.

Communication is a two-way street. If we are to pierce the word
"curtain", the decisionmakers in the Congress, the agencies, and the
judiciary, must play their part.' .
If effective communication is to be achieved, it is incumbent upon

the Congress, the executive, and the judiciary to refuse every report
or advice not couched in clear English. The alternative is to remain
intimidated by jargon and vicinibly iguorant of the whole truth.

Too often we decisionmakers, afraid to admit we don't understand,
accept and even repeat the scientific jargon presented to us, trying to
at least sound like we know what We are talking about. The cure is an
intellectually honest, "I don't know. Explain it to me in English."

Mr. Chairman, I suppose the foregoing might be summarized in
the form of four commandments.

Harkeningto my plea for simple English, those foul' command
ments might be simplified as:
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Judge MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, we have everyday in the paper here
a section on gobbledegook, which we probably shouldn't mention in
these halls because of the constant reference to the jargon employed
by those of us in the Government. It is like shoveling sand agamst
the tide to fight against the jargon of each separate group. But that
doesn't destroy the need to make the fight. I think it is critical. I think
we will be stumbling in the dark constantly unless something is done.

And at the risk of disputing for even 1 second Mr. Hyde's thought,
I am sure that newly created science needs some definition. But I think
there 'are analogies to be drawn, that there are ways and means of
explaining it. We don't have to say deoxyribonucleic acid every time.
We can say the molecule that controls heredity. It may not be totally
accurate, but for the public, the nonscientist, it will be enough to
understand. And that is where we need this communication in between.

Dr. SONNEBORN. May I make a comment on this!
I don't know whether you are familiar with this or not, but it is a

fact that in the last decade, particularly in the universities, there hjtve
been many professors-Dr. Edsall, Dr. Glass, and I are among ~hem

who teach science courses for students with no scientific background.
They come right into the cold as it were, and they are amazed and
delighted to find out that they can understand.

Mr. THORNTON. And on a scientifically related matter we frequently
encountered, with a great deal of skepticism, some particular title of a
scientific research, which may actually 'be for a very good purpose, but
the title of which lends itself to a great deal of misunderstanding.
Research which may be way out on the fringes' should at least be
labeled so that people can understand what is being looked into.

Judge MARKEY. That is part of the problem, Mr. Chairman-not to
prolong it, I honor and respect the professors for letting the people
take courses even though they had no scientific background before they
took them. And that is great. But I think I am more concerned about
the public, and particularly in relation to the ease with which a scare
headline can be obtained.

A scare story, a scientific scare story, is almost guaranteed a head
line. And when .tJ:at is coucJ:ed in )1ighly technical jar~on, it lends an
aura of authentiCIty and believability to the report, which mayor may
not be valid. And, of course, the public, not having the guidance of
professors in the university, would tend to believe it-were it to be
given in plain 'English, if there were any way to do that, I think it
would be a boon.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you again, Judge Markey. _
Our next witness is Dr. John Edsall, who is professor emeritus of

biochemistry, of Harvard University.
Dr. Edsall, we are delighted to have you with us today. And your

complete biography will be made a part of the record.
We are pleased to have your prepared statement, which without

objection, will be made a part of the record at this point in the record.
- [The biographical sketch and prepared statement of Dr. Edsall
follow:]

DR. JOHN TlLESTON EDSALL

Born in Philadelphia, Pa., November 8, 1902.
A.B. Harvard Unlverelty, 1923; M.D. Harvard Medical School, 1928 j and

studied atUniversity of Cambridge, England, 1924--26.
Instructor and Assistant Professor in Biochemistry, Harvard University,

~28-40:.~s~ciat~Pr_o!~~sC2~ 01 B~ochem.!stry,. ~MO:-.?~.:. Professor of Biochemistry,
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.Praetical consequences will certainly' 'now from' -that understanding, and I
believe that they will be far greater than the particular procedures that we can
now imagine. I would not claim, of course, that all the possible practicalapplica
tiona would, be beneficent. Here as elsewhere knowledge can and probably some
times will be misused j the eternal vigilance required for proper assessment and
control of technology will be in demand, here as elsewhere. I do not believe that
worries over possible misapplication of the research should serve as a basis for
banning or retarding it. This point raises fundamental issues, to which I return
later.

Fears of two kinds haunt the critics who oppose research on recombinant DNA,
or who wish at least to see -the guidelines imposed upon it made far more
doastlc than, those of the NIH., There is the fear of producing new pathogenic
organisms, and releasing them with resulting epidemics, of fnfecnous disease
or of cancer. Also there is a deeper '8J1xiety on the part of many people] a fear
that ·the very knowledge we 'attain maybe more than the human race, ill. its
present state of development; can wisely use; that we shall be tempted to misuse
it, and that that misuse could lead eo our destruction. They point to the history
of nuclear weapons; in which a discovery made by basic scientists who ,sought
to unravel the secrets of nature has led to a fantastic arms race, and to is. threat
of destruction that now hangs over all mankind. My' distinguished frfend and
colleague, Dr. Robert Slnebetmer, Ohaneellor of the University ,'Of Oalifox:i:lia
at Santa Orua, has suggested that there may be kinds ofknowledge that we would
be better off without; for instance, it would be a grave misfortune if we learned
how '00 enable people 'live for 150 ,Qr 200 years-for if we know, 'h-ow to do' it
we would probably be impelled to make use of that knowledge, and the social
consequences probably would -be disastrous. I would not try to dismiss such
fears lightly; critics like Sinsheimer have raised questions that deserve thought
ful ecnstdeeatton, and I . will sa'y more of that 'below.

First, however,' I turn to the possible threat of epidemics from newly cloned
organisms, bearing genes from higher organisms-genes that they never carried
before. -Here I must remind you that I am no expert in microbiology, or ill. the
culture of living cells. In evaluating the NIH guidelines, I have to use my own
general scientific judgment, corrected and fortified by consulting colleagues who
'are expert in those disciplines. After doing this I have come to the conclusion that
the guidelines are soundly and adequately drawn. Indeed I think that the NIH
authorities have; if anything, leaned over backward a bit, and have made the
guidelines a little more stringent than was really required for the protection
of the public. If ,they have done so, it was a' sound .procedure j far 'better, at
this stage, to be too strict than too lenient. Those who drew up' the guidelines
did not start from scratch; we have the experience of a. century of research
on pathogenic microorganisms to guide us.

The design' of laboratories, and the precautions that must be taken by the
workers in them, to insure the eontainmetrt of such organisms, have been worked
-out, over theyears,with great effectiveness. In work on recombinant DNA, new
stringent controls are introduced, most notably with respect to the use of mutant
forms 'of the bacterium E. Coli K-12, which is itself a scarcely infectious form
'Of the colon bacillus, even without mutation. The mutants that would be used
iill all experiments involving even a moderate estimated hazard have been so
modified that they require special nutrients in order '00 grow; -nutrients which
they are almost certain not to encounter if by any chance they should escape
from the laboratory. The level or protection afforded Should 'be very high' indeed.

certain kinds of possible experiments, involving transfer of genes from patho
genic organisms to E; Colt K-12 as host, 'are entirely forbidden by the guidelines.
Anyone who attempted to violate these guidelines would have oto operate in
secrecy, subject to severe penalties, and to probable octraclsm by all his scientiflc
colleagues, if he were found out. Even if some embittered enemy of the human
race set out deliberately to create a new deadly' disease-producing organlsmv he
would almost certainly find the task close 00 impossible. The development of a
really toxic bacterium or virus requires exteaordtnas-y adaptations; such-as
organism must fit into 'a very special kind of an ecological niche in order to
survive, and to create a new one artifically would be a fantastically difficult trick.

Of course we cannot foresee in advance all the hazards of research on re
combinant DNA---or on almost anything else. My own conclusion, however, is
that the risks, i-f the NIH guidelines are observed, are extremely low, and, are
such as we 'accept freely in the living of our lives in general. Personally I ern far
more concerned about the hazards of the hundreds of thousands 'Of chemicals that
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have dared to believe that we 'would attain during my lifetime. I belteve. however,
that we are still only near the beginning j that what we have still to learn is
vast, compared to what we know. I also believe-and I think that this is not just
a romantic Illusfon-c-that deeper knowledge will in time lead to deeper wisdom;
not merely to new techniques .and gadgets that will make us healthier and enable
us to grow more and better crops, but to a more profound understanding of how
living creatures work, and of the conditions required for the good. of life: in gen
eral. Certainly there is no guarantee that increased knowledge in itself, will
make us wiser; we are sure to make mistakes and misapply some of the things
we learn. Increased knowledge does not insure increased wisdom, but I do not
believe that we shill ever attain the wisdom if we abandon the' endeevorto
attain the knowledge.

I therefore' believe that any legislation, designed to regulate and control
DNA research, should be S6 drawn' as to encourage investigators to pursue such
research, subject to due' regulation under the 'present guidelines of the NIH,
or closely similar regulations. The regulations, of course, will be subject to
constant review and moetncation as we gain experience. I suspect that we
may find that some of the restrictions may be safely relaxed within a few
years; that is for experience to decide. I also believethat the body that is to
administer and enforce the guidelines (which in future may be legal re-
quirements) should be a part of the National .Institutes of Health, perhaps
amuated also with the Center for Disease Control. It should of course contain,
not only experts in science, medicine, and public health, but also representatives
of the public, since research .on recombinant DNA is a matter of great public
concern, and can be conducted e1l'ectively only with proper understanding and
support from the public. I also believe that the regulations should be generally
applicable throughout the United States, and that local communities should not
be entitled to impose more: stringent requirements than those embodied in the
national regulations. The problems raised by DNA research are national and
international j the requirement of a variety of local rules in' different places
would complicate and confuse the enforcement of general national regulations.
Finally I believe that, since this research will proceed in many countries through
out',the world, it is eesenttalto reaeh international understandings. concerning
the regulation of research in this area. I know that the authorities at the
NIH are profoundly aware of the importance of this j I am sure that they will
receive Congressional help and Support in the development of a world-wide
network that will both foster and regulate research that can do so much to
enhance our understanding of life and how it works.

I thank you for the opportunity to present these views.

Mr. THORNTON. We ask you to please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. lOll:N T. EDSALL, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF
BIOCHEMISTRY, HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Dr. EDSALL. I will deal with the major points here,
I should point out, to begin with, that I have never worked on re

combinant DNA myself or even on closely related problems. I am
a biochemist and physical chemist who has worked chiefly on pro
teins. So I don't have a personal stake in the matter. I am not g-oing
to do research in this field.

I am now emeritus, and I am working largely on the history of sci
ence. And I hope, therefore, that I can be ..perhaps ~ little more
objective than some of the people who are Involved In this field,
althongh objectivity is very hard to obtain anyway.

I am, of course, much concerned about many serious environmental
problems that arise from modem technology. But the problems. of
recombinant DNA research are quite different from most of these
environmental hazards. Those were all strictly technological devel
opments. They did not contribute to advances in basic science general
ly. But recombinant DNA research, though it is one sense a new
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sure the containment of such organisms, have been worked out, over the
years, with great effectiveness. In work on recombinant DNA, new
stringent controls are introduced, most notably with respect to the use
of mutant forms of the bacterium E. Coli K-12, which is itself a
scarcely infectious form of the colon bacillus, even without mutation.
The mutants that would be used in all experiments involving even a
moderate estimated hazard have been so modified that they require
special nutrients in order to grow; nutrients which they are ahuost
certain not to encounter if by any chance they should escape from the
laboratory. The level of protection afforded should be very high
indeed.

Certain kinds of possible experiments, involving transfer of genes
from pathogenic organisms to E. Coli K -12 as host, are entirely for
bidden by the guidelines. Anyone who attempted to violate these
guidelines would have to operate in secrecy, SUbject to severe penal
ties, and to probable ostracism by all his scientific colleagues, if he
were found out. Even if some embittered enemy of the human race
set out deliberately to create a new deadly disease producing orga
nism, he would almost certainly find the task close to impossible. The
development of a really toxic bacterium or virus requires extraordi
nary adaptations; such an organism must fit into a very special kind of
an ecological niche in order to survive, and to create a new one artifi
cially would be a fantastically difficult trick.

Of course we cannot foresee in advance all the hazards of research
on recombinant DNA-or on ahuost anything else. My own conclu
sion, however, is that the risks, if the NIH guidelines are observed,
are extremely low, and are such as we accept freely in the living of
our lives in general. Personally I am far more concerued about the
hazards of the hundreds or thousands of chemicals that are being
produced, on an industrial scale; for example, vinyl chloride and the
PCB's. The total number of such chemicals is immense, and growing,
and the controls are still gravely inadequate, thoull'h the Toxic Sub
stances Control Act is a big step in the right direction. I am troubled
that the outcry over the presumed dangers of recombitant DNA tends
to distract us from concern over what I believe to be these far more

'. real and present dangers.
In addition to all this, as I mentioned before, there is the underly

ing concern of some people that certain kinds of knowledge may be in
herently dangerous, qnite apart from the technological applications
that could follow from that knowledge. Such fears are deeply rooted
in the past,

It is written, for instance, in the Book of Ecclesiastes that "He that
increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow." The spirit of most modem
science, of course, has been directly contrary; scientists have generally
held the advancement of knowledge to be an inherent good, even
though some knowledge could be--and was-misused. 'I1his was the
general temper of the times in the 19th and early 20th century, at
least in the industrial nations. Certaiuly it was the development of
nuclear weapons that did more than anything else to shake this faith.
The development of these weapons grew directly, and rapidly, from
basic discoveries made by investigators who were not thinking of
practical applications at all; and the consequences of those discov
eries, if not brought under control, could destroy our civilization
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think that this is not just a romantic Illusion-s-that deeper knowl
edge will in time lead to deeper wisdom' not merely to new tech
niques and gadgets that will make us healthier and enable us to grow
more and better crops, but to a more profound understanding of
how living creatures work, and of the conditions required for the good
of life in general-.

Certainly there is no guarantee that increased knowledge in itself
will make us wiser; we are sure to make mistakes and misapply some
of the things we learn. Increased knowledge does not insure increased
wisdom, but I do not believe that we shall ever attain the wisdom if we
abandon the endeavor to attain the knowledge. .

Mr. THORNTON. I hesitate to interrupt-but before you come to the
portion of this testimony where you summarize your conclusions, it is
necessary now that I adjourn the meeting for a few minutes in order.
to answer a recorded quorum call and to make a vote, which I will do
and then I will return.

We will be in recess for about 10 or 15 minutes.
[Short recess.]
Mr. THORNTON. The hearing will come to order.
At the time of our recess Dr. Edsall was about to give us some

information, I think, concerning some guidelines we might use in
drawing legislation in this area. Dr. Edsall, I would appreciate it if
you would continue.

Dr. EDSALL. I have a few remarks to make on that.
I believe that any legislation that is designed to regulate and control

recombinant DNA research should be drawn as to encourage the
investigators to pursue such research, subject to due regulation under
the present guidelines of the Nill, or something closely similar.

The regulations, of course, will be subject to constant review and
modification as we ~ain experience. I suspect that we may find that
some of the restrictions may be safely relaxed within a few years;
that is for experience to decide. I also believe that the body that is to
administer and enforce the guidelines (which in future may be legal
requirements) should be a part of the National Institutes of Health,
perhaps affiliated also with the Center for Disease Control. It should,
of course, contain, not only experts in science, medicine, and public
health, but also representatives of the public, since research on
recombinant DNA is a matter of great public concern, and can be
conducted effectively only with proper understanding and support
from the public. I also believe that the regulations should be generally
applicable throughout the United States, and that local communities
should not be entitled to impose more stringent requirements than those
embodied in the national regulations. The problems raised by DNA
research are national and international; the requirement of a variety
of local rules in different places would complicate and confuse the en
forcement of general national regulations. Finally, I believe that since
this research is proceeding, and will proceed, in many countries
throughout the world, it is essential to reach international understand
ings concerning the regulation of research in this area. I know that
the authorities at the NIH are profoundly aware of the importance of
this; I am sure that they will receive congressional help and support
in the development of a worldwide network that will both foster and
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ea~ion with representatives of other countries on how they are man
agmg the problem.

Now, On the question of permitting local deviations in either direc
tion from the national standard, I would like to add just a few words
to what Dr. Edsall said.

It seems to me that, in view of the global logic of the situation and
the mounting evidence that approved bacteria-recombinant DNA
combinations cannot spread or even survive outside of the laboratory,
it is hard to see any justification for worry about any local hazardous
conditions that could be very serious in that respect. To be sure, one can
visualize a laboratory being on a fault and sliding and breaking open.
But then what would happen! Well, if the laboratory had been fol
lowing the NIH guidelines, using the proper organisms, the orga
nisms would self-destruct. So I don't see that there is any great
danger.

And I think the point is that these organisms as now constructed
can be maintained in the laboratory only with, in our jargon of the
laboratory, TLC, tender loving care.

Mr. THORNTON. I believe that is ordinary English.
Dr. SONNEBORN. Well, we have adopted it.
The implications of science policy for the safety of society, in view

of the global issue, should be obvious. I won't develop that any
further.

Regulatory policies for recombinant DNA research are obviously
of critical importance for the scientists and for science, and indirectly
for society. When last I heard, which I admit was several months ago,
regulatory policies were being developed in many European countries.
I don't know whether any of them have been enacted into law. You
probably know much better than I.

However, regulation is being practiced through various mechanisms
in different countries. In some it applies to both universities and
industrial laboratories. I think different countries are likely to end
up with somewhat different regulatory procedures and mechanisms,
and heterogeneity may be either desirable or undesirable, depending
upon the nature of heterogeneity.

Now, I am not particularly qualified to comment on the important
question of whether different regulatory procedures are appropriate
for recombinant DNA research of different kinds, for example, basic
and applied; or for work that is going on in different. kinds of labora
tories, for example, in universities and industry and institutes, How
ever, I can say that applications of recombinant research to industry,
agriculture, medicine, and especially to human engineering, still seem
SO far away, in spite of the rapid pace of discovery, that regulatory
policies for them could safely be deferred for a while. .

Because my first hand experience and observation is almost com
pletely limited to basic research and researchers in universities, I
will only comment on regulation of basic recombinant research in
universities. .

Assuming that the objectives of regulatory policy are to achieve
minimal interference with the research consistent with reasonable safe
guards for the biosphere and society, I shall discuss only two points:
That regulation of such research is most likely to achieve its purposes
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the more the basic research will flourish and the more conceptual
and practical benefits will flow from it for society. I thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Sonneborn follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OFT. M. SONNEBORN

Please forgive me, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, if I repeat
points made earlier in these hearings. What went on at them I don't know, because
I was unable to be present. lam trusting that you will draw me out by questions
if what I say misses the mark you have in mind.

I intend to discuss the implications for society and for science of three aspects
of science policy associated with recombinant DNA issues: Public input j the
global aspect of safety policy jand the potential diversity of regulatory policies.

1. PUBLIO INPUT

As is well known, recombinant DNA has raised a wide range of bright hopes
and dark fears in the public-that great composite of varied and often conflicting
interest groups; scientists among them, as I hardly need remind this subcom
mlttee. The polley of providing this heterogeneous public with information and
ample opportunity to .express its opinion before legislation crystallizes has had
and continues to have in my opinion and in that of many others, beneficial
implications for both scientists and the rest of the public..Society, when informed
and heard in time, is more likely to be satisfied. with the eventually adopted
policies. Selenclste, when given opportunity to inform the public of the scientifie
situation, and-to listen to the values and concerns of the public, should be better
prepared to accommodate' reasonably to legislation based on the total imput.

2. THE GLOBAL A,8PECT OF SAFETY POLIOY

Recombinant DNA research raises, as rou know,a global issue. Many countries
have the capacity to carryon this kind of research and are doing it. Whatever
risks eXist in American research exist also outside of America. If a harmful
modification of a microorganism were produced, if Itwere viable and reproducible
outside of the laboratory, and if it escaped from any laboratory anywhere
three big ifs-:--it could probably spread over the whole world. The Ioglcof the
situation thus calls for global policy ratified by national accords or for essential
congruence of all national policies at a satisfactory safety level, however the
congruence may be achieved. There has already been effective international
communication on the problem, especially among scientists. For example, seten
etsts from many eountrtes,: including Japan and both western and eastern
European countries, were participants and/or observers in the public recombinant
DNA forum held last March by our National Academy or Sciences. This and
other avenues of consultation and exchange of information and views have led
to conslderable-cbut not complete-similarity between the Guidelines set up
in different countries for the conduct of recombinant DNA research.' The World
Health Organization is, I understand, serving. as a more formal means for inter
national exchange of information in this area.

So far as I know, no country has adopted anI no other country has looked
favorably on, the possibility of permitting local deviations in either direction
from the national standard. This is understandable in view of both the global
logic of the situation and the mounting evidence that approved bacteria-recoin
binant DNA combinatons cannot spread or even survive outside of the laboratory.
Even in the laboratory, they can be maintained only by that essential laboratory
ingredient, TLC, tender loving care. •

The implication of science policy for the safety of society, in view of the global
issue, should be obvious. I assume and hope that the appropriate committees .or
Congress are keeping informed of policies and actions taken in other countries,
as is necessary if we are to integrate our policy into a global policy. It seems to me
desirable for Congress to go even further anI try, in whatever ways seem appro
priate and feasible, to consult and exchange ideas with representatives of other
countries in trying to work out safe and flexible' global policy subject to modifica
tions as knowledge and experience increase. While I have great respect for the
quality and variety of our own national human resources, it seems expedient to
assume that neither we nor any other one nation necessarily has a corner on the
market of wisdom in this area of science policy. If is obviously a matter in which
all nations have a stake and are equally at risk, or not at risk, as the case may be.
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flourish and the more conceptual and. practical benefits will flow from it for
society,

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Sonneborn.
I want to compliment each of our witnesses for their very excellent

presentations. .
And without objection, your prepared statements will be made part

of the record.
I think that it might be useful in concluding this set of hearings, if

we explore again the paradox of a search for knowledge, individual
rights of freedom of thought and the protection of societal goals.

It often requires a balancing between the individual freedoms and
goals and societal goals.

You mentioned the fact that freedom of speech does not give you
the right to cry "fire" in a crowded theatre.

Dr. Thomas Emerson, who is professor of law emeritus at the Yale
Law School, defined to our committee a rationale in which he divided
scientific research into that which was action and that which was not
action, and said that the portion of research which dealt with ideas and
the thinking process was protected in his view by the first amendment.
It was only when it became action and carried forward into life itself
that it lost the protection of the first amendment.

Of course, in recombinant DNA molecule research it can be argued
that experimentation with the molecule which controls heredity-a
phrase which I support the use of-that that is action, rather than
being merely thought or speech. How would you address that issue,
Judge Markey!

Judge MARKEY. Well, Mr. Chairman, I find myself in agreement
with the wituess who spoke of a distinction between thought and
action or between ideas and action, or between the right to express
arid the place and time of the expression. .

I view first of all the search for knowledge, as indicated to be part
of the freedom to learn. I think the use of knowledge, which you can
equate to action, is another question, after the knowledge is learned.

The place where they merge or begin to meet-and if there is any
paradox-and I am not sure this is, WIth all due respect, but if there is,
I am sure that that is the area in which it would fall. But I view that
also as the use of knowledge. That is to say, the use of knowledge to
acquire more knowledge.

Now, then, if a regulation-for example, if you say you cando this
in a P4 laboratory, as the guidelines do, but you can't do it in a PI
laboratory, I seeno problem with that. You have not stopped the doing,
first of all, the search for knowledge. You simply say where it must
be done--if that is a reasouable breakdown between P4 and PI, for
example, I see no problem whatsoever and no real paradox. I think
the manner or methodology used in learning-whether we use a very
containing bacterium or whether we use E. Coli, not K-12,but right
out of our gut-is again a method of learning, a choice of action,
whether we use this or that is in my view an action. And I think again
within the parameters indicated by Dr. Sonneborn, if a requirement,
for example, that you must use E. Ooli K-12 did not forestall the
research, there would be no problem. And there, I think, is where the
dichotomy arises. That is where the problem could arise.
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whatever mechanism is adopted, it must be clearly understood that
its function cannot stop the learning. That,of course, has been a part
of the problem as I understand from limited reading in this par
ticular research, because of certain scare reports and so on. As I
mentioned in my presentation! in my statement, this whole question
was raised by a responsible scientific community who are themselves
doing the research. But nonetheless, if, as has happened and. as some
people have advocated, this body, this mechanism, whether involving
the public or not, has the right or the .right to say, "Thou, shalt not
learn this" or "that" or anything else, I think that would bea funda
mental, serious mistake. I think their function should be limited
strictly to how you shall use what you have learned in any of thou
sands of possible ways in our living, one of which is how you shall
use it in learning something more, provided again that that does not
stop the learning process.

Mr. 'THORNTON. Dr. Edsall, do you have any comment.with regard
to this issue area !

Dr. EDSALL. I think it is certainlyimportant to get the public in
volved in issues of this sort. They are concerned, they have a right to
be concerned. They need to have those things explained to them. It
takes a lot of work on the part of the scientists, and of intermediaries
like some of the scientific journalists, to try to put the issues in lan
guage that is sufficiently accurate and at the same time sufficiently
understandable to the people at large. But I think this is an essential
part of the whole enterprise, In my hometown of Cambridge, Mass.,
of cour~e, there was a long debate-over this. And the committee that
was appoiuted by .the city council to investigate this, a committee
that was made up not of scientists at all but of members of the public
(I think there was one medical man on it, but no professionalscien
tists) really worked v~ry hard indeed to understand the problems.
They took lots of scientific testimony and worked on it for months;
and finally came up with a very sensible and well-balanced report.

I am sure that this was a valuable experience for the people who
took part, even though it took a lot of scientists' time in testifying
for the. committee. Also the scientists had to wait many months before
they were allowed to go ahead with some of the experiments'they
wanted to do. Nevertheless I think this was an all-around valuable ex
perience. I would be worried, however, if that sort of experience
were to be repeated in hundreds of cities and towns allover the United
States. This would consume an undue amount of time and effort on
the part of the people involved. I think that, once having worked out

. reasonably good guidelines, we should settle down to operate on the
basis of those guidelines, and should not always be trying to think up
still more stringent regulations than before.

Mr. THORNTON. I appreciate very much your suggestion that should
it be deemed uecessaryto enter into a statutory framework for regula
tions, that a uniform standard should be applied when the subject
matter itself is uniform., .

Dr. EDSALL. I .should add, there are matters of local option, un
doubtedly. Community regulations, such as zoning laws, would come
into play here. A city government would not want to have a bacterio
logical laboratory for work on pathogenic organisms set up just any
wherein the city. They would naturally and reasonably impose some
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confidence in the ability to administer properly. The scientists T think
have done a pretty good job in regulating themselves in a good many
other respects and I think they could handle this very well, for the
reasonthat in this case altruismis synonymous with self interest. If
there were an accident, ifanything broke loose that could be traced to
a recombinant DNA laboratory, that could be kaput for science, I
would think. They must be conscientious, and careful in control of
their own.

Dr. McCULLOUGlt. Then .that same argument could be used with
regard to experiment with lassa fever. We have a set of physical guide
lines and controls for containment by the Biohazards .Committee for
anyone who wants to work with extremely pathogenic organisms. It
should not be left up to the individual investigator in a university
under that presumption to pursue his research on the basis of his con
cern for not wanting this to escape in a community, we should regulate
that-t-or should, we! ' ,

Dr. SONNEBORN. Tsuppose part of it boils down to the question of
whether you can demonstrate a real-risk to society. And th'}t has been
a question in this case, if guidelines are followed, it is questionable
whether there is a risk. In the' case of communicable disease labora
tories, there is no dout but that there is a risk if they get out.

Mr. THORNTON. And yet this is the point, there has, as yet been a
Federal regulation of containmer>t for lassa fever research. That has
been left as a potential public health problem.

Dr. SONNEIlORN. I think the implications are very clear, if you can
do it for them,you can do it for recombinant DNA without any trouble
and with much less hazard, the same way;

Judge MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I suppose personal philosophy creeps
in no matter what you do or say, and I do have, as many of us in this
room do, a fundamental concern over regulation per se, I call it in my
statement the "dead and deadening hand of Federal regulation" or
regulation per se. ,

It seems to me that prior to a preemption in fact by a Federal set
of regulations as to this research Or any other, the burden of proof
is on him who says-a-who raises the scare, who raises the need, who
says, "We have got to have it," and T think that burden is a heavy
one.

As has been indicated a moment ago, M,,: Chairman, in your own re
marks, Ido not know how many kinds of research are dangerous, bnt
there are many.

Thousands and thousands of people ride in elevators, elevators
which go very rapidly to the l05th floor iu numerous buildings
throughout this land. No One says, we have got to have a,Federal
regulation because we do not trust the fellow who built it, the people'
who maintain it, the man who is Supposed to grease it, 'and SO On and
so on. As Dr. Edsall indicatedearIier, we accept risk constantly. As
somebody said it does not pay to getout of bed but you cannot stay
in bed because most people die in bed. There is no end to that if
you once enter that Pandora's box. And it seems to me, to answer Dr.
~cCullo"!gh's.question, that the question of who is going to do what
In the university to a great extent, any way, perhaps 99 percent rests
on control, as Dr. Sonneborn indicated.rby the purse, by the grant
process.
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withholding patents as you indicated, in this or any other area in, the
patent field, as a mechanism or a regulatory tool here. I say that for
a number of reasons. " >, .."" '

The primary one is based, on the basic fundamental purpose Of
patents, which we tend to forget, and that is of course disclosure. The
only reason for-a-patent and a patent system is disclosure. '

Our forefathers knew from their experience with the guilds, from
their experience with kings who gave out exclusive rights, et cetera,
and their experience with secrecy, that they did not want trade
secrets; they did not want new ways of doing things, new ways of
production, hidden. And so they made a deal. They said if you will
disclose it in accordance with the statute, we will give you a limited
period-in the history ofa country 17 years is a spit in the eye-for
that short period we will recognize your exclusive right to keep others
from doing what you developed. There is nothing new, about that.
Galileo was told by the city fathers, "Tell us what you are doing,"
and he said "All right, if you will give me some exclusive right,other
wiseI will not." That is human nature and it has not changed, and
so to say we will somehow forestall disclosure via the patents system,
I think wotild be avery serious mistake.
, You 'do raise another question, though, Dr. McCullough, if I may

continue for a moment. Some of my friends in NIH who have not had
as mUM experience as many of the other Federal agencies, who have
given out purchase contracts and other things, have had in the past
to deal with patent questions. And 80 at NIH that has raised some
concern. And when I was asked, I said, "Where is the skin off your
nose I" "How does it bother you I" "What is the difference if someone
working in the laboratory, even under an NIH funded research pro
gram, should perchance develop a mechanism, the result of an applied
research 'program which was patentable, how is it any Skin off your
nose if he has the right to exclude others I" "How does it hurt NIH if
that happened I" , ' ""

And, of course, there is no answer to that. There may be a feeling of
pique, in thatNIH money is used in the course of going through the
program and this development. It would be nice if you say, "The tax
payers' money went to this and therefore the taxpayer should own it."

And that brings me to the /(eneral subject of Government patent
policies. There are too many; there is no question about it. They are
all different. If a good policy developed which would be uniform, I
cannot see that that would be in any way harmful. I think it would be
a good thing, particularly where we have diversified iudustry so wide
spread now, aud industries work with different .agencies of govern
ment, to have to deal with different kinds of patent policies. But, there
are only three possibilities when you begin to develop a patent policy
business-vis-a-vis the Government, and I would preface that with the
anomaly represented by a Government-owned patent. The U.S. Gov
ernment now is infinitely by far the largest owner of government
patents in the world. But when you consider that a patent is merely
the right to exclude others, there is something incongruous about the
U.S. Government excluding its citizens from using an invention which
''its citizens paid for."

The very purpose of acquiring the patent in the name of the
Government in the first place is the idea that the taxpayers have
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thinks it is.valuable in his .ownhuman interest, the thing to do is just
keep quiet about it until such time as, for example, he leaves the
laboratory and a few years later come out with it in a smallcommer
ciallaboratory anywhere and no one will ever know that it was devel
oped under a contract. How much better to ha..,e it come forth in the
course of the work done, even though funded by the Government and
disclosed by patent I

That is a long and involved answer) Mr. Chairman, to a very short
question.lam sorry. And.•. I am sure If I had the gall, I would goon
fora great deal longer.

Mr. THORNTON. I should like to say it is a very cogent summary of
some of the issues that are involved in that particular area. And I do
appreciate it. I think it might be useful to make sure that our reports
and work concerning patent policy have the advantage of that
discussion: .

Dr. SONNEBORN. I have been meditating over this question and the
question that seemsto me quite obvious is this, that if the Government
was not involvedinregulabing this research, it would be regulated by
the scientists any way.' And they would do it in away that Lthink.
would be quite effective, So that I would agrel\,it seems tome safe
that way. .. ". . .

Mr. THORNTON. There is an alternative, it seems tome, to-theidea
of having a Federal regulatory agency which is authorized-to draw
lines and issue rules and regulations as to how research shall be
conducted.' . '

And that p"ttern is one which has been described by two witnesses,
both of whom are members and one of whom is the Chairman of the
National Commission on-Human Experimentation. ']'hat Commission,
as presently constituted; is advisory, has conducted It great deal of in
quiry, assimilation of data, andis charged with the duty of issuing
reports and m,,!ring recommendations as to how and under what cir
cumstances experimentation on human subjects would be permissible.
Ethically permissible. This ian different area, and one where statutes
have been lacking. Statut()ry guidelines are not broadly ill us~ at least.
And yet we all know that experimentation on human subjects in prisons
to teSt dangerous pathogens is wrong, and should not be allowed.

Now, is this a parallel that might be applied here I Can we approach
it like that! . '. . ". .

Dr. SONNEBORN. Do I understand-e-I don't know the situation-did
:( understand you to say thatthere are no laws on this, only an advisory
CommissionI. .. .' .' . '.' . .

Mr. TlIORNTON. This particular commission is advisory only, There
are laws concerning-i-doing things to human beings, yes, general laws
of assault. . > '.'

Dr. SONNEBORN. Imeanof experimentation on human beings,
Mr. THORNTON. State laws.. •..... . '
Dr. McCuLLOUGH. There is the Helsinki Conference which estab

lishedfollowing the end of the Second World War, a series of percep
tions in ethics and codes of condnct and that sort of thing which have,
I believe, the impact of law, at least in 'the World Court they have had.
If an individual departs too far afield from some of these areas which
were discussed following the Second World War, they will find them
selves in conflict with law which very frequently will bring them to
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that there are so many agencies of Government dealing with recom-
binant DNA research. .• " ., ..' .

I understand the Defense Department has a program, and HEW,
of course, and NIH and a. number of others. And that is somewhat
disturbing. If you did set u.p. a commission and it reported .only to
HEW, ofcourse, then they would have to run around and get the
concurrence of other agencies, which would delay matters.

Mr. THORNTON. Lest there be any misapprehension as to the status
of laws which do relate to such things as broad as experimentation with
human subjects, indeed human life, the right toliberty and the pur
suit of happiness and prohibition against cruel and unusual punish.
ment, et cetera, are embodied very deeply in our structure of laws, con
stitutional and moral and ethical considerations allInvolved in that
particular protection. But-the parallelwas being drawn to a particular
commission, which is a statutory commission but which does not have
the authority' to promulgate or issue regulations, but only to study,
assimilate information and to report.

Judge MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, to return for just a moment to some
thing that was hinted at a .moment ago; and that seems'tpfit with what
we have just been saying, if we are at the stage where we cannot trust
scientists to be responsible and responsive in their laboratories, where
we cannot trust each other, the game may be over anyway,and it
maybe that an.effort to supply a guaranteed regulation to regulate
all research in detail, and a guarantee of safety,wonld be (1) self
defeating; (2) would injure the law by adding laws unenforceable
in effect; and (3) as I indicated, it would be self-defeating because

. if we have such irresponsible people, and yon supply a regnlation
to say, "This is how you shall do it," the tendency then is to sa!"
"This is how I will get around that.". "That is required." I
don't have to do anything better than that, that is the minimum now;
I can work up this Orthat to squeeze by it, squeeze around it," and
so on. So that I keep coming out with the basic idea,wehave to get
to trust somebody one of these days. We started on that premise in
this country. I am not naive enough to imagine that all men are good,
not by any means. But somewhere we may get to the point where you
say everything in life is either ordered or forbidden, and that is the
end offreedom's ballgame, .. ..

Mr. THORNTON' If I may follow along that line of thought for just
a moment, going back to the idea which has permeated these hearings,
that it is appropriate and proper for Government to regulate bio
hazards, Dr. Edsall mentioned the many areas where this ·regulation
is appropriate-the marketing or use of asbestos, vinyl chloride, and
other toxic substances-clearly appropriate to regulate the use of bio
hazards and the marketing of such biohazards.

Clearly I think it has emerged from these hearings that as a matter
of pure science it is inappropriate for Government to regulate thought
processes, freedoms of thought, and freedom of inquiry. It may be
that weare focusing upon this dilemma because of the conception of
what recombinant DNA is. Is it a biohazard inits full range I

Is that what we are dealing with, something that i&-even in the
laboratory, a biohazard. and therefore falling within the area where
Government regulation is proper I

Or is it part of the expansion of the field of knowledge which should
hAn,..ot,p",.f,piI $I,~~, flp,lil of scientific inauirv ~
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on the American peo;ele. I understand. people are required to spend
. some millions upon millions for a product which some 85percent do not

use and will never use. There is a fundamental question as to the
extent to which the Government may go to make me protect myself.
It has every right to keep me from hurting somebody else. .

It is, I think again, pointing in the direction of making everything
in life either forbidden or ordered-to say, thou shalt protect thyself
from this, that and the other thing. That is fundamental, I think, to our
whole country, our whole scheme of our country. It gets back to the
question of responsibility; of course. But the argument comes, of
course, if I injure myself, I become a public charge, the ambulance
comes, and that costs the public money; the-implication being in a
sensethat the Government owns me, the society owns me, they have
an interest in my health and well"being which I must protect, Incon
gruously, the same people who say that apparently have not suggested
that we cease smoking by order. We did it once with prohibition of
course, to, I think, an everlasting lesson; But we do, as you.know, sub
sidize tobacco growers. So that once you start, I think you have togo
the whole route. And if you are going to say we are going to regulate
the researcher to protect himself from himself, you then, I think, have
a very serious qnestion of whether or not that is within governmental
power.

Mr. THORNTON. Of course it has been pointed out that there are two
major levels of concern. One is the problem of research, which we have
been discussing. And the second is the application of that research to
products, which presumably presents additional grounds for Gov-
ernment intervention.' • .

The patent question relates to the application more than the re
search, because theoretically the researcher 'does not care whether
he gets a patent or not, he is exploring for knowledge.. .

Judge MARKEY. He could not patent the knowledge any way, Mr.
Chairman;

Mr: THORNTON. On the other hand, even in the application area; it
has been pointed out that there are two subdivisions, one being where
the unknown organism, the organism about which little is known, is
proposed tobe spewed out or released. ... .

An example would be nitrogen-fixing ba.cteria, if itis developed,
which could have profound impacts. What kind of study should be
made to assure that we did not all of a sudden fix too much nitrogen, did
not do too successful a job j Another example would be an o~ganism

which could be maintained in a laboratory environment to produce
insulin. The culture bacteria itself would not be spewed out of the
laboratory but the work product of the bacteria. WOUld. be a useful
medical tool. Obviously there is a difference between the standards for
these kinds of things and all of these lead to shadings of regulatory au
thority. But I appreciated very much your response. Even if we are
dealing with something as drastically different as crossing evolutionary
barriers, which we are told we may be able to do, and whether this oc
curs in nature or not is not clear as some people say that there are in
stances.where genes have been transferred from one form of life to
another, from viroses to humans, or from humans to viroses and then to
calves Or swine or whatever. Your point, I think is very useful, that
even if we are involved in this kind of thresholding information, that
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.APPEND:IX

Kay 10~ .1977

Statement',of, the 'AssoelaHon
of American Universitle!l on

Ft!1Ieral Regule:t;.1oDof Recombinant DNA Research

~:

The 10110Ying st.te~ent represents the general view. of the members of the
A••oci.tlo~ and ba. been approved ~_the E~cutlve'CO..ltt~ of tbeA880ci.tion~

w; Robertpark8"P",lIideri.t~

and President of
row.St.te_Un~yer.lty

fte A.~cl.tlOft of ADleoTtcan,UDlversit1e'. (list of'member-s attachlE!d) bas been
. "-',

follo_iDI varIous legislative propos.Is for regulation of reco.binant DNA re.~arcb

With deep U,tereat and concem beesu.. tbeae universities .retbe-sttes Of •

8ubiitantiaipart of thU reaurch in tbe Uaite-d States and beesu.. the' issues

Involve talportant .atter. ot principlea. TheA.aacl.tion recO~izeathe legitimate

'public Interest in nstionsl standards ensuring bOth that any potential haz.~s of

tbia reMareb are averted and that ita rieb potential ia realized. 111.~ universities

COIIlprUine the AAU pledee their aubahntia1 collective experience to the developtllent

of.~ebaniama affordine ..fety aDd productivity.

Need for Care in Drafting Legislation

Federal statutory reculation of baslcreseareb of tile klndproposed is unpre-

c:edented andr.i.e. many complex iseues of ereat significance not only to science

but to the relationahipbetweenscience and society. Therefore. the Association

urge. that great care be exercised in fra~ing Federal legislation. The process

~ust allow ti~e for full exploration of isaues. !ull analysis of alt~rn~tives

and fUll presentation of various points of view.

Heed for National Standards for Research with Limited Local Preemption

Our universities see aa one area of prime importance tbe conditions under

which States andlocallties may impose standardS different from the Federal ones.

The position of the Association is that for many reasons'the standards should be
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"ftIese criteria- do ino't pre'elude use of 'thetedlnlcal e~l"ti5e available

in the exlli.t~ng Rec:cmbinant DNA: ProgrB~ AdvlsoryCOIIIIlIittee and in the ceneer

tor Disease Control. They further sUiRest the Deed for "'1lIOre broadly based

.ational group. Finally. they suggest that a central, indepen~ent re~Ulgtory

c~isalon_would fsllshortof ~eetinR" set of 'carefully drawn criteria.

Fu:t'tber in-depth dll1cu•• loQ of this complex issue is cleB"ly needed.

Otherl.sues ~ licensure; inspection and penalties, for. eXample

require careful discussion, but the two problems outlined above are from

the atandpolntof universlttes ..the central one.

The Association will continue to review proposed legtslation, and stands

ready to work:'itb -~Di:re.;101l.1 cOfIlllltttees In developing approprlDte_l"eguhtory

lechlation.
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The -co~cePt of "employee protect"ion" as. ap~-Hed to the e~~i'ving regulatory

legislation for rec~binant;DNAmoleculeresearchis a complex issue deserving

wide discussion and'consideTstion-by ~any:indi~iduals. In the hope 6fst~

ulating such discussions, the following statem~rithss been prepared descr1birig
the bnckground'of "employee protection" legIslation, outlining its relat1on~

ship to encouraging scientific'responsibility, and suggesting further

refinemcntsforthcs~protections.

EmployC'(' ProtC'ct iori ,l.C'gb tat ion

Several proposed DNA regulation bills RoW under consideration by theHous~

and Senate congres's'ional cclmlittces eontsiricmployee pr'otcction mechanisms

which state, ingeneil:iT. thot 'noemployeci may be fired "or;othcrw"i.se diS~

crlminotedagainst on' the basis of actions which he' or she"mi:ly have taken

to "commence a proceeding'" under the' DNA'rcguhtioi,-; This eechant sra of

'employee protect1on has appeared in several other regulatory laws. most

notably theOccupotionill Safety ~nd Health Ac~ (bSI~). the 'Fedetal Coal

Kine HeuLt.h and Safety Act. as well as numerous enVironments,l regulatory

bills.~.!1

Theemployeeprotecti.on mechanIsm Is based on a concern of those persons'sup

por~ing the need for government'"rcgulationthat the;force of the regulatory po~er

depends to a large degree on the willingness of persons'~t the grass toots

level to use and 'enforce it~ In theexampl~ of the OSHA regulation.

the concept of employee 'protection c~nbe traced 'to the rec~griition of

a need to protect those employees who call attention to an occupational

hazard and who invoke the inspectIon authority of OSHA personnellri order
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disclosing information and countl.'ring organIzational bii!ha\'ior. has

been the subject of· scveralc3se studies and conferences in recent

year~.-11 Yet-ther~ is still very little known about common problems
or common expericnccso£ these isolated individuals. They are often

identified as "trouble-makers" by their, employers. and if unprotected they

COR experience serious risk and deprivation in "their professional and

personal lives.

How might a whistle-blower be involved in the "DNA !cgulatory process~

The following s~cnario suggests one possibility:

A graduate at a prcstiRiou$unlvcrsity is working with
his thesis adviser in a rccomblnont DNA experiment. the
experiment Is being conducted through NDt funding nnd is
r~gulntcd by govcrnm~nt ~tnndords. The laboratory in which
the expcrim~nt is located has been classified as P-2 and the
research procedures meet theapproprintc re&ulatory guidelines.

Thcth~sis ndviscr,arr.$p~ct~dmolecular biologist, suggests
that bett~r rcscnrcbdntc might be obtained in the pzcjece
throu,&h 1I s~ort-term cxpc r Imonc ",Uch would regularly be,
classifi~d as P-3 nnd require 0 more complicatea. lind costly.
seto,f laboratory procedures. ,the biologist decides to do the
new experiment in theP-2 labornrorywithout altering the
rcsearchcprocedurcs because~ebelicv~s thal it would be a
waste oftiw.e for this short-term experiment. .

The graduatestude~t recognizes this decision as ireg~iatory
violation and assumes t hat; it may be of p.ot~nHal, dangot- to the
laboratory workers and possibly others. He notifies the lab
director, of the p·3 nature of the experiment. ,The director
informs the student that it is none of his business and instructs
hfm not to discuss it furth~r.

The student, concerned about theimplication~ of this decision.
discloseS information about the P-J experiment to the research
projects manager at NIH. An investigativetea~ from NIH pr~ceeds

to follow up the cla~ and'contacts the laboratory director for
further information.
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several mechanisms ,which would enable ,thcAssociationand~therscientific

societies to further ,implement ethical codes designed to encourage

scientific responsIbility in the public inter,cst. A report of rht s..

group, published in 1975, not'ed:

We believe that some form of due process ,should be an
essential part of anycmployer~employee agreement or
contrilcr.",to protect the employee .Erorn a'rb t trr ary action
by thi:l..cmployC'r, allegedly based on .profe s s Iona L or personal
misconduct. A -minimum requIrement for 'such due process would
involv,c"£ihcaringhy a board. including Independent members ,
with ebc right of .nppca L to some, reasonably, ncucru l. but pro-
fe s sfcna l.I y. qua 11 [ict!ohir,h.-touthodty • Code sof professional
etntcs-nrc likely to ,beineffl'ctive .unlesssorne type .of due
prcccss Le provided Jor., the resolution of. disputes. Without
this, sctcnc rt r.c .I'rcedom is like!y'to be-.abr'ddgcd , Wethere~

fore stro}Ir,!y:recoltlllend thotnll ernploymentcontrocts involving
scientific or pr ofc ss t.ona.l empl oyoca vinc Iude. such provisions
for the review of disputes through hearing and appeal processes.
Pr ovfs Ion for ncutr a L or tl\ird~";Jrty. pnxt·ic:i?i:ltionis .tepceuene ,
pnr t LcuLrrrLy whcn issues of pub Id.c. interest ,arcinvolvcd'21

A ncv A'A"'~ Committee,on ,S,c.ientific Freedom and; Responsibility,' appointed

in 1976. has begun ec.. further: ~efine the,mcaning of due process in

",histle~blowing or" ~'th~-i:? ,ico'il;flicting loyai~i~'~'; ca'Ses'~nv~lv:i.ng sci'entists
":, '.,-,-"','," __ ";':' __ ,c,:::

or engincers. This, Comniittee':is studying whether .cbe professional

scientific societies have the means to offer such protections to their

members yhen situations arise involving'confl!cting loyalties betyeen
,- , ,,' " .

the demands of their profession. the ,publig interest, and the dcmands of

an employer. or yhether such situations of conflicting loyalties can be
:",,' ""',, ',,:'.-,',',' -r. ,.

resolved only through legislative protections.

Dr. F~ank von'Hipp~i ~f'Princeton University. one of the thirteen

Committee members~ has examined the impact of legislative employee
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(4) The agency designated as the source of appeal for -discriminatory

actions should be directed to report annually cnthe'number of cases

of alleged discrimination received by. its offices; and 'should further

report on the final resolution of these cases.

Furthermore, there are several sroasof uncertainty surrounding these

'legislated protections for employees who "commence proceedings" under

the regulation" For example, although it Is clea~ that these protections

apply to employees in the private sector, it is unclear whethcrgQvernmcnt

employees •. ar persons working on government funds. are also protected

against discriminatory actions by their employers if they should initiate

a disclosure proceeding under the regulation. Ihis point, of course,

might be critical to those persons workin~ in national laboratories or

working on government grants.

Secondly. thcre appears to be some uncertainty about the meaning of

the term lito commence a proceeding under the Act". While it is clear

that this term applies to actions such as testifying before. a congressional

committee or a government agency. it is uncertain whether information

disclosure alone to public officials or 'private media. in the interest

of commencing a proceed ins. would be similarly protected against

discriminatory retaliation.

A& noted earlier, the AAAS Committee itself has not yet yesolvedthe

question of whether legislative employee protections are the most effective

mechanism for resolving situations involving conflicting loyalties' between
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REFEREl\CES

1. The bills identified by the Committee which contain employee

protection mechanisms include': Occupational S;3fety and Health

Act of 1970 (P.L. 9l~S96. secdon He}; Federal Coal Mine Uealth

and Safety Act of 1969 (P.L. 91-173. section 110b);, Fede,ral "'at-,cr

Pollution Cont~ol Act Amendments of',1972 (P.L. 92-500. section 507);

Safe Drinking Water Act (P.L. 93-523. sect-.ion 14501) ; Toxic

Substances Control Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-469 •. sectlon 23).

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (P.L. 94~580.

section 7~Ol); ,and the proposed Clean Air Act Amendments ofl?76.

S. 32.19. s(!ctlon 36.

2. Ralph Nader. Peter Petkas. and Kate Blackwell. Whistlcblowlng.

Grossman. New York, 1972. Sec also Chorlcs Pct~r5 rind T~ylor

Branch. Blowing~ Whistle. Pr~~g~r,Ncw York, 1972,

3. Sci~ntUicFr~cclomal1dRcsponsibilitv. A Report of the MAS

Committee,pre-par~d for the-Committ.ee by JohnT. Edsall. AAAS.

Washington. D.C. 1975. p. 37~

4. Frank von Hippel, "The D~fense of Professional Freedom and Sociill

Responsibility". Invited, Talk. Annual Heeting of the American

Association fort.he Advancement of Science. February 21.1977.;

S. Horton Corn. Assistant Sccre ary of Labor, Memorandum for the National

Advisory COIl'.rnittee,on Occupa ionaloSafetv and Health: Discussion 6f

OSHA's Program for Discrimin tion Investigations. November 15. 1976.
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Second. it is assuined that theexempHons-of trade secrets from
disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act provide the
corporate sector With the protection itneeds..!againstpremature
disclosure. I-believe this misconception will dissipate. wherever
it is held. on a consideration of the court decisions. agency"
practices and the practical problems facing agencies in ma.king
the determinations of trade secret status for information in
their possesBion.

1Dthismemoranduin I have concentrated on the Freedom of
Inf'ormation Act problems. 'My conchiefon urges that any
legislation prescribing the licensing and registration of
facilities and projects should provide positive protection
against disclosure of information submitted to comply with
statutory requirements. The exeepttee, of cour-ee, is where

, the information must be .released pursuant to' the demands of
public health and safety. Such provisions for'protectionshould
be as specific as possible. in view of a court dec ieionwhich
holds that a' general statutory safeguard is inadequate.

'!he concerns I express are consistent with those contained in
the reports of the President's Biomedical Research .Panek and
the National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects .
of Biomedical and Behavioral Research. a pair of studies
commissioned by the Congress.

Since a high percent of requests for information under the
Freedom of Irifor.mation Act come from competitors trying to
learn what their competitors aTe doing (over .90% in the case
of the Food and Dr~g Administration); and because the approach
I suggest would clearly provide for disclosure where the public
health or safetY was involved~~'I see no public interest served
by placing _~n jeopardy the confidentiality of,{.research and
development efforts of corporate' and university: laboratories
willing to invest -In these under~kings. On the contrary. the
threat of premature disclosure to competing laboratories,
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MEMORANDUM ON DISCLOSURE- OF.,CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION
. . UNDER RECOMBINANT DNA.STATUTE

:Requi'retnents':fci:"'r':~;;':rty disclosur.e of', confidential'in.for~tiOn:>fo,a

laVernme!t,.:t,agency iaa' ecmmce.reeture ,of several recotnbinant D

now ~efo;e;-theCOngre88~' While these b~1l8 treatrecombinantDJA,researcb

mainly in ~e.rtns<of'pubUc hea,lthand'safety.their -failureto-proyJde-positive'-;

protection against -agencydisc108ur'e of confidential·information tb competitors

of the corporate oruniv.ersity innovator would produce serious and unintended

consequences.

Such" disclosures -wcetd. occur' in the- following, ways:

1. InapplicatioDs -for licensing of (acilities, ..,~,.

Z. lnregistration of research pececccta..

3. Through inspection by ,Federal authorities,

4. ThhSugh' re:leaseof Infor-mation tc .FEjderal·.advisorycommittees

andtheir'consultanta,

5. Through exposure of information in research protocols to non-

employee members or.btcbaeards committees. and

. 6. Through various reporting~requirements.

This memorandum addr-e seea the points of primary-concern in the

d,isc1osure problem and.euggeete how they can be minimize~.;'

Effects of Premature Disc:1dsure

Except for their contribution t-o scientific -knowledge-: ebe results of

recombinant DNA research are useless standing alonee . They require the
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the investment-or, the corporation and -ebe.university in their' research

investments. H the investment is imme_diatelydissipated,b.y.pr:'e"fuature

disclosure of -details-sufficient to 'show competitors tbec-caee -tc a succiessful

end. much a! the advantage of-the innovator is lost and. accordingly,: so is

much of..tbe incentive toirivest infuturework~ To the eXtent the ,corporation

enjoys a limited exclusive period. either -by patentingitsowriiwork-or

receiving at least a limited exclusi,ve license from government-financed

research executed, in the, c:orpCi'rate' laboratory." the corp9ration secures'

the necessary Ieedttme aad theoppottunityfor recoverirtg·investmeDts

and returning 'profits.

With thieuniVersity.' the; prospects' for-patenting '-offer theoppoi'tunity

for the'-uriiversity'to interest a licensee of its choice-to ccmmeectelfae.the-

invention. Norman'J.' Latker,-'PatentCounselfor_the Departrrient o:f Heakth, ',

E~ucation-aridWel£are. outlined t,he experience at HEW wi~h:the 'di!lpositi0ll

of rights to Ii£W..funded 'research in-testimony befor-aa House subcommittee. 1

In his remaJ;'ks ,'Mr.<_Latkertraced the: Departtil.ent's-failure ec-ccsweet the

research it sponsored into usable commercialproductsunder-the:Department's

patent practices, prior to '1969. He poirited;'outthat the subsequent practice

6£ granting: rights to the Departmelllt's ccnrractces -had produced dramatic

1. : Testimony by Mr. -Latker-befoj-efhe' Subcommittee on Domestic and
International Scientific Planning and Analysis, House Committee on
Science and Technology, September 29. 1976.
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per.o~al1d· privileged or con!identia~.,,' This is the so.-called trade. secret

~'exetn,ption" of, FOIA.

While the underlying rationale for tbe,Freedom of Information Act

ma't~ve ·beeD laudatory~ inpl'aetice it 'has been shown to serve mainly as

u"avenue by which c:ompetitol's .obtai~ eonfic:tentialdata indirectly from"the

originator. .The:-:Ci.8~s·ancicommentaries., -as, -well as.the practical problems'

facing'the agencies involved. indicate clearly that-the safeguards are illusory.

The Washington Post reports the uDhappines8offorme,r Food and

. Drug; C"ommlse:ioner Alexander M. Schm.id~ at the way the,FOIA was working'

at FDA. l He said ·that about 90% of the requesh for documents constitu.ted

"~u8trial espionage .. companies' seeking information .about,their ,competit'ol's

and not the public's-rightto.know'''',Toasimilar,end is.an article appearing

-in theW,all Street Journal~~' Again the 'conclusion isexp,r.e.ssed that an over-

wbehning percentage of the 'requests fo~in!orrnationhave, nothing whatsoever

to do with the public',s examination of the actions of its government but a~e

directed to'legislatively sanctioned industrial spyln~•

. Indeed. there is ,wide,spread'misunderstanding of the Act itself"w:ith

respect t.o the nature of the exemptions' that are ostensibly provided 'by

subsection 552 (b)(4). For example. the exemption was never intended

to be a tr~e '''exemption.'' In·the'legi,slative report accompanying the Senate

3. Washington Post. July 1.7. 1976. at A4.
4. Wall Street Journal. May 9. 1977. at 1.
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under the exis-tingFreedom of InformationAc:t
exemption from wridatory disclosure for such
information (5 USC 55 Z(b)(4)) couldse riously
inhibit private sector cooperation and participation
witb ERDA to the detrimellt of the -national eee rgy
research and demonstration pacgearn.

Mr. M08sacknowledged Mr. Goldviater'scoD:
c1ua,ion.based cn.an-Iedependeat staff legal
analysis. that protection'under.-exemption (b){4)
ia neither,' predictable _nor ad,eqUi\tebecaus~",of': .
recent court interpretations of the .exemption.7

Representative Moss was the. father of the Freedom of Information

Act. His observations reflect his serious concern for-the interpretation

of the exemption as well as a recognition of its inadequacy as a source

of relianceonan agency,' 8: treatment, ofcon£idential,in£ormati~n.

The leading case, on-interpretation of .FOIA is:..NationalParks and

of the exemption are,_said,to'_be_(l ).,_whethertheg6vernm~nt'sabilityto

obtain information in subsequent inquiries is: likely "to be :afiected 'by the

knowledge that it may be made public, -and (Z)whether,rele<iseof the,

.information obtained by the government agency ,might cause substantial

harm to a competitivet'position. Although anargul11~nt.can be made that

the second. test would Jus~i£y retention pi. tr'alie ,secre,ts '-i~'-~~nf'idence

against a request under FOIA, the cases and commerifato.rs-., not the

least of whom is Representative Moss, "bave found this 'not dependably

true in practice.

7. lZLCONG. REC. HlZ379 (Dec. 11,1975).
8•.498 F.Supp. 965 (D. D. C. 1974).
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This article also, alludes',·to the va.rying interpretations of what

cODstitutes a trade secret, .a.;determinationthat;'compounds' the 'difffc1ilties

encountered-in:relying 'on an l'exemption.:'" Buteven--ift~~agencyagrees" ':

that specific, subject matter constitutes-'atrade:' secret. t.he>e:li:emptionunder

raJA is' at 'best 'fragile.

It is pertinent, for example. that the legislative history of the

GOve'rnmeht: in' the 'Sunshirl.eAct '. notes ina:dhieu',si sion: of-the' FQlA 'exemptions

that the "F:r~edom of ,Information-Act :·'p.erritite:- .bjlt"does-,'I\IWreqliire'the·,With'

bolding-_ofiriformation. 1111 ,This,' indeed.-'ia:.conaiat"ent:'•.ith,'both pree:edents

and practice under 'FOIA~

The same- conClusion; 'as- wen as reference to the adverse effeds

tbereofj' 'with respect to 'theproblem's':of 'the' unive r liity'in 8-~ekfng grants

and :in soliciting:'comm'ercial -intere'st: 'fo'f"univers i ty--deve16pi!d: i rt~entiori8

Iikewfee-eme rgeS: ;strcingly' from::a; p-air,'~ofi::)jng're'88idniLllY'::8pon-s'oredst.udie s'; I Z

The 'President' 8 'BiomedtcakReseaech Panel'- expressed its':(:oncern' in'this

manner:

The Panel is seriously 'ccnces-ned thatfhe
unpredictability of gove'r-nrnent protection Cor

C' intellectual property'ri"ght,s;' i oWing~to'the'un..;

controlled and unconditioned disclosure oC
eeeeaecb ,tnformatior{ under' current icou r-t
interpretation of the Freedom of Information
Ad."is'likely:':in: the' Panel' a-view, .to stine';
industry interest in developing potentially
important research innovations. 13

11. 3 U.S. CODE CONGo &: AD. NEWS Zl91 (1976).
12. Commissioned under Title III of the Health Research and Health Services

Amendments of 1976 (P. L. -94-278). .
13: "DHEW Publication (OS) 76~513, at 16.
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the fact that the interests of ~isuDiversity employer in preserving een-:

fidentiality were fully as legitimate as would have been.eboee ofa corporate

employer.

Practic&1 .: Difficulties'UnderF.OlA

Finally. -there are the practical aspects oftbehanc1ling of trade

secrets under FOJA. in the -Iace of requests for- disclosures. Whether or

not the-exemption from diSt::losure is regarded:',a. permissive. the agency-

iJl po.seniono! the. informationsubmitted,by companies or universities
., -.• ', - . ',.',-".::.~:<":,,.,"

engaged in;e'~ombinantDNA-eeeeaeeh wo~ld inevitably -find itimpo~8ib.l~

to comply fairly with ,the,administrativ.e requireme~ts-of~FOIA. The

threshold -~question of determining what: information .constitutes"aJrade

secret poses a problem inoitself•. ,Additionally" this decteton must .be

made within eendaye ofthe request for-disclosure. 16_ Accordingly.

within ten days the agency must locate the material- requ,es,ted.evaluate,; >

it for trade" secret .contene, advise the originator of its decision to dtsctcse

(if it had previously ageeed to-do so, poni~ly as a condition of disc:losure

'to the agency) and edvtsethe eequeste eor.tee decision.

It must be remembered as well that the determination of ,trade

secret status in this field of high technology should be .rrrade by individuals

in the ageecv.who.eee tretned in the technology and who would, ,therefore.;

be removed from more productive duties for this undertaking. , The

'.
16. 5 U.S. C. 55' (.)(6)(A).
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Legislative 'Solution

Tbeeriniinal statute prohibiting'disClosure: of c:onfidential--inforrrta:tion

by Federal;emploYees. t8U. S. C. 1905.i8 'otuDcertaincom£ort'Withres'pect

to ctiaclollurei uJider FQIA. ",'. Indeed•. section"1'905 would.'" if 'involved, at all,

apply only after'disclosurealid after th.e dilTrta:ge had-'been doee, Also.

section 1905 only applies uunle u etbe ewtse prOvided by .taw, ".Since FOtA

is another law. it is an easy interpretation.--tofind that section 1905 does

Dot prevent db closure under' FOIA. Indeed. 10M.' A. Shapiro'and Company

v. Securities and Exchange Commission the c:ourtexplieitly held-:that s,ection

1905 "dees not prevent disclosure of inlormation:thatlsa:uthori~ed,to be

disc:1osed,under' other,la"'l.", and that~ acc'or'dirigly~' !'there-is nothing -In

Section190S of_Title 18 that prevents thecpe eatfen of the 'Freedom 'of

1Jlformati~n Act" ...i;e./ 'dlecfcau re undel" FOlA.
17

On the other band. there-are many suc:h i'otherU ,statutes that prohibit

disclosure of- c:onfidentialinIormation;1 Band where they do •.ehe.penattte'e of

18 U. S.t.'1905can'beinvokedfor unauthorized di~c:l,?su1"e,:b:Y:,federal

,employees.' Subsection (b)(3) of FOIA similadY provides'a.n','exemption"

against disclOsing irUormation protected by another-statute.

> •

17.
18.

339 F.Supp. 467. 470 (D. D.C. 1972).
Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 42 U.S. C. zot i , 2161.Z166; Civil
Rights Act of 1964. 42 U.S. C. 1971. 2000e-5(b) and 8(e):'Federal

: Election Campaign Act. 2 U. S. C.431. 437g(a')3; Consumer Product
Safety Ac:t, 15 U.S.C. 2051, 2055(a)(2); Occupaticmat Safety and
Health Act of 1970, 29 U.S.C. ,651. 664.:
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made by employees .of, FAA~with,respect tOithe- operatioll:a.nd,-:maintenanc:e

performance: 'ofairlines. TheFAA_Administratorhad denied-'disclosur.e

as being "not 'required in-the interest of-the public." .-''-The/lower._ court

-refel'red to the, Federal Aviation Act of, 1958. in_which~here,is -provision

for ~thhol~ing_-suchreports •.2.3

The Court- of. Appeals interpreted ,the -1ower,_:court'8decision,~a8

relying OD subsection 552. (b)(3) of FOIAv,a1though-thed~cisiondid:not

specifically eo.eeaee. This exemption:goes te.ehedtectesuee ofm3:~ters

" ape cificallyexempted ,from disclosure ,by, .atatute, ll'I'he:. iuue before

the Court- of Appeals,: therefore. was whether _,the Federal Avia.tion Act

of 1958 was s: under these circumstances. ··.such,a·"statute!',astobringthe

denial for disclosure' within-subsection ,(b)(3);

The-COUl".t_ of 'Appeals': held ,that it was -not; The court- eeaecned-.

that the,:exemption of subsection-(b)(3)··.applied only' where .thestatute

that wee asserted to' exempt :disc1osure .•,rspecified]-the-documents or

categories of documents ·it 'authorizes to be-withheld from- public s,crutiny. II

nus,- declared the court, ·the Federal Aviation -Act failed .ec do.

Accordingly, .a-aeaeate ,affording positive .peceeeeten for ,confidential

information'associatedwith .recombinant'DNA, whether,submitted ,as part

. of a voluntaryre,quest for approval.offadlities.and projects or as mandatory,

23. See note 21.

,I
/
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through such a positive declaration in the statUte will the ~l"ospects for

patenting by industry and tmive r eitfes be preserved and th~ essential

step-of commercialization be ~ncouraged in this advancing frontier of

medical science.

A. R. Whale
Assistant Secretary and General

Patent Counsel
Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis. Indiana 46Z06

May Z7. 1977

o

,\\ .
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. .' I
compliance'With,othe'l'-p,roviaioDs ofa-recombiriantDNA "statute. -should

,{ ~...,

denominate·,with· ca.~e'the ,c:ategories.of;informaJionto be withheld from'

disc!osureunder:FOIA.. Such a categorization.: for -.example." might

generallyta'ke the- foerrrcf :the 'severa.ltypes- of i.n£ormat~on'enumera.ted

at the beginning Q{ this Memorandum. It would also state. of ecuese,

that any such:st'atutoryexemption.wouldbesubje'ct to.-over'ridirig con-

,. "'siderations'of:'the 'public-health and 8afety~

In summary. there-is: strong> precederitand sound rationale for

including. statutory lariguagein:arecombinant 'DNA bill that would -give;

positive and dependable protection for- research and. development .infor-ma-

tion submitted pursuarit';to'requirements:ofa statute. The public interest

will not be served by leaving the matter to the vagariesofanFOIA

exemption. 'pa'rticularly:.where the' agency responsible for the' decision

concerning disclosure would have eo expend high priced: and peectcus talent

to make reasonable judgments 'required by the ,FOIA approach. But.more

Irnpot-tant ,': FOIA'has':,been' showntobe}naqequate and undependable;

reliance on the trade'secret,"exemptionllwill riot inspire full disclosure.

The concerns aboutprematUredisclosure,affeet'both the commercial

organization and the university. Spedfic-"statutory language that would

qualify the statute under subsection' (b)(3) would avert much .litigation

from both requesters of information and originators of information that

would otherwise be invited by-any decision the agency might :make. Only
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A good example is the Federal Nonnuclear Energy.Researc:h:and;

DevelopmentAc:t oi1974. 19 The inclusion of .protection for confidential

information'was intendedspec:i£ic:ally to circumvent the unpredictability

of the protection, ostensibly 'afforded- by the.fourth""exemption": of. FOIA.

Indeed., Senator FanninstateQ in connection with the .House-Benate"

Conference Committee's ,ac:tion,onthebiU:

',The -conferees .tcck.ebte-acnce.beeauee••.
under existing law, primarily the Freedom
of, Information Act,-, I 'holdings" have made"
government protection of trade secrets and

"",other proprietary ;information:c_olTlPle~el'y

unpredictable... Out action here is intended
. to remedY.,that situation -for EHDA.,ZP

Again:o':in the. Federal Aviation Act of 1958. ·a:s .arne ndad , tbe're-te

specific language prohibiting reteaee.uede e FOIA;where.the Administrator

has determined the information contains trade secrets. privileged

inforrilatio~oe confidential cornrner dalorJinancialin£ci'rmation:. 21

In appc-caching e statutory .aolutton•. however. '.attention 'should be

given Robe.rtson,v. __ Butte efiefd, a 1.974 COU1't -of Appeals, decision from the

District· of :Columbia.}2

In that case appellees had .eequeeted certain reports in the files of

the Federal Aviati,on Administration. These reports consisted of analyses

19. 42 U. S. C.590t, 5916.
20. 121 CONG;REC.HI2379(Dec. 11. 1975)
21. 49 U.S.CO 1301. 1357(d)(2).
22. 498'F.Zdl031 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
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burden on the" agency would be. in the usual eases .virtually -en impossible

one to discharge justly Within the tirrie-allowed.

'n1e agency is. in fact, in the middle. It 'stands- subje:c:t to suit {r,om

the requester if it denies access to infor~ation aitd,suitf.i:.:0m the originator

·...··ii·-'t't·Cilsclose8-trade secret informa.'tion•. Of course. once theit¥or:rnation is

disclosed to a' requester, usually ac:ompetitor of the"originator, the -harm to

t1;1e originator has been done: whatever might be g'airied bylitigatioD would

inadequatelyc:ompensate ", for the 'los s'o'fthe-o~jgi~tor'& .'tZ:O,ade, 'sec ret8~

It is,ofcour8e~po88ible-£orthe -originator who learn8~in-tirrie of

the prospective delivery of msinformation to'a'reque'sterurider FO!Ato

go to c:ourt·t-opreveritdisclosure. He' could; tty to persuade' ehe-c our-r ·that

the documents are; indeed.:·entitled to'tradesectetstahu;S'. ,'But·fOt' the

court to reach its de cf s jon it would need thetir!Joe>patience andexpe eefee

to evaluate the documents in catnera.,one'byone. The ltke.lthccd of a

fair disposition of the i'sso.e- by this route is unde rsta'ri.dably small. IT the

suit was initiated by a dfsappetnted eequeete r to whom the agency bad refused

to give up information. the.ia genc'y-sdefertdant could not be expected to

discharge the defense of its posftionwith thegreatestvigor;foi' it bas

nothing more at stake than the enmity of the originator. And i£the

originator intervened' in the litigation, -fhe issu-e' is still at the 'mercy of

an overburdened court;
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5imi~rly ... The ,National CommisSion fortheProt"ec:tioQ of Hu:man

SUbjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research.. a group of entirely

diUerentcompositioD, examined the question independently and urged that

.:inforntation-"the:"dis'clo8ureofwhic'h·would adversely affect -future .patent

or other valuab'le commercial rights" be protected from .disclosure under

FOrA. 14

f·-Much of,th.e·concern..of thes.e'groups .eecee Ii-om the-Court of:Appeals'

decision in Washington Research<Proiect._ Inc.' v. Department ·ofHealth,

Education and· Welfare} 5'-',There.the,courtplac:ed the burden-ofdemonst'rating-

the trade secret character of the information requested on the a'gency'. The

inf.ormationwascontained in research-protocols' submitted as: pa'rt ofr,equests

for grants from HEW; The' lower court hador-de eed ,release -of-the grant

applications. which. included the'. research:pl'otocols. .' In affirming ,the':Court

of Appeals decIa,redthat'thee?C.empt,ion,relied, upon .. applied. tO"trade 'secrets

and that.ther'e -were no trade .secrets in a "noncommerdalsdentist' sdesign.:"'"

The .cour,t, .sai<l·r:~~~if}.~t "it defies ..common sense to pretend that- the

scientist is engaged in trade:o'rcommerce."

The basis for, the court' S .de.cisionwas therefore .on the ,ground that

the appellant had failed to bring himself within. the FOIA.exemption by virtue

of his employment rather than the nature of the subject matte rv-cand despite

14. DHEW Publication (OS) 77 -0003, at 37.
15. 504 F. 2d 238 (D. C. Cir. 1974).
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mustl;"ative'o!·tbeproble'm'is·-petka's v~-'Staats..'--a: Court of Appeals

declsion!rom the"Di'strict of· Columbia. h()me--base fOl",FOIA'U:tigation. 9

There the cotirl'overturn~dan a'g~il~)fa8iiuranc~,'of"n6-ndi$'closureeven

though the. informationh~dbeen supp:~ied the condition that it would not

be disclosed. The court said the obligatiotiwouldnot:be'eri!orced and

remanded the ca8~'e- for'e:ii:anunationtiriderthe':-ctes'tsIaid:--dowrf in the

National Parks case•

. One commentator examined the law-a~ practice in implementing

the FpIA,,',lexemptionll,and concluded as follows:
- '-,' .

Pre_~~_n_tly_.: t~e ,8ta~~s ,of .~ropriet~ry inf,ormation
';within.""gove rnmentpossea sian -isuncertaih.' Prior
agreerrtents betw~_e~ the, recipi~ntagencies:and :the
lIupplying, buetneasee , 'whether for-mal' drinformal."
8,ta~torily,p~e~ised or d~sc~eti~nally,gi-:en," , no
longer' serve "a's' a valid assuranc'e __that:busine'ss
intere,sts will be considered. Confidential treat.
menti"'dete'rmirfed "unde~ the mor'e:exacting'standard!1
of trade secret law. depends upon an intricate and
indiVidualevaliJ.at.ion of, data" not-nowcoveeed by:
existing ,ag~I1;cy ~~ide~ines. ,A ~usiness concer~ed

"->withsafeguirding,valuable itlfo'rmationhas little
a"ltern~tive ,but to resort to litig~tionf~ra judicial
dete'rminatiori' 6fthe"matter. As has' been shown,
even this avenue may be of limited value. It is
~a.ppareri:t~"'thE(r'-e-rcire..: agencies must 'develop
a~eq~ate ~;:l~u.ati\'~,P ro ~ed ures which e DC~tnpass

,"fa.irnes~ foran~inte-re;'s'ts irivolve'd.and give due
~egard to the property interests protected by due

'procesiit I O""" ,>,',' ,

9. 501 F.2d 887 (D. C. Cir. 1974).
10. Gazarek, Would Macy's Tell Gimbel's: Government-Controlled Business

Information and the Freedom of Information Act, Forwards,&t.B·ac:,kw:ar~_~",
6 LOYOLA UNIV. L.J. 594, ,621 (19.75).
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version of t:bff:FOi:A 'amendments"··there -appears 'tHe:foUOWlng- 'statement:

Co'ngress- didna': intend· the-exemptions in the
FOtA to be used either to prohibit disclosure
ofiDformationor' justify' automatic -withholdin-It-
of information. Rather. they are only permiuive~

They merely mark the outer limits of info.rmatioD
that !!!!y be withheld where the agency makes a
specific affirmativedeter.mination that' the-publi~
interest and the specific circumstances presented
dictate~.-;,thatthe informatioli:ehouldbe>witbbeld.5

(Emphasis supplied) ---,
While it is true that the Senate version of the FOIA was not adopted

by'the Congrells. there appears a similar interyretation in the House report

of its version.; which differed little in this regard. The following statement

is contained In the House report:

Thiil milestone law guarantees the rights of 'persons
tc knowaboue-the bus ineae 'lif their government.
Subject to nine c:ategories o£exemptio,ns.whose
invocation in rncat case's is, optional. thel3,w
provides that anyone may obtain, reasonably
identifiablerecor'ds or'oUier information from
fe'deral agencies. 6 (Emphasis supplied)

It i. partic:ularly instructive to note the "summa"ry of-a meeting

.between Representative JohnE. Moss and Representative Barry Goldwater.

Jr. ,conc:erning the exemptions under FOJA. This summary concer-ns the

impact of the exemptions on energy R&D activities in the ~rivatesector:

We agreed that any Iac:kof predictable protection
of the 'private sector's proprietary information

5. S. REP•• 93rd Cong.• 2nd Se s s , 854;
6. 3 U. S. CODE CONGo 8< AD. NEWS 6269 (1974).
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results'in terms'of the investment :0£ risk·' capital'inthe"commercialization

of products from,Departnlent.sponsoredresearcb.

Mr.' .Latker·-clearIy; identified the problem and -the- necessity' for

lupporting the commercialization of agency-spoDsoredR!tD. In his vtew

"the 'l"e8eJ.rch,and development: egeaetee ehcutd be .undera heavy-obligation

to assure availability afpatent,protection when private resources, are-needed

to achieve _commercialization.",I,

In, summary_-;regardl~8.s ~~_: the source, of-the, capital--underwriting

the, re search. the-availability of patent -protection -is -DC: the highest importance

U the research is to be productive in the public sense. However. prospects

for-patenting would be'essentially eliminated by"premature,disclosureof

the type -that would occur under recombinant -DNA legislationtha.t does not ..
• pecificalty provide ,for theconlidentialtreatment of this information.

Exemptions Unde r ',FOlA

'It -18 sometimes:-mistakeri.lyassumedthatsubsectio~·(b)(4lofthe

Freedom of Information-Act (FOIA}proVidesadequate-:safegu;(rds' against

elisclosure, of :trade eeceeee.aed-wcutd operate to protect against th~

premature;:public,4.isclosure dis'cus8edabove. Z' Subsedion(b)(4)' says.

with res'pec:t.to' the requirement for public: disclosure of information in

ageney files. that such requirement "does not apply to matters that are•••

trade secrets and, coriunercial -or financial-information 'Obtained from a

2. 5 U.S. C. 5.52 (1967) (amended 1974).
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inve'stTneItt'cif:. ig-rlific'a:rit::sums:to:.coiiverf them'to p'rodtids'available: -to

benefit the public. This is true whether the initial work is done in

UDiversity __orin corporate; laboratories.' -c.

Premature:.p1ibUc: disdosure in present.. context refers tathe di8

c:1Osure. of Comidentialinformation. ',,, fo'r example.' iii. fadIi tyapplicatioDS

&nd--rifsearch,'protocots',:- ..tei an-agency .that'would then be:requestedto

makethe'imormation·ava.Uableoto: other parties- und!:rthe,"Freedcim ,of

Wormation Act. Sucbrelea,s,e would-render' virtually impossible the

prospects-for patenting in the United Statu, where filing must .be done

within one year from apublicdi8dosur~!.r.-for,the'research:prcitocol

would be presented before work wa.uridertaken~',an~consequentlY·.-_be{ore

patentable subject matter could be reasonably identified. Prospeds,,{or,'.

patenting abroad would be even more' limited. becauee theIewe .'ofmany-:::

important couritrie s .bave.no-euch-grace' period within' which -to-file after

public disclosure. The market lead time for the Inncveto'e wculd ,therefore

be denied.

The adverse consequence o{the lli.ck-ofopportunity_ to paten~ falls

both on university research and ccmmeretatIabcraeerv. eeeeaeebs-wbetbee

financed privately'. or 'by,the -_ 'gove rnment.The'virtUaLide ntityof_i nte rests

between the university and the corporati'oninthis_regard·-is often rrdeunde e-.

stood.

-Where patents can be obtained,. they of{er'ameans: for. safeguarding
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which in tUrn would in: most cases defeat the 'peoepecte tor" ,.
patenting and destroy rriuchof the incentive for'; commeectef..
ization, would seemcontr.ary to:t~e 'public intere8t~;

Please let me know Ifd can.be'o£'anyheip'in:mrther-discussion
of this important subject.

V~ry ~~lY yours.

CM!~p.~
:A.;,:R.' Whale

ARW:mfm

eet Gail M. Pesyna.Ph.,D.'··
Science Consultant
Subcommittee on Science,: Research

and Technology
23Z1 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.;C. zosrs

Enclosure
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Represeni,tiveRay Thornton
Subcommittee" on Scienc'e. -Research'

and Technology
Z3Z1 Rayburn House Office BUilding
Washington. D. C. ZOSlS

"IIDIIU....~O ..I.. .'NO'A'" -<- ...... _. '-,V p<-,-

June -7.' »-: /l-~ """ -A97f _C/ f./F':;:;;," -.

.~

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY

-_ ......_..._ ...

near Mr. Thornton.:

'Ibe enclos~d tnemorandum is 8u'btn.itt:~d forinclusidii'inthe
record of the hearings held by'your Subcomrriittee. ¥ay-Z5~_~
on recombinant DNA Iegtalatton, This memorandum, in effect,
lupplements the-testhnonyof that of our Dr. Irvin~~.J0hn~on

at your earlier,hearings, _wh'en.;tpo'."subjee;t: of thehandli~gof
confidential information ~a8 d'eferl"ed to this later time. .

You will not~··tha.t my comments are coniined,to,~h~.di8closll'~e
question. It seems to me there is an un!ornin8.t.'e misunder",
standing of theimPl:'rtance .ofprot~c:~inga,gaiJ1st :premature
disclosure because of adverse effects of 'such dis'closures' ~n
the commercialization:ofinventionsoriginating in corporate
and university laboratories. This concern aPl?lies, whether
the .eeeeaech has been privately financed or funded by the
government.

The misunderstanding' a'ri~es from two assumptions'which,
I euggese, aee wecng, First. it isassum'ed iii some quarters
that universities, are, ~ot~~~er,es~ed,i~,p~~entin~"the. ;res\11t.sof
their research inveshnEmts. ~s iswrong~ and demonstrably
80, because of the importance of patents in attracting the
corporate',investments",in.developni.ent and production efforts
to commercialize a, university..originatinginventi,on. ,Mr. Latker
bas ably made this point in hispres!!ntation to the 'Subccmrrriteee,
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the profession; thepublic•. andthe employer. However, it can be

recosnized that such legislation is a cornerstone on. which other actions

developed by the professional:societies themselveS might be based, in

order to both encourage and protect those scientists and engineers who

speak out about a potential danger to public health and safety. The

initial efforts of the biological scientists who first brought public

attention to the complex questions imbedded in recombinant DNA research

have been justly praised and held up as an impressive example of scientific

responsibility. It is now time. however. to continue that process of

concern (or ~ublic welf~~e within the scientific community and to implement

protections for those scientists and engineers who risk employer retaliation

for disclosures of actions potentially damaging to public health or

safety.
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. there needs eo.be .an,~ppe:all1).ec1:l3nismcClupled ~i~h, :~~e:r~_s_t~~ctions.

providing 80 df.rec~,mctho~;of rec,ourse for the ,employccls .vhc ,may

experience such"discrimination. 'Xhis_appealmechani~m:,shouldnot

preclude the employee ,·from, going direc~ly,t;o.;,the. cout:ts if he or she

wishes to do so. buttt should furthermore !l2!,makc -t:h~ courts the,

only source of appeal. As; the: cxp~~~c~ce ofthcOSI~protcct1ons

. indicates, thcrc~ay:al~obc'aneed for a scrccninc,mcch3nismto filter

out from all ,claimsofdiscriminat~onthc,se,c,llscswhichdll:cctlyinvolve

disclosure actions"by the employee.

In prcvlouscmploycc pr,otcctionmcchanisms. th,cSccretary of La,bor has

been dcs Ignated 38, thc,sou,rce:ofappeal Jor.,thosc t'mployceswho believe.

that they have cxperi~nced discrimination as the result of a disclosure

action.

(2) The iegisl~tiv(! hi~t~ry olthe DNA regulatory act (if not the Act
itself) should spedify~hich g~vernment agency 'i:~ charg~d'w<U;h imple-

menting procedures for the employee protection section. It is suggested

that these procedures, if ~hcy are to be prepa~~d by an agency other

than the one preparing theregulations'f~rth;r~mai~d~r ofth~Act

(presumably HEW). should be integrated into the ,final corep'lete set of

regulations and should be distributed suttultaneously to the regulated

organbations.

(3) The regulations regarding employee protection against discr~inatory

actions sho~ld be ~o:st~d':Lnthe re.s~'ar~h' la'bor'atories gover;~~'ci 'by such

regulation or shoti{d' .~~ "~th~~i's~-<'di~t~:ib~t~ci' '~o '~helab~~~:t~;r;

employees.
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At this point (or·any other point subsequent to the ,investiga
tion). the student is dismissed from the laboratory on the
basis of the. disclosure action. He realizes. that contInuing
his studies under his former thesis adviser would be unwise and
withdrawsfromthc.rescarch.sraduate program. The student msy
leave the "ruscarch field 'completely,. either through his own
frustration or because of the influence and adverse reports
of his behavior by his former ~dvis~r.

Before suggesting how the outcome of thiS-Scenario might be altered, it

may be useful to review the relationship between ~cicntific responsibility

and whistlc-blowi~g which has been under examination by the AAAS for

several years. It is conceivable thnt legislated protections, coupled

with an active encouragement of scientific responsibility by the ~ro~

fcssiona1 societies, may nurture anerivironment more supportive of the

individual scientis,t who.discloses informntionin the public tntcresr ,

Whistlc-blol~ins and Sdr'ntific Rc>sllonsibt'l:Lty

The whistle-blowing studies mentioned ea~lierdescribe the,indi~idual

case histories of 20 employees who,chose,to disclose information,sbout

illegal or improper actions of their employers. Itis,wprth noting.that

of this number, four cases, or 20%, ,involvedindividuaL:scientists -or

engineers who beli~ved,that bY,making such disclosures they were acting

on the basis of ,the'ir professional' or social yesponsibilitics.

Ip response to one ofthes~early whistle~bloWing cases,which involved

two scientists specializing in the biological effects of radiation,

(John W. Gofmari and Arthur Tamplin) theAMS first' began a formal inquiry

into the relationship between scient{fie responsibility and whistle-

blowing. A committee established by the AAAS in December 1970reviewed
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to correct such hazards. Such employees,may often take such an action

contrary to the intentions -~ and perh~ps dlrect,order~ -.,of their

employers. and thus face: the.risk of' job termination. transfer"or

other administrative discrimination as a result of their~lsclosure

action. the intention of the employee protection mechanisms is,to

restrict the ~mployer from exercising suchdlscrirnination and topra.

vide a method of appeal to the affected employee should such discrimina-

tian occur. The in~irect effect of this protection is to encourage

employee partidplltion In-ebc regula.tory process.

Employee discl~sure of information abo~t ~mploycr actions which run

counter to governmental regulatlon~is a difficultproees~.topr9tect'

or encourage. The act of eiving unauthorized informatiol't. t.o.vcuts Lde

groups -- even if such groups might be -govcrnmcne 'agerrcics or a

congressional committee _w is-often viewed as an· act of organizational.

disloyalty, and thus is lia~_l.e to punitive act·ions by chose persons
. ,

he Id Lng positions of authority within the organizat,ion. Employee

protection mechanisms arc a deliberate attempt to interv~n~ ih this process

of administrative reactio~to organi~ational disloyalty. Such intervention

is based on a belief that, the employee disclosure, action. even though, it may

be interpreted as organizational disloyalty; .r epresentaw "public seevfce" and

is thus an action tO,be, protected by the representatives of the ,public.

Providing information about actions of an employer which potentially

threatel:', the public interest is a generic process. often called ''whistle

blowing". The whistle-blower. the employee who takes the: step of
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Rational. Any dangers or advances that .igh~be generated .ill not be local,

but Jiationaland iDternational. Highly tecbnical considerations mus t be weighed,

and "fe.·.loc:al ItLes can drs" upon the De~a8ary expertise. A maze of local

standards would hamper researd:!.itbno cOIlllll~surate-gains. On the other band,

Statea and local1tlesSbould be able 'upon'appe81,toestablish's~andardsdlfrerent

frolll'the Hattonal ones in order to meet the "qulrements of specific and unique

local circumstance.. The criteria tor approval ·ofsuch appeals should be clearly

atated and, should requires demonstration thatthe,proposedmOdiflcatton'is;in

fact necessary, to protect· hUlll8n health or the environment .In that locale.

Heed fora Hl~h Level National Group and Emphasis on Accoun~able

Technically Compe~ent Local Groups

Tbe second major issue is the administrative struc~ure ~or administration

ot controla. The fundsmental criteria for sdministrative mechaniSmS have not

yet been spelled out in detail, and this i8 8 -desr prerequisite to the establisb-

ment of 8 sound structure. While the Association does not presume to specify

What mechanism should be chosen, some criteria seem evident:

(a) A responsible Official of the Executive Branch should be.sccountable·

to Congress for administration of standards;

(b) Administration of s~andards at specific research sites should be tbe

responsibility of locally constituted, accountable groups ~ich are technically

competent to assess potential hazards;

(c) A high level -formal National group composed of informed public figures

and scientists shOUld be available to inform the'public, to serve asa link bet~een

the scientific. administrative and legislative worlds, and tQ review all major

decisions;

(d) Technical advice from a group of scientists most highly respected for

their eminence in relevant biological research must be available at the ~ational

level.
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still the teStS should be based on ju.dgments similar to those we make in
regulating biohazards to protect the humankind.

.JudgeMA.RKEY. Mr;Chairman,not to-put too fine a point on it, but
to follow up, so to speak, the notion that we must not learn about any'
thing and particularly here where there have been suggesti?nst~t
we are invading the province of the Almighty, Lcannot help but be
reminded of theScopesTriaJ in which we went through a great "sturm
and drang" over whether it was appropriate to teach evolution,you
remember. And I am not sure that the' analogy is too far afleld.

Dr. SONNEBORN. And it is still not over, either.
Judge MARKEY. I am sure that it will be met and I am not against

it being met. But I think it has to be.
Mr. THoRNTON. I would be remiss if I did not offer to translate for

those people who may not be familiar with German the words "sturm
and drang" into good college English.

Judge MAnKEy. Thank you. I broke my own rules.
Mr. THORNTON. I think the concept is well enough known in the

field of human development; the struggle that we go through in
achieving a reasonable solution to problems,the storm and lightning
and agony of travail-I am not sure I have given a good definition
~~. . '.,

Judge MARKEY. That is perfect. .
Mr. THORNTON. Ido again have some pressure.of time on the floor

of the House. May I invite any conclu.ding remarks that you, Dr;
Edsall, might think appropriate or you, Dr. Sonneborn may wish to
make. c'

Dr. EDSALL. I would like to say that if we have to have laws to regu
late recombinant DNA research, it is a fact that I would regret, .In
the case of making pathogenic bacteria we have apparently gotten
along primarily by the regulation by the bacteriologists themselves,
their skill, their sense of responsibility, as well as the fact that they
after all do not want to run unnecessary risks, themselves of get~ing
infected. All of this seems to have worked very well without much in
the way-of legal regulations. '.' r.. •c" " c. . . .' ....•..

And certainly I would say that the hazards of lassa fever, for
example, are probably greater than anything .I see likely to turn up
in the case of recombinant DNA. The only reason why I think maybe
laws are required for recombinant DNA would be in the case of indus
trial researc):>. And I think we have to think very carefully indeed
before drawmg those laws, because once you have a law on the books,
it is frequently very hard to. change it even when there is good sense
that it ought to be changed.

Mr. THORNTON". Dr. S-onneborn.
Dr. SONNEBORN. My concluding statement is, I am just very grateful

to be able to be here and to be instructed by my colleagues here and .
by you. It has been a marvelous experience for me. Thank you.

Dr. EDSALL. I want to joinin that.
Judge MARKEY. As do I, Mr. Chairman;
Mr. THORNTON. It has been a fine experience forme, and on that

note, I declare these hearings at an end.
Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 4 :12 p.m, the subcommittee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.] '. c •
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So what is the nature of the particular thing that we are dealing
with, recombiuant DNA research! ,,'." ' '
, Going a step beyond thatquestion is whether, because it deals with

a problem area as vital as life itself, and involves the creation or ma
nipulation of new forms of life, it crosses another threshold which is
not so much a biohazard as it is meddling in the order of things!

Does this add another dimension which moves it over into the area
of being regulated ! Now, I do not know the-answer to that question.
But I think that it is a question which is being asked, whether be
cause()f the nature of the research itself as opposed to its hazard it
deservesspecial attention.

Dr. Sonneborn.
Dr. SONNEBORN. I hope it hasbeen pointed out in some of the

preceding hell-rings that we have been meddling for ages in life by
the' comparable creation of new organisms,by selection and certain
breeding customs or practices, by mutagenesis and selection of mu
tations, and whatnot. That really is not a new threshold, And we are
not any more,as far as I can see; creiting a new order, of life that
is any different in principle from what we have been doing right
along. We are not starting from scratch and saying, we are going
to construct something out of nothi~. You take something that is
already an orgau!sm and slightly modify it..~d t~at i~ ,;x!tctlywhat
we have been dom,g for years' from the begmnmg'ofClvihzatlOn;So
I don't think that IS anew threshold at all; it is just a new way to do
th~ .

JndgeMAn:KEy.May T add, even if it, were;, I can see no basic
valid' objection. I consider myself a very religious man. And yet I
would dispute a cleric, for example, who said that we are fooling
with the powers of God. and that sort of thing. If we are learning
things in the area of creation, He is letting us.

That was one of the pieces of, paper .'Ipicked up, Mr.•Chairman,
which led me to make such a strong statelllentabout predictability
and so on. So I join the professor in sayirigclearly with hybrid com
and ad inflnitum, we are doingit.But if we were not, I would certainly
come down on the side of freedom to 'learn' whatever it is.

To get back to' yourfundamentalquestion earlier, Mr.Chairnnan,
Query, regulating biohazards with respect to ab,nostanything else
has been so far-and with which I thoroughly agree-the power of
Congress, of the Government to regulate biohazard. Thus far at
least ,all of those have been hazards. which have been sought to be
projected into the public, sold, distributed and sprayed on crops,
etcetera; Query: Might this be a guideline ora measuring stick
here in the sense that we are talking about the scientists qua scientists
inside his laboratory! Reis not suggesting that he spew out any
molecules, hazardous or otherwise. They are all inside. If we have
~delines such as we do.randsaywe have to have a P4laboratory.
with a mechanism for cleansing the air that may escape from' the
laboratory,we have closed it off, we have surrounded the1aboratory
with a wall,protectingthepublic that way from this positive hazard

.' of escape. ',.
Within the laboratory I would fear any sort of regulation by which

the Governmellt says we are going to protect you, you-researchers,

t::.o..~ ~~~r~~~e~:.~}'.!':,':',.':e"l.,~:ro~lf,~~I~~s~.?L~tU:!?le;,~,:t;:."...?}§
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task Lam not sure 'of what question you are .asldng. The National
_ ..Commission itself was established bylaw.

Dr. SONNEBORN. But does it have regulatory powers !
Dr. MOClJLLOUGH. No; it does not.
Dr: SONNEBORN. Only advisory!
Dr.·MoCULLOUGH. That is correct.
Dr. SONNEBORN. And it works.
Dr. MOCULLOUGH. At the moment we have heard two witnesses say

that they have been pleased with the progress thatthe Commission has
made, however, they feel that there are some aspects of the activity of
the Commission that probably warrant further examination. They
emphasized the fact that the interpersonal relationships on the com
mittee probably contributed to its success. And they felt very, very
pleased with the fact that it was an open public forum, access to all
of the documents was available to anyone who was concerned, and this
was a means of communicating on-very sensitive subjects about which
the public was concerned, and that was very effective within the limits
'of time and money and soon as a forumonsubjects of this nature.
It also places the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare in' a
position of having to be responsible, as they just do not make a .r.ecom
mendation and it disappears. . ., ,-

The law requires the Secretary to respond as to the disposition of
that recommend..tion, If he accepts it, why he accepted it, and if he
rejects it, why he rejected it. The concept has been discussed by some
individual that perhaps some sort of an oversight advisory commis
sionon research could constructively: provide a forum for discussion
and evaluation of the kinds of issues that have been the .focus of
attention at these hearings, the DNA recombinantmolecule-issue. If
this kind of visibility was given to these kinds of issues, then perhaps
someoftheproblems might be resolved without legislation and others
might be clarified and considered in legislation. But no one can.answer
the question positively becausethe Commission.does not terminate. its
.activities until March and final evaluation can then be made.

Dr-, EDSAI,L. The. Qommissionon .HumanExperimentation gives
advice and make recommendations. But if those recommendations are
approved by the Secretary, do they then become official regulations!

Dr. MOCmLOUGH. The. Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel
fare, for example, did promulgate regulations having to do with fetal
research, which was their first task. I do not .know the status of the
other reports at the .moment. I am not the person who has been fol
lowing that precisely. But the intent is that researchers respond and in
those msta,nces where the. Secretary has such research goin~ on in his
department, the regulations will be either modified or initiated in order
to control the USe of prisoners in research, psychosurgery, fetal re-
search and that sort of thing, ._ . . '.

Judge MARKEY. Is it all under the Secretary-of HEW; or does he
make recommendation to other branches of the Government!

Dr. MOCmLOUGH. At the present time the National Commission is
reporting to the Secretary of HEW, Proposals are under considera
tion to establish a commission that would have responsibilities broader
~nscope... .. .:. , :,"

Judge MARKEY. The reason I asked, I was impressed in attempting
to read in the last 2 days before coming here, a littl" bit, with the fact
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paid for it. And theref()reyoll tell the taxpayer he can'tuse.i~.Asa .
result of that anomaly, the GoverIlIIlent has never sued a citazen for
infringe~entof patent. I hope it neveJO doo.s. .. . '.

There 1~ one case where a patentmfrmgement counterclaim was
submitted and it Was withdrawn. It would be a question if such a
suit would stand. There is a case where the Government may use. its
Government-owned patents Vis-a-visother countries by exchange.hav
ing a U.S. patent enables the Federal Governmentto get a patent in,
say, Germany, and therefore it has at l.",.stsome trading,material, vis
a-vis Germany. That could be done even though the U.S. patent were
owned by the 1].S: Citizen,ifthat were to be desired.

But within our country at least there are three possibilities, as I
indicated a moment ago. The. Government may say, "We have no
interest in patents," whether they resulted from a program or contract
paid for by the Government. That is one possibility. But at the oppo
site end of the extreme, they can say, "We own all patents which
developed in the course of our contract work." That is. the other
extreme. A middle ground, of course, isa licensed program. I know of
no one anywhere in my 35 years dealing with patents that. has sug
gested for a moment that the Federal Government should not havean
absolutely free license to use any invention made inthe course of a
Government contract, GOVernment-funded research or whatever, not
only to make it itself, but of course, to have it made for it. In my
View that is the way to go. That preserves the. purpose of the patent,
system. I think it preserves every legitimate interest of the Govern
ment. At the same time.it encourages technological development and
marketingofthis invention. .
. There have been numerous studies,Mr. Chairman, on what has
happened to Government-owned.patents and everyone thus far that I
amaware ofhas come out with one simple answer: Absolutely nothing.
That which is owned by everybody is owned by nobody. There is the
ridiculous notion that a patent is a monopoly, all monopolies are bad,
and therefore patents are bad. .

Tht syllogism will not stand up, of course. If you think all monopo
lies are bad, I should like to know what your wife is doing tonight,'
!Lnd I will share your house and your car. The statute says that patent
1S property and shall be treated as such. That is the law passed by.
Congress. So much of what we are concerned withrests on the notion
that a patent is a monopoly. I know of no product .in this country,
patented or otherwise, which is monopolized per se, For a quick
example, the Polaroid cameras are thoroughly patented, but Kodak is
very much alike, as is Minox, the Leica and all the rest of them.

So, Mr. Chairman, I think a lot of concernover whether or not the
Government may own a patent is misplaced. I think that a wise policy
would be onein the interest of all concerned. I have no personal inter"
est either way, of course in this or in any other direction on this
matter, but a wise policy would bealicensing arrangement and I say
that also because the alterative is a secrecy situation.
If a researcher, an inventor working in a situation involving Govern

ment-funded work, does make an invention, if he knows that he cannot
Own it, he shall have no right to exclude others, nothing. Query: Why
on Earth, being human, should he tell anybody about it1 If he really
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The problem you would have if you had one, it seems to me.would
be in tlie commercial laboratory and that is why I indicated, if NIH's

,guidelines are widely publicized, and if a commercial laboratory chose
not to adopt them and went on their own and something happened,
as a judge I would 'becharged of course with determining a reasonable
standaril of negligence. And I would immediately say, and I am fairly
confident almost any judge I know would immediately say,"All
right, where do I look to see what would be reasonable!" What would
the reasonable man do who was conducting a laboratory doing this
kind of research! And I am confident that I would probably end up
by saying a reasonable man would have followed the NIH guidelines.

In 'the first place, they are the only ones we have. And since he did
not do it, he is on his own. He chose that course of conduct on his part,
and he was therefore unreasonable. And the negligence which resulted
in this catastrophe is fully at his door.

The slime is true of the need for insurance. I suspect that most insur
ance companies would say, "We are not goingto:insure your labora
tory, General Electric or whoever, unless you adopt the NIH guide
lines. If you do, we will insure you, if you don't, we won't." Now,
that is 'all possible without any Federal regulation. I am not concerned,
perhaps, over the question of local regulation. I think that there may
be some antiseience as there was in Cambridge for a whole, but I
think after five or six, let us say~Ihopewedonot have that many,
but assuming five or six-s-the next village or city that attempted to say,
"We are not going to have it here" would be confronted with that
record and SOme member of the city council is bound to rise and say,
"Aw, come one, fellows, that ground has beenplowed,it did not get
anywhere in Cambridge, it did not get anywhere here and it did not
get anywhere there." And that movement, so to speak, from local
areas, would dieoff.. '

As I indicated in my remarks lastly, Mr:Chairman, publicity, com
munication, public knowledge, could defeat any such efforts aborning.
If, for example, this comittee in its report and others of standing
weretocome .out and point up that these concerns have been met,
they 'have been explained, there is not the fear we thought there was,
I think that could forestall a lot of the concern for local regulation,
local effort to stymie.

Mr. THORNTQN. Dr. MeCnllongh.,,"
Dr. MCCULLOUGH. A problem that has been nnderdiscnssion dnring

the past few months related to this issue of control regulations has been
the possibility of exercising control through the way in which patent.
are processed. Could you comment on what you might see asa
mechanism of using the withholding .of patents if there had not been
compliance with the guidelines during the development of a particular
idea in this area, or any research area, for that matter.

Judge MARKEY. First, Dr. McCullou/(h, the moment you mention
patents, of course ,you are talking about applied research, not basic
research. There is no way that knowledge peT Be .maybe patented.
There is not even room for question. You are talking about applied
research. There have been, I am told, a number of patent applications
already, relating to processes, relating to techniques, and relating to
equipment useful in recombinant DNA research. I would hope that
neither the committee nor the Congress would, for a moment, consider
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limitations on the location of such laboratories. I certairily would not
exclude that kind of local option; we already haveit and I think it
would naturally continue.

Mr. THORNTON. Of course we are stepping over the threshold gues
tion, whether it is desirable on anyt;hing other than an ad hoc basis, to
regulate scientific inquiry by legislation IIwould like to ask of the
panelists whether they desire not to be fucedwith a multiplicity of
local regulation that may be a driving force toward the achievement
of a federal legislative framework, whichmay look good as an.alterna
tive to local regulation, but may look pretty bad in future years 1 Is
there concern that it corild be expanded to become a structure which
regulates scientific reasearch across the board in a wide-rangingwayl
Does anyone have any comment concerningthat I .

Dr. SONNEBORN. My reaction to that is that I think it is muchbetter
to have one set of regulations than many. But having one does not ex
elude, it seems to me, the possibility of having it work through a local
administration. As I understand it-and I may be wrong about this
I think one of the recommendations in the United Kingdom is that
there should be a local public health or public safety officer in each in
stitution, hired by the institution. and responsible to the instituti0!1'
but then the institution-reports toa central agency. This m,,:n-'-or
woman, or whoever it may be 'is always at one place and he gets thor
oughly familiar with the local situation and is much better able to
know what is going on than people who are making a circuit and stop
by for one day or whether, and have a look. I think thereis no necessary
conflict between having a single set ofFederal regulati~nsand having
the actual administration largely controlled locally. . .

Dr. MCCuLLOUGH. Ithink what we are really trying to askDr.
Sonneborn, you have said thatyou do not see any problem with a Fed
eral regulation'superseding local r~gu!"'tionsbec":use ?fthe desirability
of havingsomestandard set of criteria that, a scientist can become ac
customed to if he moves arounda university enviromnent. But the

. question is, is this an alternative that the scientific community iswill
ing to settle for in preference tolocalregulationthat might over the
long range be a hazard leading to more and more and more reg:tllations
of basic research, that is would basic researchi!1.the entire community
be threatened by opening the door to a single set of regulations on
DNAl ..
··Dr. SONNEBORN. Of course I cannot speak for everyone.

Dr. MCCULLOUGH. How do you perceive thatl. . •..•
Dr. SONNEBORN. I think there is the possibility of a.sort of compro

mise, and that is what I wastryirrg to say. We have national regula
tions now in the NIH guidelines and that applieseffecti"ely to the nni
versity throngh the pnrse strings, really, and it seems to lUC and to
many other scientists that what we need is to extend thatto industry
and that is it. Now, the responsibility for seeing that theg:tlidelines
are followed can be in local hands and then you do not haw" as..is
often said, a bureaucracy built up totakeeareof it.· ..

Dr.. MCCULLOUGH. But then on the next ad hoc step should we al?ply
and develop a set of guidelines for conducting research in allorganisms
which are dealing with pathogenic organisms 1 .

Dr. SONNEBORN. This IS a point I raised myself. It is a fear, there is
no question about it. I think it all boils down to whether you have
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If the scientists were to say, for example, in order ,for me to learn
this I have to look at another less containing bacterium, yon would
then have the problem, have you then said., is your regulation now so
confining as to m effect destroy the freedom to learn.

To make a silly example, if a scientist were to say, I want to see how
all blue eyed people react to being hit with an automobile, and so I
want to put 5,000 people into the situation and drive cars into them,
we would say, absolutely not-thou shalt not. And with full justi
fication. That is one side.of the spectrmn.

Onthe other hand, if we said, not matter how you do it you shall
not learn how blue eyed people react to automobile accidents, I think
we would be making a serIOUS fundamental mistake.
~s Dr. Edsall was talking I couldn't help thinking, as he referred

to the dangers, in nuclear energy, whether used for weapons or other
wise, I couldn't help thinking, for example, that in our court we have
had in recent times two cases mvolving the efforts of the Army Medical
Corps to develop antiradiation drugs. Assumedly these drugs work,
or at least they work to some extent. Wouldn't it be sad, for example,
if something were to chop off this recombinant DNA research just
prior to its having developed, "on the brink of," and we would
never know because we stopped. But the next day this research might
have developed a mechanism, cell mechanism or whatever, which
would, for example, provide all human kind with insulation from
radiation of any kind. That would be, I think, the saddest day ever.
And whether that were achieved by a permanent, blanket stop or by a
smothering, suffocating regulation, is hard to distinguish.

That is a long answer to a short question, Mr. Chairman, and I
apologize. But you put your finger right on it when you raised the
question as to whether there is a paradox betweerrthe freedom to learn
and the protection of societal goals. It is not whether men have the
freedom to look like Clark Gable or the ladies like Racquel Welch. It
is the freedom to learn by acceptable methodology.

Mr. THORNTON. I think we should be free to do both. I appreciate
the parallel. You are drawing a distinction there between a course of
action. This distinction was drawn this morning by a sugzestion that

. it was not only permissible to regulate biohazards, whether they be
recombinanted DNA or pesticides or herbicides which have the poten
tial for vastly changing our environment, and that it was not only a
right but perhaps a duty to regulate such changes in man's environ
ment. But it was very doubtful that there should be a right, and I think
this is where we are-to affect thought) free ranging inq,!iry should be
protected, and that the problem that IS thrust upon us IS how do we
separate those two, where do we draw the line, and who is to make that
decision. Is it the scientist only, or is this a proper role for the public
to be involved in deciding i I think the general conclusion that many
people expressed is that there is a proper role for the public here.

And the next question is, What kind of institutions may be needed in
order to bring the public focus to bear on this middle ground where
you are not dealing with either pure thought, or pure science, or with
the regulation of biohazards but you are trying to ascertain and balance
risk and ethical considerations in this middlezround ! .

Judge MARKEY. Mr. Chairman, I would offer that regardless of the
mechanisms and certainly the public must be present-so long as
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3. THE POTENTIAL DIVERSITY OF REGULATORY POLICIES

Regulatory policies for recombinant DNA research are of critical importance
for scientists and science and, indirectly, for society. When last I heard, several
months ago, regulatory policies were being developed in many European countries.
I do not know whether any of these policies have been enacted into law. However,

<regulation is being practiced through various mechanisms in different countries
and in some it applies to both university and: industrial laboratories. Different
countries are likely, I think, to end up with somewhat different regulatory-pro
cedures, and mechanisms. Such heterogeneity could be either desirable or un
desirable, depending on the nature of the diversities.

I am not particularly qualified to comment on the important question of whether
different regulatory procedures are appropriate for recombinant DNA research
of different kinds, e.g, basic and applied, or in different laboratories, e.g. in uni
versities, independent institutes and industry. However I can say that applica
tions of recombinant research to industry, agriculture, medicine, and especially to
human engineering still seem far enough away, in spite of the rapid pace of dis
covery, that regulatory policies for them can safely be deferred for a while. Be
cause my first-hand experience and. observation is almost completely limited to
basic research and researchers in universities, I shall comment only on regula
tion of basic recombinant research in universities.

Assumlng-that the objectives of regulatory policy are to achieve minimal inter
ference with the research consistent with reasonable safeguards for the biosphere
and society, I shall llscuae only two points: that regulation of such research is
most likely to achieve its purposes if the system of regulation receives the alle
gtance or the scientists j and that the research will flourish best when the regu
ance of the scientists j and that the research will tlourish best when the regu
latory system does indeed interfere least with the research efforts of the
scientists.
I Basic researchers in universities are already subject to considerable regula
tion by the universities, by granting agencies, and by scientific journals, as I
shall be glad to spell out in more detail if you wish. They sometimes grumble
and complain about it, occasionally with goad cause; but on the whole these
systems of regulation are perceived by the scientists as having reasonable pur
poses and as being satisfactorily administered. In practice they have won the
allegiance of the reesarchera. I believe that if the same qualities were perceived
by the scientists in a federal system of regulation of recombinant DNA researcbc
it would likewise easily win their allegiance.

At. present, however, very many of them are dismayed by, and passtonatetr
opposed to some of the proposals under consideration in Congressional commit
tees. They perceive these regulations as unnecessary, cumbersome, unenforce
able, a serious threat to the pursuit of this area of basic research; and another
step towards comparable regulation of more and more areas of basic biological re
search, perhaps even of other basic sciences and eventually of thought control.
Hopefully, at least the worst of these perceptions are wrong. Regardless of
whether they are or are not, this is how they are widely perceived. Under such
circumstances, allegiance of the researchers can hardly be expected.

What they will do if these proposals become law, I cannot predict. However,
one of their options is to make the best of it, the best in their view involving, how
ever, a considerable decline of momentum in the progress of the research. An
other option is to change their area of research, which is readily done in univer
sities, though I believe usually not in industrial laboratories. There are also
other options: Options considered undesirable could be forestalled by allaying, if
possible, the fearful perceptions of. the researchers or by adopting regulatory
mechanisms to whtch. they can give allegiance because of confidence in their
necessity, justice and workability.

Basic .research is a creative, imaginative process. It aims to identify funda
mental phenomena and then to aim investigation at it, on the principle that one
bomb oil the arsenal is more effective than 1000 that plow the fields. It requires
intensive, prolonged, concentrated effort, and is driven by that intense curiosity
without which Man would not be Man. Typically, a basic researcher is com
pletely immersed day and night in his search for clues, solutions, interpretations.
Such work flourishes best under conditions of serenity and minimal distraction.
Anxiety is the enemy of creativity and productivity .and seriously distracts, at
tention from the work in hand. The closer regulatory policy can come to minimal
conflict with the conditions for creative work, the more the basic research will
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if the system of regulation receives the allegiance of the scientists;
and that the research will flourish best when the regulatory system
does indeed interfere least with the research efforts of the scientists.

Basic researchers in universities are already subject to considerable
regulation by the universities, by granting agencies, and by scientific
journals, as I shall be glad to spell out in more detail if you would
like.

Suffice it to say now that journals, through peer review, control
the quality of what is published; and granting agencies, again through
peer judgments, actually exert considerable control on the quality
of research that is carried on, and on the kind of research that IS car"
ried on-and they do this through control of the purse strings, some"
times after a daylong inspection of the laboratory, and interrogation.

Basic researchers sometimes grumble and complain about regula
tions at all levels, and occasionally with good cause. But on the whole,
those systems of regulation are perceived by the scientists as having
reasonable pruposes and as being satisfactorily administered. In prac
tice they have won the allegiance of the researchers. I believe that if
the same qualities were perceived by the scientists in a Federal sys
tem of regulation of recombinant DNA research, it would likewise
easily win their allegiance. . .

At present, however, as you doubtlessly know, very many of them
are dismayed by and passionately opposed to some-of the proposals
under consideration in congressional committees. They perceive these
regulations as unnecessary, cumbersome, unenforceable-a serious
threat to the pursuit of this area of basic research, and another step
toward comparable regulation of more and more areas of basic bio
logical research, perhaps even of other basic sciences and eventually
of thought control. Hopefully, at least the worst of these perceptions
are wrong. Regardless of whether they are or are not, this is how they
are widely perceived. Under such circumstances, allegiance of the re
searchers can hardly be expected.

What they will do if these proposals become law, I cannot predict.
However, one of their options is to make the best of it, the best in
their view involving, however, a considerable decline of momentum
in the progress of the. research. Another optionis to change their area
of research, which is readily done in universities, though I believe
usually not in industrial laboratories. There are also other options.
Options considered undesirable could be forestalled by allaymg, if
possible, the fearful perceptions of the researchers or by adopting reg
ulatory mechanisms to which they can give allegiance because of con
fidence in their necessity, justice, and workability.

Basic research is a creative, imaginative process. It aims to identify
fundamental phenomena and then to investigate them on the principle
that one bomb on the arsenal is more effective than 1,000 that plow
the fields. It requires intensive, prolonged, concentrated effort, and
is driven by that inteuse curiosity without which man would not be
man. Typically, a basic reesarcher is completely immersed day and
night in his search for clues, solntions, interpretations. Such work
flourishes best under conditions of serenity and minimal distraction.
Anxiety is the enemy of creativity and productivity and seriously
distracts attention from the work in hand. The closer regulatory policy
can come to minimal conflict with the conditions for creative work,
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regulate research that can do so much to enhance our understanding
of life and how it works.

Thank you for the invitation to appear at this hearing. _
Mr. THORNroN. Thank you very much, Dr. Edsall.
Our final witness today is Dr. Tracy Sonneborn, who is professor

emeritus of biology from Indiana University.
Your biographical materials will be included in the record, Dr.

Sonneborn. And we are pleased to have you with us, and ask that you
proceed at this time.

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Sonneborn follows:]

Da. TRACY SONNEBORN

T. M. Sonneborn is Distinguished Professor Bmerttue of Biology at Indiana
University. He is a past President of the Genetics Society of America and of the
American Institute of Biological Sci-ences, and Honorary Member of the Genetics
Society of Japan, and was one of the original members of the Committee on
Science and Public Policy of the National Academy of Sciences. He is a Foreign
Member of the Royal Society of London and holder of the Mendel Medal of the
Czechoslovakian Academy of Sciences and the Kimber Genetics Medal of the
U.S. National Academy of Sciences. Be has taught genetics and done basic
.research in genetics for 50 years. Although not a molecular geneticist and not
involved in recombinant DNA research, he convened in 1963 the first public
forum in the USA on the ethical and social problems likely to arise from research
in molecular genetics, published (1965) in book form under the title "The Con":
trol of Human Heredity and Evolution."

STATEMENT OF DR. TRACY' SONNEBORN, PROFESSOR EMERITUS,
BIOLOGY, INDIANA UNIVERSITY

Dr. SONNEBORN. One of the disadvantages of coming last is that
there is nothing left to be said that hasn't already been said.
. Dr. Edsall and the others have said many of the things that I
wanted to talk about. So I think I am going to make it as brief as pos
sible. Of the three topics I had intended to talk about concerning the
implications for society and for science of science policy associated
with recombinant DNA, publicinput and global aspects have already
been discussed. So I shall say little about them, but more about the
potential diversity of regulatory policies.

On public input, the issue, I think, is very clear. The advantages are
on both sides, both for the scientists and for the public to inform each
other and understand each other and be better prepared to accept in
that way any public actions that are taken.

On the global aspects of safety policy, it has been pointed out many
times that whatever risks exist in American research exist also out
side of America. And the risk is based on three "ifs"-all big "ifs."
If a harmful modification of a micro-organism were produced, if it
escaped from any laboratory anywhere, and if it were. viable and
reproducible outside of the laboratory, then it could perhaps spread
over the whole world. And obviously, the logic of that situation calls
for a global policy ratified by national accords or for essential congru
ence of all national policies at a satisfactory safety level, however the
congruence may be achieved.

I understand that your committee has developed information on
what is going on in other nations. And I didn't know that until I
came here. So I wanted to urge it, and to urge that there be communi-
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and more than cancel out all the benefits we have derived from the
advancement of knowledge.

The analogy of nuclear weapons has been quotsd by a number of
people who warn us about the possible dangers of recombinant DNA.
However, I think the suggested analogy does not really apply here.

The availability of nuclear weapons, of overwhehning power, in
a world of sovereign states with no effective international control,
produces powerful pressures for development of even more sophis
ticated weapons. These pressures lead to an escalating arms race.
We have not yet learned how to break that pattern, potentially
disastrous though it is for all concerned. On the other hand there are
no such military and psychological pressures to escalate the recom
binant DNA race for nationalistic advantage. Attempts might be
made to direct recombinant DNA research to the production of new
biological weapons; but I think such attempts would be relatively
ineffective, for reasons I have already mentioned. ,

Any such experiments, of course, are banned in this country under
the NIH guidelines, quite apart from our renunciation of biological
warfare techniques as a matter of national policy. 'I doubt whether
there would be real pressure anywhere to make such evil uses of recom
binant DNA research. In this instance, therefore, I think that there
is no analogy with the problems raised by nuclear weapons; the fears
that such weapons justly raise are not, I think, relevant for policy
related to recombinant DNA.

As to Dr. Sinsheimer's warning concerning the possible dangers
of research on aging, and the pressure, to apply the acquired knowl
edge in a way that might be unfortunate, I don't believe that we can
stop research in that general area Research that might lead to a
breakthrough in the aging problem may come from some quite differ
ent direction, not from a program specifically devoted to studying the
problems of aging. That is the way it usually happens in .scientific
research. And I think that is the way it is going to continue to happen,
unless we decide to shut down research entirely, which I don't believe
will or should happen.

I believe that we shall have to take our chances that research will,
from time to time, bring us face to face with some very knotty prac
tical problems, and we must learn to cope with the consequences as
best we can. The Congress, and people generally, are just beginning
to grapple with the problems of technological assessment and con
trol. With experience we shall learn to do a much better job on that,
to look carefully before we commit ourselves to new large-scale enter
prises in the application of basic knowledge. This will apply also to
the practical consequences of recombinant DNA research.

I would agree generally with the views of Dr. Lewis Thomas who,
ina recent thoughtful article in the New England Journal of Medi
cine, emphasized that we are still profoundly ignorant of the funda
mentals of biology. The great advances of the last 30 years, in molec
ular genetics and in protein structure and function, are indeed extra
ordinary; we possess now a far deeper insight into many of the
fundamental problems of biology than r would earlier have dared to
believe that we would attain during my lifetime. I believe, however,
that we are still only near the beginning; that what we have still
to learn is vast, compared to what we know. I also believe-and I
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form of technology, a kind of small"scale engineering, is still funda
mentally a great and powerful new method of finding out answers
to questions that might have been explored by other means, very im
portant questions in fundamental biology. But the other means would
generally take us to the answers much more slowly than recombinant
DNA research promises to do.

Various practical benefits have been suggested that may arise from
this research. I won't try to go into them. You have certainly heard
about them already from earlier testimony in these hearings. Practi
cal consequences will certainly flow from increased understanding of
fundamental biology. But I think the most important consequence for
human welfare is going to come from the profound advancement that
this research can help to bring about in our basic understanding of life
processes.

Fears of two kinds.hunt the critics who oppose research on recombi
nant DNA, or who wish at least to see the guidelines imposed upon it
made far more drastic than those of the NIH. There is the fear of
producing new pathogenic organisms, and releasing them with re
sulting epidemics, of infectious disease or of cancer. Also, there is a
deeper anxiety on the part ofmany people; a fear that the very knowl
edge we attain may be more than the human race, in its present state
of development, can wisely use; that we shall be tempted to misuse it,
and that such misuse could lead to our destruction. They point to the
history of nuclear weapons, in which a discovery made by basic scien
tists who sought to unravel the secrets of nature has led to a fantastic
arms race, and to a threat of destruction that now hangs over all man
kind.

My distinguished friend and colleague, Dr. Robert Sinsheimer,
chancellor of the University of California at Santa Cruz, has sug
gested that there may be kinds of knowledge that we would be better
off without; for instance, it would be a grave misfortune if we learned
how to enable people to live for 150 or 200 years-for if we learned
how to do it we would probably be impelled to make use of that knowl-

. edge, and the social consequences probably would be disastrous. I
would not try to dismiss such fears lightly; critics like Sinsheimer
have raised questions that deserve thoughtful consideration. But I
still come out with quite different conclusions.

As to the possible threat of epidemics from newly cloned organisms
bearing genes transferred from higher organisms, genes that they
never carried before, how much of a danger is there 1 I must remand
you that I am no expert in microbiology, or in the culture of living
cells. In evaluating the NIH guidelines, I have to use my own general
scientific judgment. corrected and fortified by consulting colleagues
who are expert in those disciplines. After doing this I have come to
the conclusion that the guidelines are soundly and adequately drawn.
Indeed I think that the NIH authorities have, if anything, leaned
over backward a bit, and have made the guidelines a little more strin
gent than was really required for the protection of the public. If they
have done so, it was a sound procedure; far better, at this stage, to be
too strict than too lenient. Those who drew up the guidelines did not
start from scratch; we have the experience of a century of research
on pathogenic microorganisms to guide us. The desigu of laboratories,
and the precautions that must be taken by the workers in them, to in-
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are 'beingproduced, on an Industrlal seale. r have menttoned a few of tnembetore,
such as vinyl ehlorlde and the PCB's; the total number is immense. and growing,
and the controls are still gravely iuadequate, though the Toxic 'Substances COn
trol Act is .'8. 'big step in the -right direction. I am troubled that the outcry over
the. presumed dangers of 'recombinant DNA tends to distract us from concern
over What I believe to be -these far more real and present dangers.

I return now tothe more basic fears that research on recombinant DNA has
aroused; the fears that new knowledge, of certain sorts, maybe inherently dan
gerous, and that we would be better off without it. Such fears have deep roots
in the past; for instance it is written in the Book of Ecclesiastes that "He that
increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow". The spirit of most modern science, of
course, has been directly contrary j scientists have generally held the advance
ment of knowledge to be an inherent good, even though some knowledge could be
(and was) misused. This was the general temper of the times in the nineteenth
and early twentieth century, at least in the industrial nations. Certainly it was the
development of nuclear weapons that did more than anything else to shake this
faith. The development of these weapons grew directly, and, rapidly, from basic
dtscovertas made by Investtgatorswho were not thinking of practical applications
at all; and the consequences of those discoveries, if not brought under control,
could destroy our civilization and more than cancel out all the benefits we have
derived from the advancement of knowledge.

Inevitably thls appalling problem haunts. us, when we consider the possible ap
plications of some dramatic new discovery in basic science. .Xet I.believe that
nuclear weapons represent a very special case. The availability of weapons of
such overwhelming power, in a world of sovereign states witb no effective Inter
national control, produces powerful pressures that lead to an escalating arms
race. We have not yet learned" how to break that pattern, potentially disastrous
though it is for,all concerned. On the other hand there are no such military and
psychological pressures to escalate the recombinant DNA race for nanoneusta
advantage.

One can Imaglnethe use of recombinant DNA in the attempt to produce new
biological weapons, though it would probably be a relatively ineffective technique
for anyone who wanted to do this; I have already indicated some reasons for
this view. Any such experiments, of course, are banned in this country under .the
NIH guidelines, quite apart from our renunciation of biological warfare tech
niques. I doubt whether there would be real pressures anywhere to make such
evil uses of recombinant DNA research. In thls instance, therefore, I think. that
there is no analogy with the problems raised by nuclear weapons; the fears that
such weapons justly raise have no analogy for policy, related to recombinant
DNA. .

I share some of Dr. Sinsheimer's concern about the possible -appltcations of
research on aging. If we learned how to double the present human Ufe span,' and
keep people healthy to the age of 150 or so, many people w-ould no doubtbe eager
to apply that knowledge; and I think, for reasons that I need not elaborate,
that the social consequences would be highly undesirable and perhaps dfsastrous.
(Incidentally I think that it is highly doubtful that we shall ever be able to do
this, no matter how hard we try); If such techniques should ever be discovered,
however, it is very likely that they will emerge from some quite different line of
research, not from a program devoted specifically. to the problems of aging. That
is what usually happens in scientific research, and there is nothing much that
we can do about it, unless We decide to shut down research entirely. We are not
likely to do that. I believe that we-shall-have to take our chances that research
will, from time to time, bring us face to face with some very knotty practical
problems,and we must learn to cope withthe consequences as best we can. The
Congress, and people generally, are just beginning to grapple with the problems of
technological assessment and control. With experience we shall learn to do 'a much
better job on that, to look carefully before we commit ourselves to new large
scale enterprises. This will apply also to the practical consequences of recomb
inant DNA research.

The fact is, as Dr. Lewis Thomas 1. bas emphasized in a recent tboughtful
article, that we are still profoundly ignorant of the fundamentals Of bloloev,
The great advances of the last thirty years, in molecular genetlca and in protein
structure and function, are indeed extraordinary; we possess now a far deeper
insight into many of the fundamental problems- of biology than I would earlier

~ Lewis Thomas "Notes of a BioloA'Y Watcher: the Hazards of sctenee". New England
Journal of Medicine 196, 324-328 (Feb. 10, .1977).
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PREPABED STATEMENT OF JOHN T!LESTON EDSALL

My name is John Tileston Edsall, and I am Professor of Biochemistry, Emeritus
at Harvard University. I hold a medical degree, but have always been engaged
in biochemical teaching and research. My research has dealt with the physical
chemistry of amino acids, peptides, and proteins, including enzymes. I have
worked particularly with' blood proteins, and was much Involved-with the prepara
tion of blood plasma fractions for clinical use during the Second World War. Since
I became Emeritus I have been primarily concerned with historical studies on
biochemistry and molecular biology, and with therelations.of science and social

.problems, I have never worked experimentally on problems of molecular genetics,
and am not doing laboratory work- at all any more. I mention these points, in
order to point out that I have no personal stake in research on recombinant DNA;
whatever regulations are imposed on such research will riot affect my personal
plans or .acttvtnes. As a member of the setenttne community, with friends on
both sides of the 'controversy over recombinant DNA, I do inevitably have some
emotional involvement with the issue. I still believe, however, that I can view the
matter with a reasonable degree of objectivity.

I would say at once that I am deeply concerned about various environmental
hazards arising from technology. I was for instance an; active opponent of govern
ment funding for the SST program, because of the human and environmental
damage that such supersoni-c planes could inflict, without adequate compensating
benefits. I am a strong supporter of more rigorous standards for the protection
of occupational safety and health; in many cases-asbestos, PCBs, vinyl-chloride,
and other toxic substanees-e-actdon to protect the workers and the public has come
much later than it should have, and in many cases it is still gravely inadequate. '
These matters are more fully discussed in a report on "Scientific-Freedom and
Responsibility" (American Association for the Advancement of 'Science, Wash
ington 1975) which I wrote on 'behalf of a Committee of the AAAS that was set
up to deal with that broad subject.

In that .report we discussed the moratorium on recombinant DNA research,
imposed in 1974 by the scientists themselves before guidelines were worked out,
and hailed it as an example of scientific responsfblltty in action. The NIH guide
lines, and the stormy controversy that followed their promulgation, were still
to come.

The problem of recombinant DNA research-Is quite different from the environ
mental hazards that I have mentioned above. Those were all strictly technological
developments, unrelated to advance in basic science. Recombinant DNA research
is in one sense a new form of technology, of small scale engineering. Its great
interest, however, lies in the use of these new techniques to explore fundamentally
new domains in basic genetics, and obtain quite rapidly answers to questions that
might have been explored by other means, but far more slowly and cumbrously.
Some of the practical benefits that might flow from such research have been
widely discussed, such as the large scale production of important hormones and
antibodies that could result from implanting the appropriate genes into bacteria,
and growing them in very large batches. This is still speculative, though certainly
possible. I would prefer not to make premature claims of such practical benefits. ,
I believe rather that the most important consequence of this research for human
welfare will COme from the profound advancement that it can help to bring about
in our basic understanding of life processes.
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(1) Don't stifle Science.
(2) Regulate technology with care.
(3) Don't let fear control. .
(4) Communicate in English. . ..
You and the subcommittee, Mr. Chairman, have been kind in invit

ing me and generous in listening to me here today. If I have added
little of use in your deliberations, that result was not intended. I have,
in other circles, been thought of as an Irishman who may not always
be right, but who is never uncertain. Hence, the views expressed,
though mine alone and always subject to correction, are truly felt. I
should be' glad, Mr. Chairman, to attempt answers to any questions
you or any member of your subcommittee may wish to ask.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Judge Markey, for an ex
cellent statement.

I also would like to commend to staff the fine speech which you pre
pared, more of an essay on science and law, on the acceptance of your
Jefferson medal at the New Jersey Patent Law Association-it is ex-
cellent work. -

As a matter of fact, it fits in rather closely with some work that this
subcommittee is doing on the development of a uniform patent policy.
And should time permit later on in the proceedings, I would hope that
we might address some of the implications of patent policy as a means
of effectuating control of such things as DNA molecule research.

Mr. Hyde, do you have any questions of Judge Markey before we
go to the other witnesses!

Mr. HYDE. Nothing specific, Mr. Chairman.
The Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, do we still have that!
Mr. THORNTON. It has been stripped of its authority. And I believe

legislation has-I am not sure whether it has been sigued into law to
eliminate the committee or not. It may continue to have a statutory
existence.

Mr. HYDE. That is what I thought. And Judge Markey was very
favorably disposed toward the committee. And I frankly regret that
it is in the descendancy rather than the ascendancy.

Just one other comment, Judge Markey, you mentioned, if you can't
say it in English, don't do it. I know of several ideas that unfortunately
the English language doesn't have an apt phrase for. And I will dis
cuss those with you privately sometime.

I have no further questions.
Mr. THORNTON. However, I would like to follow that particular

point by suggesting that that is indeed one of the great 'problems that
we have in many areas of Government. And that is that people in a
particular specialty tend to develop a vocabulary which is clear in
meaning to the members of the profession, but which is very hazy and
ill-defined to the members of the general public. Sometimes we see a
brochure put out by an agency which was supposed to let municipali
ties know what might be useful in the way of new scientific research,
and they described a hyperbolic queuing model for emergency vehicles.
Well, I doubt that many small town mayors in Arkansas would know
that what they were talking about was a means of associating the
emergency vehicles as to be at the location which is most likely to
be convenient to an expected disaster. So it looks like they could have
said that clearer, that is, how to put the ambulances and the fire trucks
where the action is expected to be.
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Section 202 of the Atomic Energy Act, an act relating to a frighten
ing scientific development if there ever was one, employs a "minimize
the dangers" criterion. Of course we must take some counsel of our
fears, but only as to the methodology of our learning and .how we
shall use what we learn. We must never take counsel of a fear of
learning.

Like all man's activities, science and technology have societal re
sponsibilities. Like wars are too important to be left entirely to
generals, like justice is too important to be left entirely to judges,
science and technology are too important to be left entirely to scientists
and technicians. .

There is no risk-benefit dichotomy applicable to science, that is,
to the right to learn. Knowledge learned is all benefit and no risk.
Not so with technology.

So long as its regulations do not suffocate the freedom to learn, I
see no constitutional limitation on the power of Congress to regulate
the use of cell mating knowledge or the manner in which that knowl
edge is acquired.

Whether regulations can be devised to minimize danger while pre
serving the freedom of research should, I think, be the' fundamental
question before this subcommittee. I should not like to enter history,
for example, as the congressman, laboratory director, or agency
administratorwho so smothered this particular technology with regu
Iation as to have delayed a cure for cancer by 50 years.

At the moment, the important thing may be to publicize the guide
lines as guidelines. Commercial firms and their laboratory workers
are not bent on suicide. Early publication of Kepone dangers might
have avoided the tragedies at the.James River.

The Secretary of HEW found it necessary to form an interagency
committee to explore the "problem" of implementing the guidelines
in all agencies. Should the interagency committee be unsuccessful,
the scientific community could face a smorgasboard of guidelines from
which to choose.

The duty of Congress may be, at .thisstage, simply to remain in
formed. Its concern for the public welfare, that is, the protection of
public safety while maintaining the freedom to learn, may include the
maintenance of a public perspective in which legitimate fears are met
with appropriately limited regulation and unfounded fears are met
with clear explanations. The role of Congress, in my view, is not
merely a negative role. It can and should be a positive and creative
role, which, while keeping one eye on safety, includes the promotion
of progress in our economy, our agriculture, our health, and similar
concerns.

There may be a role model in the Joint Congressional Committee
on Atomic Energy. There are differences between recombinant DNA
research and atomic energy research, primarily in the U.S. owner
ship of atomic fuels. The Joint Congressional Committee is an out
standing example of democratic control, effective and yet not suf
focating, over a major scientific development.

Congress can be an effective partner in shaping public policy in pa""
with scientific development, and in channelmg the modern miracles
of science toward the benefit of man. As in any partnership, however,
communication between partners is paramount.
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HARKENING TO MY PLE... FOR SI';"PLE ENGLIS", THOSE FOUR COMMAND-

MENTS MIGHT BE SIMPLIFIED AS: '

(L) DON'T STIFLE SCIENCE,

(2) REGULATE TECHNOLOGY WITH CARE,

(3) DON'T LET FEAR CONTROL,

(4) COMMUNICATE IN ENGLISH,

You AND THE SUBCOM;'UTTEE> MR ," CHAIRMAN~' HAVE BEEN KIND

IN INVITING ME AND GENEROUS IN LISTENING TO.ME HERE TODAY, IF I
HAVE ADDED·LITTLEOF USE IN YOUR DELIBERATIONS, THAT RESULT WAS

NOT INTENDED. I HAVE,· IN OTHER CIRCLES.. BEEN THOUGHT OF AS AN

IRISHMAN WHO MAY NOT ALWAYS BE RIGHT, BUT WHO IS NEVER UNCERTAIN.

HENCE, THE VIEWS EXPRESSED, THOUGH MINE ALONE ~ND ALWAYS SUBJECT

TO CORRECTION, ARE TRULY FELT. I SHOULD BE GLAD~ MR, CHAIRMAN,

TO ATTEMPT ANSWERS TO ANY QUESTIONS YOU OR ANY MEMBER OF YOUR

SUBCOMMITTEE MAY WISH TO ASK,
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IT MAY ALSO BE WEll IF EVERY LABORATORY HAD ON ITS STAFF

AN ENGLISH MAJOR 1 WHOSE FUNCTION WOULD BE TO TRANSLATE EVERY

SCIENTIFIC REPORT COMING"OUT OF THE LABORATORY} AND INTENDED FOR

ANY NON-SCIENTISTS) INTO CLEARLY UNDERSTANDABLE ENGLISH,' THAT THE

SUGGESTION MAY NOT BE TOO AFAR AFIELD IS ILLUSTRATED BY THE SUCCESS

OF NEWSPAPER SCIENCE WRITERS) WHO ,ARE EVERYDAY CONVERTING SCIENCE

LINGO INTO NEWSPAPER ENGLISH FOR THEIR READERS, ONE ENCOURAGING

DEVELOPMENT IN THIS DIRECTION IS THE GROWING PRACTICE OF INVITING

THE PRESS TO SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS,

COMMpNICATION IS A TWO-WAY STREET. IF WE ARE TO PIERCE

THE WORD CURTAIN} THE DECISION-MAKERS IN THE CONGRESS) THE AGENCIES)

AND THE JUDICIARY) MUST PLAY THEIR PART', I HAVE ELSEWHERE SUGGESTED

THAT ALL LEGISLATION SHOULD BE ACCOMPANIED BY A "LANGUAGE IMPACT

STATEMENT." THE INTERNAL REVENUE ACT HAS AN AVERAGE OF 51 WORDS

PER SENTENCE. THE RECENT "SIMPLIFYING ACT" HAD AN AVERAGE OF 61
WORDS PER SENTENCE. IT WILL NOT DO- FOR THE SCiENTIFIC COMMUNITY

TO TRANSLATE ITS REPORTS AND ADVICE INTO ENGLISH J IF THE RESULTING

PUBLIC POLICY IS SO CLUTTERED AS TO DEFEAT UNDERSTANDING. IN A

SOCIETY IN WHICH IGNORANCE OF THE LAW IS NO EXCUSE--IN A SOCIETY

ATTEMPTING TO LIVE FREE UNDER THE RULE OF LAW AND NOT OF MEN-

CLARITY IN THE LAW IS A DESPERATE NEED.

IF EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION IS TO BE ACHIEVED J IT IS

INCUMBENT UPON THE CONGRESS J THE EXECUTIVE AND THE JUDICIARY

TO REFUSE EVERY REPORT OR ADVICE NOT COUCHED IN CLEAR ENGLISH.

THE ALTERNATIVE IS TO REMAIN INTIMIDATED BY JARGON AND VINCIBLY

IGNORANT OF THE WHOLE TRUTH.
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THISSUBCOMMITTE'E', THROUGH .rrs PRESENT "WORKSHOPS/' IS

MOVING OUT TO INFORM ITSELF AND TO ENCOURAr,E THE PARTNERSHIP

COMMUNICATION OF WHICH I SPEAK, HARKENING AGAIN TO CONGRESSIONAL

EXPERIENCE WITH ATOMIC ENERGY, THE ACT REQUIRES AGENCIES TO INFORM

THE CONGRESS, THE JOINT COMMlTTEE~' HOWEVER, DID NOT RELY ON MERELY

WHAT IT WAS TOLD} BUT HAS GONE OUT INTO THE FIELD, INTO THE DESERTS,

INTO THE LABORATORIes, AND INTDTHE URANIUM MINES, AND HAS TALKED

WITH THE PEOPLE ACTUALLY DOING THE WORK. IT HAS MADE ITSELF FULLY

INFORMED,

OPEN AND WIDESPREAD COMMUNICATION, HONEST AND CANDID,

CAN} AND PROBABLY WILL SERVE AS THE MAJOR WEAPON AGAINST TRAGEDY

IN RECOMBI~ANT DNA ReSEARCH, AS IT WILL IN CONNECTION WITH OTHER

SCiENTIFIC RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT,

LIKE THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN~ THE UNBIASED MAN; AND

HENCE UNBIASED ADVICE~ DOES NOT EXIST, THAT ADVISE MAY BE BIASED~

HOWEVER J IS NEITHER FATAL NOTCAUSE'FOR DESPAIR, THE KEY IS

EVALUATION OF THE THING ADVISED J COMPARING AND WEIGHING IT AGAINST

CONTRARY ADVICE. IT MAY BE USEFUL TO EVALUATE ALSO THE SOURCEJ

SO LONG AS SOURCE EVALUATION DOES NOT CONTROL ACCEPTANCE ORREJECT,ION

OF THE THING ADVISED, IT IS ALSO EASY TO BLINDLY CREDIT EXPERT

ADVICEJ EVEN WHEN THE ADVICE GOES OUTSIDE THE ADVISO'R'S EXPERTISE,

BUT THE PUBLICITY SEEKER MAY J AFTER ALL~ BE RIGHT AND THE EXPERT

MAY J AFTER ALLJ1BE WRONG, SIMILARLy'J' BIAS AND SINCERITY ARE NOT

ALWAYS MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE, THE MOST SINCERE ADVISOR MAY HAVE A BIAS

UNRECOGNIZED. EVEN sOJ IF OUR EVALUATION FOCUSES PRIMARILY ON
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APART FROM IrS POWER TO REGULATE,THEWISDOMOF THE

CON'GRESS IN EXERCISING THAT POWER IN THIS PARTICULAR FIELD OF

TECHNOLOGY IS ANOTHER MATTER. WHETHER REGULATIONS CAN BE DEVISED

TO MINIMIZE DANGER WHILE PRESERVING THE FREEDOM OF RESEARCH SHOULD,

THINKi BE THE FUNDAMENTAL QUESTION-BEFORE THIS SUBCOMMITTEE,

SHOULD: NOT LIKE TO ENTER HISTORY) FOR EXAMPLE, AS THE CONGRESSMAN,

LABORATORY DIRECTOR) OR AGENCY ADMINISTRATOR WHO SO SMOTHERED THIS

PARTICULAR TECHNOLOGY WITH REGULATION AS TO HAVE DELAYED A CURE

FOR CANCER BY 50 YEARS',

THE NIH GUIDELINES ARE NOT REGULATIONS, THEIR ONLY

ENFORCEMENT POTENTIAL LIES IN THE CONTROLaF MONEY) AND THEY ARE

LIMITED TO FEDERALLY FUNDED RESEARCH, QUESTIONS OF LICENSING)

INSPECTION) AND FINES OR OTHER PENALTIES FOR NONCOMPLIANCE) ARE

MATTERS FOR THE CONGRESS) IF IT SHOULD ELECT TO PROCEED WITH SOME

FORM OF NATIONWIDE) ALL-ENCOMPASSING REGULATION.

AT THE MOMENT) THE IMPORTANT THING MAY BE TO-PUBLICIZE

THE GUIDELINES AS GUIDELINES, COMMERCIAL FIRMS AND THEIR LABORATORY

WORKERS ARE NOT BENT ON SUICIDE. EARLY PUBLICATION OFKEPONE

DANGERS MIGHT HAVE AVOIDED THE TRAGEDIES AT THE JAMES RIVER,

IT MAY BE WELL TO CONSIDER WHETHER PROTECTION OF THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT) FROM THE ONUS OF HAVING SUPPORTED A TRAGIC

RESEARCH EVENT) MIGHT REQUIRE THE FIXING OF RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALL

RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH IN ONE AGENCY, EACH AGENCY HAVING A

SPECIAL NEED_ FOR THIS RESEARCH COULD FUNNEL ITS REQUIREMENTS THROUGH

THE SELECTED AGENCY, THE SECRETARY OF HEW FOUND IT NECESSARY TO FORM
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OF RESEARCH, OF COURSE WE MUST TAKE SOME COUNSEL OF OUR FEARS, BUT

ONLY AS TO THE METHODOLOGY OF OUR LEARNING AND HOW WE SHALL USE WHAT

WE LEARN. WE MUST NEVER TAKE COUNSEL OF A FEAR OF LEARNING.

SCIENTISTS,' UNTILRECENTLY J ' HAVE ENJOYED THE LUXURY OF

UNHAMPERED PURSUIT OF TRUTH, THOUGH IT MAY BE THAT SOME $CIENTISTS J

LIKE THE REST OF US, MAYBE NAIVE AND OTHERS MAY BE -ISOLATED FROM

PUBLIC CONCERNS} I AM CERTAIN THAT THE MOST NAIVE AND ISOLATED

SCIENTiST IS NONETHELESS FULLY AWARE OF ONE MONUMENTAL FACT--HE

LIVES HERE TOO. THAT KNOWLEDGE NECESSARILY INFLUENCES HIS RESEARCH

ACTIVITIES; THAT THE SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY IS RESPONSIBLE IS

ILLUSTRATED MOST DRAMATICALLY IN CONNECTION WITH RECOMBINANT DNA

RESEARCH} WHERE THE HAZARDS AND CONCERNS WERE FORCEFULLY ANb CANDIDLY

BROUGHT TO PUBLIC ATTENTION BY THE VERY SCIENTISTS WHO WERE THEM

SELVES DOING THE WORK, AND WHILE THEY WERE IN ITS EARLY STAGES,

THE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH OF KNOWLEDGE CONTINUES UNABATED.

IN 'THE MIDST OF SUCH GROWTH, IT ILL BEHOOVES US EVER TO CRY "NO

MORE." IT WOULD'BE PARTICULARLY TRAGIC IF THE FEAR THAT PRODUCED

THAT CRY WOULD HAVE BEEN OBVIATED BY A DISCOVERY ON THE NEXT DAY.

WE WOULD NEVER KNOW WHETHER WE HAD STIFLED THE SoARCH ON THE VERY

BRINK OF A GLORIOUS DISCOVERY, ON THE BRINK,OF A BOON TO MANKIND AND

ONE WHICH WOULD HAVE REMOVED ALL OUR FEARS.

MOREOVER, THOUGH "CELL MATING" IS THE CURRENT BIOLOGICAL

RESEARCH TECHNIQUE OF INTEREST, IT IS ONLY ONE. THERE ARE',' I

UNDERSTAND, NUMEROUS OTHER STUDIES, RESEARCH PROGRAMS AND EXPERIMENTS

UNDERWAY ABOUT WHICH ONE MIGHT ERECT A SCENERIO CONTAINING A SCARE
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NEW, IT IS ALSO NEW FOR .HAVING ENTERED THE PUBLIC ARENA IN ITS

EARLY RESEARCH STAGES. UNTIL RECENTLY, NOT EXCLUDING ATOMIC

SPLITTING} THE PUBLIC HAS BEEN MORE OFTEN CONFRONTED WITH SCIENTIFIC

DISCOVERIES SECRETLY ACHIEVED AND THEIR TECHNOLOGICAL PROGENY FULL

GROWN. I DO NOT DECRY THE EXISTENCE DR ACTIONS OF THOSE WHO HAVE

BEEN CALLED} FAIRLY OR UNFAIRLY, "DISASTER MONGERS," THEY $ERVE

AN IMPORTANT EARLY~WARNING FUNCTION. THEIR CONCERNS ~ANNOT BE

SAFELY IGNORED, BUT MUST BE CALMLY EVALUATED} AND IF THOSE CONCERNS

BE UNFOUNDED THEY SHOULD BE CALMLY AND ADEQUATELY REFUTED,

BUT, TO PARAPHRASE BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, "THOSE WHO WOULD

seEK TOTAL SECURITY AND ABSOLUTE PREDICTABILITY, AT THE PRICE OF A

LITTLE LEARNING 1 SHALL ENJOY NEITHER." WE MU~T NOT TAKE COUNSEL

OF OUR FEARS ALONE, THAT WAY LIES STERILITY 1 STAGNATION AND PARALYSIS,

WHATEVER IS DONE TO CONTROL THE USE OF LEARNING MUST NOT STIFLE

SCIENCE. IT MUST NOT STIFLE THE SEARCH, IT MUST NOT ABRIDGE OUR

FREEDOM TO LEARN.

Ew.
MAN HAS ALWAYS LIVED WITH A FEAR OF THE UNKNOWN I BUT THE

CONSEQUENCES OF RESEARCH ARE INHERENTLY UNKNOWN, IF RESULTS WERE

KNOWN OR PREDICTABLE 1 THERE WOULD1 OF COURSE I BE NO REASON TO SEARCH.

I DO NOT BELITTLE THE UNPRECEDENTED NATURE OF RECOMBINANT DNA
RESEARCH. IT DIFFERS IN KIND1 NOT JUST IN DEGREE 1 ' FROM RESEARCH

INTO THE INANIMATE WORLD I OR EVEN INTO LIVING ORGANISMS OF A SINGLE

SPECIES, BUT THE PRINCIPLE OF WHICH I SPEAK IS NOT DIFFERENT, ONE

PROMINENT WRITER HAS DECRIED RECOMBINANT DNA RESEARCH BECAUSE THE

RESULTING CONSEQUENCES "ARE AS UNPREDICTABLE AS LIFE ITSELF." IF
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MUST REMAIN FREE) FOR EXAMPLE} TO RESEARCH CROWD REACTION TO

STIMULI. He CANNOT BE FREE TO FALSELY CRY "FIRE" IN A CROWDED

THEATRE.

THE SUGGESTION} INDEED THE INSISTENCE BY SOME} THAT

RESEARCH INTO RECOMBINANT DNA SHOULD BE PERMANENTLY STOPPED, IS

DISTURBING} THOUGH NOT SURPRISING, THE SAME REACTION CONFRONTED

GALILEOi PASTEUR) LISTER} THE RAILROADS} AUTOMOBILES ~ND FLUORIDATION.

THOUGH PAST CONFRONTATIONS INVOLVED KNOwLEDGE ALREADY LEARNED AND

RESISTENCE TO ITS SPREAD} THE PHENOMENON RESTS ON A FALSE NOTION}

I,E.} THAT THINGS CAN REMAIN AS THEY ARE, You MAY RECALL} MR.
CHAIRMAN} THE STORY OF THE LITTLE OLD LADY WHO OBSERVED ASTRONAUTS

ON THE MOON AND WHO SAID} "WHY DON'T THEY STAY' DOWN HERE IN FRONT

OF THEIR TELEVISION SETS} LIKE THE GOOD LORD INTENDED THEM TO,"

LIFE IS DYNAMIC} NOT STATIC. LIFE IS A MOVIE} NOT A SERIES OF STILL

SLIDES, EVEN IF IT WERE DESIRABLE} IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO SAY} "WE

SHALL STOP HERE AND GO NO FURTHER," IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO SAY THAT

FOR OUR OWN COUNTRY} LET ALONE FOR THE ENTIRE WORLD, THAT IS TRUE

OF THE LAW} OUR CULTURE AND OUR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY~ HENCE}

ANY EFFORT TO ABRIDGE THE FREEDOM TO LEARN WILL FAIL} AND THE LAW

IN GENERAL WILL SUFFER FOR HAVING ON ITS BOOKS A LAW UNENFORCEABLE.

THE CONSTITUTIONS'S- PREA~~LE REFERS TO THE GENERAL WELFARE

AND ART, I} SECTION 8} CLAUSE 1 PERMITS USE OF THE TAXING POWER TO

PROMOTE THE PUBLIC WELFARE, "WELFARE" INCLUDES SAFETY} BUT IT

INCLUDES MUCH MORE} AND MAY -BE' DRASTICALLY. INJURED BY A LAW THAT

SAYS} "THOU SHALT NOT LEARN, Ii To PARAPHRASE JUDGE LEARNED HAND}
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STATEMENT OF
CHIEF JUDGE HOWARD T, MARKEY

UNITED STATES COURT OF CUSTOMS AND PATENT ApPEALS

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE} RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY

SEPTEMBER 8, 1977

APPRECIATE} MR. CHAIRMAN} THE SUBCOMMITTEE'S GENEROUS

INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THESE INFORMAL PROCEEDINGS. My
PRESENCE ILLUSTRATES THE WISDOM OF YOUR HAVING ESTABLISHED THESE

PROCEEDINGS AS INFORMAL "WORKSHOPS," FOR I COULD NOT HAVE ATTENDED

IF SPECIFIC LEGISLATION WERE UNDER CONSIDERATION. As A FEDERAL

JUDGE CHARGED WITH THE DUTY OF INTERPRETING AND APPLYING STATUTES,

I WOULD CONSIDER UNSEEMLY AND INAPPROPRIATE ANY' PARTICIPATION IN

THEIR CREATION. THE SOLE EXCEPTION WOULD INVOLVE TESTIMONY ON

STATUTES AFFECTING THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY} WITH RESPECT TO WHICH

JOIN THE CONCERNS OF MY FELLOW JUDGES OVER ABSENCE OF TESTIMONY

FROM THE JUDICIARY. BUT THAT IS ANOTHER SUBJECT ENTIRELY; AND IN

NO WAY DIMINISHES THE VALUE OF THESE WORKSHOP SESSIONS} WHICH ARE

OPEN TO THE VIEWS OF THOSE HAVING NO PARTICULAR POSITION ON ANY

SPECIFIC LEGISLATION.

My APPEARANCE} MR; CHAIRMAN} IS THEREFORE NOT AS A

FEDERAL JUDGE} BUT AS A CITIZEN} UNINFORMED BUT CONCERNED. IN

NO MANNER DO I HERE REPRESENT MY COURT} tHE FEDERAL JUDI ClARY}' OR

THE SCIENCE LIAISON TASK FORCE OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER,
WHICH I HAVE THE HONOR TO CHAIR,
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and benefits of this research, public partioipationin scientific decision-
making, and issues oflaw and of ethics in SCIence. : ,

This afternoon we will hear from three equal~y distinguished and
outstanding witnesses who will conclude this series with some general
views and perspectives on the implications of the recombinant DNA
issues and all of the questions which it raises, for both the health and
the conduct of basic research in this country.

Our first witness this afternoon will be the Honorable Howard T.
Markey, who is the chief judge of the U.S. Court of Customs and
Patent Appeals.

Chief Judge Markey is the 197'7 recipient of the Jefferson medal,
an award which is made bythe New Jersey Patent Association to
that individual who has, in its opinion, made the most outstanding
contribution to the field of intellectual property law and patents.

Chief Judge Markey, we are delighted to have you with us today.
And we ask you to proceed with your statement.

Chief Judge Markey, may I first invite our distinguished colleague,
Mr. Hyde, if he would like to do so to join us up here.

Mr. HYDE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I would like to.
Whenever Judge Markey has something to say I always want to

hear it.
Mr. THORNTON. Excellent.
Would you like to add any remarks at this time, Mr. Hyde"
Mr. HmE. None other than that I had the pleasure of studying in

law school with Judge Markey, and everything good I ever learned
I learned from him, and everything bad.

[A biographical sketch of Chief Judge Markey follows:]

HOWARD T. MARKEY

1. Engineering test pilot of America's first jet planes in World War II.
2. Served 5 years in World War II and 21 months in the Korean War.
3. Awarded: Distinguished Service Medal, Legion of Merit, Distinguished

Flying Cross, Soldier's Medal, Purple Heart, Air Medal, Bronze Star, Military
Merit.Ulchi (Government of Korea) and Nine Service Medals.

i. Retired Major General, Air Force Reserve.
~. Awarded: George Washington Honor Medal, Freedoms Foundation, Valley

Forge, 1964 j Jefferso_n Medal, New Jersey Pat. Law Assoc., 1977.
6. JD, cum laude, Loyola University; Master of Patent Law, John Marshall

Law School j Doctor of Laws, Honoris Causa, New York Law School.
7. E1Jgaged in the practice of law, 1949-50, 1952-72.
8. Lecturer: Loyola University School of Law, 1970-1971.
.9. Chief Judge, United States ()o.urtof Customs and Patent Appeals, Washing·

ton, D.C.-'-June 1972 to present.
10.. Member: Judicial Conference of the United States j Board of Certification

for Circuit Executives; Subcommittee on Judicial Improvements of the Judicial
Conference of the U.S;; World Conference of Judges; American Judicature So
ciety; American Bar Association; National Conference of Lawyers and Scien
tists; Chairman: Science Liaison Task Force, Federal Judicial Center j
Oommlttee. on P.rofessional Ethics, Federal Bar Assoc. j Coordinator: Federal
Judiciary Celebration of the Bicentennial of the Declaration and the Constitution.

11. Author: "Thomas More--Circa 1975," 21 Loyola L. Rev. (New Orleans)
807; "Special problems in Patent Cases," 57 JPOS 675-95 (Nov. 1975), 66 FRD
529-47 (July, 1915) j "Old Wine in New Bottles," 122 Congo Rec. H-5107 (Daily
Ed. June 1, 1976); "Trademarks on Appeal-A View from the Bench," 66 TM
Rep't; 279-84 (July-Aug., 1.976) ; "The Status of the American Patent System
Can Myth, Sans Fiction," 59 JPOS-l64 (March 1977); "A Forum For Tech.
noeracy?" 6 Judicature 365 (March, 1977) ; "Science and Law-Toward .a Hap
pier Marriage;" JPOS 343 (June, 1977).

Mr. THORNTON. Judge Markey.
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off having unanswered. There are techniques of science 'that we had
better not employ, that we had better go very carefully with human
experimentation, for example. But as far as posing questions and try
ing to get them answered, I can't imagine any sort of question that I
would regard as potentially damaging to society, to mankind. But there
are a lot of people who don't agree with this.

There are people who feel, for instance, that now that it has been
discovered that there are pentapeptide molecules in the normal brain,
with many of the properties of opiates, mirnicing the effects in some
cases of heroin, and perhaps governing human behavior in a sort of
internal endocrine system, this kind of work is taking things too far,
and you had better not go on with questions of that order. I simply
don't agree with that. But I can imagine an officialbody, having been
set up, being compelled by the nature of its charge to get into things
like this. And once in, I don't know how they would ever get out again.

Mr. 'THORNTON. I take your statement to be that while knowledge
may in some instances be dangerous, that ignorance is more dangerous.

Dr. 'THOMAS. Much more.
Dr. RYAN. I couldn't agree more with Dr. Thomas-but I thought

you were addressing a specific question, and that is recombinant DNA.
You have the NIH DNA guidelines. Some scientists think they are
too strict. And others think they are too lenient. And I think that they
are a reasonable response to the question of biohazards. The only
thing that is unanswered is thatyour major hazard will not be in the
university or in the NIH funded laboratories, but in industry. The
question is, now-and this is where the question of public trust comes
in-what will Congress do if industry says we do not want to abide
by these guidelines, that is where you need some action.

The two questions for private industry are patent infringement,
which sometimes seems more important than people, and the question
of batch size. If vou think it is important that the biohazards have to
be met by the NIH guidelines, in institutions funded by NIH, and that
it is a Federal Government obligation to protect the public in that
manner, then you must evenhandedly apply that to all such work
going on in this country. And that includes industrial application,
where the risk, because of batch size, and because of privacy-indus
trial secrecy-poses problems for adequate regulation.

I think that the question of public mistrust comes out inthe pesti
cide stories, where people were severely damaged in industrial acci
dents. The NIH guidelines seem reasonable; responsible people put
them together and they ,have been looked at for about 2 years. Re
search is proceeding under these guidelines which include strong bio
hazards committees in each institution. You could take those guidelines
and make them apply to industry. I think this would answer one of
the immediate problems.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Glass.
Dr. GLAss. I would like to reinforce that statement as strongly as

I can. I was going to raise exactly the Same point. It seems to me that
the issue now is how we get the specific guidelines extended to all
groups that might wish to participate in recombinant DNA research.
And that primarily means industry.. '

Mr. THORNTON. Of course, I have to sav that I have some misgiv
ings about the statutory enactment of the NIH guidelines, or freezing
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Thus far our Commission has sent in four reports. You may like
them or you may not, but the process is still going on. With respect
to fetal research, or research in prisons-to which the -Secretary.has
not yet responded-c-or with psychosurgery, or research in children, and
matters of this nature, there are facts available which the public can
look at.

The trouble is that in this same kind of public debate people are ask
ing questions or criticizing thereports when they haven't even read
them. Ethical considerations mean not only thinking about ethical
principles, but it is also a responsibility to have a rational method for
proceeding, for gettin~~kfacts straight.

Mr. 'THORNTON; It' I should interrupt at this stage to point
_ out that the present structuring of the Commission is to do exactly

this, to gather information, to assimilate it,to arrive at recommenda
tions, formulate conclusions.iand to report. But you do not have au
thority presently to issuerulesand regulations.

Dr. RYAN. And I would not want them.
Mr. THORNTON. You would not want that kind of authority!
Dr. RYAN. I would not want regulatory powers. I am not thinking

of that for our present Commission, because we have plenty to do.
There have been other commissions, and I do think the structure
works in a democratic fashion.

Mr. THORNTON. Yesterday there was some confusion, I think, be
tween the present functioning of the Commission, which is as we have
just outlined, and a suggestion that a commission should be given
the authority to promulgate rules and regulations.

Dr. RYAN. I am not interested in regulatory powers. There may have
been some confusion about that. I don't care whether it is a Presidential
commission or an independent commission, it should be outside of the
political arena and not susceptible to political pressures in the usual
sense, if it is going to serve the public. I wouldn't care if it is an ad
visory committee to the Secretary of HEW, or Dr. Frederickson's NIH
committee if it served the same purpose. I think it is the process that is
important, not what you call it. The public does want input. It is very
easy for Hans Jonas to write those very beautiful articles about the res
ponsibility of science,and that everything you do now should be open
to public scrutiny and control. The point is, I think any rational person
has to agree, that this is another straw man. Scientist seek public funds.
And to that extent they are obligated to account for the use of those
funds publicly. I don't think there is any question about that.

In addition to that, we operate in public institutions. I am in a large
hospital within a medical school. We are in a fish bowl. I am not sure
that it is all bad. The commission was one of the first advisory commis
sions to operate under the Freedom of Information Act. Everyone said
you won't be able to discuss profound ethical issues. You won't be,able
to be open and free. And in point of fact. after we got to know one an
other and sat down, we could talk freely. And I am happy that we
operated that way, that everything is a matter of public record. My
statement about the value of commissions was not necessarily our com
mission, but the process.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Ryan.
Let me very briefly outline 'again the picture that is emerging from

my thinking as a result of this presentation. I will try to articulate
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Perhaps certain [ournals and journalists do it betterthan the official
scientific community. So I think there is a need for some sort of body,
whether established by Government or not, to speak on these matters
in conjunction with scientists about hazards and about safety and
about the possible future directions of science, and of applied science
in particular.

Mr. THORNTON. Let me gO to the brief outline which Dr. Sorenson
gave at the start of his presentation, in which he grouped the concerns
into three broad areas.

One, the question of bio-hazards.
Second, the right of the public to participate in decisions relating

to regulating science or research.
And third, the debate as to whether there were indeed limits which

would be imposed on scientific research itself.
It seems to me that this is a very reasonable articulation of the

dimensions of the problem. In analyzing it in that way I would as
sume that there would be no great dispute that as to regulation of
bio-hazards, that this is an appropriate matter for governmental inter
vention. This would hold not only with regard to such things as dan
gerous or potentially dangerous recombinant DNA molecule research,
but also as to the use of certain pesticides, fertilizers, and chemicals;
the application here rather thai> the research of different materials
which might be deleterious to our environment being the important
factor.

Is that agreed, Dr. Ryan'
Dr. RYAN. T agree with that aspect ofthe regulation. But I wanted

to go on into this question of the right of the public to participate.
Mr. THORNTON. Let me first assure myself, that all of you agree

thatas far as bio-hazards are concerned that this is an appropriate
area for governmental intervention as the need is demonstrated. And
then let's go 011.

Dr. RYAN. It is an obligation of Government to provide protection
against such hazards, '

Mr. THORNTON. It is an obligation. OK.
Dr. Ryan. I think the right of the public to particiJ2ate has been

one ofthe major issues. The question is',whois the publicj You have
many public advocacy groups and consumer advocates, many of whom
have questionable constituencies. I want to tell you what a commis
sion can do, because I am sensitive to the rights of the public to
participate;

We sponsored a minority conference, run by the National Urban
League, under the auspices of our commission, to find out what people
had in mind about research involving human subjects. And it was a
huge conference held near Washington. In spite of good intentions, at
the end of the conference there was a minority caucus saying that our
Pacific islanders and Indianswere not adequately represented. No mat
ter how hard you try to represent all the public, it is extremely
difficult to do so and satisfy ever,yone.

We have elected representatives in the Congress, That should satisfy
the need for ",'presentation except that people feel that the Congress
is under pressure from large industry and from the scientific establish
ment, and the individual doesn't have an opportunity to have his voice
heard-even coming down here to testify is extremely difficult.
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laudatory that public "awareness of the risk iu recombinant DNA was
first raised by the basic researchers in this field themselves.

And it is not a matter of being incapable, but it is rather an appeal
to an ethical principle that when there are risks involved, those people
who are put at risk ought to be informed of the nature of the risk,
and have some say in whether or not they should be exposed to that
risk.

In many respects I see this principle is not dissimilar to, I think,
some of the principles underlying the regulations on research involving
human subjects. So it is not a matter of scientists being incapable. It is
an appeal to an ethical principle and, I think, that if the public became
aware of it, there would be less suspicion of scientists and perhaps more
willingness to support a variety of scientific undertakings.

It is also the case, I think, with respect-to your concern aboutgrow
ing public uneasiness of science, that that may reside in part in public
ignorance about what the scientific enterprise is about. I don't think
as scientists we have done an adequate job of informing the public
about the nature of the science or the uncertainties that we face and
the regulatory mechanisms that exist. It is very interesting, if one
looks at public attitudinal studies about different institutional sectors
in society, that one institutional sector that society expresses its great
est uncertainty and lack of knowledge about is science.

So perhaps we need more education in this realm.
And finally, I too have some mixed reservations, mixed concerns

about the establishment of an ethical commission, let's say, in this area.
I do think however it would be worth exploring the idea that under
conditions of risk, where one is aware of .risk in research, somehow
the public ought to be informed of this and have some say in it. I think
this needs further exploration. .

Mr. THORNTON. I think the public, if it perceives that its well-being
is at issue, will become involved in research or any other question. It
would seem to me. to be vital that "we find means of providing for
education, which was mentioned frequently yesterday, of the public
and of policymakersas to what are the risks involved in a particular
area.

You mentioned the creation of what would be called certified public
scientists.

Yesterday I asked our panelists if they thought it might be useful
for scientists to be grouped together in professional associations like
lawyers subject to a licensing- and disbarment and subject to the
canons of ethics, like doctors with the Hypocratic oath, and engineers
with their society. Is this what yon are referring to!

Dr. SORENSON. No, this idea certainly is not original with me. It has
been around now for a period of 2 years. And I believe it appeared
first at aNew York Academy of Science-Hastings Center conference
on recombinant DNA research in 19'75. .

No, I am not making reference to that type of licensing procedure.
Mr. THORNTON. Are you referring to the licensing of people to do a

particular kind of research!
Dr. SORENSON. I am talking about the establishment of a position

that would be filled by a person who is a qualified scientist, who has
gone through requisite training and who has all other qualifications
to look into. the issues. When it becomes a question of threat to the
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letter from Einstein and others to President Roosevelt suggesting that
the United States could and ought to go ahead with the development
of a nuclear bomb. ,

What remains to be done in this area of recombinant DNA research
falls to a very considerable extent not into the area of basic science
about which Dr. Thomas talked so eloquently; but into the area of
applied'science. And here the regulatory responsibility of the Congress
is very clear. Regulation can be achieved simply by the appropriation
of large funds for the development of the technology, or the refusal
to appropriate large sums for the development of the technology.

Mr. THORNTON. Dr. Glass, I have nogreat difficulty with the idea
that it is entirely appropriate for Congress to decide what scientific
research it will fund and what research it will not fund. I have a little
more difficnlty with the question of whether Congress should set out
to determine for other institutions, individuals, and universities, and
other organizations of people, what research they should or should
not engage in. I think there is a difference between that and Congress'
Self-assessment of what it will fund.

Go ahead.
Dr. GLASS. I think I have made my point. I would add just this, that

I don't agree at all with the statement that is sometimes made, that
because we have acquired the power to do something it will necessarily
follow that we will go ahead and do it. In this question of the manipu
lation of human nature by genetic means, which is the basis of the great
fear that many people express about the development of recombinant
DNA research, I want to point out that for the best part of this cen
tury, and perhaps going back much further,' we have had the power
through more conventional genetic means of modifying the nature of
man, just as we modify the nature of our domestic animals and our
cultivated plants, by controlled breeding. But we have not chosen to
do that. And I cannot conceive even of a tyrant on Earth who would
really undertake to do that. Hitler's efforts in that direction were
really very mild and ineffective compared to what he might have done
had he really intended to produce a profound change in human charac
teristics within his people.

And so I think it is a false fear, a bogey fear that says that because
we might learn so much that we could change human nature in this
way, we will necessarily undertake to do so. At the present time we
know so little about the human genetics of the characteristics that
we are really fearful of having manirpulated-personality character
istics, and intelligence-that it would be very difficult indeed to pro
ceed technologically on the basis of a gene by gene kind of alteration
rather than a wholesale kind of manipulation, such as could be done
by controlled breeding.

I think that a good deal of the hysteria "in the discussion of the
. recombinant DNA research is consequently misplaced.

Mr. THORNTON. I thank you for that fine response.
It seems to me that there is; however, a proper role for society,

acting through the Government or through other institutions short
of government, to engage in self-regulation, and to determine what
are unacceptable risks. I offer this asa counterpoint to what I just
said about the danger 'of government regulating private research,
and particularly in a field such as research on human subjects. We
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pervasive computer and information systems that invade one's privacy.
There has been a growing desire to head off application of technology

by thwarting its development. "Brave New World" seems too close for
comfort.

The ethical dimension to any consideration of public policy in this
area should be a rational review of facts and issues at hand, attention
to the overriding applicable principles that are basic to our society and
tile selection of reasonable options for a just policy decision.
" This would be preferable to the rancor of the public debates that

have typified the DNA problem thus far. The issues for recombinant
DNA research are:

1. Potential for benefit.
2. Hazards in conduct of the research.
3. Deleterious consequences of interfering with natural processes

and opportunities for misuse and social repression. .
A central ethical principle which we as a people have institution

alized is respect for the individual. This includes freedom of thought
and freedom of inquiry. Its limits should properly be only infringe
ments upon the rights and freedoms of others, including risks to others.
Respect for individuals would tend to support academic enterprise,
and we have customarily placed the burden of proof on any attempt
at restriction of individual freedom. So one asks, "here does the burden
of proof lie! In our society it has been on those who wouldrestrict
individual freedom. Knowledge can also be sought to do good and is
consonant with a utilitarian or beneficience principle as well.

We should make no mistake that restriction of personal freedom and
free inquiry typically occurs in societies such as Russia or China where
personal values are subservient to some collective "good." The dele
terious effects on science, academic life, and personal freedom are too
well known to bear repeating here. .

The principle of justice would require that the apportionment of
resources and the application of knowledge be fair and equitable. Our
society has yet to achieve this in many spheres including health and
medicine, and this is a source of distrust in the research enterprise.

The inclusion of the general public in priority and decisionmaking
would serve both respect for individuals and justice, and the mecha
nisms for this in a free society are generally available and desirable.
The Freedom of Information Act, popular elections, public hearings,
and the use of private citizens on advisory boards can and do serve
these ends.

Respect for persons and beneficencerequire that harms be minimized
and thus the same principles that foster inquiry temper its free ex
pression. To this extent, a risk-benefit calculus is part of much policy
decisionmaking. Valid value judgments can be made only when suf
ficient factual information is available. The bitter debates and public
posturing in the DNA controversy have confused the issue over what
is known and what is conjecture. The likely outcome will be to pro
ceed with caution.

The call for a moratorium on seeking new knowledge is probably
the most troubling of the issues in DNA research, and the substance
which makes for profound ethicaJargnments.

The problem is compounded by the fact that the seeking of. new
knowledge via recombinant techniques already involves an applica-
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Dr. RYAN. I would like to speak about something that may not have
been covered thus far. And that is the ethical basis for political
decisionmaking.

Ethics is a system of moral principles or values usually distiuctive
for a given group or culture. Iu our own pluralistic society composed
of diverse groups and subcultures, there is in fact no single system
of ethics. This was highlighted for the National Commission when
nine ethicists each wrote papers on fetal research that presented a wide
spectrum of what in their minds was ethically permissible. Fortu
nately, the Commission ultimately found a middle ground.

This limitation of ethics in solving problems was stated clearly by
Alsadair MacIntyre in an essay for the Commission:

Disagreements among moral philosophers parallel and reflect the disagree
menta among moral agents themselves (common man) ; moral philosophers turn
out to be merely the more articulate and systematic examples of moral agents;
philosophy cannot as of now resolve these rivalries in any logically compelling
way.

Although ethicists even argue about what constitutes an ethical
principle, it includes such characteristics as being: prescriptive (that
is, telling you what to do. although not always how), universal, over
riding, of material or social content and supportable by a certain
method of reasoning. The latter may be contentious.

The Commission is currently working with three such principles:
respect for persons, justice, and beneficence that are applicable to not
only research on human subjects but research in general. MacIntyre,
however, emphasizes what should be apparent to us all:

The accepted maxims of morality (ethical principles) by themselves will yield
no answer (just as for a judge. the crucial precedent-aettlng cases of judgment
are those in which the accepted laws give no answer).

While the ethicist may help with the enunciation of principles or
logical approach to problem solving, he (or she) is not necessarily
morally superior in the application of "rules" to conduct.

It is fitting that in this political setting, one should ask ethical
questions about what is good or what is right, but it would be fool
hardy to expect more than guidance from ethics in the process.

The public issues in recombinant DNA research revolve around bene"
fits and hazards. I am sure the committee has heard a good deal about
all of the good things that genetic recombinant DNA work can do.
And I will not repeat them here. I think at the very least the tech
nology offers hope for a better understanding of basic life processes:
and I think everyone will agree on that. It is perhaps the most con
servative thing I could say about it.

The benefit to be derived from it, however, is part of the debate
when a question Of potential hazards arise. The judgments range from
euphoria about the possibilities for application to human needs to a
general cynicism about the value of such scientific endeavors when
there are more immediate social. environmental; and health problems.
And on balance, I would have to conclude that the research is new,
powerful. and could result in beneficial applications, But that is, in
fact, a value judgment. based on reasonable expectations.

'I'he hazards have, been mentioned in the past: 'I'hev include the
possible creation of hybrid organisms with the capacity to do such
things as create cancer and disrupt the natural environment. And .it
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academic life and personal freedom are too well known to

bear repeating here.

The principle of justice would require that the appor

tionment of resources and the application of knowledge be

fair and equitable. Our society has y~t to achieve this

in many spheres including health and medicine, and this is a

source of distrust in the research enterprise.

The inclusion of the general public in priority and decision

making would serve both respect for individuals and justice,

and the mechanisms for this in a free society are generally

available and desirable. The Freedom of Information Act,

popular elections, public hearings, and the use of private

citizens on advisory boards can and do serve these ends.

Respect for persons and beneficence require that harms

be minimized and thus the same principles that foster inquiry

temper its free expression. To this extent, a risk-benefit

calculus is part of much policy decision making. Valid

value judgements can be made only when sufficient factual

information is available. The bitter debates and public

posturing in the DNA controversy have confused the issue over

what is known and what is conjecture. Th~ likely outcome

will be to proceed with caution.

The call for a moratorium on seeking new knowledge is

probably the ~ost troubling of the issues in DNA research,

and the substance which makes for profound ethical arguments.
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Current Status of Recombinant DNA Research:

The Director of NIH has issued Guidelines Involving

Recombinant DNA to establish controlled conditions for the

conduct of experiments and has prepared a draft environ-

mental impact statement. The.University of Michigan, after

much debate, and the city of Cambridge, after issuing a

moratorium, have allowed DNA research to proceed. Several

state legislatures are preparing bills to regulate research

and several bills are pending before the Congress. Industry

has been divided on the question of voluntary compliance with

NIH Guidelines, and the need for some ordering of the regulatory

processes seems apparent. Much debate has centered around

the late and insufficient inclusion of the general public

in these matters, a situation now certain be be rectified.

Ethical Considerations in Recombinant DNA Research:

Recombinant DNA research has received much publicity,

but is only one symptom of a general pUblic cynicism and mis

trust in th~ "good" of scientific technology and the priority

setting of the government and large institutions that control

our daily lives. Similar arguments have been advanced against

nuclear technology, space exploration, and 'the pervasive

computer and information systems that invade one's privacy.

There has been a growing desire to head off application

of technology by thwarting its development. "Brave New World"

seems too close for comfort.

The ethical dimension to any consideration of public
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Such a conclusion would clearly have to be based upon

reasonable expectations and "value" judgements.

The second major issue in DNA-recombinant research is

its potential for immediate hazards. This includes the pos

sible creation of dangerous hybrid organisms with capacity

to infect man or animals, to induce cancers or to disrupt

the natural environment~ Fears of this prompted the original

self-imposedmoratoriurn by scientists, the many conferences, and

. the belated public outcry.about safety, not only to laboratory

workers, but to people at large. The "Andromeda Strain",

recently a popular novel and movie, became a metaphorical

reality. Scientists responded to these concerns with guide

lines for physical containment research facilities following

the known models of -contagious disease research and the de

contamination procedures following space travel. In addition,

biological containment was intrOduced by the attempt to

create test organisms that were not capable of propagation

outside the laboratory. The weight of years of experience

in Communicable Disease and germ warfare laboratories has

been mobilized for reassurance. In addition, recent exper

ience and current experiments have converted some doubters.

Many opponents of DNA research are still not satisfied

with the record, with the guidelines or current solutions

for dealing with possible risks. They are not happy with

either physical containment:and very. dubious about biological
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more articulate and systematic examples of moralagentsi

philosophy cannot as of now resolve these rivalries in

any logically compelling way.

Although ethicists even argue about what constitutes

an ethical principle, it includes such characteristics as

being: prescriptive, universal, over-riding, of material

or social content and supportable by a certain method of

reasoning.

The Commission is currently working with three such

principles: respect for persons, justice, and beneficence

that are applicable tenot only research on human subjects

but research in general. MacIntyre, however, emphasizes

what should be apparent to us all: "that the accepted maxims

of morality (ethical principles) by themselves will yield

no answer (just as for a judge, the crucial precedent-setting

cases of judgement are those in which the accepted laws

give no answer)~.

While the ethicist may help with the enunciation of

principles Qr a logical approach to problem-solving, he (or

she) is not, necessarily morally superior in the application

of "rules" to conduct.

It is fitting that in this political setting, one should

ask ethical questions about what is good or what is right,

but it would be foolhardy to expect more Ehan ,guidance

from ethics in the process.
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Dr. Ryan, I am very pleased to be able to introduce you as our wrap
up witness this morning. I appreciate your rescheduling-the earlier
hour was necessitated because of Congress going into session at
10 o'clock. .A.T1d we apologize for having to reschedule. But I am de
lighted you are here.

Dr. Kenneth Ryan is chief of staff of the Boston Hospital for
Women and is chairman of the National Commission for the Protec
tion of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research.

You are welcome,Dr. Ryan, and we would like to ask you to proceed.
[A biographical sketch of Dr. Ryan follows:]
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that field of basic inquiry might lead to this "or that dangerous sort

of technology, there will be no end to the regulation; Human imagination

being what it is; risks can be 'discovered in 'every field of science that

I can think of, and there will be constituencies mobilized in opposition

to each of them. If todayt s imaginative rhetoric about the dangers of

recombinant DNA research had been .in fashion 50 years ago. voices

would have been raised against the use of staphylococci or poliomyelitis

virus in laboratories. and we might have lost the information which led.

ultimately and quite unpredictably. to penicillin and the polio vaccine.

I can easily imagine some committee. charged with the legal responsibility

to make an apprehensive scrutiny of medical science. deciding that

organisms like rabies virus. or meningococci. or typhoid bacilli. or

typhus rickettsia. were simply too dangerous to be worked on. Today.

one of the most useful techniques in cell biology is called cell fusion;

you can take a human cell in tissue culture and fuse it with a cell from

any other species - - a mosquito cell. say. or even a plant cell -- and

you end up with a single cell with a single nucleus containing all of the

pooled chromosomes. Somewhere. surely. there is a committee that

would conclude that that technique is a violation of nature and ought to

be forbidden. We would end up with a list of acceptable. conventional.

predictable and fashionable fields of science. all of them obviously safe

from everyone's point of view. and science itself would come to u gri'nding

stop.
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Applied science. by contrast. is necessarily based on a very

high degree of certainty. The assumption has to be made that all of

the necessary facts are already at hand. and the type of que stionus a

"how to? It question. The work is aimed at making use. of information

in order to accomplish something. to manufacture penicillin or set foot

on the moon, or to exploqe a bomb.

The uncertainty aod unpredtctabtttty of basic science are extremely

difficult .matters to explain Ine practical world. If not clearly understood.

they tend to give the public the impression of a dreamy. ivory-tower.

irresponsible kind of activity, in which wholly impractical people are

bumping into new information by accident. Nothing could be farther from

the truth. Basic science is avery sharp. intense. direct inquiry into the

unknown. Its methods. when it is done wert; are based on the most

hard-headed acknowledgement of the existence of the unknown. It relies

on predictions for the design of experiments. but these predictions are

necessarily hypotheses rather than solid forecasts. For the realty hard

problems. where matters of profound significance may be at stake. the

odds against any prediction being correct are at their highest. A good

basic scientist is an optimist -- he almost has to be in such a trade

but he knows in his heart that most of his ideas. and therefore most of

his experiments. are going to turn out to be mistaken. If he is highly

skilled. and also lucky. he may hit a jackpot in one of a hundred tries.

but he must live with the possibility that it might be one in a million.
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Ih:av~' rote:bunpie oftMs ~l)rt()f thirigin ni~nd,asirialiltenllargel~'overlooked
In Its efgniflcance, a piece 'Of news to matchln'iDlporbauce,',fur what it tells us
about ourselves and currelation to the rest'of-naturt;;,anything else learned in
biology during the past century. This ia the astonishlrig-tale-s-astonlshing.to my
ears anyway-of the true nature of mitochondria and-chloroplasts.

Between them, these organelles can faidy be said to run the -plaee. They are,
from every fair point of view, In charge. The chloroplasts tap the energy of the
sun, and the, mitochondria, make use of It.: Without them we might still have a
world of micrOp~t but we could not have eukaryotlc forms of life, nor metazoans,
nor any of ourselves. Now, R81t turns out, both of these can be viewed as living
entities. organisms rather than organelles. "I'he' mitochondria live 'in our cells,
and the chloroplasts in .the cells of plants, as symbiotic lodgers. They replicate
on theirowul,_'inl'lepend,entlyof nuclear division, with their own DNA and RNA,
their own ribosomes, their own membranesv and these parts are essentially simi-

, Iar to the corresponding parts of bacteria and blue-green algae from which they
are now believed to have descended. ~hey are; ju tatrness, theoldest living in
habitants of the: earth.Sand the leastchangedby evolution.

Well, '. this is 'the sort, of ,knowledge I would call overwhelniing, even" over
turning, in its implications. It has not yet sunk in, reallyvbut. when it does it
is bound to .arrecr our view of ourselves as speclal entlties, as selves, iIi 'charge of
our own being, in command of the earth. -Another W<lt.-Y to put it is that what we
might be, in 'real life, is 'a huge collection of massive colonies 'CJof the ,D1IOSt primi
tive kind of bacteria, which have adapted themselves for motile life fn air by
constructing around themselves, 'like, a' sort' of carapace, all the embellishments
and adornments-of the modern human form. When you settle-down to th:iJnk a
thought, you may think it is all your own fdea.tbut perhaps it is not so. You are
sharing the notion around, with more efeatures than ,you could count In a life
time, and they are-the ones that turnedthe thoughtion Inthe first place. More
over, there is more than' a family -resemblanee; maybe even some-thing like iden
tity, 'between the mltoehondrta running your ' cells, and- those' in, control of the
working pal"ts of any cloud, of midges overhangtng usommer garden, or of sea'
gulls, or themouse in the basement, or all the :fishes in thesea. It is a startling
relatfonshlp.iof suchstrange .tnttmacr that none of-use could have counted on be
fo~ ,t~e facts 'began coming in.'Y0uld Y'Ou prefer mot to know about this? It is
toolate_~or that. Or would you prefer to stop it here-end learn no more, leaving
matterswhere .they stand, stuck forever with: one-of the great amblgutties in
nature, 'never to know for enre how it came out?

The onlY solid piece of scientific tr-uth.about whfeh J feel totallyconfidenit is
that we 'areprofoundly ignorant about-nature. Indeed" I regard this as the major
discovery of the past 100years of biology.' It is, in its way, an.Illusntnatfngptece
of news. It would' have amazed-the brightest minds of the 18th-centuryenlighten
ment to be told byanyiO'f us' how, little we knowc and how. bewildering seems-the
way ahead. It~s this 'sudden confrontation with the depth and scope of ignorance
tbet. represents the most-noteworthy contribution of 20th-century science to the
human intellect.

We ere.:at last, -facing up to it; .In' earlter.tfmes, we either pretended to under
stand llow tjrtngs worked or' ignored the problem, or s-imply made up stories to
fill the gaps. Now that we have begun exploring in -earnest,-doingserious science,
we are- getting glimpses of -how hugethe questions are, and how ,f-a'r ':Drom being
answered. Because of,thi-s,theseare hard times for the human mind, and it Is
no wonder that we- are-depressed; It is not sobad being ignorant if you are to-
tally igoorant; the bard thing is knowing in SO-me detail the reality, o-f ignorance,
the worst spots and here and there the not-so-bad spots, but no true light at the
end of any tunnel nor even any tunnels that' can ,yet 'be trusted. Hard' times, 1a::L
deed.

But -we are making a beglnnlngr and-there ought to-be some satisf-action, even
exhilaration, fn that; The method works. 'There, are, probably no questions we
can thlnk upthat can't be answered, sooner orlater,includingeven -the.mazter
of consciousness. To be 'Sure,the-remay well be questionswe-can't think U(p,
ever, and therefore limits to the reach of human intellect that we will never
know about, but .that is another matter. Within our limits, we should be able to
work our way through to all our answers, if we keep at it long enough, and pay
attention.
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By :this,tlme 'itW1n have beeome elearthat I 'have 'alreadytaken sides in' t~s
matter, and my point of view is entirely prejudiced. This is true, but with a quali
fication. I am not so much in favor of recombinant-DNA research as I am opposed
to the opposition to this line of inquiry. As a long-time student of Infectious
disease ,agents' I do not take kindly: the 'declarations that we-do not know how
to keep from catching things in laboratories, much less how' to keep them from
spreading beyond the laboratory walls. I believe we learned a lot about this sort
of thing, long ago. Moreover, I regard it as a form of hubrta-tn-reverse to claim
that man can make deadly pathogentc mlcro-organlsms so easily. In my view, it
takes a long time and a 'great deal of mterliving before a microbe can become a
successful pathogen. Pathogenicity is, in a sense, a highly skilled trade, and only
aUny 'minority' of all' the numberless tons of microbes on the earth has ever
involved itself in it; 'most bacteria are busy with their own business, browsing
and recycling the rest of life. Indeed, pathogenicity often seems to me a sort of
biologic, accident in' which signals are misdirected by the microbe or misinter
preted by the host, as in the case of endotoxin, or in which the intimacy between
host and microbe is of such long standing that, a form of molecular mimicry be
comes possible, as in the case ,of diphteria toxin. I do not believe thatby 8imply
putting together-neweomblnations Of,genes one can create creatures as highly
skilled. andadapted for dependence as a pathogen must be, any more than I have
ever believed that microbial life from the moon or Mars could possibly make a
livin~(ori'J:his planet.

But, -aar said,' .Fm not at .all sure' this is what the argument is really' about.
Behind ,it 'is that other' discussion, .whlch I wish we would not have to become
enmeshed imAnd I will tell you why.

I cannot speak for the physical sciences, which have moved 'an immense' dis
tance in this century by any standard; but it does seem to methat in theblologlc
and medical sciences we are still far too ignorant to begin making judgments
about what sortof things we should beIearning or not learning: To the contrary,
we ought to 'be grateful for Whatever snatches we can get hold of, and we ought'
to be out there ona much larger scale than today'a, looking for more.

We should be very careful with that word hubrtauud make sure it is not used
wnen not warranted. There is a great danger in applying·' it to, the 'search for '
knowledge;'T,he,application of 'knowledge Is-another matter, and there is hubris
in-plenty in' our technology, but I do not believe that looking for new information
about nature, at-whatever level, can possibly be called 'unnatural. Indeed, Ifthere
is' any single attribute of human beluga, apart from language,that distinguishes
them from all other creatures on earth, it is their insatiable, uncontrollable drive
to learn things and -then' to exchange the Inrormatton with others of the species.
Learning is what wedo; when 'you thihk about it. I .cannot think ofahuman
impulse more difficult to ,gtwern.

But, I can, imagine.' lots "of reasons' for trying to govern It. New 'information
about 'nature is very likely,' at the outset, to: be upsetting to someone or other.
The recombinant-DNA line of research .Ie already upsetting,'not'because of the
dangers now being argued about but because it Iadlsturblngv.In a fundamental

. way, to face the fact that the genetic machinery in control of the.planet's life can
be fooled around with 'so 'easily. We do not like' the idea that anything so fixed
and stable as a 8peciesUne can be changed.' The notion that genes.can be taken
out of one genome 'and inserted In.another.Is unnerving. 'Classical mythology is
peopled with mixed bein.g'~part'man, partaetmator plant-s-and most.or.teem
are associated with tragic stories. Recombinant-DNA is a reminder or.bad dreams.

The. easiest decision for society to make in matters of this kind is to appoint an
agency, or' a' commission, or, a subcommittee within an -agency.. to .Iook into the
problem and -provtde advice. And, the easiest course' for. a committee to take, ,When
confronted by' any process that appears 'to be disturbing .people -or makingtbem
uncomfortable, is to recommend that it be stopped, at-least for the time being.

I can easily imagine such a committee, 'composed of unimpeachable public fig
ures, arrfvlng at the declslon that the time is not quite ripe for-further explora
tion 'of the "transplantation' of .genes, .that'we ,should' put, thiso:lf,'for .a while,
maybe until next century, and get on with other, ertatretnatmase us less uncom
fortable. Why not do science on something mora popular?

'I'he trouble is, it would be Very, hard to stop .once this line was begun. There
are, after all. all sorts of scientiftc inquiry that are not much liked by one constitu
encvornnother; and we, might soon find, ourselves with crowded rosters, panels,
standing eommtttees, .set up-in Washington for the-appraisal, and then the regu
lation,of research. Not on grounds of the possible value and usefulness of the new
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and we could lose theexploratory.aepectsoj research, which would
of course, mean the Joss of science itself.

Mr. THORNTON'. Thank;you very much, Dr. Thomas.
I want also to compliment you on an excellent article that appeared

in the New England Journal of Medicine, February 10, 1977. It was,
as a matter of fact, one of the first things that I read 'as I ~ot into
this issue of recombinant DNA research. I want to suggest that this
article be annexed to the record of these hearings.' And I would like
to share with the other panelists one paragraph from that article,
which I think;is reallr, an excellent statement. '

Dr. Thomas says : "It ishard to predict how science is goinll" to tum
out, and if it is really good science it is impossible to predict, This
is the nature of the enterprise. The things to be found are actually
new. They are by definition unknown in 'advance. And there's no way
of foretelling in advance where a really new line of inquiry will lead.
You cannot make choicesin this matter, selecting things you think;
you are going to like and shutting off the lines that make for discom
fort. You either have scienceor you don't."

[The full article referred to, and Dr. Thomas' prepared statement
follow:]

NoTEsOl!' A BIOLOGY·WATO~THE HAZARDS OF SCIENCE

(By Lewis ThODlllll, M.D.)

The-codeword for crfticiSDl of' science and ~ientists the~e-days ls:itibriB.
Once you've said that word, you've said it all; it sums up,in a word, all of to
day's apprehensions and misgivings in the (4ublic mind-not just about what is
perceived as the Insufferable attitude of the scientists themselves but, enclosed
in the same word, what science and technology are percelved.to be doing to make
this century, this near ,to its ending, turnout so wrong.

Hubris is a powerful word" containing layers of powerful meaning, which' is
a 'peculiar 'thing -when youconslder. its seemingly trivial history in etymology.
It turned up first in popular English usage as, a light piece ()f university slang
at oxford in the late 19th century, with the meaning of intellectual arrogance
and insolence, applicable in a highly specialized,sense to certain literary figures
within a narrow academic community. But it was derived from a very old word,
aud ae sometimes happens with ancient words it took on a new life of its own,
growing way beyond the limits of its original meaning. Today, it is strong enough
to carry the full weight Of disapproval 'for the cast of mind that thought up atomic
fusion and fission as ways of first blowing up and later heating cities, as well as
the attitudes that led to strtp-mfnlng. cff-shore oil wells, Kepone, food additives,
SST's, and the tiny spherical particles of plastic recently discovered clogging the
waters,.of the S.argasso Sea. , '::,' ,', , ' 'i ' ' '" , ' , ,

'The biomedical sciences are now caught, up With physic,al science,' and teen
nnlogv in, the' same kind of critical judgment" with the same pejorative word.
Hubrla 'is responsible,' it is said, for the whole biologic revolution. It is hubris
that hasglven us the prospects of behavior control, psychosurgery. fetal re
search, heart transplants, the cloning of prominent politicians from bits of .thelr
own eminent tissue, tatroeentc disease, overproduction, and recombinant DNA.
This Iaat.: the new technology that permits the stltchfng of one creature's genes
into the DNA of another, to make hybrids,. is currently cited as the ultimate
example of hubris.. Itis hubris for man to manufacture a hybrid, on his 'own.

This is interesting. ,tor the word hybrid is a direct descendant. of the ancient
Greek word hubris. HUbris originally meant outrage j it was in fact a hybrid
word from _two Indoeuropean roots: ud, meaning out, and gwer, meaning rage.
Th~ word became h1Jdri4ajn Latin~lmdwas first used to describe the outrageous
oft'srningo from the mating' of a wild boar with a domestic sow; these presumably
unpleasant animals were. in fact, the firsthybrids. .' .. ..'

Sincp! then the word l'1yhriet has assumed more respectable meanlnaa in biology,
and also in lttera-v and political usage. 'I'here have been hybrid plants and
'hvhriilvil!l)r~ hyhr!i( 'WOroSPl1f1 hYbrid NIls in narltament for Elevp-rltl centuries.
But always there has been a hidden meaning of danger,of presumption and arro-______"'* _:_._ ~_1-._:..::I .1-'1-.:_ ...", ........ ..::1 .............. .1-..11 .... .1-.... ,..... ..::I;.,.......""........."" n.~
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STATEMENT OF LEWIS THOMAS, M.D., PRESIDENT, MEMORIAL
SLOAN·KETTERING CANCER CENTER, PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE
AND PATHOLOGY, CORNELL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE

Dr. LEW'IS~ ThILnk yo'!. .•. .. .. . .
I am grateful to theconumttee for this opportunity to preseritmy

views On IL subject which is of the utmost importancefor the future
of science in this country.. .. .• .:.. ....•

I wish to acknowledge, ILt the outset, that there is every [ustification
in the world for j he PILSSILge of IlLws and the setting of regulations
concerning the introduction of new technologies based on science. The
ILssesBlli.ent of public hazard from particular types of technology; and
the protection of the public welfare by laws wherever 'needed, are
matters ofobvious.publicresponsibilrty. ... .. ..... ....< •..

This is IL totally differenf matter from the .regulILtion of Science
itself. Although it is true that virtually all ofthenew, technologies
introduced in this century weremadepossible because ofnew informa
tion provided in the first place by basic research, it is not true that
my of these advances could have been forecast with any accuracy at
the time when the basic research was being done. Indeed, it is a char
acteristic feature of basic research-c-one which in fact identifies the
activity-that there can be no certainty at all ..bout where the work
will lead, or what its ultimate applicability, if any, may be. The sort
of question which governs the setting up of experiments in this kind
of science is the "what ifi" inquiry. The work is aimed ll;t getting
explanations for things, llit discovering how mechanisms work; in
short, at gaining an understanding of nature.

Applied science, by contrast, is necessarily based on a very high
dllgree of certainty. The assumption has to be made that all of the
necessary facts are already ",t hand, and the type of question is a
"how to i" question. The work is aimed at making use of informa
tion in order to accomplish something, to manufacture penicillin or
set foot on the Moon, or to explode a bomb. .

The uncertainty and unpredictability of basic science are extremely
difficult matters to explain in a practical world. If not clearly under
stood, they tend to give the public the impression of a dreamy,
ivory-tower, irresponsible kind of activity, in which wholly imprac
tical people are bumping into new information by accident. Nothing
couldbe farther from the truth.

Basic science is avery sharp, intense, direct inquiry into the un
known. Its methods, when it is done well, are based on the most hard
headed acknowledgement of the existence of the unknown, It relies
on predictions for the design of experiments, but these predictions
are necessarily hypothesis rather than solid forecasts, For the really
hard problems, where matters of profound significance may be at
stake, the odds against any prediction being correct are at their
highest. A good basic scientist is an optimist-he almost has to be
in such a trade-s-but he knows in his heart that most of his ideas,
and therefore most of his experiments, are going to turn out to be
mistaken. If he is highly skilled, and also lucky, he may hit a jack
pot in one of a hundred tries, but he must live with the possibility that
It might be one in a million, or never. He also knows that someone
else ill another laboratory, maybe in mother country and another
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ness, or other fundamental characteristics of humanity should be set firmly aside
until we have attained a more perfect environment.

What is needed by mankind in the present juncture is not a retreat from
scientific ways of thinking, but an expansion into the consciousness of every man
of the ways in which science and technology may be directed toward the preven
tion of Pandora's evils. The trustee is the one held accountable.
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Mr. THORNTON. Our next witness is Dr. Lewis Thomas, who is presi
dent of the Memorial Sloan-Kettering Oancer Center, and professor
of medicine and pathology, Cornell University Medical College.

Dr. Thomas, we are very pleased to have you with us this morning.
And we would like to ask you to go ahead with your presentation at
this time.

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Thomas follows:J
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for life. In this fate not only mankind, but every living plant and animal, every
microbe and virus, is bound. up together. Human survival may ultimately
depend upon the ability of other species of life to replenish our atmosphere,
purify our oceans and- fresh waters, and recycle our resources of minerals.

For an ethics suitable for this novel concept of a unlversal., symbiosis, we
have no precedent, unless it be fore-shadowed in the sympathy expressed by
Saint j'rancta of Assisi for all creatures of God's creation, large and small. The
views or me participants in this special issue unite is a call for a new, far
broader conception of human ethics than any of the older religions or phlloso-
phies have comprehended. _ _.

The Greeks combined the myths of _Prometheus and Pandora. Prometheus,
who pitied the sad estate of mortals, defied the will of Zeus by stealing fire from
the sun in order to bring to man a gift or power from which there blossomed
the early technologies of man as toolmaker.' traveler, and foodgrower. For this
act Prometheus was condemned to eternal torture, and the Gods on Olympus
schemed to prevent mankind from fUlly possessing the fruits of their growing
power, lest in time man might displace them altogether. Accordingly they cre
ated 'Pandora, in the fullness of Aphrodite's beauty. Hermes bestowed upon
her the gift of persuasion, and Apollo gave her music to entice the heart of man.
Besides these attributes, .she was endowed with burning curiosity, and hence
inevitably pried into the box, which was said to contain her dowry but which she
had been sternly forbidden to open. Thence escaped a thousand plagues to dis
courage hapless humankind, and only hope was left behind.

Somehow the Greeks had grasped a great truth. Prometheus and Pandora are
part of the same myth.. For every gift of new knowledge that expands human
power and enters the fabric of our civilization, there are offsetting plagues and
worries. These are generated by the-very gifts of Prometheus, who has come
to symbolize in modern life our science and technology. We would do well to
adopt Pandora as an equally fitting symbol of the fruits of knowledge through
science. Every new scientific discovery, every new advance in technology cre
ates long-term effects and side effects, which subtract substantiaUyfrom what
ever immediate benefits accrue.

Until we can establish appropriate social institutions for technology assess
ment, to examine with great care and by scientific means what adverse conse
quences are likely to flow from particular technological innovations and how
those consequences may be circumvented, we will continue to be the children of
Pandora. The teal tragedy of Prometheus was not his defiance of the gods, nor
yet his kindness toward suffering men, but rather his fatal blindness to foresee
the full spread of consequences.

The immediate gains from the development of nuclear energy for power must,
for example, be balanced against the steady input to the environment of tons of
high-level radioactive wastes with physical half-lives of tens of thousands of
years. And they must be balanced against the probability that any recourse to
fast-breeder reactors that generate more fuel than they consume will simply
enhance the risks of both exposure to incredibly toxic plutonium and hijacking
by political extremists who, with one atomic bomb in their possession, could
threaten the world order. The immediate gains in the United Arab Republic from
building the Aswan Dam and irrigating thousands of arid hectares must be
balanced against the spread through the irrigation canals of the snails that
carry the dread agents of schistosomiasis, the collapse of the Mediterranean
fisheries because of the loss of the fertilizing effect of the Nile on the sea, the
need for more (and more expensive) artificial ferttltsers for the lands deprived
of the fertilizing floods of the great river, and the increase of population that
has rapidly neutraltsed all gains in production of food. Many 'more examples
could be cited; these are sufficient to make the. point.

Many long-term or side effects can be avoided by a combination of foresight
and restraint. The foresight can be supplied by further development of science
and its application to ·the ceehnologlcal problems. The restraint must be govern
mental, since otherwise the selfish Interesta of 'those who benefit immediately
from any technological innovation will rule. But governmental restraints are
not likely to arise unless there is a new sptrtt among' the people, a sptrlt which
demands such deliberate control and will not be satisfied until it is forthcoming.

In all such matters, then, '8 great educational effort must be expended to
enlighten the people about ultimate consequences. The issues of distributive
justice, within nations and between the peoples of different countries and the
understanding thaf ultimately- a steady-state economy rather than orl.e of con-
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imagination of such primitive humans as the prehistoric American
Indians. It was revealed to us that the Earth is finite and that we are
pushing its limits as 'a healthy environment for all life. The revela
tion began not with Hiroshima and Nagasaki-I was in Hiroshima
just last month-but with the weapons testing of megaton hydrogen
bombs in the 1950's. It soon became clear that the radioactive fallout
from those explosions was worldwide in distribution, and endangered
the genes of both people and other organisms everywhere. The ban on
atmospheric weapons testing was achieved, not so much because we
wished detente with our chief competitor as a superpower, as because
we did not dare continue, ourselves, to poison the Earth with our
radioactivity. I speak of what I know, since for 10 years I worked in
tensively on these matters, and my last testimony before a congres
sional committee was on this matter. Also in the fifties, there came
the strong impact of "Silent Spring," the book by Rachel Carson which
showed that by means of our industrial processes, all laudably aimed
at controlling disease, fertilizing the soil, controlling insect pests, and
making new products for our technological society, we were sowing
pollutants of a lasting nature in the environment, until our bird.
were dying, and insidious stuffs had reached even the Antarctic and
the remotest deserts of the Earth. '

What has been the role of the scientist in all this! Until midcen
tury, a strong belief in scientific freedom as an absolute value pre"
vailed almost entirely. You will see that I agree completely with Mr.
Sorenson in these matters.

Only now do we see, in this age of nuclear and industrial pollution,
that what is done with our new-found knowledge is an inescapable
responsibility of science-of the scientists themselves. As I wrote in
1965: .

science is no longer-s-ean never be again-the ivory tower of the recluse, the
refuge of the social man. Science has found its social basis,and has eagerly
grasped for social support, audit has therefore acquired social responsibilities
and a realization of its own fundamental ethical principles. The scientist is a
man, through htsselence doing good or evil to other men, and recetvlng from
them blame and praise, recrimination and money. Science is not only to know,
it is to do and in the doing it has found its soul.

The American Association for the Advancement of Science, recog
nizing these new relationships between scientists and society and
science and the environment, recently established a standing com
mittee to deal with such matters, and I am currently serving as its
chairman. The name of the committee is most significant. It is the
Committee on Scientfic Freedom and Responsibility. Henceforth,
forever, these two concepts must be coupled indissolubly.

That is why, to my mind, the present widespread public interest
in recombinant DNA research is of such great importance. It is the
first time when the collective conscience of an entire scientific corps
has publicly announced the possible hazards of their type of research
and have proposed a moratorium on certain kinds of experiments
until the risks can be contained. This is a historic moment in human
history, for that reason alone. As for an assay of the seriousness of
the risks, I hold that some of them are immediate and real, but that
there are good prospects for preventing the release into the environ
ment of an E. coli which has been converted into a ravaging pathogen
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STATEMENT OF DR. H. BENTLEY GLASS, DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR
OF BIOLOGY, EMERITUS, STATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK,
STONY BROOK, AND CHAIRMAN, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR
THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE COMMITTEE ON SCIENTIFIC
FREEDOM AND RESPONSIBILITY

Dr. GLAss. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am pleased that

the purview of this discussion is not to be limited to the ethical impli
cations of recombinant DNA research, but will extend more broadly
to encompass basic ethical.isaues in science.

I intend to begin, therefore, with the broader aspects and will return
to recombinant DNA research only in my concluding remarks. That
is not because the immediate problem is not of great importance but
rather, because I believe it should be seen in a larger context.

The noted British geneticist and developmental biologist C. H.
Waddington described man as "the ethical animal" or "the ethicizing
animal." It is certainly one mark of human uniqueness among living
beings that humans do concern themselves with ethical values. Both
Waddington and I trace this common human tendency back into our
evolutionary origins. Our ethical roots lie deep among the character
istics that over millions of years promoted survival and the trans
mission of genetic characteristics to the descendants. That, of course,
is no new idea. Darwin developed it very well in discoursing on the
moral qualities of man in his book "The Descent of Man," and"attrib
uted it to the action of natural selection. The most profound human
characteristics, he wrote, are reason-that is, intelligence-s-and sym
pathy-that is, a basis for cooperativeness and altruism.. Modern
ecologists and students of animal behavior recognize that altruism,
even to the point of self-sacrifice, promotes the selection of genes of
family likeness in the relatives who are preserved by the death of the
one.

Yet it would be a wave mistake to suppose that, because our ethical
values have a biological basis and biological roots, they are biological
and nothing more. Human culture transcends biological nature, and the
rate of its evolution is vastly more rapid than the slow rate of bio
logical evolution which depends on random mutations that must
slowly pass through the screen of natural selection. becoming more
abundant in a population until eventually possessed by all.
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debate of such risk. Certainly one of the most involved ideas to appear
to date is that of a certified public scientist, a person with appropriate
qualifications and resources to identify problem areas, but a person
isolated from or immune to the pressures and the reward structu."e of
the practicing scientist. The £.unctiou of t.his per~ou ,,:ould be to iden-
tify areas of conc~m and provide appropriate !,otIficatlOn. . .

I also suspect it is a case that the mechanism for resolvmg ISSUCS
brought to the attention by such a position already in fact exists. In"
creasingly public debate on scientific research issues have taken place
in governmental agencies, in Congressional hearings and in some
organizations such as the AAAS and the National Academy of SCI"
entists. It seems to me that there is sufficient merit in the idea of
a certified public scientist to warrant continued discussion.

By way of summary, the rapid and intense polarization of sides in
the debates considering recombinant DNA research, both within the
scientific community, but especially between scientists and non-scien
tists is reflective of several things, but it must be interpreted cau
tiously. Public opinion polls indicate that while the public has much
concern over technology and its control, it is still supportive of sci
ence and has faith in its ultimate significance. In addition, while the
public feels disenfranchised from the scientific enterprise, it is neither
disinterested nor disenchanted with science.

The dramatic polarization of public officials andscientific spokes
men at the Cambridge City council may be reflective as much if not
more of. unfamiliarity with each other than with basic distrust or
disenchantment. But this polarization 'and the corollary designation
of rights and duties of each side is but the first step, as alluded to
above, of a longer process of compromising, barl:(aining and negoti
ating a new compact between science and society. Science is an invest"
ment, a valuable one. But as a society it is not our only one, perhaps
not even our most valuable investment. Weas a society are committed
ideologically to the democratic process as a way of researching dif
ferences and disputes. In addition we are committed to certain princi
pIes regarding the rights of individuals in our society to control our
fate and to have a voice in our destiny. The new contract between .
science and society must reflect these values.

Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Sorenson.
Again I want to thank you for being here at this time which is ear"

lier than planned and for a very excellent statement which you have
'presented to us.

At any time that anyone has any questions in clarification, we may
proceed to those. However, what I would like to do as far as formal
questioning is concerned is to go ahead with the presentation by each
of the witnesses and then get an interplay between the members and
the panelists.

If you have a question at any point, I would be pleased to recognize
you for that purpose, MI'. Ottinger. .

Mr. OTTINGER. Thank you very much. Unfortunately, my time
.here this morning is going to be limited and I cannot come back.

Mr. THORNTON. H,.before you leave, you want to ask any questions,
just signal me and I will recognize you for that purpose.

Mr. OTTINGER. I appreciate your courtesy. .
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posed to the reproductive method we now consider normal and
appropriate, '" .

The second freedom has to do with the freedom of SCIenCe to assess
the known and potential risks and b-enefits of some research and, to
exercise sole discretion in dseiding to forgo or undertaken the risk,
With respect to the first freedom, the freedom to. research any issue
without question, but within certain ethical constraints, our SO~Iety has
operated, and largely continues to operate, on the assumption that
knowledge is superior to ignorance on almost every Issue. Based on this
premise we have supported the scientific enterprise as an investment, an

. Investment that while it sometimes pays, huge profits, sometrmes re
turns nothing at all.

To attempt to regulate science at this level; that is, permitting or re
straining basic research because of possible applications, is probably
largely futile and also needless. It is futile because it is nearly impos
sible to be able to make a positive link between any given avenue of
basic inquiry and the specific purposes, good or bad, to which such re
search may be put. It is a truism that any given piece of scientific work
may baused for either good or bad purposes. But the goodness or the
badness does not reside in the basic science per se, but in how we use it.

It seems much more practical to me to maintain a distinction between
inquiry and application, between science and technology, and an at
tempt to regulate the uses of science when in fact we see where a given
discovery is leading. As a society we have. already begun to explore
new vehicles for better understanding and controlling technology. The
establishment of the Office of 'I'echnology Assessment is one such ex
periment. An analogous Office of Basic Science Assessment, I think,
would be both futile and perhaps in the long run very costly, in terms of
curtailing potentially useful research, because of our inability to pre
dict accurately from basic research to practical application.

With respect to the second type of scientific freedom, while I endorse
an effort to maintain ethically responsible scientific freedom of in
quiry, I do think it is necessary to carefully reconsider the current
rights generally granted to science to assess the risks and benefits of
dangerous research, and to permit science to be the sole judge of
whether risky research. should proceed to be terminated.

It seems to me that it is both logically sound' and ethically impera
tive that in the conduct of basic research, we adhere to the same prin
ciples that underlay the establishment of procedures to protect in
dividual human subjects in biomedical and behavioral research.
Namely, it is ethically requisite that human subjects of biomedical and
behavioral research Ibe informed of the risk known and reasonably
expected prior to their making a voluntary decision to participate.
As a corollary, I suggest that at the societal level, it is ethically requi
site that society knows of the risk to its health orwell-being of basic
research when such risks are significant, and that societv have a voice
in the decisions to let the research proceed or not. This principle should
be adhered to, whether humans are the immediate object of research
or not.

The rationale for this position rests essentially upon the observation
that while the identification and the specification of the ma-rnitude of
a risk in research are largely technical issues, the decision as to what
magnitude of risk to accept is essentially a question of values and
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STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES SORENSON, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
SOCIOMEDICAL SCIENCE AND COMMUNITY MEDICINE, BOSTON
UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL

Dr. SORENSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Thornton. .
I would like to thank the Subcommittee on Science, Research and

Technology for inviting me to appear today. It is indeed a pleasure
to share my thoughts with the committee regarding recombinant DNA
research and to explore the issues that have surfaced in discussions
about work in this area of contemporary molecular biology.

Since the report out of the 1973 Gordon Research Conference draw
ing attention to recombinant DNA research we have witnessed a rather
remarkable series of events in the history of basic science research in
this country. Beginning with the concerns of some basic scientists about
the safety of certain types of recombinant DNA research, interest in
this field has broadened in the past 4 years to encompass not only the
researchers working in this field, but the larger scientific community,
a variety of governmental agencies at the local, State, and national
level and the public at large.

Just as the number of parties interested in this dialog has growu, so,
too, have the issues. While the original concerns of scientists were
couched primarily in terms of immediate research biohazards, such
issues as the right of the public to participate in the regulation of
research and questions about the possible limits to scientific investi
gation have appeared also.

The distance from the discussions at the Gordon Research Con
ference to the debates at the Cambridge City Council appears great
from a number of perspectives. So, too, does the distance from a dis
cussion of immediate biohazards, attendant on some specific research.
to debate on the possible limits of scientific inquiry itself. Such dis
tances, however, as we have and are learning, at least in the case of
recombinant DN .i\. research, mav. in fact, not be so grE'at after all. or
they may be traveled very rapidly. This is perhaps particularly true
in a society which on the one hand supports the scientific enterprise
and its attendant inquisitiveness and on the other hand, increasingly
articulates the desh'es fo': fl(,~011l1t.abi1ity of th is enternrise.

Also this may be particularly true in a society which, again 011 the
one hand recognizes real differences in technical sophistication between
scientists and laymen, and on the other hand, adheres to an ideology of
public participation and democratic decisionmaking. -

In approaching the many issues that have been raised over the past
4 years one is tempted to select for discussion discreet issues, limited
in scope, issues which one can grasp and about which one can appeal'
to come to some rational conclusion. To do so, however, would he to
miss, in my view, the real significance of what has happened and is
happening between science aud society as exemplified by the recombi
nant DNA issue.

In the limited time available today I have chosen to focus on only
a couple of what I feel to be basic science society tensions the recom
binant DNA issue has surfaced. These tensions are in a sense generic
problems confronting science in a democratic society. They are not
really new tensions nor are they likely to disappear, even if we are
to solve all the specifics of the recombinant DNA issue. These ten-
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ing promulgation of codes for others. But I think, by the same token,
it may also highlight that perhaps the greatest incentive toward ethi
cal behavior is the presence of a disclosure and reporting apparatus,
which brings to the attention of the people on whose judgment our
jobs depend, any aberrations in our behavior. .

What, I was really suggesting, was more than whether a formalized
apparatus might be appropriate, because I rather anticipated the kind
of response that came forward would be the response that would be
received. Assume that I'm a scientist in a laboratory, and that I'm con
cerued with the development of a new scientific research project in
which I am totally wrapped up. The project looks like good research
to me; not only is it good, it might be published, and it might be pub
lished first by me. I wonder if I am well-equipped to make the judg
ment as to whether this is the kind of good research objective that as
you outlined in your case,should besought.

Dr. Ksss, It does seem to me that we have several opportunities
currently available that could be enlarged upon without something
so formal as codes 01' licensures. There's been discussion amongst edi
tors of professional journals about considering ethical implications
of research as part of the criteria for accepting publication. That's
something one could think about. One could ask, as one now does on
the grant applications to NIH, where it now asks for the social sig
nificance of this research. One might invite investigators to ask, not
knowing the medical benefits, but ask: Are there any possibly socially
problematic 01' troublesome things that might grow out of your re-
search, either immediately 01' down the road j ,

Now these things get treated rather perfunctorily by many scien
tists, I think. They know that most research is approved by their peers
on scientific merit and not on practical benefits.

But it might be salutary to ask scientists in this informalway to be
gin thinking about it and to be obligated perhaps to report to others,
and to make public most of the implications, 01' possible implications,
of their research.
It seems to me that. if a scientist is doing. something potentially

dangerous and publishes it you can pretty much count on their being
some members of the club who will raise those questions with him,
as, I think, in this case, the: recombinant DNA 'issue, will be dealt
with, and I'm sure it would. So that publication really brings these
things to public notice, and if the scientists don't do it the press and
other people will and we'll get a chance to be thinking about these
matters.

But let 'me reemphasize. r think one of the most useful things, if
one wants to institutionalize something, is to think about ways in
which the scientific community can begin to think ahead of the likely,
the possibly problematical consequences of their work, and perhaps
be more obliged to bring those to public notice. It seems to me to be
in the best interest of science to be cooperative in that way. Otherwise,
if we're stubborn we're going to have the kind of furor that you see
around this issue. "

Mr. THORNTON. Do you have any comments, Professor Grobstein j
Dr. GRORSTEIN. Yes, sir.
We do have problems with our limitations in projecting conse

quences. Dr. Lappe made the point that in connection with the green
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tive, which is a sharp, tough criticism from one's colleagues, because
your ideas or what you were doing were more often exposed, at least
within that community, than what we lawyers do within the larger
community oflawyers. . .

I would like to think about that. But in initially tackling the ques
tion I have not discovered, at least within the legal community, except
with those lawyers who are also public officials, that within the legal
community there is the immense feedback, or any feedback for that
II?-atte:? that talks about how effective or how good a lawyer is in a
situation,

As you probably know, the Federal judges are concerned about this
now, and are working on a system to accomplish or to design some
mechanism, because in everybody's opinion it's a good idea, to tell us
whether a lawyer is performing not only ethically but adequately, be
cause we have not had that kind of feedback from our peers.

So I would like to explore the idea a little bit more. It seems to me
that the law office might look a little bit more to a client's response in
attempting to weed out its incompetent or unethical participants.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much.
Dr. Grobstein, do you have any suggestions with regard to this ques

tion, as to whether a formalized peer review system might be
appropriate!

Dr. GRORSTEIN. I think, as Dr. :King has said, there is a very effective
peer review system in the scientific community. I don't wish to suggest
that it is perfect by any means, and I certainly do not wish to appear
to be casting any stones at neighboring professionals. But the fact is
that the entire scientifico-social system of science puts very heavy
emphasis on approval of an individual by his peers. As a matter of
fact, it's the only way a scientist has to gain recognition, by approval
of peers. It's a powerful mechanism.. .

On the other hand, as we know,there are breeches of it and, as a
matter of fact, within the scientific community itself the very question
that you raise has been discussed on a number of occasions-whether
there should be something comparable to the Hippocratic oath of the
medical profession, and, mdeed, whether there Should be something
comparable to licensure. The fact that it doesn't exist makes clear that
it hasn't struck much enthusiasm within the scientific community.
The equivalent is found on this more informal basis.
. The medical profession certainly now is moving in the direction of

peer review, and finding it difficult to do because the nature of medical
practice is rather different from the nature of scientific practice, and, I
suspect, very different from the legal practice as well.

So to use per review clearly requires the right characteristics, not in
the ethical sense, but in the matching sense,in the profession itself. I'm
not sure that it's generally applicable to all professional activities.

I would say that at this time some kind of external system of certi
fication does not seem very helpful in dealing with the kinds of prob
lems we are discussing. These problems stem not so much from the
behavior of individual scientists as from the collective directions that
scientists take within a given field. What we have been discussing
today are the directions taken by science as a community rather than
by individual scientists.
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cussing with respect to recombinant DNA or biomedical research In
general, or research even more broadly than that.

I am inclined to doubt that in the society in which we live today or
in the one toward which we're progressing, whatever it may be, that it
will be possible on each issue that comes up to expect the general pub
lic to be fully euough informed, particularly when there are scientific
and techuical contents involved, so as to participate actively in the
decisions. This is one of the reasons why I feel that devices such as
study commissions or other new devices are needed. It's going to be
increasingly difficult for the general population to have enough infor-
mation to deal with a particular issue. .

On the other hand, it seems to me that the way in which we're mov
ing makes it more and more important to see to it that as large a
portion of the population as we can possibly arrange is at least scien
tifically and technically literate.

Very early in our educational history in the United States we came
to understand that there were certain basic kinds of things that a citi
zen required in order to function within the society. In the old days
it was reading, writing, and arithmetic. Those things are still.impor
tant, although there's some suggestion, from recent results with SAT
scores, and so on, that we are losing ground.

But the kind of literacy necessary to function within society today
includes a degree of scientific and technical literacy. The more the
population has that kind of literacy the more it will be ..ble to partici
pate in discussions of this kind of technical decision and the less likely
it will be to be anxious afterward about the decisions that are made
for fear that something is happening that they don't understand.

Mr. THORNTON. Thank you, Professor Grobstein,
Dr. Ka:ss?
Dr. KASS. It seems to me that in the area of education several things

might be possible. Some of them, I think, are already going on as a
result of the large reexaminations of the place of science and tech
nology in our human affairs. I think the generation now entering
science, as excited as it may be about the prospects of discovery, are
also much more aware than I was in beginning my work in science,
of the mixed blessings that some of the fruits of science to a degree
might be. I think it's only since the atomic bomb and various other
such things that widespread questioning of the goodness of techno
logical progress really came into being, and that means there a pro
liferation of courses of studies and conversations, including lists and
materials that are prepared, through this committee, by the Congress,
find their way into the hands of people who teach, that are discussed
quietly among the young scientists, and I think have become in
creasingly responsive.

I think since-and I agree with Dr. Grobstein-that the technical
nature of many of the issues means that scientists and technologists
necessarily wili have to play an important role, at least in indicating
the limits of the possible and the likely consequences. I don't think
they're uniqnely qualified to make the judgment of what's desirable
to do, but that means that the more they can synthesize the implica
tions of their work and be thoughtful about those thmgs the better
off we'll be.
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toxic substance, is not true. There is a different quality. But on the
other hand, we can exaggerate that quality by thinking of DNA as
an independent material that is capable of proliferating indefinitely.
DNA is very sensitive to its surroundings, its environment, and it
is very much controlled, when functioning within an organism, by
other activities and other processes within that organism.

I am concerned also about some of the other things that Dr. Lappe
said.

When he, for example refers to the danger of ideas and suggests
that 'Perhaps we should be considering the control of promulgation
of ideas, we are clearly well beyond the area of science. We are talking
of political concepts, for which people have shed blood over many
centuries. I think I would want to see a very I?owerful commission,
indeed, at work on that -question before accepting Dr. Lappe's sug
gestion, before we took the step of deciding to control the promulga
tion of ideas.

This, however, comes close, although I don't suggest it's identical
with something that Dr. Kass said and said he would like to discuss,
and I certainly would be very interested in hearing his comment.

Dr. Kass said that knowledge is power, and, of course, ideas are
part of knowledge, and so perhaps he might be agreeing with Dr.
Lappe that ideas in and of themselves can be dangerous, because he
does seem to me to be saying that in some instances--and he certainly
was careful to point out that he did not mean in all instances--that
in some instances he felt that scientific knowledge is equivalent to
power and, therefore, must be treated as action, which is the way he
characterized his basic definition of, or basic requirement for ethics.

Is it your judgment that knowledge is of itself power, or is it that
certain kinds of knowledge is so obviously convertible to power that
you doubt that it would fail to be converted i

I personally maintain a distinction between the knowledge itself
and what one does with it, and certainly it is the case that knowlegge
today is an extremely powerful part of our whole social operation.
But whether I would say that knowledge is power, and in the same
sense that Dr. Lappe says, "Ideas can be dangerous, and, therefore,
should 'be contained in their promulgation," that would give me trou
ble. So I would be interested in your comments.

Dr. KASS. I think ideas of all sorts a-re influential, and in that sense
have power. There are probably few ideas as powerful as those in
the Declaration of Independence, for the effect that they had on sub
sequent events in the world.

But I have no thought at all about attempting to regulate ideas or
speech, and I would agree with you entirely, although I don't think
we should simply treat knowledge, as thought of, as good. It's a very
powerful thing, indeed, a most powerful thing, indeed.

I think that precisely because scientific knowledge is a knowledge
of how things work that it provides very often the knowledge of how
to make things work differently, and in that sense there is a very close
connection between the knowledge, what I call the knowledge of how
and know-how, and maybe one can stand in the narrows and say, "This
theory is theoretical," and "This is practical." But so often the tests
of that knowledge are intervennig in nature, even in the laboratory,
that I think we have to, at least in some cases, examine the validity
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I think that, unlike virtually any other agent, chemical, or device
that has been created by technology, recombinant DNA is dealing with
the only molecule we know of which has come into existence for vir
tUIl_1!y the sole purpose of projecting itself into the future, and if
there's a truism to be devolved from our knowledge of evolution it's
that, unlike human intent, the purposes of nature cannot at this point
really be divined. As far as we know, there is no other reason for the
existence of DNA except to perpetuate itself.

An accident with a DNA molecule is potentially-and I emphasize
potentia1!y-an irrevocable one, of an order that we haven't antici-

. pated before. It may be the fact that DNA molecules at some point, like
radioactive isotopes, have some kind of half-life, that they diminish
their impact over time. But as far as we know to date-and I think
Professor Grobstein could probably comment more knowledgeably
than me-my understanding of this particular molecule is that its
nature is very much like that of a sorcerer's apprentice. It produces
one broom, which makes two, which makes four, which makes eight,
and so on, and although the purposes which we believe we perceive in
the natural process, be they ships, or rudders, or what-have-you, ap
pear to offer us guidance of how to proceed, I'm not at all convinced
that we can proceed with wisdom in the area of constructing molecules
that have the o,Pportunity for self-replication. . .

Now to baSICS: What kind of limits, if any, should be placed on
research, and when i

Professor Grobstein has emphasized that it's only at the advent of a
clear and present danger that restrictions of any broad sort should be
imposed.

I think we would all agree with Leon, that sensible persons would
agree that any knowledge which can be developed which has clearly
very injurious consequences immediately perceivable, should be under
very strict regulation, There is less agreement that when it's onlva
probabilistic, If not conjectural, estimate it should be controlled. There
would probably be universal ag-reement that when knowledge aims at
development of agencies for killing or injuring human beings it should
be constrained.

But there is the third area of research, in which the knowledge to be
developed has a very high probability of being used in a manner which
potentially causes social or societal dislocations, which, there is some
kind of agreement, constitutes harm, that I think should be considered,
and I think it would be a dereliction of my duty to raise my hand and
wave goodbye without specifying at least two or three examples of
that.

First of all, I think scientists would agree that there are such things
as, besides worrisome research, mischievous research. Hypotheses
which are presented and put into the public arena, which cannot be
disproven, acquire a currency of their own. Ideas themselves can be
dangerous, first.

Second, there are particular ideas in science, and particularly those
that involve genetics because genetic carries such a sense of perma
nence and immutability, although this is not in fact the case, where a
socially invidious idea that there is, for example, criminal behavior
concentrated in a particular ethnic group, or associated with a chomo-
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the "Human Use" Commission is structured because certainly it is
my experience, in talking with people, that over the last several years
a very apprehensive view of the Commission has changed into a gen
erally approving one. To a very considerable degree that can be laid
at the door of the members of the Commission. -I think, however, that
it can also be attributed to the good sense of the.decision to establish
the Commission _and to establish it in exactly the way that you, Mr.
Thornton, have emphasized. It should function as a study commission,
free of any requirements to make immediate decisions or to respond
to immediate emergencies. It is important at this time to have a study
commission which is free of regulatory responsibility to look into the
matter of recombinant DNA and all that surrounds that subject.

Now if I may make just a second comment! It goes back to your
initial question to us, which I assume that you intended to be con
sidered by all of the panelists.

Mr. THORNTON. That is correct.
Dr. GROBSTEIN. I think that you posed a useful analogy for the

issue that we are discussing. You put us in a ship with a rudder. You
didn't tell us where either the ship or the rudder came from. In human
experience, however, we are not presented with a ship and a rudder
and then start to steer it. The ship and the rudder themselves came
out of human experience. Something else follows. In producing devices
like ships and rudders there is some formed human purpose III mind,
or objective, or goal, or what-have-you.

You put us in what presumably was a rather primitive ship with a
primitive rudder and you left us with the choice of whether to use it
or not, as though we didn't even know for sure what it was for.
I My suggestion is that over time our rudder has been getting better
and better. We are able to steer ourselves much more effectively. I use
the term "better and better" here not necessarily to mean that we have
gotten greater satisfaction or greater good out of it, but that we are
able to steer much better thau we were before.

Mr. THORNTON. Thedegree of accuracy of control.
Dr. GROBSTEIN. The degree of-accuracy of control is improved in

many areas but, obviously, not totally. But at the same time another
interesting thing has happened. You put us in the ship with the rud
der; you didn't tell us how big the body of water was that we were in.
One of the things that has happened, of course, particularly in the
last half century, is that the body of water that we're in has expanded
enormously and, therefore, our options have increased enormously.

Mr. THORNTON. Or our perceptions of our options.
Dr. GROBSTEIN. And perceptions of our options. That at the

moment is giving us trouble. We are not sure, given this widening
world that we're presented with, that we intended to ge there initially.
Nonetheless, we are launched and in some fashion we have to both
steer and figure out where we want to go. The latter problem is really
the pressing one, rather than how to steer.

Mr. THORNTON. I am always reluctant to use a metaphor because it
does always require a further definition.

I do want to say that I appreciate the additional definition you've
given this metaphor. It does bring out some of the other areas of con
cern,
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I'm also interested in your suggestion that you don't necessarily use
the same model, or the same institution, for resolution of all different
kinds of ethical and science problems.

Ms. KrNG. One comment on the Commission. I think as a structure
that a commission might be an appropriate structure. I haven't
thought a great deal about it being an appropriate structure for the
recombinant DNA question. It seems to me, though, that a structure
like it has certain advantages, which I did not bother to identiry
because I keep hearing people talk about them all the time. One, It
has advantages in terms of its composition. It has, I think, restored
confidence, at least in the public eye, in the public and scientific com
munity, which I thought was very important. We had the first mora
torium on scientific research to deal with-fetal research. I thought
that by deliberating in public-s-and the commission worked very hard
to increase public participation, or to at least show one of our modes of
educating the public-that that was in the strength of the commission.

Mr. THORNTON. Let me ask very quickly: I do recall the moratorium
On funding of fetal research. Was that not directly a Federal mora
torium on funding?

Ms. KING. Which stopped our fetal research even though it was
limited to Federal funding, The research stopped as far as we were
concerned. It was able to restrict research, all research, on living
human fetus, at least until the moratorium was lifted.

Mr. THORNTON. Even that which informed medical opinion might
consider to be beneficial to the fetus, is that correct?

Ms. KING. As far as we were able to learn in that period, it stopped
it all. There was fear of treading into an area where lines were not
necessarily clear between what was good and what was had research,
and for fear of treading into what was prohibited, in effect, no more
research was done, at least until the moratorium was lifted.

Mr. THORNTON. Did this have to do with the question of consent!
You mentioned that once earlier, that you wouldn't permit research
without consent, although it's most difficult where you have a minor
child with a kidney transplant. I believe that was contained in your
paper. I don't recall it in your verbal presentation.

Ms. KrNG. It wasn't contained in the context of consent. My interest
in the human experimentation end of the research area is not focused
so much on the technicalities of obtaining consent because I have long
since been convinced that normal, comp-etent adults don't necessarily
understand, or are motivated necessarily in their activities by their
lmowledge. They may even be more motivated by faith in their phy
sician. So I'm not that impressed with discussion about informed
consent.

Mr. THORNTON. I have some concern about whether you should
operate upon a child 6, or 8, or 10 years old without that child being
in a position to have his interest expressed in the operation.

Ms. KING. I would agree with you.
Mr. THORNTON. You would?
Ms. KING. But I would not call that informed consent. I would call

that would denominate that as a process by which we seek to give
reco/mition to as much autonomy or capacity as an individual has,
and I would include within that I(roup children and the mentally
retarded and the mentally incompetent, merely because they are chil-
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differing from Ms. King, I think we can do better than saying that in
all cases the burden of. proof lies on the opponents. I think there's
probably room for discriminating amongst those technologies that are
worrisome for particular. reasons, and perhaps in those cases place the
burden of proof on intent. The penalties for Jibel, however, hardly
weaken our freedom of speech. I am far from convinced that the free"
dom of scientific inquiry as a whole would suffer if certain highly sen
sitive areas are carefully controlled or even curtailed. The good to be
done by organized science can only be completed by the harm it hum
bly and responsibly refuses to do.

Thank you. I apologize for the length of my statemsnt..
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Kass.
I want to compliment each of the panelists for your initial

presentations.
The subject is most complex and difficult to get a grasp on, but I

wonder if I might have any comment as to whether our situation might
be considered parallel to discovering, as passengers on a ship that's
traveling through time and space, or an ocean, or whatever, toward
a goal or objectives which we hope to be good, we as humans become
aware that there's a rudder on that ship, and we began to make judg
ments whether we should manipulate that rudder and change the
direction in which we're traveling and, having done so, only then
begin to wonder what course we should pursue. Is that what we are
concerned about1 Is the problem one that we find it hard to define1
What are those objectives that we want to seek! You listed them in
your prepared- testimony and omitted some of them in your verbal
testimony: ~xcellenc~ of character, stable and .f~lfil~ing family and
community life, public-spiritedness and other CIVIC VIrtues, the beau
ties of nature, the wisdom, et cetera. In a sense are we not alreadywith
our hand on the rudder 1 Are we able to make that judgment now, and
answer that question now, whether we should take steps to affect the
course of man's role on the Earth1

Is my question too hazy, Dr. Kass, to answer, or do you want to
take a stab at it1

Dr. KAss. I think I understand the question.
It does seem to me that our hand has been on the rudder for some

time, and I think the goals toward which we were proceeding might
rightly have been assumed to be good, and many of them, it seems to
me, remain good. Noone is opposed to improving health and peace of
mind, obviously the kind of medical and mental problems that bio
medical research can help us with.

It does seem to me though that the acquisition of gr~ater powers
does require a greater wisdom in steerinz that rudder. It has made,
therefore, much more explicit on how much, or what kinds of assump
tions we've made in the past, and maybe it's even called some of tho"",
assumptions into question.

I think the basic problem is, it's not just a problem of the abuse of
power. If it's really the case that to have some good things means
sacrificing willy-nilly others, and that seems to be our lot, not only
here but wherever, then we may only have improved health by so re
arranging our institutions on better health and better safety, by so
rearranging our institutions as to interfere with certain family values,
intruding upon sex and reproduction.
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facture is often easy, their visilbility low, and the difficulty of regu
lating their use very high. Among the examples of worrisome re
search-to which I now turn, in conclusion-those likely to give chem
ical applications deserve more careful scrutiny than those, like the
artificial heart or artificial placenta, that are costly, complicated, 'and
impossible to use without somebody noticing.

'Vorrisome Research, the final part:
I am much less concerned about biohazards such as those incident

to DNA recombinant research than I am about certain powers, not
yet available but foreseeable as outgrowths of current research, that
would alter decisively fundamental features of human life: Powers

- to provide new modes of conception and birth, powers to alter the
human life cycle, most especially by increasing the maximum human
lifespan, and powers to alter behavior, desires, emotions, and states
of consciousness. These are the prospects for something fundamentally
new and different, and therefore deserving our serious attention. Let
me briefly consider three cases that have 'already received some atten
tion in the Ibioethics literature:

Predetermining the sex of children; retarding- of aging; and the
powerful technology of pleasure. In each case, let us assume the power
is made available by means of a drug. '

1. PREDETERMINING THE SEX OF OHILDREN

Parents would choose in advance the gender of their children, but
the boys and girls generated would be as they are now. Few moral
objections have been raised a-rainst exercising such a choice, but there
would be reasonable concern for possible untoward social consequences
of possible imbalance in the overall sex ratio, should the practice of
gender choice become widespread. With a drug or other cheap, home
administered, and reliable method for predetermining sex, it would be
difficult to prevent the use of the techniquc.nnd one mi-rht therefore
wonder whether we oug-ht to permit such a pill to be developed at all.

However, with proper preparation in our demographic studies it
would be very easy to monitor the choices people were in fact making,
and comparatively easy to provide incentives for correcting any im
balance in the sex ratio perceived to be dangerous, Provided we are
alert, I doubt that this power is really so dangerons and the research
leading to it so worrisome-precisely because the primary effects of
use are immediately obvious and the worrisome consequences derivative
and delayed.

2. RETARDAT:ION OF AGING

Fundamental research into the biological processes of aging holds
out the promise of powers not only to rerrard the rate of senescence and
decay but also to extend the maximum human life expectancy. When
Congress established the National Institute of Aging in 1974, the
responsible House Committee's statement on the "Purpose of Legisla
tion" stated that the new Institute would "provine, a natural focus
for the research necessarv to achieve the !'Teat goal of keeping our,
people as vonnz as possible as long as possible." Is this really a desir
able goal? Would it be a good idea to add 20 years to the human life
span t Fifty years? More? These are long questions, and I'm not sure
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1. WHAT IS AN ETHICAL QUESTION?

I here use, and suggest the value of using, the term "ethical" very
broadly, not restricted to matters touching particular religious or
other moral commandments, prohibitions, or injunctions, not to certain
alleged rights or duties, or to certain virtues and vices of character.
Rather, I mean by an ethical question any question of action, of what
to-do, because any such question considers, however tacitly, what is
good to do, and not merely what is possible to do or what are the likely
results of doing or not doing 1

What is possible and what is likely are, of course, germane,'even,
crucial to deciding what to do, but that decision is guided by the
pursuit of a desired goal, sought by particular means, and justified by
certain reasons. Ethical considerations arise about the desirability of
the ends or means and about the adequacy of the reasons. None of
this is academic or prissy; neither is it the special province of ethicists,
or moral philosophers. It is the daily stuff of politics, of private choice,
of all human action.

~. THE RELATION BETWEEN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, BETWEEN THEOR,Y
AND PRACTICE

This is a most complicated matter, yet a crucial one for considering
policy for the control of science and technology. On first glance, and
speaking crudely, there would appear to be a clear and unmistakable
difference between scientific inquiry, which seeks to discover the truth
about nature, and technological application, which uses discovered
truths to command nature in action, for the sake of some human
purpose. Science is theoretical in its intent; technology is practical.
Yet this distinction is in fact not so sharp. First of all, there is a
difference between inquiry and research. Asking a question is not the
same thing as doing the experiments that seek to answer it, even if,
in somefields of science, it is only the experimentally testable questions
that are deemed worthy of being asked. " ,

The point is that, unlike mathematics and astronomy, nearly all
modern biomedical science is experimental science. Biomedical in
quiry is more than asking questions and thinking about them; in
quiry becomes research, and research involves experimentation, and
experimentation is action. As such, it necessarily comes under ethical

, and legal scrutiny, as does an action, even when such scrutiny decides
that such action should be immune from interference. Regulations
governing the use of radioactive isotopes in research, guidelines for
experimentation in human subjects, liability of companies for the
hazards of industrial research, and so on, all these testify to the
recognition of the distinction between inquiry and research and to the
acceptability of some controls over experimentation, not, to be su,:e,
over the questions to be asked, but over the procedures used to gam
the answers. The guidelines proposed for the safety of DNA recom
.binant research have ample precedent,

, What does not have ample precedent, at least not in liberal dem
ocratic regimes, is the acceptability of any control over questions to
be investigated. Even those. such' as mvself, who favor the social
regulation of many technologies, are extremely wary of any attempts
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2. MA'ITERS RELATED TO HUMAN GENETIC ENGINEERING

Although the scientists who called the moratorium expressed con
cern only about biohazards, and ruled the issue of 'human genetic
manipulation out of bounds at the Asilomar conference, I have little
doubt that public fears about possible, eventual intervention into
human heredity has fueled the controversy regarding this research. I
even suspect that the acknowledged concern for ethical issues in the
use of genetic knowledge on the part of someof the DNA recombinant
researchers may have pricked their own conscience to give the safety
question of their research such unusual and prominent publicity.

Here, however, I belive there is little need for concern, at least at
present. It is true that the technique of DNA recombination may be
useful as one step on the long road to human genetic manipulation. But
human genetic enginering still seems to me to be a long way oil'. Many
scientific and technical problems would need to be solved before gene

. therapy of inherited disease. could become a possibility. Moreover, I
suspect that both the promise and the dangers of human genetic
manipulation by selective transfer of pieces of DNA are greatly exag
gerated. On the one hand, other remedies for some genetic disease may
be more readily found, for example, via organ transplantation. On the
other rand, even if effective and practical, gene therapy of existing
individuals with genetic disease would raise no issues not iIready raised
by sophisticated medical treatments, and subiect to the usual internal
and external controls operating on the medical profession through
whose hands any feasible gene therapy must pass. We may wish to
consider, in allocating scarce funds for research and development, how
vigorously we want to pursue a capacity for gene therapy and other
high technology routes to better health. We may want eventually to
establish policy and guidelines for the use of gene therapy, or for the
possible, even more futuristic eugenic use of DNA transfer. But we
have years, even decades, to think about these matters, and there is
absolutely no reason to block the current research, with its obvious
scientific interest and likely productive application, because of these
concerns,

3. ALTERING THE COURSE OF EVOLUTION

This is the most difficult concern to evaluate for reasons Dr. Grob
stein has already alluded to. DNA recombinant research will presum
ably permit the 'construction of new types of organisms. Public health
hazards aside, I think it fair to say we probably do not know the
implications of what we are doing. This research thus highlights in a
dramatic way the awesome powers we already hold for the manipu
lation and alteration of Nature, powers we use with little knowledge
~oout what, in fact, we are really doing.

And here I would like to suggest, perhaps for discussion with Dr.
Grobstein or others, that our circumstances may in this regard be
radically new, that precisely not because of this power or that, but
because of the powers in the aggregate and the need not only for
knowledge but for a certain kind of unprecedented wisdom, that
our 'Circumstances miRy not be simply continuous with certain circum
stances in the past. .
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STATEMENT OF DR. LEON R. KASS, HENRY R. LUCE PROFESSOR,
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

Dr. KAss.Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, will be only reading portions of the testimony,and, if I may,

in passing take the liberty of trying to sharpen up places where my
outlook might differ from some analysis of the testImony.

Mr. THORNTON. I think that would be very helpful at this time.
Dr. KAss. I will do it very briefly though.
I have found it very difficult to prepare this testimony. My -. task

would have been simple if I had a clear and extreme position to de
fend, if, for example, I believed that science and technology were the
handmaidens of an exploitative and oppressive society and must there
fore be curtailed, or if, on the other hand, I believed that science and
technology were always self-justifying activities, yielding benefits
only, and that any attempt rationally to question the social worth of a
given line of research is to commit the sin of Pope Urban against Gali
leo. I hold neither of these views. I very much respect the activity of
scientific investigation and welcome many of the gifts of technology.
But I esteem other good things at least as highly, and am well aware
of the heavy costs we have already paid for technological progress,
and am concerned that the costs of some projected biomedical ad
vances may far exceed the benefits.

Even thus divided, my task might yet have been simple were I able
to discern a clear line between good and bad research and technology.
But there exists no such clear hne between things we should never let
the scientists do and the things we should never prevent them from
doing. There is not even an easy way of deciding what things, if any,
deserve to be curtailed. All biomedical research worthy of the name,
in addition to providing greater knowledge, holds forth the promise
of some medical or agricultural or other benefit, for at least some
body-for the sick, for the hungry, for the depressed, for the mentally
and physically handicapped. As I will try to indicate, some of the
technological capacities I regard as most socially questionable are at
the same time powers that promise great good to some of our fellows.

Lacking knowledge of clear boundaries, lacking any simple rules
or prescriptions or exhortations, my message could be boiled down to
two words: Be sensible, hardly a novel or exciting proposal, unexcep
tionable in speech, but hard to follow in deed.

For not only is there a need for moderation and prudence on the side
of scientists and technologists in the powers for intervention they make
possible and the hazards to which they might expose us; there is equal
need for good sense on the part of the community and its representa
tives, of those who would attempt to regulate the development and
use and consequences of biomedical research and technology. Attempts
at regulation can be undertaken at the wrong time, or in the wrong
way, or for the wrong reasons. Statutory prohibitions may be mis
directed or unenforceable. Our scientific. excellence is a precious
national resource that needs to be safeguarded.

Despite these difficulties, I have prepared the following testimony,
hoping to promote greater thoughtfulness on these complicated and
Important matters.
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ApPENDIX

REGARDING ETHICAL ISSUEB PERTINENT TO, POSSIBLE FUTURE HUMAN APPLICATION OF
DNA RECOMBINANT RESEARCH

Prof. PAUL· BERG,
Department of Biochemi8try,
Stanford University SchooZ of M edioine,
Paw Alta, oeur.

DEAR PAUL: It was a great pleasure to meet and talk with you. Your sensitivity
to the possible ethi-cal and social implications of your own work gave me much
encouragement for proceeding with mine.

Here is a sketchy outline and fragmentary discussion of some of the questions
which occur to me and which I think merit serious consideration, sooner rather
than later.

1. Ethical questions related to safety-and-e:f6.cacy. These are merely sophisti
cated versions of general problems related to clinical trials of a new therapy or
experiments to discern whether a new agent is potentially therapeutic.

(a) Is the procedure efficacious? Or more modestly, have we ruled out obvious
reasons why it might be useless?

Here appropriate trials in tissue culture and animals should precede first trial
in human. Special attention needs to be given to the problem of delivery of the
viral vector to the appropriate target organ or tissue.

(b) Is the procedure safe? How safe? Have cellular and animal studies been
performed to detect possible deleterious effects of introducing. the carrier viral
DNA? Has a prospective study been designed to accompany the administration
of the viral therapy to the first human patients?

(0) Difficult judgments concerning:
1. Comparative value of other available tberepr-ce.g., organ or tissue

transplantation.
2. Weighing likely chance of success, natural history' of the untreated'

condition, likely and.suspected harmfuf"toxic" effects.
2. Medical-ethical questions dependent upon the stage of "life" treated.
(a) In the case of a child or adult known to have a particular genetic defect,

or even in the case of an embryo.or fetus on whoma definite diagnosis is made,
the difficult judgments (lc, above) are ethically no different than for any other
form of therapy. To be sure, unforeseen tragic consequences may ensue, but the
physician would have acted rightly because he was seeking to treat a known
serious disease in an existent human being or existent fetus.

(b) . Far greater certainty with respect to safety and efficacy would be re
quired to perform the same manipulations on the germ cells prior to fertilization.
Here, by no stretch of argument can it be said that one is engaged in therapy
of existing persons with known disease. To manipulate germ cells is a. form
of experimentation, albeit well-meaning, on a not-yet-existent and not-yet
afflicted human being. Ignorance of untoward consequences that might result
is here no excuse: considerable knowZedge that ao. such consequences will fol
low gene manipulation would be a prerequisite for going ahead. Childlessness
or adoption are to be preferred to subjection of the unconceived to potentially
hazardous manipulation.

(3) Therapeutic and other purposes. The ethical questions about genetic
manipulation will be dependent in part upon the purpose served: Obviously,
once a technique is introduced for one purpose, it can then be used for any pur
pose. Therapeutic uae il'l one thing; eugenic, scientific. frivolous, or even military
are quite another. Thus there are two questions to be considered:

(a) What would be the range of ethically legitimate purposes?
(b) How could one limit use to those purposes?
I have my own views on the :first for which I would argue (vtherapeuttc

use only"), but more importantly, I would insist that we need to foster public
deliberation about this question, since I don't think this is a matter to be left
to private tastes or to scientists alone. I defer the question of control until later.

4. Possible undesirable consequences of ethical use for ethical purposes.
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are other areas in which certain technological powers can be predicted as flowing
from prerequisite basic studies--even in the case at hand, how else could selen
tists predict the beneficial uses of DNA recombinant research unless there were
some connection between basic research-and application.

To sum up this rather long and general discussion, my point is simply this:
because of the close tie between knowledge and power. we may in the future have
to consider placing restraints on the kinds of knowledge to be sought, if the
powers such knowledge would inevitably bring were too dangerous for us to
handle. .

Where the application of knowledge requires, complicted or expensive appa
ratus or highly trained personnel, it may be possible in practice to continue the
,usually salutary practice of permitting research and attempting to regulate the
development and use of technology. This practice may need to be modified where
dangerous powers are immediately, indiscriminately, and cheaply available in the
scientific discovery. Biologically active chemicals, t.e., drugs, present the best
class of examples, especially as their manufacture is often easy, their visibility
low, and the difficulty of regulating their use very 'hlgb. Among the examples of
worrisome research (towhich I now turn), those likely to give chemical appltca
ttons deserve more careful scrutiny than those, like the artificial heart or artificial,
placenta, that are costly, complicated, and impossible to use without someone
noticing.

WORRISOME BESEABOH

I am much less concerned about biohazards such as those incident to .DNA
recombinant research than I am about certain powers, not yet available but fore
seeable as outgrowths .of current research, that would alter decisively fwida
mental features of human life: powers to provide new modes of conception and
birth (including extracorporeal fertilization and gestation, predetermination 0:(
gender, and asexual reproduction), powers to alter the human life cycle (most
especially by increasing the maximum human life span), and powers to alter
behavior, desires, emotions, and states of consciousness. These are the prcspeets
for something fundamentally new and different, and therefore deserving our
serious attention. Let me briefly consider three cases that have already received
some attention in the bioethic,s literature (see, e.g., Assessing Biomedioal Teoh-
noZogies: A.n-Inquiry into the Nature ot the Process, prepared for the National
Science Foundation by -the Committee on the Life Sciences and Social Policy,
National Research Council) : 1) predetermining sex of children, 2) retarding_ of
aging, 3) a powerful pleasure pill. (In each case, let us assume that the power is
made available by means of a drug.)

1. Predetermining the sew or chilaren.-Parents would choose in advance the
gender of their children, but the boys and gtrls generated would be as they are
now. Few moral objections have been raised against exercising such a choice
(though many may wonder why anyone would want to exercise such power), but
there would be reasonable concern for possible untoward social consequences of
possible imbalances in the overall sex-ratio, should the practice of gender choice
become widespread.

With a drug or other cheap, home-administered, and reliable method for pre
determining sex, it would be difficult to prevent the use of the technique, and
we might therefore wonder whether we ought to permit such a pill to be developed
at all. However, with proper preparation in our demographic studies, it would be
very easy to monitor the choices people were in fact making, and comparatively
easy to provide incentives for correcting any imbalance im the sex-ratio perceived
to be .dangerous. Provided we, are alert, I doubt that this power is really so
dangerous and the research Ieadlng to it so worrisome-precisely because the
primary effects of use are immediately obvious- and the worrisome consequences
derivative and delayed.

2. Retardation of aging.-We would all welcome relief from the gradual proc
esses of decay and decline and' from the chronic ailments these produce in our
advancing years. Many would also want to live longer thah our current maximum
of fourscore.. Fundamental research into the biological processes of aging holds
out the promise of powers not only to retard the rate of senescence end decay
but also to extend the maximum life expectancy. When Congress established the
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ETHICAL ISSUES IN BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH: GENERAL REMARKS

Why has the DNA recombinant research question generated such controversy
and continued to hold public attention, far beyond the merits of the case in my
opinion? I offer two related suggestions: First, a growing public concern over
the acquisition of specific new powers to modify the bodies and minds of human
beings, and about the moral and social questions raised by these prospects. Bee
ond, more generally. a growing public concern about the relation of science and
the political community, and a desire on the part of at least some of our fellow
citizens to renegotiate explicitly the tacit contract beween science and society.
Indeed, it is as an instance of what I believe will be an increasing number of
occasions demanding a consideration of the place of science in our society that
the current debate over DNA recombinant research holds the greatest interest
and importance. I will devote the remainder of my testimony to these two
matters.

Nearly seven years ago, in an article in Science ("The New Biology: What
Price Relieving Man's Estate?") that I now submit as part of my testimony, I
attempted to identify some of the ethical issues raised by advances in biomedical
science and 'technology. Were I writing that article today, I would make some
changes, hut by and large, I still see the problem in the same way. I am equally
impressed by the scientific discoveries, but less convinced of the medical useful
ness of some of the promised developments-indeed, I· am much niore doubtful
about the wisdom of pursuing improvements in health by continued expansion
of highly sophisticated medical technologies. I am equally concerned about ques
tions of distributive justice, about abuses and misuses of our existing and prom
ised powers, and especially about the possibilities. for willing-self-degradation
and dehumanization. I am much less sanguine about the prospects for wise public
regulation and am fearful that; however well-intentioned, public control of science
and technology can cause as much mischief as the equally well-intentioned enter
prises it seeks to manage. I am, at the same time, less worried about some of the
likely developments, e.g., asexual reproduction via cloning and various possible
uses of artificial fertilization of human eggs, which now seem to me both less
imminent and ,of less social importance, though still, I would add, as repugnant.

I persist in thinking that the greatest dangers come not from the evil-doers or
the mischievous but rather from the well-wishers and humanitarians amongst
us, often in the very form of gifts that we would all too readily accept. I will
illustrate this shortly in addressing some questions posed by your Committee:
"From an ethical perspective, is there some limit or boundary beyond which
science should not proceed1 Is there ethical justification for slowing down some
types of research 1" But first, I need to .address certain terminological and con
ceptual matters that, unless clarified, will confound my discussion.

1. What is an ethicaZ qu.estionf I use the term "ethical" very broadly. It is not
restricted to matters touching particular religious or other moral command
ments, prohibitions, or injunctions, to certain alleged rights or duties, or to cer
tain virtues and vices of character. Rather I mean by an ethical question any
question of action, of what-to-do, because any such question considers, however
tacitly, what is good to do, and not merely what is possible to do or what are the
likely results of 'doing or not-doing. What is possible and what is likely are, of
course, germane, even crucial to deciding what to do, but that decision is guided
by the pursuit of a desired goal, sought by particular means, and justified by
certain reasons.

Ethical questions arise about the desirability of the ends or means and about
the adequacy of the reasons. None of this is academic or prissy; neither is it the
special province of ethlclsts or moral philosophers. It is the daily stuff or poli
tics and private choice, of all human action. A familiar concrete example
may illustrate the point: One can be for or against the goal of limiting popu
lation growth, one mayor may not regard abortion as an unacceptable means,
and one may quarrel with reasons given m justification of choices both of the
end or the means.

2. The relation between amence and technology, between theory and practice.
This is a complicated matter, yet a crucial one for considering policy for the
control of technology and science. On first glance, and speaking crudely, there
would appear to be a clear and unmistakable difference between scientific in
quiry, which seeks to discover· the truth about nature, and technological ap
plication, which uses discovered truths to command nature in action, for the
sake of some human purpose, Science is theoretical in its intent, technology
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Even thus divided, my task might yet have been simple were I able to discern:
a clear line between good andbf:d research and technology. But there exists
no such clear line between things we should never let the scientists do and
the things we should never prevent them from doing. There is not even en easy
way of deciding what things, if any. deserve to be curtailed. All biomedical
research worthy of the name, in addition to providing greater knowledge, holds
forth the promise of some medical or agricultural or other benefit, for at least
somebody-for the sick, for the hungry, for the depressed, for the mentally and
physically handicapped. As I will try to indicate, some of the technological
capacities I regard as most socially questionable are at the same time powers
that promise great good to some of our fellows.

Lacking knowledge of clear boundaries, lacking any simple rules or prescrip
tions or exhortations, my message could be boiled down to two words: Be sensi
ble-hardly a novel or exciting proposal, unexceptionable in speech, but hard
to follow in deed.

For not only is there a need for moderation and prudence on the side of
scientists and technologists in the powers for intervention they make possible
and the hazards to which they-might expose us. There is equal need for good
sense on the part of the community and its representatives, of those who would
attempt to regulate the development and use and consequences of biomedical
research and technology. Attempts at regulation can be undertaken at the wrong
time or in the wrong way or for the wrong reasons. Statutory prohibitions may
be misdirected or unenforceable.

Despite these difficulties, I have prepared the following testimony. hoping to
promote greater thoughtfulness on these complicated and important matters.

DNA. RECOMBINA.NT RESEAROH

DNA recombinant research has raised three distinct kinds of concerns: (1)
about public health hazards, (2) concerns about human genetic manipulation,
and (3) concerns about induced alterations in the variety and evolution of living
organisms.

1. Health and aafety.-The scientists doing the research asked if it was proper
to proceed with research that might be hazardous to public health without prior
assessment of risks and development of suitable safeguards. Their concern was
appropriate and sensible. The moratorium they called on their own research ini
tiated a series of events that have produced, to. my mind, a good first-round as
sessment and adequate guidelines to permit the research to proceed, guidelines
which include, by the way, self-imposed prohibitions of certain kinds of recom
binations as too dangerous. The following observations may be in order.

(a) The ethical issue raised by the scientists is, in one respect, not very dlffleult.
The identification of benefits as benefits and harms as harms was easy. For all
the difficulty in quantifying the likelihood and severity of possible harm, every';'
one agrees that epidemics are bad. No -one is in favor of causing plague or in
creasing the risks of cancer; safety of life and limb is a good to Which everyone
SUbscribes.

(b) The hazards of this research seem to me to be much exaggerated, at least
in relation to other hazards to health from research and technology that we read
ily tolerate or even encourage without much concern. e.g., research with tumor
vh-uses, bacterial pathogens, mutagens, radioactive isotopes. and organic sol
vents. Though it is clear why the DNA researchers would be concerned about
the hazards of this new technique in their own field, I find it odd that these haz
ards should be singled out in the public discussions. This is not to say that the
precedent of deliberate or inadvertent toleration of higher risks justifies a casual
attitude toward any newer, more intentionally created potential hazards. Existing
folly does not excuse its extension. Rather, it would be sensible to treat these
new potential dangers in conjunction with existing dangers.

(c) I am quite sathsfled with the care and consclentlousnesa of those responsi
ble for the guidelines end am not unhappy about the procedures that have been
followed that .have given the scientists the Iead role in the making of policy.
Nevertheless, It should be clear that the Issue of safety is not merely a technical
Issue.

To be sure. the identificattonof pos~ible results, qmmtifYing the probable in
eldence and extent of possible harms and benefits-~thef:leare largely technical
matters. But the naming of a result as ill harm or a good, the weighing of risks
versus promises, the balancing of harms against goods; the evaluation of the de-
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that Intelltgence, whatever it is and however measured, is not synonymous with
wisdom and that, if harnessed to the wrong ends, it can cleverly perpetrate great
folly and evil. Given the activities in which manY,if not most, of our best minds
are now engaged, we should not simply rejoice in the prospect of enhancing IQ.
On what would this 'increased intelligence operatej At best, the programming
of further increases in IQ. It would design and operate techniques for prolong
ing life, for engineering reproduction, for delivering gratifications. With no gain
in wisdom, our gain in intelligence can only enhance the rate of our dehumani-
zation. .

12. The philosopher Hans Jonas has made the identical point: "Tbus the
slow-wcrldng accidents of nature, which by the very patience of their small
increments, large numbers, and gradual decisions, may well cease to be 'accident'
in outcome, are to be replaced by the fast-working accidents of man's hasty and
biased decisions, not exposed to the long test of the ages. His uncertain ideas are
to set the goals of generations,with a certainty borrowed from the presumptive
certainty of the means. The latter presumption is doubtful enough, but this doubt
fulness becomes secondary to the prime question that arises when man indeed
undertakes to "make himself" : in what image of 'his own devising shall he do so,
even granted that he can be sure of the means? In fact, of course, he can be sure
of neither, not of the end, nor of the means, once he enters the realm where he
plays with the roots of life. Of one thing only can he be sure: of bis power to move
the foundations and to cause incalculable and irreversible consequences. Never
was so mueh power coupled with so little guidance for its use." [J. Cent. Conf.
Amer. Rabbis (January 1968), p. 27.] These remarkademonstrate that, con
trary to popular belief, we are not even on the right road toward a rational under
standing of and rational control Over human nature and human life. It is indeed
the height of irrationality triumphantly to pursue nationalized technique, while
at the same time insisting that questions of ends, values, and purposes lie beyond
rational discourse.

13. It is encouraging to note that these questions are seriously being raised in
other quarters-for example, by persons concerned with the decay of cities or the
pollution of nature. There is a growing dissatisfaction with ethical nihilism.
In fact, its tenets are unwittingly abandoned by even its staunchest adherents,
in an.v discussion of "What to do." For example, in the biomedical area, everyone,
including the most unreconstructed and technocratic reductionist, finds himself
speaking about the USe of powers for "human betterment." He has wandered
unawares onto ethical ground. One cannot speak of "human betterment". with
out considering what is meant' by the human and by the related notion of the
good for man. There questions can be avoided only by asserting that practical
matters reduce to tastes and power, and by confessing that the use of the phrase
"human betterment" is a deception to cloak one's own will to power. In other
words, these questions can be avoided' only by ceasing to discuss.

14. Consider, for example, the widespread' acceptance, in the legal systems
of very different societies and cultures, of, the principle and the practice of
third-party adjudication of disputes. And consider why, although many societies
have practiced slavery, no slaveholder has preferred, his own enslavement to
his own freedom. It would' seem that some notions of justice and freedom as well
as-right and truthfulness,are constitutive for any society, and that a concern
for these values may be a fundamental characteristic of "human nature."

15. Scientists may, of course, continue-to believe in righteousness or justice
or truth, but these beliefs are not grounded in their "scientific knowledge" of
man. They rest instead upon the receding wisdom of an earlier age.

16. This belief, silently shared by many contemporary' biologists, has recently
been given the following' clear expression: "One of the acid tests of understand
ing an object is the ability to put it together from its component parts. Ultimately,
molecular biologists will attempt to subject their understanding of all structure
and function to this sort of test by trying to synthesize a cell. It is of some
interest to see how close we are to this goal." [P Handler, Ed: BioZogy and the
Future of Man (Oxford Univ. Press, New York 1970). p. 55.]

17. When an earlier version of this article was presented publicly, it was
criticized by one questioner as being "antfscientlflc," He suggested that my
remarks "were the kind that gave science a bad name." He went on to argue that,
far from being the enemy of morality, the pursuit of truth was itself a highly
moral activity, perhaps the highest. The relation of science and morals is a long
and difficult question with an illustrious history, and deserves a more extensive
discussion that space permits. However, because some readers may share the
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the ultimate proof of understanding (16). A more radlcal formulatdon holds tbat
one knows only what one makes: knowing equals making.

Yet therein lies a difficulty. If truth be the power to change or to make the
object studied, then of what do we have knowledge? If there are no fixed reali
ties, but only material upon which we may work our Wills, ill not "science" be
merely the "knowledge" of the transient and the manipulatable? We might indeed
have knowledge of the laws by which things change and the rules for their manlp
ulatfon, but no knowledge of the things themselves..Can such a view of "science"
yield any knowledge about the nature of man, or indeed, about the nature of any
thing? Our questions appear to lead back to the most basic of questions: What
does it mean to know! What is it that is knowable (11) ?

We have seen that the practical problems point toward and make urgent
certain enduring, fundamental questions. Yet 'while pursuing these questions,
we cannot afford to neglect the practical -problems as such. Let us not forget
Delgado and the "paychocivlltsed society." The philosophical inquiry could be
rendered moot by our bUnd, confident efforts to dissect and redesign ourselves.
While awaiting a reconstruction of theory, we must act as best we can.

WHAT IS TO BE DONE?

First, we sorely need. to recover some humility in the face of our awesome
powers. The arguments I have presented should make apparent the folly of
arrogance, of the presumption that we are wise enough to remake ourselves.
Because we lack wisdom,caution is our urgent need; Or to put it another way,
in the absence of that "ultimate wi-sdom," we can be wise enough to know that
we are not wise enough. -_ When we lack sufficient wisdom to do, wisdom consists
in not doing. Caution,-restraint, delay, abstention. are what this second-best (and,
perhaps, only) wisdom dictates with respect to the technology for human
engineering.

If we can recognize that biomedical advances carry significant social costs, we
may be wilUng to adopt a less permissive, more critical stance toward new
developments. We need to reexamine our prejudice not only that all biomedical
innovation is progress, but also that it is inevitable. Precedent certainly favors
the view that what can be done will be done, but is this necessarily so? OUght
we not to be suspicious when technologists speak of coming developments as
automatic, not subject to human control? Is there not _something contradictory
in the notion that we have the power to control all the untoward consequences
of a technology, but lack the power to determine whether it should be developed
in the first place?

What will be the likely consequences of the perpetuation of our permissive
and fatalistic attitude toward human engineering? How will the large decisions
be made? Technocratically and aelr-eervtngtr, if our experience with previous
technologies is any guide. Under conditions of Iatssea-ratre, most technologists
will pursue techniques, and most priv-ate industries will pursue profits. We are
fortunate that, apart from the drug manufacturers, there are at present in the
biomedical area few large industries that influence public policy. Once these
appear, the voice of "the publtc interest" will have to shout very loudly to be
heard above their whisperings in the halls of Congress. These refleetlons point
to the need for institutional controls.

Scientists understandably balk at the notion of the regulation of science and
technology. Censorship is ugly and often based upon ignorant fear: bureaucratic
regulation is often stupid and inefficient. Yet there is something disingenuous
about a scientist who professes concern about the social consequences of science,
but who responds to every suggestion of regulation with one or both of the
following: UNo restrictions on scientific research," and "Technological progress
should not be curtailed." Surely, to suggest that certain technologies ought to be
regulated or forestalled. is not to call for the halt of all technological progress
(and says nothing at all about basic research). Each development should be
considered on its own merits. Although the dangers of regulation 'cannot be dis
missed, who, for example, would still object to efforts to obtain an etrective,
complete, global .prohfbttlon on the development, testing, and use of btolcstcal
and-nuclear weapons?

The proponents of laissez-faire ignore two fundamental points. They ignore
the ract that not to regulate is as much a policy decjston as the opposite, and
that it merely postpones the time of regulation. Controls w1ll eventually be
called for-as they are now being demanded to end environmental pollution.
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than Eve's apple and more "catastrophte" in its reBUlt(JO) . One need only coil
sider contemporary drug use to see what people are wiHing to risk O'l' sacrifice
for Dovel experiences, heightenedperceptions, or just "kicks." The possibility of
drug-dndueed, instant, and effortless gratification will he welcomed. Recall the
possibilities of voluntary self-stimulation of the brain to reduce anxiety, to
heighten pleasure, or to create visual and auditory sensations unavailable through
the peripheral sense organs. Once these techniques are perfected and safe, is
there much doubt that they will 'be desired" demanded, and used?

What ends will these techniques serve? Most likely, only the most elemental,
those -most tied to the -bodily pleasures. What will happen to thought, to lo-ve,
to friendship, to art, to judgment, to publtc-splrftedness in a society with a per
fected technology of pleasure? What kinds of creatures will we become if we
obtain our pleasure by drug or electrical stimulation without the usual kind of
human efforts and ~rUstrations? What kind of society will we have?

We need .only consult Aldous Huxley's prophetic novel Brave New World for
.a likely answer to these questions. There we encounter a society dedicated to
homogeneity and stability, administered. by means ofin&tant gratlfleatlons and
peopled by creatures of human shape but of stunted humanity. They consume,
fornicate, take "soma," and operate the machinery that makes it all possible.
They do not read, write, think, love, or govern themselves. 'Creativity and
curiosity, reason and passion, exist only in a rudimentary and multflated form.
In short, they arenot men at all.

True, our, techniques, Iiloe theirs, may in fact enable us to treat schizophrenia,
to alleviate anxiety, to curb aggressiveness. We, like they, may indeed be able
to save mankind from itself,but probably only at the cost of its humanness. In
the end, the price of relieving man's estate might well be the abolition of
man (11).

ThereR're, of course, many other routes leading to the abolition 'Of -man.
There are many other and better known causes of dehumanization. Disease,
starvation, mental retardatlon, slavery, and brutality-to name just a few---have
long prevented many, if not most, people from living a fully human life. We
should work to reduce and eventually to eliminate these evils. But the existence
of these evlla should not prevent us from apnreclatlng that the use of the tech
nology of man, -uninformed by wisdom concerning proper human ends, and
untempered by an appropriate humility and awe, can unwttttnely render us all
irreversibly less than human. For, unlike the man reduced by disease or slavery,
the people dehumantaed a In Brave New World are not miserable, do not know
that they are dehumanized, and, what is worse, would not care if they knew.
They are, indeed, happy slaves, with a slavish ha~iness.

SOME FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS

The practical problems of distributing searee resources, of curbing the abuses
of power, and of preventing voluntary dehumanization point beyond themselves
to some large, enduring, and most difficult questions : the nature of justice and
the good community, the nature of man and the good for man. My appreciation
of the profundity of these questions and mv own ignorance before them makes
me hesitant to say any more about them. Nevertheless, previous failures to find
a shortcut around them have led me to believe that these questions must be
fAced if we are to have any hope of underatandfna where biology is taking us.
Therefore, T shall 'try to show in outline how I think some of the larger ques
tions arise from any discussion of dehumanization and self-degradation.

My remarks on dehumanfaatfon can hardly fail to arouse argument. It might
be said, correctly, that to speak about dehumanization presupposes a concept
of "the distinctively human." It might also be said, correctly, that to speak
about wisdom eoneernlng proper human ends presupposes that such ends do
in fact exist and that they may be more or less accessible to human under
standing, or at least to rational inquiry. It is true that neither presupposition
is at home in modern thought.

The notion of the "dlatlnctlvelv human" bas been sertouslv challeng-ed by
modern scientists. Darwinists hold that man is, at least in origin, tied to th-e
subhuman; his seeming distinctiveness is an Jllnslon or, at most, not very impor
tant. Biochemists and molecular btolozlsts extend the chaltenge by bluerfng
the distinction between the living and the nonliving. The laws of physics and
chemistry are found to be valid and are held to be sufficient for explaining
biological systems. Man is a collection of molecules, an accident on tbe stage
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genetic counseling to a frightened couple, recommending eugenic sterilization
for a mental retardate, ordering electric shock for a homosexual. In each situa
tion, there is an opportunity to violate the will of the patient or subject. Such
opportunities have generally existed in medical practice, but the dangers are
becoming increasingly serious. ,,\,rith the growing complexity of the technologies,
the technician gains in authority, since he alone can understand what he is
doing. The patient's lack of knowledge makes him deferential and often inhibits
him from speaking up when he feels threatened. Physicians are sometimes trcu
bled by their increasing power, yet they feel they cannot avoid its exercise.
"Reluctantly," one commented to me, "we shall have to play God." With what
guidance and to what ends I shall consider late-r. For the moment, I merely ask:
"By whose authority"

While these questions about power are pertinent and important, they are in
one sense misleading. They imply an inherent conflict of purpose between physl
elan and patient, between scientist and citizen. The discussion conjures up Im
ages of master and slave, of oppressor and oppressed. Yet it must be.remembered
that conflict of purpose is largely absent, especially with regard to general goals.
To be sure, the purposes of medical scientists are not always the same as those of
the SUbjects experimented on. 'Nevertheless, basic sponsors and partisans of bio
medical technology are precisely those upon whom the technology will operate.
The will of the scientist and physician is happily married to (rather, is the off~

spring of) the desire of all of us for better health, longer Ufe, and peace of mind.
Most future biomedical technologies will probably be welcomed, as have

those of the past. Their use will require little or no coercion. Some developments,
such as pills to improve memory, control mood, or induce pleasure, are likely
to need no promotion. Thus, even if we should escape from the dangers of coercive
manipulation, we shall still face large problems posed by the voluntary use of
biomedical technology, problems to which I now turn.

VOLUNTARY SELF-DEGRADATION AND DEHUMANIZATION

Modern opinion is sensitive to problems of restriction of freedom and abuse of
power. Indeed, many hold that a man can be injured only by violating his will.
But this view is much too narrow. It fails to recognize the great dangers we shall
face in the use of biomedical technology. dangers that stem from an excess of
freedom, from the uninhibited exercises of will. In my view, our greatest problem
will increasingly be one of voluntary self-degradation, or willing dehumanization.

Certain desired and perfected medical technologies have already had some
dehumanizing consequences. Improved methods of resuscitation have made pos
sible heroic efforts to "save" the severely ill and Injured. Yet these efforts are
sometimes only partly successful; they may succeed in salvaging individuals with
severe brain damage, capable of only a less-than-human, vegetatmg existence.
Such patients, increasingly found in the intensive care units of university hos
pit-als, have been denied a death with dignity. Families are forced to suffer seeing
their loved ones so reduced, and are made to bear the burdens of a protracted
death watch.

Even the ordinary methods of treating disease and prolonging life have Impov
erished the context in which men die. Fewer and fewer people die in the familiar
surroundings of home or in the company of family and friends. At that time of
life when there is perhaps the greatest need for human warmth and comfort, the
dying patient is kept company by cardiac pacemakers and defibrillators, resplra
tors, oxygenators, catheters, andahls Intravenous drip.

But the loneliness is. not confined to the dying patient in the hospital bed.
Consider the increasing number of old people who are still alive, thanks tomedi
cal progress. As a group, the elderly are the most allenated members of our society.
Not yet ready for the world of the dead, not deemed fit for the world of the living,
they are shunted aside. More and more of them spend the extra years medicine
hAS given them in "homes for senior citizens," in chronic hospitals, in nursing
homes-waiting for the end. We have learned how to increase their years, but we
have not learned how to help them enjoy their days. And yet, we bravely and
relentlessly push back the frontiers against death.

Paradoxically, even the young and vigorous may be suffering because cof
medicine's success in removing death from their personal experience. Those born
since penicil'in represent the first generation ever to grow up without the expert
ence or fear of probable unexpected death at an early age. ·They look around and
see that virtually all of their friends are alive; A thoughtful physician, Eric Cas
sell, has remarked on this in "Death and the physician" (8, p. 76) :
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or of brain stimulation: Is "first-come, first-served" the fairest principle? Or
are certain people "more wortnv.v end if so, on what grounds!

It is unlikely that we will arrtve at answers to these questions in the form
of deliberate decisions. More likely, the problem of distribution will continue
to be decided ad hoc and locally. If so, the consequence will probably be a
sharp increase in the already far too great inequality of medical care. The
extreme case will be longevity, which will probably be, at first, obtainable only
at great expense. Who is likely to be able to buy it? Do conscience and prudence
permit us to enlarge the gap between rich and poor, especially with respect
to something as fundamental as life itself? '

Questions of distributive justice also arise in the earlier decisions to ac
quire new knowledge and to develop new techniques. Personnel and facilities
for medical research and treatment are scarce resources. Is the development
of a new technology the best use of the limited resources, given current cir
cumstances? How should we balance efforts aimed at prevention again~tthose

aimed at cure, or either of these against efforts to redesign the species? How
should we balance the delivery of available levels of care against further basic
research? More fundamentally, how should we balance efforts in biology and
medicine against efforts to eliminate poverty, pollution, urban decay, discrimina
tion, and poor education? This last question about distribution is perhaps the
most profound. We should reflect upon the social consequences of seducing many
of our brightest young people to spend their lives locating the biochemical
defects in rare genetic diseases, while our more serious problems go begging.
The current squeeze on money for research provides. us with an opportunity to
rethink and reorder our priorities.

Problems of distributive justice are frequently mentioned and discussed, but
they are hard to resolve in a rational manner. We find them especially difficult
because of the enormous range of conflicting values and interests that charac
terizes our pluralistic society. We cannot agree-c-unfortunately, we often do not
even try to agree-on standards for just distribution. Rather, decisions tend to
he made largely out of a clash of competing interests. Thus, regrettably, the
question of how to distribute justly often gets reduced to who shali decide how to
distribute. The question about justice bas led us to the question about power.

USE AND ABUSE OF POWER

We have difficulty recognizing the problems of the exercise of power in the
biomedical enterprise because of our delight with the wondrous fruits it has
yielded. This is Ironto because the notion of power is absolutely central to the
modern conception of science. The ancients conceived of science as the under
standing of nature, pursued for its own sake. We moderns view science as power,
as control over nature; the conquest of nature "for the relief of man's estate"
was the charge issued by Francis Bacon,one of the leading architects of the
modern scientific project (5).

Another source of difficulty is our fondness for speaking of the abstraction
"Man." I suspect that we prefer to speak figuratively about "Man's power over
Nature" because it obscures an unpleasant reality about human affairs. It is in
fact particular men who wield power, Dot Man. What we really mean by "Man's
power over Nature" is a power exercised by some men over other men, with a
knowledge of nature as their instrument.

While applicable to technology in general, these reflections are especially
pertinent to the technologies of human engineering, with which men deliberately
exercise power over future generations. An excellent discussion of this question is
found in The Abolition of Man, by C. S. Lewis (6).

"It is, of course, a commonplace to complain that men have hitherto used
badly, and against their fellows, the powers that science has given them. But
that is not the point I am trying to make. I am not speaking of particular corrup
tions and abuses which an Increase of moral virtue would cure: I am 'Considering'
what the thing called "Man's power over Nature" must always and essentially
be....

"In reality, of course, if anyone age really attains, by eugenics and scientific
education, the power to make its descendants what itpleases, ali men who live
after it are the patients of that power. They are weaker, not stronger: for though
we may have put wonderful machines in their hands, we have pre-ordained how
they are to use them.... 'l'he l'eal.p_i~tJl.r~J!:l.thflJ:Qf..on\'ul9'm-~l)aJ.lt age ... which
resists all previous ages most successfully and dominates aLlsubsequent ages most
irresistibly, and thus is the real master of the human species. But even within this
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from a sfngle parent. Cloning has been 'successful in amphibians and is now being
tried in mice; its extension to man merely requires the solution of certain tech
nical problems.

Production of man-animal chimeras by the introduction of selected nonhuman
material into developing human embryos is also expected. Fusion of human and
nonhuman cells in tissue culture has already been achieved.

Other, less direct means for influencing the gene pool are already available,
thanks to our increasing ability to identify and diagnose genetic diseases.

Genetic counselors can now detect biochemically and cytologically a variety
of severe-genetic defects (for example, Mongolism, 'I'ay-Baehs disease) while the
fetus is still in utero. Since treatments are at present largely unavailable, diag
nosis is often followed by aoortton of the affected fetus. In the future, more sensl
tive tests will also permit the detection of heterozygote carriers, the unaffected
individuals who carry but a single dose of a given deleterious gene. The eradica
tion of a given genetic disease might then be attempted by aborting. all such
carriers. In fact, it was recently suggested that the fairly common disease cystic
fibrosis could be completely eliminated over the next 40 years by screening all
pregnancies and aborting the 17,000,000 unaffected fetuses that will carry a sin
gle gene for this disease. Such zealots ned to be reminded of the consequences
should each geneticist be allowed an equal assault on his favorite genetic dis
order, given that each human being is a carrier for some four to eight such
recessive. lethal genetic diseases.

(3) oontroZ Of human achievement. Although human achievement depends at
least in part upon genetic endowment, heredity determines only the material
upon which experience and education impose the form. The limits of many ce
pacltiee and powers of an Indivlduat are indeed genetically determined, but the
nurturing and perfection of these capacities depend upon ather Influences, Neu
rologlcal and psychological manipulation hold forth the promise of controlling
the development of human capacities, particularly those long considered most
distinctively human: speech, thought, choice, emotion, memory, and Imaglnatton.

These techniques are now in a rather primitive state because we understand
so little about the brain and mind. Nevertheless, we have already seen the use
of electrical stimulation of the human brain to produce sensations of intense
pleasure and to control rage, the use of brain surgery (for example, frontal
lobotomy) for the relief of severe anxiety, and the use of aversive conditioning
with electric shock to treat sexual perversion. Operant-conditioning techniques
are widely used, apparently with success, in schools and mental hospitals. The
use of so-called consciousness-expanding and hallucinogenic drugs is widespread,
to say nothing of tranquilizers and stimulants. We are promised. drugs to modify
memory, intelligence, libido, and aggressiveness.

The following passages from a recent book by Yale neurophysiologist Jose
Delgad'O-Q book instructively entitled PhY8ioal Oontrol of the Mind: Toward a,
P8ychocivilized Society-should serve to make this discussion more concrete.
In the early 1950's. it was discovered that, with electrodes placed' in certain dis
crete regions of their brains, animals would repeatedly and indefatigablY press
levers to stimulate their own brains, with obvious resultant enjoyment. Even
starving animals preferred stimulating these so-called pleasure centers to eat
ing. Delgado comments on the electrical stimulation of a similar center in a
human subject (4. p. 185).

"I't'jhe patient reported a pleasant tingling sensation in the left side of her
body 'from my face down to the bottom of my legs.' She started giggling and mak
ing funny comments, stating that she enjoyed the 'Sensation 'very much.' Repeti
tion of these stlrnulatlons made the patient more communicative and Jltrtattous,
and she ended bv openly expressing her desire to marry the therapist."

And one further quotationfrom Delgado (4, p, 88).
"Leaving wires inside of a thinking brain may appear unpleasant. or dangerous,

but actually the many patients who have undergone this experience have not been
concerned about the fact of being wired, nor have they felt any discomfort due
to the presence of conductors in their heads. Some women have shown their
feminine adaptability to circumstances by' wearing attractive hats or wigs to
conceal their electrical headgear, and many people have been able to enjoy a
normal life as outpatients. returning to the clinic periodically for examination
and stimulation. In a few cases in which contacts were located in pleasurable
areas, patients have had the opportunity to stimulate their own brains by press
ing the button of a portable fustrument-und.tbta proeedure-Ia-reported to have
therapeutic benefits."
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is man himself. The technologies of energy or food production, of communication,
of manufacture, and of motion greatly alter the implements available to mall and
the conditions in which he uses them. In contrast, the biomedical technology works
to change the user himself. To be sure, the printing press, the automobile, the tele
vision, and the jet airplane have greatly altered the conditions under which and
the way in which men live; but men as biological beings have remained largely
unchanged. They 'have been, and remain, able to accept or reject, to use and abuse
these technologies; they 'choose, whether wisely or foolishly, the ends to Which
these technologies are means. Biomedical technology may make it possible to
change the inherent capacity for choice itself, Indeed, both those who welcome
and those who fear the advent of "human engineering" ground their hopes and
fears in the same prospect: that 'In.ain can tor the fir8t time recreate himself.

Engineering the engineer seems to differ in kind from engineering his engine.
Some have argued, however, that biomedical engineering does not differ quallta
tively from toilet training, education, and moral teachings-all of which are forms
of so-called "social engineering," which has man, as its object, and is used by one
generation to mold the next. In reply, it must at least be said that the techniques
which have hitherto been employed' are feeble and inefficient when compared to
those on the horizon.

This quantitative difference rests in ,part on' a qualitative differencein the means
of intervention. The traditional influences operate by speech or by symbolic deeds.
They pay tribute to man as the animal who lives br speeeh and who understands
the meanings of actions. Also, their effects are, in general, reversible,orat least
subject to attempts at reversal. Each person has, greater or lesser power to accept
or reject or abandon them. In. contrast, biomedical engineering circumvents the
human context of speech. and meaning, bypasses choice, and goes directly to work
to modify the. human material itself. Moreover, the changes wrought may be
Irreversible. .' ..' _

In addition, there Is an Important practical reason for considering the bto
medical technology apart from other technclogtes. The advances we shall examine
are fruits of a large, humane project dedicated to the conquest of disease and the
relief of human suffering. The biologist and physician, regardless of their private
motives, are seen, with justification, to, be the well-wishers and benefactors of
mankind. .Thus, ina time in which technological advance is more carefully scruti
nized and increasingly criticized, biomedical developments are still viewed by
most people as benefits largely without qualification. The price we pay for these
developments is thus more likely togo unrecognized. For this reason, I shall con
sider only the dangers 'and costs of biomedical advance. As the benefits are well
known, there is no need to dwell upon them here. My discussion is deliberately
partial.

I begin With a survey Of the pertinent technologies. Next,;,1 will consider some
of the basic ethical and social problems in the use of these technologies. Then, I
will briefly raise some fundamental questions to. which these problems point.
Finally, I shall offer some very general refleetlona on what is to be done.

THE BIOMEDIOAL TECHNOLOGIES

The" biomedical technologies 'can be usefully organized into three groups,
according to their major purpose: (i) control-of death and life, (ii) control of
human potentialities, and (iii) control of human achievement. The correspond
ing teehnologles are. (i) medicine, especially the arts of prolonging life, and
controlling reproduction, _(ii) genetic engineering, and (iii) neurological and
psychological manipulation. I shall briefly summarize each group of techniques.

(1) Oontrol Of aeathand life. Previous medical triumphs have greatly in
creased average life 'expectancy. Yet other developments, such as organ trans
plantation or replacement and research Into-aging; hold forth the promise of
Inereasdng not just the average, but also the maximum life expectancy.. Indeed,
medicine. seems to be sharpening its .tocts to do battle with death itself, 'as If
de-ath were just one more disease.

More immediately and concretely, 'available techniques of prolonging life;
respirators, cardiac pacemakers,artificial kidneys-are already in the: lists
against death. Ironically, the success of these .devtees in forestalling death
has Introduced confusion in determining that .death has, in fact, occurred.
The traditional stene of Ilfe-c-heartbeat a!1d respiration-can now be maintained
entirely -by machines. Some 'physicians' are now bllsily trying to devise so
called "new definitions of death," while others maintain that the technica'l
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members were selected by public officials, I will not comment upon
because it has been operating for only a few months.

The National Commission for the 'Protection of Human Subjects
came into existence in December 1974 and is scheduled to complete its
work in March 1978. It has a broad mandate which includes, among
other tasks, the identification of ethical principles which should under
lie research on human subjects. It has 11 members, no more than 5 of
whom could be individuals who had engaged in research involving
human subjects. All of the Commission's proceedings must be con
ducted publicly. I believe it fair to say the Commission has performed
ably, well beyond anyone's dreams. While we have not satisfied every
one, the evaluation of our work by most commentators has been favor
able. We certainly have disabused the scientific community of the
notion that we are antiscientific without at the same time losing the
confidenceof the public.

While I believe we have been a success, I also believe that the struc
ture needs careful evaluation as a method of resolving some of the
issues that we have been discussing. I fear that there has been too
much emphasis on our strengths and not enough attention to actual or
potential weaknesses, There are aspects that need reexamination and
shoring up. For example, the 11 Commissioners have always worked
together exceptionally well. Our success may be as much a result of
unusual interpersonal chemistry as anythingelse, It may not be possi
ble to replicate us.

Mr. THORNTON. Perhaps this might be an appropriate point to break
in about cloning. [Laughter.']

Ms. KING. Second, there is a danger with us, as with any commis
sion or committee, that the result will be majority rule for a number
of different reasons, not all overtly stated. To counteract such pos
sibilities there must be institutional wavs to encourage not only the
creation of a policy, but also the articulation of the principled justi
fications that undergird that policy, If different persons voted for
different reasons, those reasons must be carefully stated so that the
entire product can be analyzed, criticized, et cetera. We need to operate
in a manner somewhat like the Supreme Court of the United States
where the views of the Justices emerge in written opinions. Fortu
nately, unlike the Supreme Court of the United States, if the Com,
mission does not adequately clarify its positions, commentators have
access to verbatim transcripts of all deliberations from which they
can draw conclusions.,. . .

One final.observation : As I have previously stated, I believe we
need a long period in which to experimentwith the methods of re
solving significant scieutific issues. While these experiments-s-and
I'm talking here now about structural experiments or processes-are
proceeding, I don't expect the rest of us to sit idly by. Academicians
particularly should simultaneously be attempting principled formula- .
tions ofalterIiative policy options. Considering the significance of
such issues, all sectors of society should be informed and encouraged
to participate in their resolution.

Thank you.
Mr. TnORNTON. Thank you very much, Ms. King, for a very. ex

cellent presentation.
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Ms. KING. I understand that the primary focus, of the committee,
has been on science policy issues in recombinant DNA research. How
ever, I am particularly interested in issues arising out of genetic re
search that has therapeutic potential for the treatment of genetic de
fects. Additionally, I am interested in genetic research concerning
future reproductive engineering, both to satisfy parental desires and
to intentionally modify "natural" evolution. My observations are,
therefore, specially pertinent to those areas of genetic research.

Human intervention in the genetic process, for whatever reason,
raises significant questions. The first and most obvious question raised
is whether such research is desirable, irrespective of any possible
therapeutic value. . .

I am not persuaded, or have not been persuaded, that all genetic
research, because it tampers with man himself, is a priori immoral
research. Nor am I convinced that such research is different in any
relevant way from any other research that is currently being conducted.

Some would argue that the potential intentional or unintentional
misuse of the results of such research by a few is enough in and of itself
to justify its prohibition. I disagree. It is, of course, conceivable that
there will be some abuse, but that possibility exists with any new and
powerful development. It certainly never stopped us in nuclear re
search. Prohibiting research that has potential for good because of
possible misuse is like throwing out the baby with the bath water.
Such overreaction is unwarranted. If we fear abuse the more logical
approach would be to proceed cautiously and to devote time and
energy to newer and more effective methods of control.

Others assert that to intentionally modify "natural" human processes
is, in effect, to play God. To that assertion, one might ask, equally sim
plistically, whether the Wright brothers played God by gIving man
wings. Clearly we have already interfered with "natural" processes.
Certainly, organ transplant, artificial insemination, and prolongation
of life (or death) challenge traditional notions of what we mean by
life, death, and humanness. I have been unable to discern a relevant
difference between these accepted treatments and procedures, on the
one hand, and designed genetic change on the other. To be sure, there
are differences, but for me they have been one of degree.

There are two other considerations which I sugge-st are pertinent
when considering the question of whether we should prohibit this
type of research. First, although I do not take the position that ad
vancement of knowledge is in and of itselfalwavs a good, the advance
ment of knowledge has always held a significant and prominent posi
tion in our society, and a categorical prohibition would certainly
seriously undercut' that status. A categorical prohibition would not
be difficult to enforce, particularly with respect to Government
spousored programs, but it would be, or could be, ignored by those who
honestly believe that the results of their endeavors will have thera
peutic potential. Clearly a categorical ban would set up a far more
dangerous situation if it inspired activities out of the realm of in
formed scrutiny.

I do not mean to suggest by anything that I have said that all genet
ic research on man must be permitted or encouraged. Within the
broad category of research that involves. reproductive engineering,
for example, there could well be specific subsets of such research that
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While I believe we have been a success, I also believe

that the structure needs careful evaluation. I fear that

there has been too much emphasis on our strengths and not

enough attention to actual or potential weaknesses. There

are aspects that need re-examination and shoring up. First,

the eleven commissioners have always worked together excep-·
ij

tionally well. Our success may be as much a result of

unusual interpersonal chemistry as anything else. It may

not be possible to replicate us. Second, there is a danger

with us as with any commission or committee that the result

will be majority rule for a number of differentreasoris not

all overtly stated. To counteract such possibilities there

must be institutional ways to encourage not only the creation

of a policy, but also the articulation 'of the principled

justifications that undergrid that policy. If different per-

sons voted for different reasons, those reasons must be care-

fully stated so that the entire product can be analyzed,

criticized, etc. We need to operate in a manner somewhat

like the Supreme Court of the united States where the views

of the Justices emerge in written opinions. Fortunately, un-

like the Supreme Court of the United States if the Commission

does not adequately clarify its positions, commentators have

access to verbatum transcripts of deliberations from which

they can draw conclusions.

One final observation! As I have previously stated I

believe we need a long period in which to experiment with

11 I regret to note the passing in August, 1977, of Professor
David Louisell which reduced the Commission membership to ten
members.
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Once an issue is put into the public arena, how do we

go about resolving it? This problem is further complicated

by the fact that the rapidity of scientific discovery and

advancement has outstripped our ability to provide reasoned

standards by which to judge proposed activities. For ex

ample, when the first kidney transplants were proposed with

minor sibling or retarded sibling donors, judges were faced

with very complicated issues and little legal cr ethical pre

cedent to guide them in "attempting to reach decisions. They

had no framework by which to measure risks 'of harm or potential

benefits.

I believe there is no one way to proceed once an issue

reaches the public~ Obviously what is needed is some process

that will result iri the formulation of public policy. But

the,public policy will have to rest on justifications that

reviewers can observe, criticize, approve, etc. There is

no one answer because it's too early to tell what; will be

the most effective process. I am opposed at present therefore

to the creation of a permanent pUblic bureaucratic structure

or any broad scale 1~gislati6n aimed at resolution of issues in

detail. I am opposed because these approaches are too per

manent, and I fear will result in loss o£ flexibility. They

also don't effectively utilize nori-expert lay opinion. Greater

flexibility and greater openness and broader participation is

particularly desirable in the absence of standards by which

judgments can be made. We need a prolonged period in which

to experiment with a variety of approaches and processes. Legislation

might appropriately be directed therefore at creating and supporting

the experimental approaches and processes.
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burden of proof should be on those who oppose the research. If

the opponents meet the burden, then the research should be pro

hibited. Cost/benefit analyses mOreover are not peculiarly

appropriate for a scientist qua scientist to undertake. Such

analyses would involve value ju~gments that the entire society

is competent to address.

Should we proceed using a east/benefit approach, we face

two immediate procedural problems. How does society know when

there is an issue 'to address and, how, by whom and with what

standards are these determinations about potential benefits

and risks of harm to be made?

Clearly, the only way the public becomes aware of scien

tific efforts is through disclosure by the scientist. This

may occur at a pre-research stage if governmental funding is

sought or post hoc through publication or publicity.

It must be a part of the sci.ent.Ls t.ts ethics that he/she

accept the responsibility of bringing to public attention

issues raised by basic -and applied research. Science is

neutral in the sense that scientific facts may be objective,

-but the decision to ferret out fact~ and decisions on how

information is used involve value judgments to which scientists

do not have exclusive claim. Fortunately, this is what occurred

with recombinant DNA research when leading scientists called

for a moratorium; thereby, alerting the public to implications

of recombitant DNA research.
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only of degree.

St~ll others assert that we don't have the wisqom to

handle implications of the knowledge once obtained. I be

lieve that to be another variation of the "we cannot play

God argument". However, the only way to acquire wisdom is

not by delaying but by facing up to our awesome responsibi

lities. We do not have to start with a.clean slate. There

are past exp~riences with artificial insemination and com

pulsorysterilization of the mentally retarded which ~e can

draw upon for guidance.

There are two other considerations which suggest that we

ought not prohibit the research. First, although I do not

take the position that advancement of knowledge is in and of

itself. always a good, the advancement of knowledge has always

held a significant and prominent position in our society and

a categorical prohibition would certainly seriously undercut

that status. A categorical prohibition would not be difficult

to enforce, particularly with respect to government-sponsored

programs, but it would be or could be ignored by those who

honestly believe that the results of their endeavors will have

therapeutic potential. Clearly a categorical ban would s~t

up a far more dangerous situation if it inspired activities

out of the realm of informed scrutiny.

I do not mean to suggest by anything that I have written

above that all genetic research on man must be permitted or

encouraged. Within the broad category of rese~ch that involves

reproductive engineering there could well be specific subsets
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My name is Patricia A. King. I am an Associate Professor

of Law at Oeo r'q e t.own Law Center'. I appreciate the opportunity

to appear before you today .arrd to -stiare with you my thoughts

on ethical issues in S2lentific research. I understand that

your primary focus has been on science policy issues in r-e-

combinant DNA .res eercn . However, I am particularly interested

in issues arising out of genetic research that has therapeutic

potential for tr:('ltreatment of genetic' defects. Additionally,

J'm interested in genetic research concerning future reproouc-

tive engineering, both to satisfy parental desires and to in-

tention.... j Ly modify "natural" evolution. My observat.Lcns are

th~refore, specifically pertinent to those areas of genetic

r~s<;arch.

Human Lrrcervent i.on In the genetic process for whatever

reason raises s:> ~ific<:>nt questions. The first and rnos c

ubvious question raised is whether such research is desirable

irrespective of any possible therapeutic value. Should such

ves eer-cn be prohibit. , merely because it necessarily rnvo Lves

.int.e r f e r inq wtt.h t.ne "natural" processes of human d.eve Lopme nt; .. -

':a."t>ering wi tn man himself?

I am not P'. t:Hl.'1'.:.'d that all genetic research, bec cuse .ii.

"'::.<.illlpers with mel' ~'lir,w.e] r , is ~ priori immoral research. Nor

am I convinced L: it such research is siifferent in any relevant
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dividuality. It Cannot, however, be casually surrendered to secondary
values or Hoatin~ anxiety.

Finally, by what mechanisms should social purpose bear upon the
pursuit of knowledge! This, too, will vary with case and circumstance.
I propos~ two principles important to discuss that are not yet ful
filled: FIrst, the knowledge system as whole should be closely and
reciprocally coupled to public policy formation, as one way to assure
that knowledge and social purpose are intimately related. We are
moving in this direction, and the recombinant DNA debate is playing
its part. We still have far to go. Second, to further the trend the
knowledge system must develop a policy-oriented sector at least as
effective as its technology and use sector. Our knowledge centers must
somehow overcome their inertia and reluctance to undertake this.
They must be helped by allocation of resources as deliberately as was
done to encourage their involvement in technology and use. An im
mediate need is to create arenas in which substantive expertise, value

. perspectives, public perceptions and policymakers can interact on par
ticular issues on a sustained basis.

We need a new form of policy discourse,a kind of policy theater
within which experts are actors and near-experts make up a chorus,
and a participating audience of special and general interest advocates
can help play out scenarios. In such a theater objective.facts, ideologies
and even raw emotions might all interact, find their place and resolve
a manageable number of policy options for decisioumakers to consider.
The visible process might itself alleviate public anxiety about many
issues. It might also yield more comprehensive options to thaw the
frozen frustration of competing partial perspectives.

Prompt initiation of some such process for recombinant DNA may
avoid a threatened slide toward disruptive and restrictive regulation
of the knowledge process. Molecular genetics, like all new knowledge,
is a two-edged implement. But it belongs in the toolkit of the next
millennium, whether to help solve terrestrial problems or to design
new organisms for extraterrestrial niches. We will need biological
allies in space as we have need of-them on earth. .

In conclusion, my concern is not that recombinant DNA has become
the subject of legislative scrutiny. It deserves and requires it, and
I personally hope that clear public policy will emerge from the legis
lativo consideration. I also hope, however, that adequate time will be
taken to do the job right, What we need now is an interim step that
will extend current principles to all recombinant DNA anduses, but
simultaneously provide a mechanism for comprehensive and public
examination of all relevant issues.

Expert opnion suggests now that we have time for this. It may
assure that in seeking to contain one potential risk we do not generate
new and greater ones by hobbling our knowledge-system when need
for it may be greater than ever.

Thank you.
Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Grobstein, for a very fine

presentation.
We will next hear from the distinguished associate professor of law

at the Geor~etown University Law Center, Ms. Patricia King. We're
very pleased to have you as a witness. Ms. King, and please proceed.

[BIographical sketch-of Ms. King follows:] .,
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In this less formal presentation I will concentrate on the second of
these two points.

In the several years during which recomlbinant DNA has been re
ceiving policy attention it has already passed through two phases and
is at the moment under consideration for a third. It was for a period
of time under a voluntary partial moratorium, based upon the decision
of investigators in the field. It is now in a phase appropriately called
quasi-regulation, under the guidelines of the National Institute of
Health extended to all federally supported research. It is currently be
ing examined by the Congress as a candidate for full legal regulation.

I would raise the question whether the events of the past several
years, with the rapid changes that have been occurring in the manner
III which the research is conducted, do not support that it is still too
early for definitive public policymaking in this 'area. The question's
whether the next logical step beyond quasi-regulation should not be
more comprehensive assessment, to 'avoid a too hastily designed and
simplistic new regulatory mechanism not up to the complexities of the
issues that we face.

I believe that we have not yet pondered carefully enough the various
relevent perspectives, whether these be scientific, ethical or social. In
deed, we have not found appropriate methods to synthesize considera
tions in these very different realms into appropriate public policy. We
are dealing with the early stages of a major advance in knowledge,
major in the long-term sense of history of science and culture. This
including not only the specific step of artificial DNA recombination,
but the entire complex of recent advances in knowledge of heredity in
development, cloning, fusion and transformation of cells, tissue culture
and transplantation, and other genetic and epigenetic procedures.
These have genel'ated conceivable dancers. They have also generated
opportunities to extend knowledge and its uses.

Do we not need at this point, given the magnitude of what we are
facing, a comprehensive look, not onlv with respect to risks and bene
fits, but also with respect to our broader purposes and values! In par
ticular, do we not need to think carefullv about the risk of overregula
tion that could throw the babv out with the bathwater!

We are in a very critical period in the relations between knowledge
generation and the body politic. In the recombinant DNA debate
there lurks beneath biohazard a greater issue-concern over the mixed
promise and threat of penetrating the unknown. Critics see a sorcerer's
apprentice, impelling us compulsively and almost mechanically to
warn unkonwn precipices. They ask whether knowledge is always
"good". for us, whether we may be unprepared for it at a given time.
They fear that the knowledge process is blind to total human needs.
They ask whether human purpose and value should not direct what
we seek to learn instead of the other wav around.

These are historically familiar misgivings. They are recurring at
the end of a millennium that began in the Dark Ages and is culmi
nating with a knowledge platform for deep exploration, both within
ourselves and beyond the Earth. We will enter the new millennium
convinced that there is a natural order subject to deliberate and suc
cessful human intervention, from subatomic particles to the vastness
of space. The launch point of the new millennium is the growing po-
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not at all at 370, the temperature customarily used for growth of E. coli. Even
if such contaminants could be transformed with recombinant DNA and be re
covered as colonies, an individual would have to not recognize the colony as
a contaminant and grow up a substantial culture to achieve a sufficient "In
fective dose" and then have another accident prior to recognizing the initial
error. One can also consider a potential worst case in which research with
smooth E. coli and other enteric pathogens was being conducted in the same
laboratory as recombinant DNA activities (a rather stupid and unlikely situa
tion) such that a wrong culture was chosen as the recipient for transformation
with recombinant DNA. First of all, it is known that smooth strains of en
teric organisms are very poorly transformable with plasmid DNA and that mu
tants with defective LPS synthesis that cause a rough phenotype and thus
avirulence are much more transformable. Secondly, one has a low probability
that a cloned DNA fragment both specifies harmful information and would be
neutral or confer a selective advantage for the survival of the host. In addi
tion to these factors, there are a variety of other standard practices in recom
binant DNA research that would further minimize the likelihood of either sue
cessful transformation of a contaminant Or a "wrong" bacterial strain or of
failing to recognize such a mishap. For example, the medium used to recover
transformants of an EK2 host such as X1776 precludes growth of many types
of contaminating microorganisms, has antibiotics added to it which prevent
growth of still more contaminants and contains indicator dyes and a sugar that
allows one to visually distinguish X1776 colonies from those of smooth as well
as most rough enteric bacteria. Furthermore, the optimal method for trans
formation of X1776 gives 1()().. to l()()()..fold fewer transformante when used roe
EKI hosts. In summary, after pondering these and other types of errors, I am
convinced, because of the need for a sequence of errors and the improbabilities
of constructing a microbe that both has a competitive advantage and displays
a harmful trait, that construction and use of E. coli K"':'12 strains with recom
binant DNA poses no threat whatsoever to human's (or other organisms) ex
cept for the remote chance that an individual constructing or using such strains
as discussed above in the first examples of potential errors might experience some
ill effects.

The recombinant DNA research debate has been necessary and valuable. I
have become increasingly distressed, however, by the degeneration of the de
bate. Opinions have often been stated as a factual certainty, statements of
"fact" have often been put forth that are in conflict wih published data and
there has ofte-n been. an unwillingness to adhere to the principles of scienific
objectivity. I have also never heard or read any factual information during
the debate that would contradict the conclusion about the safety of E. coli K-12
host-vector systems that I have just reached. It is thus my considered belief
that we are about to embark on excessive regulation of an important area of
biomedical research based almost solely on fear, ignorance and misinformation.

Although it is my current opinion that legislation to regulate research on and
use of recombinant DNA may be unnecessary, there appears to be a consensus
that some form of federal legislation is needed. Given that this is so, I would
hope that the leglslatlon enacted be kept as simple as possible. The provtstons of
such an act should, of course, require that the NIH Guidelines (or some slight
modifications thereof) apply to all individuals using recombinant DNA mole
cules for whatever purpose. whether they be in the private or public sector. The
legislation should require that proof of compliance be mandatory at the time
any product or process utilizing recombinant DNA methodologies is submitted
for approval. for testing or use to such agencies as the Food and Drug Adminis
tration, the Environmental Protection Agency and/or other agencies empowered
with the responsibility for the certification of materials to be added to foods,
used in treatment of disease, control of insects, etc. This latter provision is de.
signed for the express purpose of ensuring compliance by those concerns which
would not be disclosing their recombinant DNA activities to some governmental
or funding agency until such time as they had applied for patent protection. The
legislative act should contain sections on preemption of state and local laws,
registration, imminent hazard, sanctions, employee rights and sunset.

I am not at all in favor of licensure of laboratories and/or scientists. nor am
I in favor of inspections. except of P4 facilities, These provisions would be re
dundant of what is contained in the NIH Guidelines and would preempt and
undermine the functions of local or institutional biohazards committees. The
NIH Guidelines as now written require institutional biohazards committees to
perform a number of very important functions on a regular basis. Members of
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In order to obtafn addltlonaldnformatlon on the Ifkelfhood of transmission of
recombtnent DNA, we have also commenced to collect a diversity of E. coli
strains obtained from patients with bactezlemias, wound infections and urinary
tract infections, from healthy individuals and from sewage. We have been ex
amining these strains roe.mepresence of nonsense. suppressor mutations that
would allow for the replication and perpetuation of lambda or plasmid vectors
that contain nonsense mutations and also for the ability of these strains to-be
infected by lambda DNA that is tagged by an antibiotic resistance marker. So
far, in a test of some 100 strains, we have failed to detect any strain with a
nonsense suppressor or that was infectable by lambda. R. Davis, P. Leder and
their colleagues have also examined some 2000 E. coli strains for sensitivity
to phage lambda and although they found a few strains that appeared partially
sensitive to lambda, none would propagate the virus. We intend to test many
more strains, but our preliminary results in conjunction with those obstained
by Davis and Leder indicate that the use of lambda and plasmid vectors, espe
cially if,.they possess amber suppressible mutations, provides a greater margin
of safety than was previously verifiable by experimental data. In this regard,
the·~three';])K2 lambda vectors constructed by F. Blattner, P. Leder, P. Sharp
and -their colleagues each contain" two amber suppressible mutations. Although
none of the currently used non-conjugative plasmid vectors have such mu
tations, work is in progress to isolate these mutant plasmids.

Based on all of the foregoing, I consider that the transmission of recombinant
DNA contained on various non-conjugutlve plasmid and lambda phage vectors
to other microorganisms encountered in nature will be a most unlikely event;
This conclusion is more certain with use of EK2 host-vectors than with EKl
host-vectors and could only be proven incorrect either by new data that would
contradict the substantial body of data already accumulated or by the discovery
of a mechanism of gene transfer as yet unkown that would facilitate the trans
mission of DNA at frequencies higher than those observable by conjugation,
transdu-ction and transformation.

rThe last point to cons-ider in evaluating the likelihood of harm emanating
from a recombinant DNA experiment is whether E. coli K-12 will obtain a selee
tive advantage by the introduction of a DNA sequence that codes for some gene
product that is foreign to the E. coli K-12 cell. Cameron and Davis have inserted
random fragments representing at least 95 percent of the E. coli K~12 and yeast
genomes into a lambda vector and then determined the rate with which specific
clones gained ascendancy by examining the fragments still present in pooled
lambda stocks after increasing numbers of cycles of propagation. They found
that one to several unique hybrid phages gained prominence much faster when
E. coli DNA was cloned than when yeast DNA was cloned. Thus yeast DNA had
a more neutral effect than E. coli DNA which contains more sequences that are
disadvantageous to the propagation of the vect-or. In other less- complete studies
in which there was no assurance that most of the genome had been cloned ont-o
the lambda vector, these investigators found that DNA from Drosophila had a
neutral effect like yeast DNA and that DNA from maize and Dictyostelium was
detrimental with most sequences causing the hybrid to be at a distinct dis
advantage. Although some highly selected hybrids with E. coli and yeast DNA
gave yields of virus per infected cell equal to and in a few cases higher' than
yields after infection of cena with the original vector, in no case with any DNA
insertion from any of the organisms studied was a hybrid found that gave higher
yields than or could out compete.wild-type lambda. In much more limited studies,
S: Cohen and colleagues have found that insertion of foreign DNA onto the
pSCI01 plasmid vector placed the cells at a selective disadvantage relative to
cells with only the pSCIOl vector. Based on all these studies, I consider that the
probabllfty of a random DNA sequence either being completely netaral or pro
viding a selective advantage to a vector or an E. coli K-12 cell is probably less
than 10-5

• Although it can be argued that these tests have not been performed
in any of E. coli's various natural habitats, there are substantial arguments based
on genetic and evolutionary considerations given by F. J. Ayala and B. Davis at
the recent NASForum to believe that the results of Cameron and Davis and of
Cohen would not vary appreciably irrespective of the environment of the test.

"In view of the already diminished survival potential of EK1 hosts that possess
auxotrophic requirements and certainly of EK2 hosts, the ultimate survival and
perpetuation of recombinant DNA requires that it be transferred to some other
microorganism. Even if this remote possibility did occur, the same arguments
would prevail and I would deem it htghlv unlikely that the foreign DNA would
either be neutral or confer aselectlve advantage on that host.
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known, tor example, that cages of .mlce infected with Salmonella can be housed
in the same room with uninfected mice which remain uninfected. The finding that
E. coli cells can be recovered from the nasopharynx of approximately five percent
of those humans tested might suggest that aerosol spread could occur. Such E.
coli cells, however, are only intermittently present in the nasopharynx and are
usually found at concentrations too low to initiate an infection even if they were
representative ofa pathogenic strain. They most likely get into the nasopharynx
due to poor personal hygiene. After learning of these _observations quite some
years ago, I monitored my nostrils and skin for the presence of those E. coli K-12
strains I was working with. I was successful in detecting these strains about ten
percent of the time when the monitoring was done at the end of the work day, but
never obtained positive results when the monitoring was done the next morning.
I should hasten to add that my research with E. coli K-12 at that time involved
mouth-plpettlng and other aerosol-generating procedures on an open lab bench:
procedures and conditions which are not permitted by the NIH Guidelines. These
results, preliminary as they are, nevertheless suggest that E. coli K-12 does not
colonize the nasopharynx. Based on these observations, the fact that E. coli's
normal ecological niche is the colon and the fact that transmission of enteric
diseases is by ingestion of contaminated water and food, I doubt that E. coll K-12
could be converted to an air-borne "infectious" agent by Introduction of recom
binant DNA. In terms of the more usual means for spread of enteric pathogens,
it is evident that enteric diseases: are very well controlled in the United States by
sanitary engineering, even though there have been reports of poor water quality
in some parts of the country and higher-than-desired levels of pollution of rivers,
streams, etc. There is, however, a concerted effort to improve biological waste
water treatment and thus lessen pollution and improve water quality. Even if
there were a natural catastrophe such as caused by an earthquake,. tornado,
hurricane, ete., It-Is unlikely that E. coliK-12 containing recombinant DNA could
initiate or sustain an epidemic in view of K-12's inability to colonize and over
come host defense mechanisms.

Since I believe that it is highly improbable that one could endow E. coli K-12
with pathogenicity and/or alter its means of communicability, it is then necessary
to consider the potential of E. coli K-12 cells containing recombinant DNA to
transmit that DNA to other microorganisms that might be encountered in nature.
In terms of· cloning onto the non-conjugative plasmid vectors pMB9 and pSC1Q9,
we have conducted a great diversity of experiments under laboratory conditions
to measure as many parameters as possible that would affect conjugational trans
mission in nature. We have thus measured the frequencies of transfer of a diver
sity of conjugative plasrrrlda to and from E. coli K-12 cells containing pMB9 or
pS0101 and the frequency with which these conjugative plasmlds mobilize the
plasmid vector to another recipient cell. Measurements have also been made to
determine the influences of-temperature and cell densities on these frequencies.
Using these experimentally determined values along with values from the litera
ture on the frequencies of enteric bacteria wlth conjugative plasmids, the densi
ties of suitable donor and recipient eells in natural environments and the occur
rence of restriction as a barrier to inheritance of plasmid DNA, we estimate that
the maximum probability for transmission of a non-conjugative plasmid vector
from an EKI host is 10-16 per surviving bacterium. per day in the intestinal tract
of warm-blooded animals. Sinee we have shown, that conjugational transmission
is most efficient at 370 'and is essentially undetectable at 270 for most conjugative
plasmids found in E. coli strains in nature, it is even more unlikely that conjuga
tional transmission of a. noneonjugattve cloning vector containing recombinant
DNA eouldcecur at the ambient temperatures found in sewers, sewage treatment
plants, streams and rivers, etc. In giving this Iess-than-Ju-" probability per
eurvtvtng cell per day, T have not taken into eonsfderatlon the facts that conju
gational ability (i) decreases with decreasing metabolte activity of donor and
recipient bacteria (E. ~o1i grow at generation times of 40 to 60 min under the op
timallaboratory conditions 'used in our experiments and 5 to 12 hours in the in
testinal tract), (it) is inhibited by volatile fatty aelds, bile and other constituents
of the intestinal tract, (iii) occurs at suboptimal frequencies a pH 6.1 and at
oxidation reduction pote-ntials of -200 mV (the "usual" pH and Eh of the bowel
contents) and (iv) CaD also be- diminished by dlfferenees in the cell surface be
tween donors and recipients.Althoughsueh conjugationally promoted transfer
of non-conjugative plasmtds has not,and indeed cannot. be measured in vivo,
there have been a number of reports from the laboratories of Anderson, Rleh-:
mond Smith, Falkow and others which demonstrate that the transfer of a eon
jUJl:atlve plasmid from one bacterium to another in vivo is seldom observed. sue-
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It has often been reported 'that E.coli K-12 is unable to colonize (persist for
7 01' more days) in the large intestine when fed in large quantities to healthy,
well-nourished mice, rats; chickens, pigs, calves and humans but that some E.
con K-12 sells can survive passage through the intestinal tract. Not much has
been mentioned, however, as to why this is 80, despite the fact that both pub
lished and unpublished information are available Ito provide a basic understand
ing of this observation. Normal strains of E. coli that inhabit the large bowel
are "smooth" because they produce lipopolysaccharide (LPS) with carbohydrate
side chains that .are characteristic for any given strain and often have capsular
surface -anttgens (composed of polysaccharides and/or 'proteins) which may
further facilitate colonization. E. coli K-12 is defective in the production of
LPS side chains because of defects in at least two genes that are located at
widely separated regions of its chromosome; consequently it displays a "rough"
phenotype. One of these defects inK-12's LPS genes appears to be a deletion
(S. Falkow, personal communication) and therefore could not revert back to the
wild-type state. Attempts to convert K-12 to a smooth phenotype by mating it
under optimal laboratory conditions with smooth E. coli, Salmonella and Shigella
donor strains have generally been unsuccessful. One exception is the ability to
transfer genes to K-12 for the expression of the OS LPS side chain antigen.

These successful experiments, however, required the use of donors termed
Hfr that efficiently transfer large segments of chromosome' and are constructed
in the laboratory r such donor types have never been isolated from nature. E.,coli
K-12 also does not make any capsular .antlgen, although under adverse conditions
certain strains can produce the capsular polysaccharide colanic aetd, which is not
known to facilitate colonization by' enteric bacterial strains that produce it.
Colonization of the small intestine by enteropathogenic strains of E. coli is often
facilitated by the presence of plasmids that specify protein surface antigens. Smith
and Linggood have observed that the K88 -plasmid present in most E. coli strains
pathogenic for young pigs does not permit E. coli K-12 to colonize the pig intes
tine although the E. coli K-12K88+ strain tends to persist in the intestine some
what longer than E. coli K-12 K88- strains. Similar findings have been made by
Gyles, Falkow and their colleagues for K-12 strains possessing the K99 plasmid
that specifies a protein surface antigen that allows enteropathogenic strains of
.iJ. coli to establish _in the small intestine of calves. Shipley and Falkow have
found that such K-12 derivatives produce large amounts of the K99 surface
antigen, but the antigen does not readily adhere to the bacterial cell surface,
presumably because of K-12's LPS defects, and is liberated into the culture
medium. It thus seems highlY unlikely (although not impossible) that one could
Introduce appropriate genetic information into an E. coli K-12 strain by a recom
binant DNA -experiment that WOUld. permit colonization of healthy, well
nourished individuals when the K-12 strains are already defective because of
several mutational defects. For sake of. completeness, it should be noted that
liJ. coli K-12 can, of course, colonize gnotobiotic mice that lack a competing
Intestinal flora but is quickly eliminated when the mice are fed smooth JJl.coU
strains of mouse origin. 'Ihere is also a. recent report that E. coli K-12 can
colonize sheep that have been fasted for a day prior to ingesting the JJl. coli K-12
cells. In general, these studtes imply that E. coli K-12 would colonize the intes
tinal tracts of individuals whose normal intestinal flora had been disturbed due
to disease, fasting and/or recent prior antibiotic therapy. Although the NIH
Guidelines stipulate that individuals in these categories not engage in recom
binant DNA research, there is. always the posibility of forgetfulness or an error
In judgment that would expose such individuals to E. coli K-12 cells containing
recombinant DNA. However, there is another safety feature in the use of EKl
hosts that has been overlooked during the recombinant DNA research debate.
:'\Iost EKlhosts currently in use are auxotrophs, having requirements for amino
uclds and frequently for thymine (or thymidine). Many of the strains are also
recombination deficient. H.W. Smith and ourselves have both shown that thymine
requiring K":"12 strains survive less weLl during passage through the intestinal
tracts of humans and rats, respectively, than do strains that do not require
thymine. We have also shown that recombination-deficient strains survive less
well during passage through the rat intestinal tract. Indeed, reo- mutants are
rather sick in that they are. inordinately sensitive to sunlight and various chem
icals and one· out of every ten cells dies during each cell division even in the
absence of exposure to these deleterious conditions. Amino acid requlrementa
can also decrease maintenance of E. coli strains in the intestinal tract. We showed
some years ago that mutant derivatives of smooth E. coli strains from mice that
required amino acids, especially ones that were essential for the mouse, had a
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Dr; DO~AI.D FREDRICK80N.
Director, National Institutes Of Health,
Bethesda. Md.

DEAR DON, I have read with interest the interim report-of the Federal Inter
agency Committee on Recombinant DNA Research: Suggested Elements for
Legislation. I found the document informative and was partially reassured to find

sectors. They are interrelated and operate as a whole-c-sometlmes almost un·
consciously. They need to be viewed as 'R whole because inappropriate intervention
can lead to malfunction of the system.

A fundamental question raised by the recombinant DNA debate is whether the
knowledge-generating sector of the system should be controlled in terms of prow
jeeteu consequence and use of its products. When the consequence was seen as
clear -and present danger to public health the answer was prompt and affirmative.
The search for knowledge requires informed consent of those whom it may
threaten. New knowledge is not a higher value than the integrity of the human
person nor the welfare of society. On the other hand, other possible consequences
have other answers. Will recombinant DNA research lead to undesirable inter
vention in human heredity? That is a more difficult question and so far has had
an incomplete response. What kind of intervention is or may be possible? What
purposes Will be served? Whatarethe possible, probable, or certain consequences?
And, most importantly, what cffier significance and contribution might the new
knowledge make besides providing a tool for intervention in human heredity
What are the consequences of foregoing knowledge that may have unfortunate
effects? These questions need careful consideration. There is time for it, because
intervention in human heredity other than for possible individual therapy is stbll
far down the road. .

What -about such speculative scenarios as have been posed by Robert Sin
shelmer who sees uncertain dangers in recombination between DNA of bacteria
and higher organisms? My own view is that any claim to put limits on expanding
knowledge requires more _than speculation. There is -risk in every new experi
ence, there-Is atleast equal .rtsk in denying the, need to hav:e it. The propensity to
explore, to learn and to understand is so deep, in human behavior, and has'
played so consequential a role in _the human cultural 'phenomenon, -that it must
be acknowledged as one of a set. at the apex or human values. It is not absolute
or inviolate, it must be weighed carefully, for example, against the protection of
human dignity and individuality. It cannot,however, be surrendered casually to

"secondary values or floating .anxtetz.
Finally, we may ask by what mechanisms should social purpose operate on the

pursuit of knowledge? This" too, will vary with case and ctrcumstance-but'<I
would propose two general principles for discussion. First; the coupling between
the knowledge-system and social purpose, as expressedin public policy, should be
close and reciprocal. Second, the knowledge-system must develop a policy-oriented
sector comparable to its 'technology and use-sector to focus on _policy and deel-.
sional processes. Recombinant DNA research is now primarily directed at funda
mental _questions, i,t will shortly, turn toward use and technology. Before the'
lattergoes too far recombinant DNA should be the subject of full policy essess-,
mene, What is needed is an arena within which- substantive experts, value per
spectives, public perceptions and policy-makers can- interact on a sustained basis.
The objective should be to evaluate the current status, the projected course and
the appropriate purposes and priorities.

This is a time too complex .for town meetings. Even elected representatives
with expanding staffs and intricate executive bureaucracies cannot keep up and
cope with the proliferation of both knowledge and difficult issues. We clearly
need a new form of policy discourse, a kind of policy theatre within which
experts as actors, a near-expert chorus and a paetlcipant public audience of
special and general interest advocates can play out scenarios. In such a theatre
objective facts, ideologies and-raw emotions might atl.fnteract, find their place
and achieve resolution. The visible process might itself alleviate public anxiety.
And it might yield comprehensive perspectives and options to thaw the frozen
frustration of seemingly confltettng partial perspectives.

If some such .process. is initiated promptly we may avoid irrational and dis
orgnntslng regulatron of, the knowledge process. Molecular genetics is a two
edged implement. But it belongs in the tool kit of the next millennium, whether
to solve terrestrial problems or 'to design new organisms for extraterrestrial
niches. We will need allies in space as we have need of them on earth.

BmMINGHAM; ALA., April '12, 1911.
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other areas. Certainly we' should not create a new problem of tha~, kin~. wI;ether
with respect to recombinant DNA research or Innovation and Imagination in
general. Any required regulatory process must be ~uita~ly scaled to the problem.

As little as six months ago such words of caution did not seem relevant for
recombinant DNA research. Public attention was riveted on possible massive
biohazards, the media were busy getting the word out that dramatic new dis
coveries had been made and that dramatic new dangers had to be fiaced. The
focus of attention was the the bacterium, E. coli, the favored object for study
by molecular geneticists but also a general inhabitant of the human intestine.
Certain strains of E. coli are known under appropriate conditions to behave as
pathogens. It was easy and legitimate to-doubt the safety of using this organism
to propagate recombinant DNA. It was also natural to look to strong measures
to contain the threat.

However, responsible circles are now suggesting that the rtsk envisioned by
many molecular geneticists several years ago was overestimated-honestly and
honorably. The recently developing expert consensus on risk of recombinant DNA
research with E. coli (almost all the research currently being done) appears
much lower. Has increased knowledge of only a year or two completely changed
the risk estimate: That would be an overstatement. Passing time has contributed
significant new information. But more importantly, additional expertise has
come to bear. Molecular geneticists are not experts in microbiology, in infectious
disease, ecology or evolution. Biomedical science is highly specialized and it
takes considerable time and trouble to get various specialists into communi
cation when a new problem arises that demands a multf-speclalty approach.

The more comprehensive assessment. together with new developments specifi
cally intended to reduce risk, have led, for example, Professor Roy Curtiss
among the most cautious of the molecular geneticists several years ago-to
reverse his position (Attachment I). Having concentrated his own attention
in the last several years on risk assessment and reduction he now concludes
that recombinant DNA research with laboratory strains of E. coli "offers no
danger whatsoever to auy human being" who does not carelessly or deliberately
swallow large amounts of particularly pathogenic organisms. Professor Haryln
Halvorsen, President of the American Microbiology Society wrote to all mem
bers of Congress on 28.Tuly, 1977 that "the dangers involved in this research are
no greater than those encountered when dealing with natural pathogens." A
special workshop held at Falmouth, Massachusetts on June 20-21, 1977 at
which fifty experts in various aspects of E. coli biology and infectivity examined
old and recent data, also found epidemic spread of recombinant E. coli ex
tremely unlikely. (Attachment II)

The take-home lesson is not that all possible hazard has been eliminated in
recombinant DNA research. Rather, it is that responsible expert estimates of
potential immediate danger have dropped from potentially catastrophic and un
controllable to potentially dangerous but controllable. From a public policy
point of view, the earlier plans for stringent regulation were based on the best
expert estimates at that time. Yet in only a year consideration must be given
to whether the earlier plans are now appropriate to a new expert consensus
based on some new data but more comprehensive analysis.

A further problem arises for a legislative "fix." Faced earlier With estimate
of very large risk the important consideration mas to get mitigating controls in
place as rapidly as possible. If some overshoot occurred-it would be on the side
of safety. and could be adjustedIater. There was no time to think through the
intricacies of each theatre in which regulation might operate. However with
the pressure of estimated risk reduced, it becomes clear that very different
situations are being lumped together in one regulatory jacket. Academic re
search is currently largely covered by the NIH guidelines how effectively no one
.ha.!'; yet seriously examined. The academic setting is traditionally self-regulatory
l~ Iagaggtng even under existing quasi-regulation and it is shuddering at talk of
liablhty SUltS, fines, federal inspectors and secret proprietary knowledge These
suggestions stem, in part, from the recognized need to extend the NIH r~tionlftle
to in.du~trial research and development, clearly an entirely different setting. The
publtc Interest orientation of academic institutions is replaced in industrial
research by corporate interest. There is 13. Iong and hitter history of federal-in
dustrial regulatory interaction. Is that experience applicable to the academic
area.: How sh.all we translate the NIH guidelines, evolved primarily for ace
demle ~ecomhmant DNA research, to mechanisms appropriate and necessary
for an tndustrlal setting:
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Mr. THORNTON. Thank you very much, Dr. Lappe, for a very excel
lent presentation.

Unless there are any questions at this point, we will proceed to ask
Dr. Clifford Grobstein, professor of biological science and public
policy, the University of California, San Diego, to give us his presenta
tion.

Dr. Grobstein.
[A biographical sketch of Dr. Grobstein follows:]
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C Class III: Hypotheses which are socially invidious. An
invidious hypothesis is one which posits properties or relation
ships among persons which imply the existence of morally
questionable traits, characteristics, or behaviors. For example,
the hypothesis that a specific ethnic group or population is
inclined to deviant behavior for biologic or intrinsic reasons is
invidious because it violates norms and assumptions about the
-autonomy of individuals who are members of groups or classes.
A representative hypothesis here, for example, is one which
posits that low IQ and race can be predicted on the basis of
chromosome banding patterns.(20) Because both of the traits in
question (race and IQ) are suspect classifications for whatthey
purport to represent or measure, this hypothesis, like others in
its class, will likely be disqualified for both scientific and moral
reasons.

D. Class IV: Hypotheses which are holistically threatening.
This class is characterized by hypotheses which posit a world
view which violates social and moral norms. Here, it is critical to
distinguish hypotheses which are holistically threatening by
virtue of their moral content from those which ostensibly pose
the same threat because of their revolutionary constructs. For
example, Galileo's world view could be considered holistically
threatening because of the perturbation it portended for man's
theological view of himself, in contrast to the hypothesis of a
growing number of health workers that genetic predisposition
to disease (as, for example, determined by HL-A markers) is
responsible for a large part of human disability,(21) is threaten
ing because it abruptly shifts the burden of proof of being free
from disease-producing conditions away from the society and to
the individual. This latter shift in world view is thus holistically
threatening in a different way from Galileo's.

By replacing a view of social causation of illness or disability
with a genetic one, the genetic susceptibility hypothesis could
threaten those segments of society which still have appreciable
amounts of environmentally related disease. Individuals who
were susceptible to disease by virtue of their social and
economic conditions would thus be heavily penalized. Thus,
whereas an emphasis on such epidemiologic hypotheses could
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subjected to analyses of its moral implications (item B).
Evaluation of the possible ethical questions (experimental
systems needed, etc.) raised by testing the predictions of the
hypothesis would be made (item C). The possible costs as well
as benefits of hypothesis verification would be weighed (items
D and E).

This formulation immediately raises some vexing problems.
Are we really saying that we should disallow some scientifically
promising hypotheses or experiments because they are morally
threatening? Whom do we expect to perform these analyses?
How ought we balance the scientific criteria against the moral
ones? How important a consideration should the moral content
of any hypothesis be and how do we go about demonstrating it?
A set of case studies may illuminate some of these apparent
dilemmas.

It should be evident that the major class of hypotheses
being considered involve predictions or assumptions that
impinge more or less directly on human nature and social
conditions. A set of examples from the interface between the
"hard" biologic sciences (genetics) and the "soft" ones
(sociology, psychiatry) will highlight the complexities of the
thesis that moral considerations are an obligatory part of the
construction of hypotheses.

VDI. A Classification Scheme for Assigning
Moral Weights to Hypothesis Formulation

A. Class I: Hypotheses which are intrinsically dangerous. At
face value, this is the simplest class of hypotheses to evaluate.
Rules for abstaining from doing direct harm or injury are
seemingly self-evident. As George Barnard Shaw noted in The
Doctor's Dilemma, "No man is allowed to put his mother in the
stove because he desires to know how long an adult woman will
survive the temperature of 500 degrees Fahrenheit, no matter
how important or interesting that particular addition to the
store of human knowledge may be." However, in practice it
may be difficult to project and weigh the class of harms which
might ensue should an initial hypothesis be verified. For
example, the need to construct a probe which could test the
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diminish the attention given to powerful but subtle
environmental influences or social factors which modify the
expression of a trait. One such example is the intrauterine
environment, or postnatal milieu, both of which potentially
affect the prospect of normal biological and psychological
development. Genetic hypotheses also embody a sense of
determinism which conflicts with norms that the society may
be deeply committed to, by virtue of its laws,mores, and
general moral structure. By embodying the injunction that we
are somehow obliged to restructure society along lines which
recognize the primacy of fixed biological potentialities,
attributes, and traits, genetic hypotheses work to deemphasize
the moral, unfixed elements of humanness which have been
integral to the ernergence of culture and religion.

VII. Exclusion of Competing Hypotheses
A first-level test for the appropriateness of seriously putting

forth a given hypothesis should include an estimation of the
moral costs of not testing a competing one. Even where those
competing hypotheses embody more difficult or complex
refutation or. other testing procedures, they should be evaluated
on the basis of their moral content before being displaced. A
second-level test has to do with the degree of human good
which acting out the predictions of the hypothesis will likely
engender. In the case of genetic hypotheses, their heuristic
appeal and simplifying assumptions may make them better
candidates for scientific inquiry than are environmental
ones.(l8) How are we to choose between "good" hypotheses
which are good for scientific reasons and those which are good
for moral ones? Which approach benefits society more?

In Table I, I have ou tlined some of the more commonly used
reasons for accepting hypotheses on the basis of scientific
criteria. (I would emphasize that a hypothesis which is "good"
in the scientific context usually embodies several of these
features.)

Using criteria such as these generally ensures no more than
that the hypothesis chosen can do what it claims to do-provide
a set of testable predictions which embrace enough previously
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behavior and biology of animals "do not readily fit into
categories." Classical Mendelian genetics, of course, deals solely
with categories.

A further complicating force is that even non-Mendelian
genetic hypotheses must often attempt to explain a complex
human trait in terms of simplifying assumptions which forcibly
displace attention to the roots of causation from external
factors to internal ones. This takes place, for example, whenever
a complex (polygenic) condition like diabetes becomes ascribed
to single genes with "reduced penetrance." The search for
environmental correlates of the condition may then be
suspended while intensive study is done on the putative genetic
hypothesis. Geneticists often apply Occam's razor inappro
priately to complex human conditions like diabetes, hyperten
sion, or neural tube defects. Why is this so?

Admittedly, in order to "do" genetics in the laboratory, it is
important to be able to exclude competing models or
paradigms, and to suspend temporarily consideration of
alternative hypotheses. For experimental systems, it is
acceptable, even desirable, to isolate putative genetic factors
from their environmental overlay; but in humans, this
separation is difficult to attain in theory, if not impossible to
achieve in practice. Moreover, isolation of environmental
variables may violate ethical norms, as when testing to
determine an intrinsic (i.e., genetic) basis for a malabsorption
syndrome such as sprue, calls for institution of a diet known to
cause intestinal injury. Since these and other limitations greatly
restrict the ability of the environmentalist scientist to disprove a
genetic hypothesis, deciding to use a genetic model for
explaining human ability or disability Virtually assures a tenure
of visibility of the hypothesis. Hence a major ethical issue in
choosing any hypothesis for study which is not subject to
refutation is the cost incurred in suppressing competing and
potentially valid hypotheses.

For example, because heritability estimates of human IQ
scores are restricted in their validity to measurements within
groups sharing relatively common environments, between-group
comparisons (for example, between whites and blacks) are
likely to be unscientific and possibly invidious. The absence of
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V. Normative Questions
in Hypothesis Selection

The conduct rules for the practices involved in empirical
testing of hypotheses are well defined and do not appear to me
to present novel categories of ethical inquiry. What constitutes
"proper" conduct in the elaboration of hypotheses, however, is
not well understood. What can be said? First, that it is
impractical and wrongheaded to base an attack solely on
freedom of inquiry or cultural biasing factors. Second, that it is
evident that some discretionary latitude is necessary in different
sciences to ensure an adequate complexity and richness in
generation of scientific ideas. Third, that culturally influenced

. ideas and decisions are not in and of themselves objectionable;
these may be the source of hypotheses which are particularly
fruitful because they are based on experiential elements unique
to a particular class' of persons. (Fabre's observations and
hypothesis-testing among the social insects are a classic example
of a unique interplay between culture, ideology, and science.)
But the assumption that hypothesis formulation is value-neutral
when its objective is individuals (in the sense Macintyre uses the
word to embrace multilevel phenomena) is likely to be
mistaken. As Macintyre and Gorovitz observe: "The study of
individuals cannot be nonevaluative in the way that properties
is." Every "central question" of a science often embraces value
constructs which force the language, thinking, and conceptu
alizations used to formulate them into new molds. This has
proven especially true in genetics.

VI. Genetic Science as a Special Case
At face value, genetics appears to be a science which moves

forward by proffering hypotheses which attempt to explain the
causal network of molecular constructs which underlie all
natural phenomena. A sociologist of science might ask first if
there were value-related elements in this process which evoke
certain classes of hypotheses for testing and not others. He
might then ask if these elements were identifiable with specific
cultural features of the class of persons who do the work.
Finally, he might examine the implicit assumptions made by the
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As Stephen Brush has pointed out,(9) the first of these
processes comprise the "context of discovery," the second, the
"context of justification." Errors and unethical conduct in the
latter have been well documented recently(lO) and show that
errors of judgment persist. But the nature of the errors which
might be made in the context of discovery has not, to my
knowledge, been systematically explored. Certainly, acts of
omission may occur because of human fallibility, so at first
examination it appears difficult to define the conditions under
which morally responsible errors occur.

Under what circumstances then is hypothesis formulation (as
distinct from hypothesis testing) itself appropriately scrutinized
for its value content? Since the ordinary process of hypothesis
formulation does not embody moral rules, where do value
constructs, if any, corne from? Does hypothesis formulation
include value conditions? The problem is first one of descrip
tive, rather than normative, ethics. To state the problem in
Stephen Toulmin's words:

Where a dominant direction of variation [in new lines of scientific
thought] can be observed within any particular science, or where
some particular direction of innovation appears to have been
excessively neglected, a new type of issue arises. Within the total
volume of intellectual variants under discussion, what factors
determine which types of option are, and which are not pursued?
We are asking how scientists come to take certain kinds of new
suggestions seriously in the first place-considering them to be
worthy of investigation at all-rather. than [what] standards they
apply in deciding that those suggestions are in fact sound and
acceptable.(11)

Toulmin recognizes that in many cases the justification for
taking a particular kind of scientific hypothesis seriously has to
be sought outside the intellectual content of the particular sci
ence. Like many historians of science, Toulmin recognizes that
the selection criteria for hypotheses are so embedded in social
and historical factors that it may be unrealistic to expect that
they be extricated.

How do the traditional selection criteria for hypotheses stand
up to the scrutiny of the historian or sociologist? Abner
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critical question remains whether or not constraints can or
should be imposed on this process. Often the claim is made that
exercises in creativity should not be subject to the same kind of
scrutiny reserved for their products. Even those counted among
the most politically radical have tended to concur with this
view.

James Shapiro, who with Lawrence Eron, Jonathan Beck
with, and others, isolated a gene (the lac operon) for the first
time, created a stir in 1969 by announcing that he was leaving
science for politics. In a letter to Nature, Shapiro, Eron, and
Beckwith gave a surprisingly docile view of their scientific work
before critiquing the social and political context in which it
might be abused. They said, "In and of itself our work is
morally neutral; it can lead either to benefits or dangers to
mankind...."( 5)

Why this reluctance to question the roots of science? The
solution to the paradox of political radicalism in the company
of scientific conservatism is not hard to find. In a different
setting, Shapiro was asked why he did the work in the first
place. His answer: "We did this work for scientific reasons, also
because it was interesting to do. But scientists generally have
the tendency not to think too much about the consequences of
their work while doing it. But now that we have, we are not
entirely happy with it."(6) It appears that Shapiro, Eron, and
Beckwith were scientists first and political radicals a far second.
The questioning of fundamental assumptions of freedom of
inquiry cannot be done by those who have benefited by that
practice.

Some would say that if Shapiro et al. truly were concerned
with the political implications of their work, they would have
questioned their priorities in choosing a genetic system for
study which could not foreseeably yield benefits as much as
harms. But that view misses the central point of doing science
itself. In order for a scientist to question the roots of his own
work, he must profess disinterest in the very matter which sets
his tasks apart from the purely political: the quest for truth. In
this case, Shapiro, Eron, and Beckwith quite understandably
subordinated their political ideologies to the sudden accessi
bility of a "truth" which they found possible through develop
ment of a novel technique. They were able to discount any
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From Science Ethics and Medicine,

H. Tristram Engelhardt, Jr., and
Daniel Callahan, eds.,

The Hastings Center, Hastings-on
Hudson, New York, 1976.

The Non-neutrality.
of Hypothesis Formulation

Marc Lappe

I. Freedom of Inquiry
Critics and proponents of science alike consider hypotheses

the free ground upon which scientific inquiry takes place.
Hypotheses become the jousting grounds of criticism where
ideological adversaries tilt at each other, intent at toppling
insecure concepts or weak formulations. The generation of a
hypothesis is in this view a value-free enterprise; values come
into play only after the fact, when hypothesis-testing is
conducted according to rules of procedure which demand both
intellectual and ethical rigor. Thus for some, the formulation of
a hypothesis itself is envisioned as taking place in a quasi
Camelot, where pure ideas spring fully armed from the head of
the scientist.

In such an idealized world, hypotheses are seen as being
"struck like sparks from unaccountable hunches or quirks of
the mind, from an idiosyncratic penchant for the pleasing form
or agreeable order."( I) Karl Popper reinforces this value-neutral
view in advocating the imperative of freedom of conjecture as
part of scientific advance.(2) For Popper, it is only after their
formulation that hypotheses are to be subjected to normative
tests. If we take this view, scientific scrutiny and criticism are
essential to the process of justification, not that of discovery.

96
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any policy maker. less often, scientific data give the appearance of being

so compelling that they are presented as policy ultimata~ Dr. John lorber

of Sheffield, Scotland presented his'staff's experience in operating' on

newborn children who had a variably disabling spinal cord defect known as

"spina btflda ," After reviewing the experience of operating on each of

his first 1.000 patients. Lorber concluded that for some "patients> the

medical outcome was so disfavorable as to dictate that some children not

be treated at all. In 1971. he proposed and then used a set of purely

medical criteria to sort children into categories of operable and non

operable. Questions of family acceptance of potential handicaps, availability

of supportive services and the possibility of conditioning the soc te te.l

reception of impared children were expressly excluded from consideration.

In my judgment, this was a distortion of the role which scientific data

should play. Technical considerations are virtually never el I determining

for choices which affect peoples' lives.

The same maxim appl tes equally to recombinant DrlA research as to

spina bifida. Technical assurance of low risk are insuffi.cient criteria

for giving DNA research a green light. Hho decides-what constitutes an

"eccepteble" risk? What lines of inquiry are walled off by shunting funds

to this area of investigation and not others? And who shall decide if

some research is so potentially harmful in its future applications that

restraint should be exercised now? All of these questions require ethical

as well as technical analyses~

Finally, there are policy decisions which are so value laden that

scientific data should be given no weight at all. Before a person scientifically

determined to have epilepsy is allowed to put an "X" on a piece of..voting
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Let me suggest a classification scheme for that involvement. The

debate on where public policy experts should step into over-sight of

scientific r-esear-ch usually centers on two independent questions: 1) \o.'hat

constraints or controls, if any, should policy makers impose on doing

science?; and 2) What l;~;ts should be placed on what ;s done with what

science produces? I have tried to make the case that both of these areaS

are open--and appropriute--for public scrutiny. Regulating research from

its inception ts so problematic that "wtse" courses of action appear

Virtually impossible.

Controlling the inception of an idea or the choices which scientists

make is an incredibly knotty problem. It treads on the prerogatives of

persons to make free choices, and opens the door for governmental

regulation of basic research which by its nature can only flourish when

unregulated. tveo seytnc that. I want that door to be left open. Where

public health or the rights of persons are potentially compromised by

scientific investigation, or where research clearly lends itself to abuse.

r want the people who may be affected to have recourse through their

representatives. But that is not why J a~ here today.

I want to propose an avenue of action in an area where public

relevance is indisputable. The resul~s of some scientific investigations

are so provocative that they fairly cry out for 'application. Little or

no public guidance exists to say when data should be used. or if timely,

how new often unproven data or associations should be made into policy.

Egregious public policy failures have been made simply because scientists

and legislators failed to communicate. or When they did. legislators

accepted without question the technological imperative to use scientific

data to fonnulate social policy.
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Introductory Remarks

My purpose in being here today is to offer some broad observations

about ethics and scientific research and to suggest some positive options

about integrating scientific findings into social policy.

Linking ethics to science policy is difficult. Ethics and science

are like cater and oil: they don't mix wel l . Ethics deals with truths

which change with the vagaries of the human condition. Because ethics

deals with the 'flay human values should shape decision-making; it is

shaped as much by culturol mores and political forces as by rules.

Science involves the discovery of absolute truths. In marked

distinction from ethicists. scientists feel a need to isolate them-

selves from the daily affairs of humanity. Einstein once wrote of his

pronounced, lack of need for direct contact with human befngs LInd ccnmr-

nitfes. and commented on how ironic that emotion was for someone who was

committed in his heart to social justice.

Even today, science is still essentially a solitary activity. ethics

a social one. The pressures to drive science into a more public arena

have been met with massive resistance. The National Academy of Sciences

has seen fit to oppose further public involvement in regulating the con

ditions under which recombinant DNA are conducted. as if the continued

separation of science and the people. like the church and the state ••

is somehow a desirable state of affairs. It;s not. Science is as much
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How do we avoid similar pitfalls! There seems to me to be at least
three possibilities for deciding how to deal with scientific data. These
are, by necessity, oversimplifications of the actual intricacies of
policymaking.

The first is that the scientific data itself can be taken to dictate
policy; second, the data can be used with other nontechnical data to
suggest policy; and, third, the data may be taken to be irrelevant to
policy. The middle course is familiar to any policymaker. Less often,
scientific data give the appearance of being so compelling that in and
of themselves they are presented as policy ultimata. For instance,
Dr. John Lorber of Sheffield, Scotland, presented his staff's experi
ence in operating on newborn children who had a variably disabling,
spinal cord defect known as "spina bifida,"

After reviewing the experience of operations on each of the first
1,000 patients, Lorber concluded on the basis of the scientific data
alone that the medical outcome was so disfavorable as to dictate that
some children not be operated on at all. In 1971, he proposed and then
used a set of purely medical criteria to sort children mto categories
of operable and nonoperable. Questions of family acceptance of ~ten
tial handicaJ2s, availability of supportive services and the possibility
(If conditioningthe societal reception of impaired children were ex
pressly excluded from these considerations. In my judgment, this was a
distortion of the role which scientific data should play in making
public policy. In my view, technical considerations are virtually never
all determining for choices that affect people's lives.

I believe the same maxim should apply equally to recombinant DNA
research. Technical assurances of low risk alone appear to me to be
insufficient criteria for giving DNA research a green light. Who is to
decide what constitutes an acceptable risk! What lines of inquiry are
walled off by shunting funds to this area of investigation and not to
others! And who shall decide if some research is so potentially harm
ful in its future applications that restraint should be exercise now!
All of these questions, of course, require ethical as well as technological
analyses.

Finally, there is the third possibility. Some policy decisions appear
to me to be so value laden that scientific data should be given no
weight at all. Before a person scientifically determined to have epi
lepsy is allowed to put an "X" on his voting record, we do not ask if
he passed some scientific test to determine his biologic or genetic
normalcy. The "fact" that a person is diagnosed as having schizo
phrenia does not, and in my view should not, constitute gTounds in
any State for involuntary commitment or drugging. In each instance
I believe we should recognize the primacy of autonomy and equal
deservedness of persons in our society, to temper our judgment about
the use of scientific data.

Scientists, however, will continue to insist that we are somehow
obliged to assign more intrinsic value to "hard" data than to the "soft"
data generated by the social sciences. They believe that the only
tealities on which we may base social policy are those provided by
science; For instance, if science reports systematic differences in edu
cability and then links those to the genetic mall;eup of some groups of
individuals, it is considered foolhardy not to incorporate those data
into public policy. I believe that is simply not so. I believe it is entirely
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Scientists are conditioned to follow research leads, not social trends.
They are trained in problem solving, not social policy. And the most
successful scientists tell'us that excellent science simply cannot be done
if it must adhere to some arbitrary external standard of behavior or
rules. These scientists insist that science's internal conduct rules will
make it self-correcting and value-neutral. In my view, nothing could
be further from the social 'and political realities in which science is
conducted today.

All of the steps of the scientific process are heavily shaped by politi
cal 'and social forces. Today the choice of an area of interest; the testing
methods that 'are chosen to challenge a hypothesis; and the uses to
which early scientific dam are put, are all areas that are conditioned
by forces which are external to the scientific establishment. What
scientists choose to study is as much conditioned by values as by the
traditional norms of heuristic appeal or scientific merit. When scien
tists select an area of interest in research these interests may be piqued
as much by political considerations as by the timeliness of discovery.
And how scientists go about doing science often involves political
judgment as well as abstract, rule-following procedures.

For instance, in the recent past when scientists chose to look for
genetic variants in the human population it was both because new tools
opened up that area of inquiry and !becausegenetic variation for a key
susceptibility to illness might explain away a social failure to cope'
with";specific problem.

To be more specific, an initial scientific discovery that it genetioally
determined ability to produce a key enzyme called arylhydrocarbon
hydroxylase, apparently necessary in the 'activation of carcinogens,
suggested that the responsible gene might be mixed in varying pro-
portions in the population. '

If this were true and if that enzyme were indeed needed for making
an agent carcinogenic, it would be of tremendous public health interest.
But, prior to verification that there was a causal relationship between
the inducibiliy of this enzyme and susceptibility to cancer, major
corporations, particularly Dow Chemical in Texas, instituted testing
for their employees to determine which had the inducible enzyme at a
high level and which didn't.

In nefarious hands that type of example can Ibe used to deflect atten
tion away from environmental causes of cancer and focus attention on
individual )?resumptive genetic variation. The fact that this went to a
policy application before verification bespeaks the need for some kind
of review at the level of basic scientific research that puts fetters or
other constraints on premature application of unproven associations.

Let me suggest a classification scheme for the kind of involvement
that public policymakers might have. There are two almost inde
pendent questions that are traditionally raised: First, what constraints
or controls, if any, shouldpolicymakers impose on doing science in
the first place! The basic research question. Second: What limits should
be placed on what is done with what science produces! The level of
application.

I strongly believe that both of these areas are open-and 'appropri
ate-for public scrutiny. But, others have argued that rerrulatino; re
search from its inception has to bealmost so problematic that wise
courses of action appear impossible.
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